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REFACCE

The theory of uniform distribution modulo one (Gleichverteilung modulo
Eins, equirepartition modulo un) is concerned, at least in its classical setting,
with the distribution of fractional parts of real numbers in the unit interval
(0, 1). The development of this theory started with Hermann Weyl's celebrated
paper of 1916 titled: "Uber die Gleichverteilung von Zahlen mod. Eins."
Weyl's work was primarily intended as a refinement of Kronecker's approxi-
mation theorem, and, therefore, in its initial stage, the theory was deeply
rooted in diophantine approximations. During the last decades the theory
has unfolded beyond that framework. Today, the subject presents itself as
a meeting ground for topics as diverse as number theory, probability
theory, functional analysis, topological algebra, and so on. However, it
must be said that the germs of various later developments can be found in
Weyl's 1916 paper.

This book attempts to summarize the results of these investigations from
the beginning to the present, with emphasis on the work done during the last
20 years. Because the literature on the subject is vast, it was inevitable that
now and then choices had to be made and selection criteria had to be applied
that reflect the personal taste of the authors. As a rule, we have endeavored
to produce a comprehensive coverage of the methods used in the theory of
uniform distribution. In some instances, we did not present a result in its
most general version, but rather tried to describe the underlying principles
and ideas, which might otherwise be shrouded in technicalities. The title we
have chosen indicates that we have resolved the dilemma of "asymptotic
distribution" versus "uniform distribution" in favor of the latter, since it is
this aspect to which most of our exposition is devoted. We believe that this
book should prove a useful introduction to the subject for students in number
theory and analysis and a reference source for researchers in the field.

An important role in our presentation is played by the notes at the end
of each section. These not only contain the pertinent bibliographical refer-
ences, but also provide the reader with a brief survey of additional results
relating to the material of that section. The exercises we include range from
simple applications of theorems to proofs of propositions more general

vii



viii PREFACE

than, or shedding further light on, results in the text. The reader is encouraged
to try his hand at many of these problems in order to increase his under-
standing of the theory.

The following is a brief outline of the contents of the book. The first
chapter deals with the classical part of the theory. It assumes that the reader
has a good background in real analysis. Important properties of uniformly
distributed sequences of real numbers are developed in the early sections and
specific examples of uniformly distributed sequences are described through-
out. A central position in the theory is taken by the so-called Weyl criterion.
As a means for investigating sequences with respect to uniform distribution,
it caused in the early years of the development of the theory of uniform
distribution a strong interest in exponential sums. One of the equivalents of
the definition of a uniformly distributed sequence modulo 1 of real numbers
is the functional definition. This form of the notion of uniform distribution
reveals the measure-theoretic and topological character of the definition.
To avoid repetition, we have, in the first chapter, concentrated on techniques
and results that depend on the special structure of the real number system.
Results that have analogues in a general setting (such as van der Corput's
difference theorem and various metric theorems) will often be found in
stronger versions in the more abstract Chapters 3 and 4. Some extensions of
the theory are already touched on in Chapter 1, such as the multidimensional
case in Section 6 and distribution functions and asymptotic distribution with
respect to summation methods in Section 7. A study of normal numbers and
their relation to uniform distribution is carried out in Section 8. Uniform
distribution modulo 1 of measurable functions appears in Section 9.

In Chapter 2, the results of the preceding chapter are studied and comple-
mented from a quantitative point of view. Here a modest background in
number theory would be helpful. Many of the results presented here are
current. The important results of K. F. Roth and W. M. Schmidt on ir-
regularities of distribution, as well as the celebrated inequalities of Erdos-
Turan and LeVeque, are proved in Section 2. The next section is concerned
mainly with the sequences (n6), n = 1, 2 . . . , with 0 irrational. This leads
one back to the number-theoretic origins of the theory. Number-theoretic
integration methods which derive from the theory of uniform distribution
are treated in Section 5. This part of the book should be of interest to
numerical analysts.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we develop in greater detail the theory of uniform
distribution in compact Hausdorff spaces and in topological groups, re-
spectively. A background in topology and measure theory is required.
Furthermore, for Chapter 4 a knowledge of topological groups is desirable,
but all the required results from structure theory and duality theory are
stated. Many interesting relations to probability theory, ergodic theory,
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summability theory, and topological algebra emerge in these portions of the
book. In Section 2 of Chapter 4 a detailed treatment of the method of
correlation functions is given. Section 4 of Chapter 4 contains an in-depth
discussion of the theory of monothetic groups.

The most recent branch of the theory is based on the notion of a uniformly
distributed sequence of rational integers. It is not surprising that, sub-
sequently, attention has been paid to the distribution of sequences of a
more general type of integers, such as the p-adic ones, and of sequences of
elements of the ring of polynomials over a finite field. These developments
are described in Chapter 5. The reader should be familiar with the rudiments
of p-adic number theory and the theory of finite fields.

Because of space limitations a number of topics could not be covered as
fully as we wished or had to be omitted completely in our presentation. Topics
in the latter category include metric quantitative results, relations between
uniform distribution and harmonic analysis, and the theory of weak con-
vergence of probability measures. However, the notes in the appropriate
sections contain a survey of the literature on these aspects.

A graduate course in uniform distribution emphasizing the number-
theoretic connections could be based on Chapters 1, 2, and 5 of the book
and may be complemented by selections from the remaining chapters. The
prerequisites for each chapter have been mentioned above.

It is with great pleasure and gratitude that we acknowledge helpful con-
versations and/or correspondence with I. D. Berg, D. L. Carlson, J. Cigler,
S. Haber, J. H. Halton, W. J. LeVeque, H. G. Meijer, L. A. Rubel, W. M.
Schmidt, R. Tijdeman, and S. K. Zaremba. Special thanks are due Professor
Walter Philipp, who read drafts of the manuscript and made a number of
valuable suggestions. The second author would like to express his in-
debtedness to Professor Edmund Hlawka, who guided his first steps into the
theory of uniform distribution and whose supreme mastery of the subject
was a constant source of enlightenment for his students. He also wants to
thank the University of Illinois for its hospitality during a crucial period of
the writing.

The enormous task of converting our drafts into a typewritten manuscript
was mastered by Miss Pat Coombs, whose skill and unfailing patience we
learned to admire. We extend our sincere gratitude to the staff of Wiley-
Interscience for its care and professionalism in the production of the book.

October 1973 L. KUIPERS
H. NIEDERREITER
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In this chapter, we develop the classical part of the theory of uniform
distribution. We disregard quantitative aspects, which will be considered
separately in Chapter 2.

1. DEFINITION

Uniform Distribution Modulo 1

For a real number x, let [x] denote the integral part of x, that is, the greatest
integer <x; let {x} = x - [x] be the fractional part of x, or the residue of
x modulo 1. We note that the fractional part of any real number is contained
in the unit interval I = [0, 1).

Let w = n = 1, 2, . . . , be a given sequence of real numbers. For a
positive integer N and a subset E of I, let the counting function A(E; N; w)
be defined as the number of terms x,,, 1 < n < N, for which E E. If
there is no risk of confusion, we shall often write A(E; N) instead of
A(E; N; w). Here is our basic definition.

DEFINITION 1 . 1 . The sequence w = n = 1, 2, ... , of real numbers is
said to be uniformly distributed modulo 1 (abbreviated u.d. mod 1) if for
every pair a, b of real numbers with 0 < a < b < 1 we have

A([a, b); N; w)
lim

N
= b - a. (1.1)

N-
1



2 UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION MOD 1

Thus, in simple terms, the sequence is u.d. mod 1 if every half-open
subinterval of I eventually gets its "proper share" of fractional parts. In
the course of developing the theory of uniform distribution modulo 1
(abbreviated u.d. mod 1), we shall encounter many examples of sequences
that enjoy this property (for an easy example, see Exercise 1.13).

Let now be the characteristic function of the interval [a, b) C I.
Then (1.1) can be written in the form

1 N r1

m n=

`

1
[a.b)({1.n}) -JD C[a.b)(x) dx. (1.2)i N

This observation, together with an important approximation technique,
leads to the following criterion.

THEOREM I.I. The sequence n = 1, 2, ... , of real numbers is
u.d. mod 1 if and only if for every real-valued continuous function f defined
on the closed unit interval I = [0, 1] we have

1
limm N nI1f({xn}) =J f(x) dx. (1.3)

PROOF. Let (x) be u.d. mod 1, and let f (x) = Y_z-1

d.c x be a
step function on I, where 0 = ao < a1 < < ak = 1. Then it follows from
(1.2) that for every such f equation (1.3) holds. We assume now that f is a
real-valued continuous function defined on 1. Given any e > 0, there exist,
by the definition of the Riemann integral, two step functions, f1 and f2
say, such that f1(x) < f (x) < f2(x) for all x E I and fl (f2(x) -f1(x)) dx < F.
Then we have the following chain of inequalities:

N

J
f (x) dx - e

J
f1(x) dx = llm 1 G fl({xn})

0 o N-m N ,:=1

< lim i I f({x.a}) < lim - I f ({x.))
N-m N 2=1 N- m N n=1

N
<Nim. N I fz({xn}) = lofa(x) dx < J f(x) dx -1' e,

so that in the case of a continuous function f the relation (1.3) holds.
Conversely, let a sequence (x,,) be given, and suppose that (1.3) holds

for every real-valued continuous function f on 1. Let [a, b) be an arbitrary
subinterval of I. Given any e > 0, there exist two continuous functions, g1
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and g2 say, such that gl(x) < C[a,bb)(x) < g2(x) for x e f and at the same time
fo (g2(x) - gl(x)) dx < e. Then we have

1 i 1 N
b - a - e < g2(x) dx - e < gi(x) dx = lim - g1({xn})

o o N-+w N n=1

A([a, b); N) A([a, b); N) 1 N
< lim < lim < lim - I

N--'.0 N N-+oo N N- oo N n=1

=J 1gz(x) dx S
1rg1(x)

dx + e < b - a + e.
0 o

Since a is arbitrarily small, we have (1.1).

COROLLARY 1.1. The sequence (x,,) is u.d. mod 1 if and only if for every
Riemann-integrable function f on I equation (1.3) holds.

PROOF. The sufficiency is obvious, and the necessity follows as in the
first part of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 0

COROLLARY 1.2. The sequence (x,,) is u.d. mod 1 if and only if for
every complex-valued continuous function f on at with period 1 we have

N-. N nI1f
(xn) -Jo f (x)

dx. (1.4)

PROOF. By applying Theorem 1.1 to the real and imaginary part of f,
one shows first that (1.3) also holds for complex-valued f. But the periodicity
condition implies f ({xn}) = f (xn), and so we arrive at (1.4). As to the
sufficiency of (1.4), we need only note that in the second part of the proof
of Theorem 1.1 the functions g1 and g2 can be chosen in such a way that
they satisfy the additional requirements g1(0) = g1(1) and g2(0) = g2(1), so
that (1.4) can be applied to the periodic extensions of g1 and g2 to R. 0

Some simple but useful properties may be deduced easily from Definition
1.1. We mention the following results.

LEMMA 1.1. If the sequence (xn), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1, then the
sequence (x,, + a), n = 1, 2, . . . , where a is a real constant, is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. This follows immediately from Definition I.I.

THEOREM 1.2. If the sequence (xn), n = 1 , 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1, and
if is a sequence with the property limn_,,(xn - a, a real constant,
then .(yn) is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. Because of Lemma 1.1 it suffices to consider the case oc = 0.
Set en = x.,, - y,, for n > 1. Let 0 < a < b < 1, and choose e such that

0<e<min(a,1-b,b-a)

2



4 UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION MOD 1

There exists an No = N0(e) such that -e < e < e for n > N0. Let n > No,
then a + e < b - e implies a < b, and on the other hand
a < b implies a - e < b + e. Hence, if a = and
w = (y ), then

b - a - 2e = lim A([a+e,b-e);N;a)
<

lm A([a,b);N;w)
N- o N N-- oo N

N-oo N N-+oo N

=b- a+2e.
Since a can be taken arbitrarily small, the sequence w satisfies (1.1) for all
a and b with 0 < a < b < 1. To complete the proof, one uses the result
in Exercise 1.2. 0

Uniform Distribution Modulo a Subdivision

We mention briefly one of the many variants of the definition of u.d. mod 1.
Let A: 0 = zo < z1 < z2 < be a subdivision of the interval [0, oo) with
limk-,. zk = oo. For zk_1 < X < zk put

[xIA = zk-1

so that 0 < {x)A < 1.

and {x}e =
X - zk-1

zk - zk_1

DEFINITION 1.2. The sequence (x.,,), n = 1 , 2, ... , of nonnegative real
numbers is said to be uniformly distributed modulo A (abbreviated u.d. mod
A) if the sequence n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1.

If A is the subdivision Aa for which Zk = k, this concept reduces to that
of u.d. mod 1. An interesting case occurs if is an increasing sequence
of nonnegative numbers with x = oo. Then we let A(x, a) be the
number of x < x with a, and we set A(x) = A(x, 1). Clearly,
the sequence is u.d. mod A if and only if for each a c (0, 1),

lim
A(z, a) =

a. (1.5)
x-oo A(x)

The following remarkable result can be shown.

THEOREM 1.3. Let be an increasing sequence of nonnegative
numbers with x = oo. A necessary condition for to be u.d.
mod A is that

lim
A(zk+1) = 1. (1.6)

k-. A(zk)
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PROOF. Suppose is u.d. mod A. Since

A(2(zk + zk+l), 2) - A(zk, 2) = A(2(zk + zk+l)) - A(zk),
we have

A(2(zk + zk+l), 2) A(zk., z) + A(- (zk 1-[- Zk+l)) - A(zk)

A(2(zk + zk+l)) A(2(zk + zk+l)) A(2(zk + zk+1))

= A(zk, z) A(zk) + 1 - A(zk)

A(zk) A(2(zk + zk+l)) A(2(zk + zk+l))

5

= 1 + A(zk) (A(Zk,) (1.7)
A(2(zk + zk+l)) A(zk)

Now the extreme left member of (1.7) goes to 2 as k --* co, according to
(1.5) and the assumption about the sequence (x,,). Similarly, the second
factor of the second term of the extreme right member of (1.7) goes to - 2
as k -* co. Hence, (1.7) implies

A(zk)
Jim = 1. (1.8)

k- oo A(2(zk + zk+l))

In a similar way, it can be shown that

A(zk+l)
Jim = 1. (1.9)

1k-. ao A(2(zk + zk+l))

From (1.8) and (1.9) we obtain (1.6).

Notes

The formal definition of u.d. mod I was given by Weyl [2, 4]. The distribution mod I
of special sequences was already investigated earlier (see the notes in Section 2). Theorem
1.1 and its corollaries also come from Weyl [2, 4]. The notion of u.d. mod A was intro-
duced by LeVeque [4] and was studied further by Cigler [1], Davenport and LeVeque
[1], Erdos and Davenport [1], W. M. Schmidt [10], and Burkard [1, 2].

A detailed survey of the results on u.d. mod I prior to 1936 can be found in Koksma
[4, Kap. 8, 9]. The period from 1936 to 1961 is covered in the survey article of Cigler
and Helmberg [1]. An expository treatment of some of the classical results is given in
Cassels [9, Chapter 4]. The survey article of Koksma [16] touches upon some of the
interesting aspects of the theory.

Let A be the Lebesgue measure in I. If is u.d. mod 1, the limit relation

lint I A(E; N) = A(E)N-. N
will still hold for all Jordan-measurable (or A-continuity) sets E in I (see Chapter 3, Theorem
1.2) but not for all Lebesgue-measurable sets E in I (see Exercise 1.9). See also Section 1
of Chapter 3 and Rimkevi6i5te [1]. Similarly, the limit relation (1.3) cannot hold for all
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Lebesgue-integrable functions f on I. See Koksma and Salem [1] for strong negative
results. The following converse of Theorem 1.1 was shown by de Bruijn and Post (1]:
if f is defined on land if n 1 J '({x,,)) exists for every u.d. mod 1, then f
is Riemann-integrable on I. Binder [1] gives an alternative proof and a generalization.
See also Bass and Couot [1]. Rudin (2] discusses a related question.

Elementary criteria for u.d. mod 1 have been given by O'Neil [1] (see also the notes
in Section 3 of Chapter 2) and Niederreiter [15]. Sequences of rationals of the type con-
sidered in Exercise 1.13 were studied by Knapowski [1] using elementary methods.

In the sequel, we shall discuss many variants of the definition of u.d. mod 1. One rather
special variant was introduced by Erdos and Lorentz [1] in the context of a problem
from probabilistic number theory. A sequence is called homogeneously equidistributed
mod I if ((1/d)xnd), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 for every positive integer d. This notion
was also studied by Schnabl [1].

For the result in Exercise 1.14, see P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., Aufg. 163].

Exercises

1.1. A definition equivalent to Definition 1.1 is the following: A sequence
of real numbers is u.d. mod 1 if limN,-., A([0, c); N)/N = c for

each real number c with 0 < c < 1.
1.2. If (1.1) holds for all a, b with 0 < a < b < 1, then it holds for all

a, b with 0 < a < b < 1.
1.3. A sequence is u.d. mod 1 if and only if (1.1) is satisfied for every

interval [a, b) C I with rational end points.
1.4. A sequence is u.d. mod 1 if and only if A([a, b]; N)/N =

b - a for all a, b with 0 < a < b < 1.
1.5. A sequence is u.d. mod 1 if and only if limy-. A((a, b); N)/N =

b- a for all a, b with 0 < a <b < 1.
1.6. If is u.d. mod 1, then the sequence of fractional parts is

everywhere dense in I.
1.7. If we leave out finitely many terms from a sequence that is u.d. mod 1,

the resulting sequence is still u.d. mod 1. What additional condition is
needed if "finitely" is replaced by "infinitely" ?

1.8. If finitely many terms of a sequence that is u.d. mod 1 are changed
in an arbitrary manner, the resulting sequence is still u.d. mod 1.
Generalize as in Exercise 1.7.

1.9. Let be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers. Construct a
Lebesgue-measurable subset E of I with A(E) = 1 and limn-.
A(E; N)/N = 0. Hint: Consider the complement in I of the set
determined by the range of the sequence

1.10. Let be u.d. mod 1. Then the relation (1.3) is not valid for every
Lebesgue-integrable function f on I.

1.11. Let and be u.d. mod 1. Then the sequence x1, y, x2, ys,
x,,, y , , , ,. .. is u.d. mod 1.
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1.12. If r is a rational number, then the sequence (nr), n = 1, 2, ... , is
not u.d. mod 1. Is there a nonempty proper subinterval [a, b) of I for
which (1.1) holds?

1.13. Prove that the sequence 0/1, 0/2, 1/2, 0/3, 1/3, 2/3, ... , 0/k, 1/k, ... ,
(k - 1)/k, ... is u.d. mod 1.

1.14. Let (xn) be a sequence in I. For a subinterval [a, b) of I and N Z 1,
let S([a, b); N) be the sum of the elements from x1, x2, ... , . that
are in [a, b). Then (xn) is u.d. mod 1 if and only if

lim S([a, b); N) = 4(b2 - a2)
N-+ao N

for all subintervals [a, b) of I.

2. THE WEYL CRITERION

The Criterion

The functions f of the form f (x) = e2nihx, where h is a nonzero integer,
satisfy the conditions of Corollary 1.2. Thus, if is u.d. mod 1, the
relation (1.4) will be satisfied for those f. It is one of the most important
facts of the theory of u.d. mod 1 that these functions already suffice to
determine the u.d. mod 1 of a sequence.

THEOREM 2.1: Weyl Criterion. The sequence n = 1, 2,... , is
u.d. mod 1 if and only if

N
lim 1 I e2i`'`x^ = 0 for all integers h 0 0. (2.1)
N-. oo N n=1

PROOF. The necessity follows from Corollary 1.2. Now suppose that
possesses property (2.1). Then we shall show that (1.4) is valid for every
complex-valued continuous function f on IR with period 1. Let e be an
arbitrary positive number. By the Weierstrass approximation theorem, there
exists a trigonometric polynomial'F(x), that is, a finite linear combination
of functions of the type e2iihx, h E 71, with complex coefficients, such that

Now we have

sup If(x) -T(X)1 < e. (2.2)
05x51

N
f(f(x) - T (x)) dx

1 N

J
W(x) dx - 1

NN I (AX.) - F(xn))
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The first and the third terms on the right are both S e whatever the value
of N, because of (2.2). By taking N sufficiently large, the second term on
the right is Se because of (2.1). 0

Applications to Special Sequences

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let 0 be an irrational number. Then the sequence (nO),
n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and the in-
equality

1 N e2' 'a'°
N ,71

for integers h 34 0. 0

e2 ihNO - i i
1

N Ie2ffihO - ii S N Isin ,rlt01

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let 0 = 0.1234567891011121314 in decimal notation.
Then 0 is irrational. Therefore, the sequence (nO) is u.d. mod 1 by Example
2.1. It follows that the sequence ({nO}) is dense in I (see Exercise 1.6). One
can even show that the subsequence ({10"O}) is dense in I. For let a =
0 . a1a2 ak be a decimal fraction in I. One chooses n such that {1011O}
begins with the digits a1, a2, ... , a,. followed by r zeros. Then we have
o < {10"O} - of < 10-''-r.

EXAMPLE 2.3. The sequence ({ne}), n 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 according
to Example 2.1. However, the subsequence ({n!e}) has 0 as the only limit
point. We have

e=1-1+ 1 +...+. 1 + ea 0<a<1,
1! 2! n! (n + 1)!

so that n!e = k + ea/(n + 1), where k is a positive integer. Hence, for
nZ2weget{n!e)=ea/(n+1)<e/(n+1).

EXAMPLE 2.4. The sequence (log n), n = 1, 2, ... , is not u.d. mod 1.
In order to show this we use the Euler summation formula. If F(t) is a
complex-valued function with a continuous derivative on 1 < t < N, where
N ',> 1 is an integer, then

N N N
F(n) =J F(t) dt + 1(F(1) + F(N)) + ({t} - #2)F'(t) dt. (2.3)

rt=1 1 J 1

Let F(t) = e2'' log', and divide both sides of (2.3) by N. Then the first
term on the right of (2.3) is equal to

Ne2rl log N - 1
N(2,ri + 1)
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and this expression does not converge as N oo. The second term on the
right of (2.3), divided by N, tends to zero as N co, as does the third
term on the right of (2.3) divided by N, as follows from

JN
- 1)F'(t) dt

Hence, (2.1) with x" = log ii and h = 1 is not satisfied.

< 7F dt

J1
t

0
EXAMPLE 2.5. In the previous example it was shown that (log n) is not
u.d. mod 1. This general statement, however, does not describe the behavior
of (log n) mod 1 with regard to a particular interval [a, b) C I. In the follow-
ing we show in an elementary way that for every proper nonempty sub-
interval [a, b) of I the sequence (log n) fails to satisfy (1.1). Consider first
an interval [a, b) with 0 < a < b < 1. Choose a sequence of integers (N,,,),
rn >- rn0i such that e916+b < N< e'"+1 for in > mo. Now the number of
indices n = 1, 2, ... , N,,, for which a < {log n) < b, or k + a < log n <
k + b, or ek+a < n < ek+b, k = 0, 1, ... , in, is given by the expression

9R e916+1 - 916

(ek+b ek+a +
1

0(k)) = (eb - ea) + 6(k),
1=0 e - 1 k=o

with 0 < 0(k) < 1.

Now it is clear that the fraction obtained by dividing this expression by N,,,,
which was chosen between e11i+b and a"i+1, is not convergent as in oo for
every choice of the sequence (N,,,). If 0 < a < b = 1, one works in a similar
way with a sequence (Na,) satisfying e1' < N< el"+a for in > ino. With a
slight modification of the calculation, one may show the same with respect
to the sequence (c log n), c c FR, n = 1, 2..... N

EXAMPLE 2.6. Suppose we are given an infinitely large table of the Brigg
logarithms (10log n), n = 1, 2, . . . , in decimal representation, and consider
the sequence of the consecutive digits in the kth column after the decimal
point for some fixed k > 1. Let c = 101-1 (log 10)-1; then

c log n = 101-1 iolog n.

If for some n we have {101og n} = 0.b1b2 bk , then {c log n) =
O.bkbk+l - - .. Thus, we observe that the digit bk at the kth decimal place of
10log n is equal to g, g = 0, 1, ... , 9, if and only if g110 < {c log n} <
(g + 1)/10. Now the sequence (c log n) has the property described in Example
2.5. This implies that the relative frequency with which the digit g appears
in the kth column of the table is not equal to 1/10. 0
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Applications to Power Series

In the following, some interesting results in the theory of power series are
deduced from the fact that the sequences (not) with irrational ot are u.d. mod 1
(see Example 2.1).

THEOREM 2.2. Let a be a real number, and let g be a polynomial over
Q of positive degree. Define

GD

G(x) _ g([na])x':.
n=o

Then G(x) is a rational function if and only if a is a rational number.

PROOF. The proof is based on the following auxiliary result: Let a be an
irrational number, and let S be a finite set of nonintegral real numbers.
Then there are infinitely many positive integers in such that

[{inv} + ?y] = [?i] for all 77 E S, (2.4)

and also infinitely many positive integers n such that

[{noc} + 27] = 1 + [r/] for all it E S. (2.5)

Observe that (2.4) is equivalent to

0 < {inc} + {7i} < 1 for all 27 E S,

and that (2.5) is equivalent to

0 < {na} + {?i} - 1 < 1 for all ?y E S,

and also that these relations follow easily from the fact that the sequence
(na), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1-or in fact from the property that the
sequence ({na}) is everywhere dense in P.

Now we turn to the proof of the theorem. Let a be irrational. If G(x)
were rational, then polynomials A(x) and B(x), of degrees a > 1 and b,
respectively, would exist such that G(x) = B(x)/A(x). Assume that

A(x) = xa - c,xa-1 - . - c'-1X - ca.
From A(x)G(x) = B(x) it follows, by equating corresponding coefficients,
that

a
g([na]) _ g([na + ra])c, for n > max (0, b - a + 1), (2.6)

r=1

Since g is a polynomial of degree p > 1, we have

lim
g([nga + ra]) = lim [na + ra]P = 1,

n- 0 D([na]) n-.co [71a]P
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so that (2.6) implies

Cl + C2 + + Ca = 1. (2.7)

Moreover, (2.6) and (2.7) imply

(g([na + roc]) - g([na]))cT = 0. (2.8)
T=1

We have [nor+ ra] = [{na} + roc] + [nor.], and so

g([na + roc]) - g([na])
g(k) ([11a])_ [{not) + ra]k

k=1 k !

Therefore, after multiplying both sides of this last equality by cr and summing
from r = 1 to r = a, for large n one obtains using (2.8),

I 1{11%) + ra]Cr + I I
gM([na])

1{110C) + ra]kCr = 0. (2.9)
r-1 r=1k=2 k! $ ([na])

For p = 1 the last sum on the left of (2.9) is empty, and if p 2, we have

g(O
([na])

lim [{noc} + ra]k = 0 for 2 < k < p and 1 < r < a.
n-co g'([na])

So we arrive at
a

lim I [{na} + ra.]cr = 0.
n-+ oo r=1

(2.10)

The numbers rot in (2.10) are not integers. Thus, according to the auxiliary
result and (2.10) we can find integers m and n such that the expressions

a

[{ma} + ra.]Cr = [ra]cy
T=1 T=1

and
a a

[{na} + ra]Cr = (1 + [roc])Cr
T=1 T=1

differ from 0 as little as we please, which contradicts (2.7). In this way,
it is shown that if a is irrational, G(x) is not a rational function.

Now assume that a is rational. Set a = cld, where c and d are integers
with d > 0. Applying the division algorithm, we have n = and + r with
0 < r < d - 1, and so

nc (md + r)c rcnot= a = d =mc-}
d
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so that [no(] = me + [1 Then

Now

d-1 00 rc
G(x) _ g([na])x" _ g (nnc + -1 Fr

va=o r=o m=o d J

-
gc><1([1 ([1c/d])

r=O m=o k =O k !
d-1 (k)g ([1.Cld])

Ckxr
111ksm1

r=O k=O k ! ",=o

co d
11) k2'"t = (x - (1 - x)-1

m=0 d7:

is rational, and so it is shown that G(x) is rational.

THEOREM 2.3. Let a be a positive number and let

F(x) _ x[ta1

t.=1

Then F(x) is a rational function if and only if a is rational.

PROOF. Suppose that a. is irrational. Let X(n) be the number of solutions
of n = [ta] in positive integers t. Then

F(x) _ X(11)x".

Now X(n) is the number of integers t satisfying n < ta. < n + 1; hence,

X(11)
= 11, a 11 -

[a11

)]
and therefore, F(s) = (1 - x).In 1 [n/a]x"-1. According to Theorem 2.2,
F(x) is not a rational function.

Suppose that or is rational. Write a = c/d with positive integers c and d.
Then, using t = and + r with 0 < r < d - 1, we have

0o d-1 0o d-1
1 + F(x) _ xmo+[rc/d1 = (1 - x°)-1I x[rehd1

t=0 r=0 m=0 r=O

so that F(x) is rational.

THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a Riemann-integrable function on [0, 1] for
which f o f dx 0 0 for all but finitely many positive integers nt.
Let a be irrational. Then the power series

G(z) = If ({nac})z"
"=1

cannot be analytically extended across the unit circle {z c U: jzj = 1}.
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PROOF. We recall the following theorem of Frobenius (see Knopp [1,
pp. 507-508] and G. M. Petersen [2, pp. 48-49]). Let (c ), n = 1, 2, ... ,
be a sequence of complex numbers with the property that

lim (1/N)(c1 + + CN)

exists and equals c. Set (D(r) then we have limn+l_o
(1 - r)L(r) = C.

Now we turn to the proof of our theorem. We have, according to the
definition of G(z),

co

G(re2nivna) = Y I-11f({71U.})e2aimmnot for -1<r<1 and n E7L.
n=1

Since (na) is u.d. mod 1, one obtains from Corollary 1.1 the relation

lim 1 G f ({noc})e2nimna = I f(x)e2ninix dx _ dn,> say.
JN- w N n=1 o

Using the theorem of Frobenius, we get

lim (1 - r)G(re2ninia) = dl?,. (2.11)
r-+1-o

For in > no we have ds 0. So (2.11) implies that if z -> e2nin,a along the
radius, the function value G(z) tends to cc, and therefore, G has singularities
on an everywhere dense subset of {z E C: Izi = 1).

Fejer's Theorem

As another consequence of the Weyl criterion, we obtain a theorem that
will provide many more examples of sequences that are u.d. mod 1.

THEOREM 2.5. Let (f (n)), it = 1 , 2, ... , be a sequence of real numbers
such that Af (n) = f (n + 1) - f (n) is monotone as n increases. Let,
furthermore,

lim Af (n) = 0 and lim 111 Af (n) I = oo. (2.12)
21-w n- -o

Then the sequence (f (n)) is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. For every pair of real numbers u and v we have
e2niv - 27ri(u - v)e2irivl = Ie2ni(a-v) - 1 - 27ri(n - v)I

IC a-v
= 47x2

J
(u - v - w)e2ni,v dw

0

n-v

S 47r2 (u - v - w) dw
0

= 2 7r2(u - v)2. (2.13)
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Now set u = hf (n + 1) and v = I !f (n), where h is a nonzero integer. Then,
according to (2.13),

2nihf(n+1) 2nihf(7)
e e - 27rihe2nihf(n) < 27r2h21Af(n)I for it > 1;

Af(11) - 401)
hence,

2nihf(n+1) 2nihf(n)
e - e - 27ri he2nihf(n)

At(11 + 1) Af(11)

Then,

1 1

Af (n) Af (n + 1)
+ 27r2h21Af(n)I for n > 1. (2.14)

N-1
27rih e2nihf(?t)

v:=1

Ni -e2nihf(n+1) e2nihf(n) e2nihf(N) e2nihf(1)

(27rihe2nihf(n) - + +
Af (n + 1) Af (11) Af (N) Af (1)

e2nihf(n+1) e2nihf(n)

277-ihe2nihf(n) - +
Af (n + 1) Af (n)

1 1

Af(n) Af(n + 1)

1 1

+ 1Af(N)I + IAf(1)1
N-1

+ 27r2h2 IA.f(n)I + 1 +
,=1 I Af(N)I IAf(1)I

where we used (2.14) in the last step. Because of the monotonicity of Af (11),
we get

1 e2nihf(n) < 1 1 + 1 +
1111

lAf(n)I,

N n=1 I 7r 1111 N IA.f(1)I N IA.f(N)I) N 7=1

and therefore, in view of (2.12),

1 N-1
lim I e2nihfk) = 0.
N- 00 N n=1

COROLLARY 2.1: Fejer's Theorem. Let f (x) be a function defined for
x > 1 that is differentiable for x > xo. If f'(x) tends monotonically to 0 as
x --* oo and if lim, xl f'(x)I = oo, then the sequence (f (n)), n = 1, 2, ... ,
is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. The mean value theorem shows that Af (n) satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 2.5, at least for sufficiently large n. The finitely many exceptional
terms do not influence the u.d. mod 1 of the sequence.

EXAMPLE 2.7. Fejer's theorem immediately implies the u.d. mod 1 of the
following types of sequences: (i) (a11°log' 11), i1 = 2, 3, . . . , with a 54 0,
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0 < or < 1 , and arbitrary T; (ii) (a log' n), n = 1, 2, ... , with a 34 0 and
T>1;(iii)(anlog'n),n=2,3,...,with a 0andT<0.

The following simple result shows that the second condition in (2.12)
cannot be relaxed too much.

THEOREM 2.6. If a sequence (f (n)), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1, then

necessarily n Iof(n)I = oo.

PROOF. Suppose that (f (n)) is u.d. mod 1 and that limn_ n Iof(n)I < oo.
For any two real numbers u and v, we have

and so,

le2aite - e2nivl < 27r lu - vl, (2.15)

le21rif("+l) - e21rif(n)I < 27r IAf(n)I = O(n)

On the other hand,

lim 1 'Y e2nif(n) = 0.
N-+m N n=1

By a well-known Tauberian theorem (Hardy [2, p. 121], G. M. Petersen [2,
p. 51]) it follows that lim,, c, e2aif(") = 0, an obvious absurdity.

An Estimate for Exponential Sums
Although Corollary 2.1 is a very powerful result, there are various interesting
sequences to which it does not apply. For instance, the question whether
(n log n), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 cannot be settled by appealing to
Fejer's theorem. In such cases, the following estimate may prove to be
useful. We first need some technical lemmas. The values of the absolute
constants will not be important in these estimates.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose the real-valued function f has a monotone derivative
f' on [a, b] with f'(x) A > 0 or f'(x) < -A < 0 for x c- [a, b]. Then, if
J = fa e2,rif(x) dx, we have jJl < 1/A.

PROOF. We have
1 Jb de2,,if(x)

27ri a f'(x) '

and therefore, an application of the second mean value theorem yields,
with some xo E [a, b],

_ ( ,_I_ fJl 27ri \f'(a)
fXOde2ffif(x)

f'(b)
1 2 2 2 I

27T (i.i'ai + If'(b)I 7rA < A .
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LEMMA 2.2. Let f be twice differentiable on [a, b] with f"(x) > p > 0
or f "(x) < - p < 0 for x c- [a, b]. Then the integral J from Lemma 2.1
satisfies IJI < 4/\.

PROOF. We may suppose that f"(x) > p for x E [a, b]; otherwise, we
replace f by -f. We note that fis increasing. Suppose for the moment that

fis of constant sign in [a, b], say f' Z 0. If a < c < b, then f' (x) Z (c - a) p
for c < x < b by the mean value theorem. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1,

IJI <
fa

e2nif(x) dx

b

e2nif(x) dx <(c - a) + 1(c-a)p'
and choosing c so as to make the last sum a minimum, we obtain IJI <
21V'p. In the general case, [a, b] is the union of two intervals in each of which

f is of constant sign, and the desired inequality follows by adding the
inequalities for these two intervals. 0

LEMMA 2.3. Let f' be monotone on [a, b] with I f'(x)I < 2 for x c- [a, b].
Then, if J1 = J 'a' ({x} - Z) dezvif(x) I we have

IJ11 < 2. (2.16)

PROOF. We start from the Fourier-series expansion
co

{x} - I (sin 27rhx)/arh,
h=1

valid for all x O71. For in Z 1, let x E Ft, be
the mth partial sum. The functions x,,,, in = 1, 2, . . . , are uniformly bounded
as is seen easily after summation by parts. Therefore,

EX.,
Jl = lim (x) de2iif(x)

m- co
Now for in > 1 we have

(x) de2rrif(x)
EX.,

m 1 b

_ (-2i sin 27rhx)e2iif(x)f'(x) dx
h=1 h a

m 1 b_- e2i)e2f'\(x1 ) dx- fe21
nt b fr(x)

1 1 de2,ri(f(x)-hx)
fb fr(x)

de2rri(f(x)+hx)l

27ri h \Ja f'(x) - h f'(x) + h 1
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Since the functions f'/(f' ± h) are monotone and I f'I < 1, an application
of the second mean value theorem shows that

and so

b
f '(x) ade nt(f(x)±-hx)

ff'(x) ± h

b

xna(x)
de2nif(x)

a

2 1<< 2.
7r,,=1 h(h - 1)

(2.18)

Equations (2.17) and (2.18) imply (2.16).

THEOREM 2.7. Let a and b be integers with a < b, and let f be twice
differentiable on [a, b] with f"(x) > p > 0 or f"(x) < - p < 0 for x c [a, b].
Then,

b
e2nif(n)

ttL=ra

PROOF.

with

We write

).< (If'(b) -f'(a)14. 2) 4 + 3("P

b oo
I e2nifk) = I Sn

n= a n=- oo

Sn
a:51:5b

ez rif (a )

P-1/25 f' (n) <n+1/2

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

The sum over p in (2.20) is in reality just a finite sum. Let p be an integer
for which the sum in (2.21) is nonvoid. Since f is monotone, this sum is
over consecutive values of n, say from n = a, to n = b,,. With f (x) -
px, we get

S
bD by

G
e2nif(n) =

G
e21riFp(n)

'n=ap n=a,

J'apJe2

b

dx +

-f-
a

({x} - 1)
D

(2.22)

by the Euler summation formula; compare with (2.3). Now the first integral
in (2.22) is in absolute value less than 4/,Ip by Lemma 2.2. The second
integral in (2.22) is in absolute value at most 2 because of IFD(x)I < 1 for
x E [a,,, and Lemma 2.3. Therefore, (4/s/p) + 3. Since there are
at most I f'(b) - f'(a)I + 2 values of p for which S is a nonvoid sum, we
arrive at (2.19). 0

e2,, WT (b r) )
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EXAMPLE 2.8. From Theorem 2.7 we infer that

N
I eznih n log n

N
N + 2)44IhI +

3)

for all nonzero integers h, and so, the sequence (n log n), n = 1, 2, . . . , is
u.d. mod 1 by the Weyl criterion. More generally, the method yields that
((xn log' n), n = 1, 2, ... , a 0 0, T > 0, is u.d. mod 1. In the same way,
the sequence (n log log n), n = 2, 3, . . . , can be shown to be u.d. mod 1.
Compare also with Exercises 2.23-2.26. N

Uniform Distribution of Double Sequences

DEFINITION 2.1. A double sequence (s;k), j = 1, 2, . . . , k = 1, 2, . . . , of
real numbers is said to be u.d. mod 1 if for any a and b such that 0 < a <
b<1,

lim
A([a, b); M, N) = b - a, (2.23)

BM.N- -0 MN

where A([a, b); M, N) is the number of sn., 1 < j < M, 1 < k < N, for
which a < {sik} < b.

THEOREM 2.8. The double sequence (s;,) is u.d. mod 1 if and only if
for every Riemann-integrable function f on I we have

ill N
lim 1 I I f({s;k}) =J lf(x) dx.

M,N- m MN ;=1 k=1 0

THEOREM 2.9. The double sequence (s;,) is u.d. mod 1 if and only if
u N

lim 1 I l e2nihsJk = 0 for all integers h 0 0.
31,N--o MN i=1 k=1

The proofs of these theorems can be given along the same lines as those of
Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 2.1, respectively.

EXAMPLE 2.9. Let 0 be irrational and a an arbitrary real number. Then
(j0 + koc), j = 1, 2, ... , k = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1, as follows easily
from Theorem 2.9.

Any u.d. double sequence (s;k) can be arranged into a u.d. single sequence
(s,,), say. One just has to choose in such a way that its first M1 terms
consist exactly of all numbers slk with 1 < j, k < M. For instance, the
arrangement 511, S211 532, s13, 531, 532, s33, s23, s13, S411 . . . , 514, . satisfies this
property. To prove our assertion, we note that for a given positive integer in
there exists a unique integer M with (M - 1)2 < in < M2, which implies
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M2 - in < 2M - 1. Set A(m) = A([a, b); in; and A(M, M)
A([a, b); M, M). Let e be an arbitrary positive number. Then there exists an
integer No = N0(e) such that for M > No and M2A(ni) > mA(M, M),

A(m) A(M, M)

in M2

MZA(m) - mA(M, M)

M2in

(M2 - m)A(m) 2M - 1
< <

M2m
M2 E,

and for M > No and M2A(m) < mA(M, M),

A(m) A(M, M)

m M2

mA(M, M) - M2 A(in)

M2m

< m(A(M, M) - A(ni)) < 2M - 1 < e.
M2m M2

From these inequalities it follows that lim,,,,, A(m)lm = b - a, since we
have limlh A(M, M)/M2 = b - a by (2.23).

A weaker concept of u.d. for double sequences, for which the above
argument holds as well, is the following one: We call the double sequence
(s;,) u.d. mod 1 in the squares 1 < j, k < N as N oo if limNN,,,
A([a, b); N, N)/N2 = b - a for 0 < a < b < 1. As is easily seen, this is
equivalent to

N N
lim 1 11 0 for all integers h 0 0. (2.24)
N-' x NZ ;=1 k=1

It is interesting that an analogue of Fejer's theorem can be shown for this
type of u.d. We first need the following simple generalization of the Euler
summation formula.

LEMMA 2.4. For integers M Z 2 and N 2, let g = g(x, y) be defined
for 1 < x < M, 1 < y < N, with gxu continuous in this region. Then,

ill N

I Y_ g(j, k)
1=2k=2

N l N 31

f" g(x,y)dxdy+f' f {y}g,,(x,y)dxdy
M+ fNfll{.

x(x, y) dx dy +
fNf

{x}{y}gxv(x, y) dx dy. (2.25)}g

PROOF. We may write (2.3) in the form
N
I F(k) = fNF(t) d t -}-

1

N{t}F'(t) d t. (2.26)
k
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For fixed j, 2 < j < M, apply (2.26) with F(y) = g(j, y), and we get

g(j, y) d y +
fNN N

j g(j, k) = f {y}g,,(j, y) d y. (2.27)

Summing up the equations (2.27) from j = 2 to M, and applying again
(2.26), we arrive at (2.25). 0

THEOREM 2.10. Let the real-valued function f = f (x, y) be defined for
x > 1, y Z 1, withfx, continuous in this region. Let f be increasing in x and
y, and letfx be nonincreasing in x and y. Assume that 1imx- fx(x, 1) = 0,

y) = 0, and limx_o, f (x, x)/x2 = 0. Furthermore, suppose that
the integrals fi'f .'fx(x, y) f2(x, y) dx dy and fi dyl fx(N, y) are both o(N2).
Then the double sequence (f (j, k)), j = 1, 2, ... , k = 1, 2, ... , is u.d.
mod 1 in the squares 1 < j, k < N as N --> oo.

PROOF. We verify (2.24) for all h 0 0. To this end, we use (2.25) with
g(x, y) = e2nihf(x.v) This yields

N N
I l e217ihf(J.k)

J=1 k=1

N ( N

J
(x .v)d2 dy

f+
2vrih J {y}fv(x, y)e2iihf(x.v)dxdy

1 1

rN
+ 2rrih

r

f

NJ{x}
fx(x, y)e2»,hf(x.v)dx dy

1 1

Y IV

+ 27rihJi
Ji

{x}{y} f 2(x, y)e nthf(x.v) dx dy

+ (27rih)2
fNf1{Xj{Yjf.(x,

y)fu(x, y)e2niht(x.")dx dy + o(N2).

The first double integral is o(N2) because of Lemma 2.1, the condition on
f., and

f
N d y = °(N2)
fx(N, y)

The last double integral is o(N2) because of

x(x, y)fu(x, y) dx dy = o(N2).fJ
NJ fN

1 1
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As to the third double integral, note that

{x} f. (x, yxIJ \J1 1

21

<J vJ ff(x, y) dx d y < (N - 1)J 1) dx
1 1 1

_ (N - 1)(f (N, 1) - f (1, 1)) = o(N2).
The second double integral is treated in a similar fashion (note that our
conditions imply that f, is nonincreasing in x). Finally, for the fourth double
integral we have

j
w

f
w

,J1
{x}{y}fxu(x, y)e2r;nf( x.v) dx dy

v Nff(-fx,(x, y)) dx dy

_ -f(N, N) + f(1, N) + f(N, 1) -f(1, 1) = o(N2).
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let o! and (3 be positive numbers. Let f (t) be increasing
for t > 0, f'(t) -> 0 (monotonically), tf'(t) -+ oo as t -* co, and f"(t) con-
tinuous for t > 0. Then the double sequence (f ( a j + flk)), j = 1 , 2, ... ,
k= 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in the squares 1 <j, k < N as N - co, as
follows from Theorem 2.10. See also Exercises 2.28-2.30. 0

Notes

The fundamental Theorem 2.1 was first shown by Weyl [2, 4]. Many proofs of this result
can be found in the literature, most of them proceeding along the same lines as Weyl's
original proof, which we reproduced here. See Artemiadis and Kuipers [1], Cassels [9,
Chapter 4], Chandrasekharan [1, Chapter 8], Niven [1, Chapter 6], and Exercises 2.6
and 2.7 of Chapter 2. We shall encounter various generalizations of the Weyl criterion
in Sections 6 and 7 of this chapter and in Chapters 3 and 4. See also Exercises 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.3, as well as the papers of Blum and Mizel [2], Brown and Duncan [1], Holewijn
[3], Kuipers and Stam [1], Loynes [1], and Robbins [1].

Because of the Weyl criterion, there are intimate connections between the theory of
u.d. mod 1 and the estimation of exponential sums. Concerning the latter, we refer to the
monographs and articles of Hua [1, 2], Koksma [4, Kap. 9], Teghem [2], Vinogradov
[5], and Walfisz [1].

The fact that (n0), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 for irrational 0 was established inde-
pendently by Bohl [1], Sierpinski [1, 2], and Weyl [1] in 1909-1910. Their proofs were
elementary. The proof in Example 2.1 comes from Weyl [2, 4]. For other elementary
proofs, see Callahan [1], Hardy and Wright [1, Chapter 23], Jacobs [1], Miklavc [1], Niven
[1, Chapter 6; 3, Chapter 3], O'Neil [1], and Weyl [4]. The problem of the distribution of
(n0) mod 1 had its origin in the theory of secular perturbations in astronomy. Weyl [3]
discusses this connection in detail. For a survey of the early literature, see Koksma [4, Kap.
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8]. We remark that Example 2.1 improves Kronecker's theorem, which says that ((0)) is
everywhere dense in [0, 1].

The distribution of (no) mod I has been studied extensively, especially in connection
with certain conjectures of Steinhaus. Given a real 0, a positive integer N, and 0 < b < 1,
it turns out that the "gaps" between the successive values of it, 0 < it < N, for which
{nO} < b can have at most three lengths, and if there are three, one is the sum of the
other two (Slater [1], Florek [1]). Also, if N and 0 are as above, and if one arranges the
points 0, {0}, . . . , {N0} in ascending order, the "steps" between consecutive points can
have at most three lengths, and if there are three, one will be the sum of the other two
(S6s [2], Sur'anyi [1], Swierczkowski [1]). Further investigations along these lines have
been carried out by Hartman [3], S6s [1], Halton [2], and Graham and van Lint [1].
Slater [3] gives a summary of these results with simple proofs. For quantitative results on
(nO) with 0 irrational, see Section 3 of Chapter 2.

Interesting relations between (nd), 0 irrational, and ergodic theory are discussed in
Hartman, Marczewski, and Ryll-Nardzewski [1] and Postnikov [8, Chapter 2]. In this
context, the remarkable work of Veech [1, 2, 4] should also be mentioned. See also Hlawka
[27]. In a different direction, Hardy and Littlewood [6] investigate for which 0 one has
lim,v-.(1/N) 1` 71=1f ({0)) = Ja f (x) dx for a class of functions f having infinities at x = 0
and 1. Mostly, questions of this type have been considered from the metric viewpoint
(see the notes in Section 4 of this chapter). Erdos [7, pp. 52-53] states an open problem
concerning (nd).

Various subsequences of (nO), 0 irrational, have been studied. For instance, it is known
that (p"0), it = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1, wherep1 = 2,P2 = 3.... ,p", ... is the sequence
of primes arranged in ascending order (Vinogradov [3, 4; 5, Chapter 11], Hua [11). If
w(n) is the number of prime divisors of it, then (w(n)0) is u.d. mod 1 (Erdos [3], Delange
[4]). Let be an increasing sequence of integers > 1 and set r = ql q" for it Z 1; then
Korobov [5] characterized the numbers 0 for which (r"0) is u.d. mod 1. Some improvements
were obtained by 9al'at [2]. For other results on subsequences of (n0), see Sections 4 and
8 of this chapter and Section 3 of the next. In particular, it will turn out that for the number
0 in Example 2.2 the sequence (10"0) is u.d. mod 1.

Concerning the sequences (c log it) considered in Examples 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, we refer
to Franel [3], P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., Aufg. 179-181], and Thorp and Whitley
[1]. We shall return to these sequences in Section 7. Wintner [1] showed that (logp") is
not u.d. mod 1, where is the sequence of primes. The sequences of logarithms of
natural numbers are related to an amusing problem in elementary number theory. See
Bird [1] and Exercises 2.14 to 2.17.

Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are from Newman [1], and Theorem 2.4 which is essentially due to
Mordell [3, 4] generalizes a result of Hecke [1]. More general results are known, and they
can be found in Cantor [3], Carroll [1, 2], Carroll and Kemperman [1], Davenport [3],
Meijer [1], Mordell [1, 2, 3, 4], Popken [1], Salem [1], Schwarz [1, 2], Schwarz and
Wallisser [1], and, Wallisser [1, 2]. Most of the proofs depend on results from the theory of
u.d. mod 1. Some of these papers generalize, or are connected with, the classical theorem of
Carlson-P61ya to the effect that a power series a"z' with integer coefficients a" that
converges for Izl < 1 either represents a rational function or has the unit circle as its natural
boundary. Quantitative versions of Hecke's result are in Hlawka [28] and Niederreiter [19].

Theorem 2.5 is from van der Corput [5]. The special case enunciated in Corollary 2.1
was already known earlier (P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., Aufg. 174]). For other ap-
proaches to Fejer's theorem, see Tsuji [2] and Niederreiter [2]. Kuipers [3] proves some
analogues of Fej6r's theorem. See also Theorem 9.8 and Koksma [2; 4, Kap. 8]. Theorem
2.6 is essentially from Kennedy [1]. A special case was shown earlier by Kuipers [3].
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Our proof follows Kano [1]. In a certain sense, the result is best possible (Kennedy [1]).
For a thorough investigation of slowly growing sequences, see Kemperman [4].

The estimate in Theorem 2.7 is a result of van der Corput [1]. For various generalizations,
see van der Corput [2, 3, 4] and Koksma [4, Kap. 9].

The presentation of u.d. of double sequences is based on the work of Cigler [1] and
Hiergeist [1]. Using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 2.10, a result concerning
the u.d. mod 1 of (f (j, k)) can be shown (Cigler [1]).

For the result in Exercise 2.27, see Koksma and Salem [1].

Exercises

2.1. The sequence (x,n) is u.d. mod 1 if and only if (2.1) holds for all positive
integers h.

2.2. Let f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fh(x), ... be a sequence of continuous functions
on I that is dense in the space of all continuous functions on I in the
sense of uniform convergence. Prove that is u.d. mod 1 if and
only if

1 IN { fh({.x })
Cl

lim Il = J dx
N-oo

N for all h = 1, 2, ... .

2.3. Prove that the sequence (xn) is u.d. mod 1 if and only if
N

lim i I {xn}' = 1 for all h = 1, 2, ... .
N- -o N=1 h+1

2.4. If is u.d. mod 1, then (mx,l) is u.d. mod 1 for every nonzero integer
in.

2.5. Let 0 be an irrational number. Then the sequence (a0), a = 0, 1, -1,
2, -2, ... , is u.d. mod 1.

2.6. Let 0 be an irrational number, and let a and d be integers with a > 0
and d > 0. For n 1, one sets en = 1 if the integer closest to nO is
to the left of n0; otherwise, e = 0. Then we have

N
lim gd+nd = 2N-N n=1

2.7. Prove that the sequence ({sin n}), n = 1, 2, . . . , is dense in I but not
u.d. mod 1.

2.8. Prove the first part of Exercise 1.12 using the Weyl criterion.
2.9. Prove Lemma 1.1 using the Weyl criterion.

2.10. Prove Theorem 1.2 using the Weyl criterion.
2.11. If is u.d. mod 1 and (yn) satisfies

N
lim 1 I yn1 = 0,

N n=1

then (xn + is u.d. mod 1.
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2.12. Let be a sequence of real numbers and Q a natural number. If
each of the Q sequences (y;,°)) = 0 < q S Q - 1, is u.d. mod 1,
then so is (x").

2.13. The sequence (c log n), n = 1, 2, ... , where c is a constant, is not
u.d. mod 1.

2.14. Let b > 2 be an integer. A set S of positive integers is called extendable
in base b if for every finite string of b-adic digits, there exists an s E S
whose initial digits in b-adic representation coincide with the given
string of digits. Prove that S = {s,, s,, . . .} is extendable in base b if
and only if the sequence ({blog n = 1, 2, . . . , of fractional parts
is dense in I.

2.15. For a given positive integer k, prove that the set {nk: n = 1, 2, ..
is extendable in any base (see Exercise 2.14).

2.16. Let b > 2 and k a positive integer that is not a rational power of b.
Prove that the set {k": n = 1, 2, ...} is extendable in base b (see
Exercise 2.14).

2.17. The set {n": n = 1, 2, ...} is extendable in any base (see Exercise 2.14).
2.18. Let P be an arbitrary real number. Prove Theorem 2.4 with {no,.}

replaced by (nor + i}.
2.19. Let a be irrational and j9 E QZ arbitrary. Then the power series

In, {na + fl}z" has the unit circle as its natural boundary. What
happens if a is rational?

2.20. Let the Bernoulli polynomials B,(x) be defined recursively by B1(x) _
x - I and Bk+1(x) = (k + 1)Bk(x) and f to Bk+l(x) dx = 0 for k > 1.
Prove that the power series Jn 1 Bk({na + j9})z" has the unit circle as
its natural boundary, whenever a is irrational, j9 E tR, and k > 1.

2.21. Prove the Euler summation formula (2.3). Hint: Start from the identity
fn+i F(t) dt = (F(n) + F(n + 1)) - fn +1 ({t} - 2)F'(t) dt for integers
n.

2.22. Use the Weyl criterion and the Euler summation formula to prove the
following version of Fejer's theorem: Let f (x) have a continuous
derivative for sufficiently large x with f'(x) tending monotonically to 0
as x - > oo and x I f'(x)I = oo; then (f (n)), n = 1, 2, ... , is

u.d. mod 1.
2.23. Use Theorem 2.7 to show that the sequence (an°), n = 1 , 2, ...

a00, 1 < a < 2, is u.d. mod 1.
2.24. Prove that the sequence (n log log n), n = 2, 3, ... , is u.d. mod 1.
2.25. Define logk x recursively by log, x = log x and log, x = logk_1(log x)

for k > 2. For each k > 1, prove that (n logk n), n = n,(k), Ho(le) +
1, . . . , is u.d. mod 1, where n,(k) is the least integer in the domain of
logk X-

2.26. Deduce the following result from Theorem 2.7: Let f (x) be defined
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for x > 1 and twice differentiable for sufficiently large x with f"(x)
tending monotonically to 0 as x co. Suppose also

2lim f (x) = ±00 and lim (.f '(x))' = 0.
x00 X-,M x2 If"(x)I

Then (f (n)), it = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1.
2.27. Let f c- L2 [0, 1 ] be a function with period 1 and with f

o
f (x) dx = 0.

Then for any sequence (x,,) that is u.d. mod 1, one has

N

I f(t + xn)
N n=1

2

dt = 0.

Hint: Expand f into a Fourier series.
2.28. Consider the double sequence (s;,) with s;k = j/k if j < k and s;x, = klj

if j > k. Then (s;,) is not u.d. mod 1, but (s;k) is u.d. mod 1 in the
squarest <j,k<NasN--* co.

2.29. Let (s,,.), k = 1 , 2, ... , be u.d. mod 1 and define s;, = s, for all j, k =
1, 2, .... Then the double sequence (s;,) is u.d. mod 1.

2.30. Let a and 9 be positive numbers. Then the double sequences ((aj + 9k)°),
j,k=1,2,..., 0<r<1, and (log'(aj+flk)), j,k=1,2,...,
T > 1, are u.d. mod 1 in the squares 1 < j, k < N as N -* oo.

2.31. See the proof of Theorem 2.2. Show in detail that A(x)G(x) = B(x)
implies (2.6).

3. DIFFERENCE THEOREMS

Van der Corput's Difference Theorem

LEMMA 3.1: Van der Corput's Fundamental Inequality. Let u1, ... ,
be complex numbers, and let H be an integer with 1 < H < N. Then

H2

H-1 N-h
+2(N+H-1)1

h=1 n=1

where Re z denotes the real part of z E C.

PROOF. Define it,, = 0 for all n < 0 and all it > N. Then we have

N N+H-1 H-1H I it,, = I I
n=1 q=1 h=O

lt, 2< H(N + H - 1) Itt,:I2
n=1 n=1
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one obtains

H2
2 N+H-1
<(N+H- 1)

y=1

Hr-1

L
2N

n=1 h=0

N+H-1 H-1 11-1
=(N+H-1) (np_r)(LUv-s

.=1 r=0 s=0

N+H-1 H-1
=(N+H-1) 1 1Iu"-hI2

n=1 It =0

N+H-1 H-1
+ 2(N + H - 1)Re

n=1 r,s=0
S<r

= (N + H - 1)(11 + 2Re E2).

By (3.1) we see that E1 is equal to HY_ ;' 1 Iunl2. The sum E2 contains terms
of the form n= 1,2,...,Nandh=r-s= 1,2,...,H- 1.
For fixed n, 1 < n < N, and h, 1 < h < H - 1, the possible choices for
(r, s) yielding the term can be enumerated explicitly, namely, (h, 0),
(h + 1, 1), . . . , (H - 1, H - h - 1). For each such choice, the value of p
is uniquely determined. Thus, we have precisely H - h occurrences of
UnUn+h in E2. Thus, we can write

H-1 N
E2 = I (H - h) G Ltnun+h

h=1 n=1

Now u = 0 for n > N; hence the summation over n can be restricted to
1<n<N-h. 0
THEOREM 3.1: Van der Corput's Difference Theorem. Let be a
given sequence of real numbers. If for every positive integer h the sequence
(xn+h - xn), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1, then (xn) is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. Let in be a fixed nonzero integer. We apply Lemma 3.1 with
un = e"- and, dividing by H2N2, we get

1
e2n4nixn12<N+H-1+2`.1(N+H-1)(H-h)(N-h)- l1

N n=1 HN I'=1 H2N2

1 N-h
I e2ni m(xn-xn+A)

N - h n=1
. (3.2)

The sequence (xn - xn+h) is u.d. mod 1 for every h > 1; hence,

N-h
lim 1 l e2nt7>i(xn-xn+n) = 0 for every h > 1. (3.3)

N-- oo N - Ii n=1
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By (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

lim
N-oo

i NN e2nimxn
N n=1

(3.4)

and since (3.4) holds for every positive integer H, we have

1 N eznfnixn = 0.lim
N-.o N n=1

This theorem yields an important sufficient condition for u.d. mod 1, but
not a necessary one, as is seen by considering the sequence (nO) with 0
irrational. One of the many applications of Theorem 3.1 is to sequences of
polynomial values.

THEOREM 3.2. Let p(x) = c ,,x` + a,,,_1xm-1 + + ao, m > 1, be a
polynomial with real coefficients and let at least one of the coefficients a./
with j > 0 be irrational. Then the sequence (p(n)), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d.
mod 1.

PROOF. The case m = 1 is settled as in Example 2.1, and so, we may
suppose In > 2. Let first a2i ... , abe rational and al irrational. Then
write p(x) = P(x) + ao. Let D be the least common multiple of the
denominators of a2i . . . , We have {P(Dk + d)} = {P(d)} for k > 0 and
d > 1. Therefore, for every nonzero integer h,

1
N

1
N

l e2nikY(n) ezndhD("

N 7=1 N n=[N/D]D+1

1 D [N/D]-1+ _ e2nih(P(Dk+d)+ai(Dk+d)+ao)

N d.L1 k=O

N= 1 r e2nihp(n)

N n=[NID]D+1

D 1[N/Dl-1 \+ r I e2nih(P(d)+ald+ao) I e2ntha1Dk (3.5)
d=1 N k=o

Since al is irrational, the sequence (a1Dk), k = 0, 1, . . . , is u.d. mod 1,
so that the second term on the right of (3.5) tends to 0 as N - oo. The
first term on the right of (3.5) is in absolute value less than DIN. According
to Theorem 2.1 the sequence (p(n)) is u.d. mod 1 in this special case.

In order to show Theorem 3.2 we use induction. Let p(x) be a polynomial
whose highest degree term with irrational coefficient is aax9. Because of the
above argument, the theorem is true for q = 1. Now let q be any integer
with m > q > 1. Then every polynomial

Ph(x)=P(x+h)-p(x), h= 1,2,..._,
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has the property that the term of largest degree with an irrational coefficient
is the term containing the factor xq-1. Because of the induction hypothesis
the sequence (ph(n)), it = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1. Finally, applying Theorem
3.1, we conclude that the sequence (p(n)) is u.d. mod 1.

EXAMPLE 3.1. As a sample result exhibiting the usefulness of Theorem
3.2 in diophantine problems, we shall prove that the system of inequalities

2x2° + 7x4y2 < y4 - y + I < 2i2° + x10y - 2x2y2 (3.6)

has infinitely many solutions in positive integers x and y. We set y = x5 "2 +
6 with 181 < 1 and substitute in (3.6). Upon substitution we divide the
members of (3.6) by 4x16 f8. The system (3.6) can then be written in the form

e1(x) - xs f2 - y < e2(x), (3.7)

where e1(x) and 62(x) have the property that they tend to 0 as x -->. co. Let
be a positive number Then from a certain x = xo on, we have

-n < el(x) < n and -n < e2(x) < 4I. Instead of (3.7) we consider the
system - x5 14 2 - y < -q, or

1). (3.8)

We note that the sequence w = (n5 4'2), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 by
Theorem 3.2, and so,

1 A((1 + - 2, I - n); N; w) 2 - 2,q as N --> oo.

Hence, there are infinitely many positive integers x satisfying (3.8) and
therefore infinitely many pairs (x, y) of positive integers satisfying (3.7). 0

Other Difference Theorems

THEOREM 3.3. If a sequence n = 1, 2, ... , has the property
Ax" = x -> 0 (irrational) as n co, (3.9)

then the sequence is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. If q is a positive integer, then by (3.9) there exists an integer
go = g°(q) such that for any integers n g Z go,

(Axj-6) Sn g. (3.10)2

i=o q

Hence, if h is an integer 540, then (3.10) and (2.15) yield

1 21Tihxn - S 27r Jhi (n - g) (3.11)q2
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and from (3.11) and the triangle inequality
to+q-1 o+q-1

ezniHxn I
:!,I

r ezni1 x,+(n-9)B) I + 2
1 (n - g) < K, (3.12)

72=0 It=g q n=o

where K stands for Isin 7rh0I-1 + it Jhi. Thus, by (3.12), for every positive
integer H,

9-1+HqI ezn7llx'

n=0
< HK.

So for every integer N > g we have from (3.13),
N

e2nihx

=1

<g-1+N-gK+q.

q

Keeping q fixed, we obtain

lim
N--, .o

1 n' e2niAxn

N n=1

K

q

Since q can be as large as we please, the theorem follows.

(3.13)

We define recursively the difference operator Ak on a sequence by

01xn = Axn = 'Ln+r - xn and i x,, = A(A' for k > 2. With this
notation, the following generalization of Theorem 2.5 can be established
by means of Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 3.4. Let (f (n)), it = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of real numbers,
and let k be a positive integer. If A'f, (n) is monotone in n, if Of(n) -> 0 and
it JOzf (n)l -+ oo as it -> oo, then the sequence (f (n)) is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on k. For k = 1, the theorem reduces
to Theorem 2.5. Suppose the theorem is true for the positive integer k, and
let (f (n)) be a sequence with &+1f (n) monotone inn, limn-. Ak'+1f (n) = 0,
and n IA'°+1f (n)I = oo. For a fixed positive integer h, we have
f (n + h) - .f (n) = a Of (n + j), and so A' (.f (n + h) - f (n)) _

0M+1 f (n + j). In view of the assumptions, this leads to the following
properties: Ak(f (n + h) - f (n)) is monotone inn, limn_,. Oh(f (n + h) -
f (n)) = 0, and limn n I A' (f (n + h) - f (n)) I = oo (here we use that
Ak+1 f (n) has constant sign). By the induction hypothesis we obtain that the
sequence (f (n + h) - f (n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1, and this for
each h > 1. Thus, according to Theorem 3.1, the sequence (f (n)) is u.d.
mod 1. e

By using similar ideas, we may extend Fejer's theorem to the following
result.

THEOREM 3.5. Let k be a positive integer, and let f (x) be a function
defined for x Z 1, which is k times differentiable for x Z x0. If f (')(x) tends
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monotonically to 0 as x - > oo and if lim,;-. x I f (10(x) I = co, then the sequence
(f (n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. We use induction on k. For k = 1, the assertion was shown in
Corollary 2.1. Let f be a function satisfying the conditions of the theorem
with k replaced by k + 1. For a positive integer h, set g,, (x) = f (x + h) -
f (x) for x > 1. Then g,("') (x) = f ('') (x + h) - f (11(x) for x > xo, and it isthus
easily seen that the induction hypothesis can be applied to g,t. Hence,
(gh(n)), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1, and by Theorem 3.1 we are done. 0

The above theorem leads to many interesting new classes of sequences
that are u.d. mod 1. We refer to Exercises 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11.

Notes

Lemma 3.1 is from van der Corput [4, 5], who also showed Theorem 3.1 (van der Corput
[5]). Theorem 3.2 was already proved earlier by Weyl [2, 4], who used more complicated
methods. See also Hardy and Littlewood [1, 2] for weaker results. For an exposition of
Weyl's method, see Titchmarsh [1, Chapter 5] and Walfisz [1]. Lemma 3.1 may also be
found in Titchmarsh [1, Chapter 5] and Cassels [9, Chapter 4]. In the latter monograph
one also finds a slightly different proof of Theorem 3.2. An interesting approach to Theorem
3.2 is possible by means of ergodic theory. See Furstenberg [1, 2], F. J. Hahn [1], and
Cigler [14]. For applications of Theorem 3.2 to ergodic theory, see Akulinicev [1] and
Postnikov [8, Chapter 2]. The statement of Theorem 3.2 holds also if n only runs through
the sequence of primes (Vinogradov [4, 5], Hua [1], Rhin [4]).

For Example 3.1 and related problems, see van der Corput [5]. The same author [6]
also developed other methods for the study of diophantine inequalities. Theorems 3.3 and
3.4 are also from van der Corput [5]. For an application of Theorem 3.3, see Exercise 3.3
and the papers of Brown and Duncan [2, 4], Duncan [1], and Kuipers [11]. The sequences
considered in Exercise 3.9 were first shown to be u.d. mod 1 by Csillag [1]. For u.d. mod I
of sequences of values of entire functions, see Rauzy [3]. Karacuba [1]proves the u.d. mod 1
of (f(n)) with f growing somewhat faster than a polynomial, e.g., f(x) = ec(loex)y with
c > 0 and 1 < y < A. . Brezin [I ] proves the u.d. mod 1 of a specific sequence arising from
nilmanifold theory. Elliott [2] investigates sequences arising from zeros of the Riemann
zeta-function. Blanchard [1, Chapter 6] studies sequences connected with prime number
theory for Gaussian integers.

Important generalizations of the difference theorem (Theorem 3.1) will be shown in
Chapter 4, Section 2. The following result of Korobov and Postnikov [1] may already
be mentioned here: namely, if satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, then
n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1, where q > 0 and r Z 0 are integers. A detailed study of
various difference theorems was carried out by Hlawka [8]. See Section 6 of Chapter 2
for quantitative versions of the difference theorem.

Exercises

3.1. See Theorem 3.2. If all the coefficients a; with j > 0 are rational, then
the sequence (p(n)) is not u.d. mod 1.
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3.2. The sequence (n0 + sin (2,7 n)), n = 1, 2, ... , 0 irrational, is u.d.
mod 1.

3.3. Consider the sequence of Fibonacci numbers defined by Fl =
F2 = 1 and F = for n > 3. Prove that the sequence
(log is u.d. mod 1. Hint: Show first that lim,
(1 + /5)/2.

3.4. The set {F,,: n = 1, 2, . . .} of Fibonacci numbers is extendable in
any base (see Exercise 2.14).

3.5. Let f (x) be a function defined for x > 1 that is differentiable for
sufficiently large x. If lima-, f'(x) = 0 (irrational), then the sequence
(f(n)), n = 1, 2, .. . , is u.d. mod 1.

3.6. Let be a sequence of real numbers with the property Akx _
0 (irrational) for some integer k Z 1. Then (x,,) is u.d. mod 1.

3.7. Let k be a positive integer, and let f (x) be a function defined for
x > 1 that is k times differentiable for sufficiently large x. If

Jim f (k)(x) = 0 (irrational),
x-- 0

then the sequence (f (n)), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1.
3.8. The sequence (1120 + sin (27r n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , with 0 irrational, is

u.d. mod 1.
3.9. Let a 54 0 and v > 0 with a not an integer. Then the sequence (an°),

n= 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1.
3.10. Let a and a be as in Exercise 3.9, and let -r be arbitrary. Then the

sequence (an° log' n), n = 2, 3, . . . , is u.d, mod 1.
3.11. Let k be a positive integer, let a 54 0 and -r < 0. Then the sequence

(ank log' n), n = 2, 3, . . . , is u.d. mod 1. The same is true for r > 1.
3.12. Prove that (1i2 log n) is u.d. mod 1. Hint: Use the difference theorem

and Theorem 2.7.
3.13. Prove that (n2log log n), n = 2, 3, ... , is u.d. mod 1.
3.14. For a 0 0 and 0 < T S 1, prove that (an log' n) and (ovil log' n)

are u.d. mod 1.
3.15. Let o > 0 and let g(x) be a nonconstant linear combination of arbitrary

powers of x. Prove that the sequence (ng(log n)), n = 2, 3, . . . , is

u.d. mod 1. Hint: Distinguish between oa c- Z and a 0 Z.
3.16. For an arbitrary sequence (x,,) of real numbers, prove that

rk k
i=0 Z

for n 1 and k > 1.
3.17. For any e > 0, there exist arbitrarily large x with cos x2 > 1 - e and

cos (x-1)2<-1+e.
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3.18. Prove that limx x 5 ' 1 sin t2 dt I = 1. Hint: Use integration by parts
and Exercise 3.17.

4. METRIC THEOREMS

Some Basic Results

Let (u (x)), n = 1 , 2, ... , for every x lying in some given bounded or
unbounded interval J, be a sequence of real numbers. The sequence
is said to be u.d. mod 1 for almost all x if for every x E J, apart from a set
which has Lebesgue measure 0, the sequence is u.d. mod 1. An early
result of this type is the following one.

THEOREM 4.1. Let n = 1, 2, . . . , be a given sequence of distinct
integers. Then the sequence (a,,x), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 for almost
all real numbers x.

PROOF. It suffices to prove that is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x c- I =
[0, 1). For if k is an integer, then x)} = {a,,.x} implies that the set
of y c- [k, k + 1) for which (any) fails to be u.d. mod 1 is just the translate
by k of the set of x c- I for which fails to be u.d. mod 1, and so also a
null set. Since the countable union of null sets is again a null set, we are
then done. For a fixed nonzero integer h, define

S(N, x) = 1 e2nn,anx for N Z 1 and 0 5 x S 1.
N n=1

Then

JS(N, x)12 = S(N, x)S(N, x)
2

e2nih(am-an)x= ,
N

and so

fo S(N, x) I' dx =

N

1

2
Jle2ffili(a"I-an)x dx 1 (4.1)

N

since the only contribution to the double sum comes from the terms with
m = n. Now (4.1) implies

oo

'01 f IIS(N2, x)12 dx = I 1 < oo,
N=1 0 N=1 N2

and then Fatou's lemma yields

0

1

f I IS(N2, x)I2 dx < oo,
N=1
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so that E,.=1 IS(N2, x)12 < oo for almost all x c- [0, 1]. Consequently,
lim,y_ S(N2, x) = 0 for almost all x c [0, 1]. Now, given N > 1, there
exists a positive integer in such that 1112 < N < (in + 1)2. Then, by trivial
estimates,

IS(N,x)I <IS(1112,x)I+2N <IS(1112,x)I + N
It follows that S(N, x) = 0 holds for almost all x e [0, 1], the
exceptional set depending on the integer h chosen earlier. Forming the count-
able union of all the exceptional sets corresponding to h = ±1, ±2, ... ,
we arrive at a null set B. The Weyl criterion shows that is u.d. mod 1
for all x c [0, 1]\B.

In the proof of Theorem 4.1 a more general principle is hidden. Let
n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence depending on a real parameter x,

each it, being a real-valued Lebesgue-measurable function on the interval
[a, b]. For integers h : 0 and N > 1, we set

NS,(N, x) = 1 E e21rihu. for a < x < b,
N '1-1

and also

IJN) =J bISn(N, x)12 dx.
a

Then the following general result holds.

THEOREM 4.2. If the series I,,(N)/N converges for each integer
h 54 0, then the sequence (u (x)) is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x E [a, b].

PROOF. We keep h fixed, and so drop the reference to h. Since ;Ev=1I(N)/N
converges, there exists an increasing sequence (A(N)), N = 1, 2, . . . , of real
numbers > 1 with A(N) --- oo such that I '=1 I(N)A(N)/N still converges
(see Exercise 4.9). Let M1 < M2 < . . . be positive integers such that

M,.+1 =
C

A(M')
M,,] + 1 for r > 1. (4.2)

A(Mr) - 1 J

Let Nr be an integer in the range M,. < N< Mr+i for which 1(N) attains
its least value. Then

1 111,+1 M±1 1111+1

I(Nr) < 'I I(N) < r I I(N)IN.
M'+1 - Mr N=111,+1 Mr+1 - Mr N=111,+1

Since, according to (4.2),

Mr+1 < A(IV1r),
Mr+1-Mr
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we have
nlr+1 1(N)A(N)

1(N,) < I
N=Mllr+1 N

so that I(Nr) < oo. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one shows that
then limr , S(Nr, x) = 0 for almost all x c- [a, b]. We note that Mr+1IMr -> 1
as r --> co according to (4.2), and so, we have Nr+i/Nr --* 1 as r -> co. Now
if Nr < N G Nr+1i then

S(N, X)1< IS(Nr, x)1 + Nr+1 - Nr
Nr

whence lim \,_o, S(N, x) = 0 for almost all x e [a, b]. The
completed as in Theorem 4.1. 0

EXAMPLE 4.1. The above theorem
generalization of Theorem 4.1. Let be

00

proof is then

yields immediately the
a positive function with

following

I V(n)n-3 < co.
'n=1

Let n = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of integers for which a,,, = a for
at most V(N) ordered pairs (m, n) with 1 < in, n < N. Then the sequence

n = 1, 2, .. , , is u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers x. N

Koksma's General Metric Theorem

THEOREM 4.3. Let (u (x)), n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of real numbers
defined for every x in an interval [a, b]. For every n Z 1, let be con-
tinuously differentiable on [a, b]. Suppose that, for any two positive integers
in 0 n, the function u,,,(x) - un(x) is monotone with respect to x and that
I u'n,(x) - K > 0, where K does not depend on x, in, and n. Then
the sequence (u.,,(x)) is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x in [a, b].

PROOF. For a fixed integer h 0 0, we set again

1 2aiMoi(x)
Sh(N, x) e

N.=
.

1

Then,

fora<x<b.

('I/' N
b1h(N) =J bI Sh(N, x)12 dx = L I e2nih(atm(x)-un(x)I dx

a N2 m,n=1 a

I

f be2nih(um(x)-un(x)) dx
N2 m,n=1 a-2 N m-1 fb

J
e2af1t(um(x)-un(x)) dx

N N2 ,n=2 ,1=1 a
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To each of the integrals appearing in the last expression, we apply Lemma
2.1. Since Iu,,,(x) - u',,(x)I attains its minimum at one of the end points of
[a, b], we obtain

b-a 2

N + IIII N2 n max (I() - u,,(a)I
'

I un(b) - U.(b)I /1

b- a 2 N 1 1 l< N + IhI N2 n=2 n=1 (Illm(a) - lln(a)I + Illvn(b) - l/,,(b)I/

(4.3)

For fixed x E [a, b] and 2 < in < N, we can order the numbers ui(x),
u(x), ... , 11 (x) according to their magnitude. In the new ordering, the
difference of any two consecutive numbers will be >K. Therefore,

1 ,v
1 2

Iunn(x) - um(x)I
2 :E

jK
<

K
log (3N). (4.4)

n

Combining (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain

Irt(N)<b-a+ 8 log(3N)

N IIII K N

The rest follows from Theorem 4.2. 0

The above theorem contains many interesting special cases. We mention
a few of them.

COROLLARY 4.1. Let 6 be a positive constant, and let (F(n)), n =
1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of numbers > 1 with I F(m) - F(n) I > 6 for in 0 it.
Then the sequence (Ax''(")), 2 0 0, n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 for almost
allx> 1.
PROOF. Let k be a positive integer, and set u,,(x) = Axe'(") for k < x
k + 1. For in 0 it, the function u,,, (x) - u'"(x) = A(F(rll)xF(m)-1 _ F(n)xF(n)-1)

is monotone in x since it" (x) - u;, (x) has the sign of A(F(nl) - F(n)). More-
over, for in :X n and k < x < k + 1, one has

I un,(x) - ll,,,(x)I = JAI xn-'(qxv - p) > Al I(q - p) > IAI 6,
where p = min (F(m), F(n)) and q = niax (F(m), F(n)). Theorem 4.3 implies
that (AxF'(")) is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x E [k, k + 1]. The countable
union of these exceptional sets leads to a null set in [1, oo).

COROLLARY 4.2. The sequence (x"), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 for
almost all x > 1.

PROOF. Immediate from Corollary 4.1.

COROLLARY 4.3. Let 6 be a positive constant, and let (An), n = 1, 2, ... ,
be a sequence of real numbers with IA , - Anl > 6 for in 0 Ii. Then the
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sequence it = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers x.

PROOF. For a fixed integer k, Theorem 4.3 yields that (Anx) is u.d. mod 1
for almost all x e [k, k + 1]. The countable union of these exceptional sets
leads to a null set in R. 0

Concerning Corollary 4.2, it is interesting to note that one does not know
whether sequences such as (e"), (7r1), or even ((3/2)") are u.d. mod 1 or not.
However, as we shall see below, one can say something about the exceptional
set.

EXAMPLE 4.2. A real number a > 1 is called a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan
number (abbreviated P.V. number) if a is an algebraic integer all of whose
conjugates (apart from a itself) lie in the open unit circle {z E C: lzl < 1).
In other words, a > 1 is a P.V. number if there exists a polynomial f (x) =
x11 + a,n-1x16-1 + ... + a0i ai E 71, irreducible over Q such that f (x) =
(x - al) . (x - an,) with al = a. and Iail < 1 for 2 < j < m. Trivially,
every rational integer >I is a P.V. number. A less trivial example is a =
(1 + ,/5)/2. We claim that, for a P.V. number a, the only possible limit
points of the sequence ({ai6}), n = 1, 2, . . . , are 0 and 1, so that the sequence
(a16) can obviously not be u.d. mod 1. With the above notation, we set

al" + + a,n1 for n > 1. Since T1(a) is defined as a symmetric
function of al, ... , a. with integral coefficients, T1(u) is in fact a rational
integer. Now lan - T (oc)I = lal" - Tn(x)I < IOC2I" + l anal n, and so
limn. la'6 - T1(oc)I = 0. This proves the assertion.

Trigonometric Sequences

There are some interesting classes of sequences for which the conditions of
Theorem 4.3 are not satisfied, among them, trigonometric sequences. We
indicate how a more refined method can lead to a metric result for this case.

THEOREM 4.4. Let (an), n = 1, 2, ... , be an increasing sequence of
positive integers. Then the sequence (a cos a,,x) is u.d. mod 1 for almost all
real numbers x.

PROOF. It clearly suffices to prove that the sequence is u.d. mod 1 for
almost all x e [0, 27r]. For an integer h 0 0 we have

2n 1 N 2

1h(N) _ I - ` e2nihan Cos anx dx
o N nL=1

N

<
2

N m.n=1
e2nih(amcosamx-an cosan a) dx

1

0

N22 -7r

N + N2
m<n

2n

2n

so
e2nih(am cos amx-an COs a"') dx
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We estimate the integral occurring in the last expression for fixed in and n
with 1 < in < n. Set G(x) = an, cos a,nx - an cos anx and g(x) = G'(x) =
ant sin anx - an,2 sin ax. We divide [0, 21T] into three parts. Let E1 be the
set of x e [0, 27r] for which Ig(x)I > la (an - a,n)1/2. Let E2 be the set of
x c- [0, 27r] for which Ig(x)I < jan(an - a,n)1/2 and Isin a,,.xl Z (an - a)-1/2.
Let E3 be the set of x c- [0, 27r] for which Ig(x)I < 2an(a - a )1/2 and
Isin anxl < (a - an,)-1/2. The Lebesgue measure of the set of x E [0, 27r]
for which Isin anxl < (a - an,)-1/2 is clearly O((a,, - an,)-1/2), and since the

integrand is of absolute value 1, we get

I e21ri G(") dx = O((an
m- a )-1/2). (4.6)J

F'.3

Since g(x) = ±jan(a - an,)1/2 for O(an) values of x e [0, 2'rr], it follows
that E1 is the union of O(an) intervals. Furthermore, since g'(x) has O(an)
zeros in [0, 27r], we see that E1 can be decomposed into O(an) intervals J
in each of which g(x) is monotone. For such an interval J, Lemma 2.1 implies

It follows that

JfJe2arhG(x) dx = 0(a,,,-'(a,,, - am)112)

d a: = O((a,, - a n,)-1/2). (4.7)J

For x E E2, we have Ig(x)I < jan(a - a,n)I sin anxl. We claim that this
inequality implies

Ig'(x)I > c(an4 - a,n4)1/2 (a n2 - an,2)1/2 (4.8)

with some absolute constant c > 0. First of all, since both hypothesis and
conclusion remain unchanged when replacing x by -x, we can suppose
that sin anx > 0. Then,

g(x) = ant sin ax - an,2 sin a,,,x = (1 - t)a 2 sin anx

with -1 + an,/2a < t < 3/2 - an,/tan. Thus, we can write

We also have
tang sin anx = a,,,2 sin a.n,x. (4.9)

an3 cos Yq + a,n3 cos an,x, (4.10)

where 77 = g'(x). By squaring the equations (4.9) and (4.10) and using
sine cost anx = 1, we obtain

(a 4a 2 - t2a 4) cost a x - 2t2??a 3 cos a x + t2a 6 - a 4a 2 - t2Y12 = 0.
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Hence, the discriminant of this quadratic equation in cos amx must be
nonnegative; after simplifying, we arrive at

4 2
2 6 6 2 4,2 ant an77 am -ran -an,an -

t2

Call the expression on the right-hand side of this inequality s(t). The following
statements are easily verified: s(t) is concave downward for t > 0,
s(l) = am4)(an2 - a,,2), and s(a, lam) = 0. The first and second of
these facts imply lql Z (a,14 - a,n4)1/2(a,2 - a2)1/2 when 2 + a,nl2a,, < t <
1, and the three together imply that

/

s(1 I anlani)
Z s(1),

2

so that Jill >- (j(an4 - a,n2))1/2 for 1 < t < 2 + anl2ai,. Since
3/2 - an,l2an < I + a,,12a,,,, the inequality (4.8) is shown. We shall only
use the weaker inequality

I S (x)I >- can2(a,, - am) for x c E2. (4.11)

We note that E2 is the union of O(an) intervals K. Moreover, by the mean
value theorem and (4.11) the length of such an interval K is

sup lx1 - x2l < sup 19(X01 + lg(x2)l < an(an - am)1/2
x1.x2EK x.x1.x2EK

lg,(x)l
ca,,2(a,, - an,)

and so the Lebesgue measure of E2 is O((a,, - a,n)-1/2). Consequently, we have

Je2) d x = O((a,, - a,n)-1/2), (4.12)2 .

and (4.6), (4.7), and (4.12) imply

f2We2lrih(amcosax_an cosnnx) dx = O((an -- a,n)-112) for 1 < in < 11.
0

Combining this with (4.5), we arrive at

n-1
am)

m=i

1
NI12(N) = 0 (N2-

N` n-1 N n-1
L. I (an - an,)-1/2 <

r
1 (11 - 111)-1/2 = O(N3/2),

n=2 n,=1 ,,=2 m=1

and so I11(N) = O(N-1/2). The rest follows from Theorem 4.2.
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Notes

Theorem 4.1 is a result of Weyl [2, 4]. The case an = bn for some integer b Z 2 was studied
earlier by Hardy and Littlewood [1]. Sequences (anx) with integers an have been investi-
gated extensively from the metric point of view. See R. C. Baker [5], Erdos [4, 7], Erdos and
Taylor [1], Hardy and Littlewood [6], Kahane and Salem [1], Khintchine [4], and Koksma
[12, 14]. For the special case an = bn, see also Section 8. A growth condition (see e.g.
Exercise 4.5) is needed in these results: Dress [1] shows that if (an) is nondecreasing with
an = o(log ii), then for no real x is (ax) u.d. mod 1. Some metric theorems arise from the
individual ergodic theorem (Khintchine [6], Riesz [1], Franklin (1]). The following was a
long-standing conjecture of Khintchine [1]: Let E be a Lebesgue-measurable subset of I;
then for almost all B the sequence (nB) satisfies limy-.A(E; N)/N = A(E). This was dis-
proved by Marstrand [1]. The sequences (Anx) with arbitrary real numbers An have also
been studied, especially in the case where An+1/An >_ c > 1 for all n Z 1 (the so-called
lacunary case). See Erdos [4], Furstenberg [3], Helson and Kahane (1], Kac, Salem, and
Zygmund [1], and Koksma [10, 15]. A related subject is that of normal sets (see the
notes in Section 8). For quantitative refinements, we refer to the notes in Section 3 of
Chapter 2. A survey of results on the above classes of sequences can be found in Erdos
[7] and Koksma [16]. For the early literature on the subject, see Koksma [4, Kap. 9].

The important Theorem 4.2 comes from Davenport, Erdos, and LeVeque (1]. See
also Kuipers and van der Steen [1] and Philipp (2]. Holewijn [2] applies this theorem to
u.d. of random variables. See also Loynes [1] and Lacaze [2] for related applications of
metric theorems to stochastic processes. In a certain sense, Theorem 4.2 is best possible
(Davenport, Erdos, and LeVeque [1]).

Theorem 4.3 was shown by Koksma [3]. Some variations of this theme, and some
more consequences, can be found in LeVeque [1], Franklin [2], and Kuipers and van
der Steen [1]. See Koksma [10] for a related question, and Erdos and Koksma [2] and
Cassels [11 for quantitative versions. Generalizations of Theorem 4.3 to more abstract
settings have been given by F. Bertrandias [1] and de Mathan [3].

For expository accounts of the theory of P. V. numbers introduced in Example 4.2,
we refer to Cassels [9, Chapter 8] and Salem [3]. A good bibliography is given in the
paper of Pisot [1]. For recent work, see Amara [1], Boyd [1], Cantor [1], Halter-Koch
[1], Mahler [7], Pathiaux [1], Pisot and Salem [1], Senge [1], Senge and Straus [1], and
Zlebov [1]. There are interesting relations between P.V. numbers and questions in harmonic
analysis. See Salem [3] and Meyer [3, 5] and the literature given there. A well-known
problem is connected with the sequences (rn), n = 1, 2, . . . , where r > 1 is a nonintegral
rational (Mahler [1, 2, 4, 7], Tijdeman [1]). Supnick, Cohen, and Keston [1] study multi-
plicities in the sequences ({On}) with 0 > 1. Forman and Shapiro [1] discuss arithmetic
properties of the sequences ([(4/3)n]) and ([(3/2)1]) of integral parts. See also Shapiro and
Sparer [1].

Theorem 4.4 derives from LeVeque [3], who also has more general results. Dudley
[1] improves some of LeVeque's theorems.

By identifying sequences in I with elements of the infinite-dimensional unit cube ItO =
1 I;, Ij = I for j > 1, it can be shown that "almost all" sequences in 1 are u.d. mod 1

(see Chapter 3, Theorem 2.2). Here "almost all" has to be taken in the sense of the product
measure in I`° induced by Lebesgue measure in I.

We remark that metric results are also available for u.d. mod A. See LeVeque [4],
Davenport and LeVeque [1], Erdos and Davenport (1], and W. M. Schmidt [10]. In a
different direction, Petersen and McGregor [2] prove that a sequence is u.d. mod 1 if and
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only if "almost all" subsequences are u.d. mod 1. For a study of u.d. mod 1 subsequences
of a given sequence, see MendBs France [8] and Dupain and Lesca [1].

Exercises

4.1. In Corollary 4.1 the condition "F(n) > 1" can be replaced by "(F(n))
is bounded from below".

4.2. Let (F(n)) be a sequence of positive integers with F(p) 0 F(q) for
p 54 q. Then.the sequence (2x7''0>), A 0 0, is u.d. mod 1 for almost all
x > 1, and also for almost all x < -1.

4.3. For real 0 with 101 > 1, the sequence (0"x) is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x.
4.4. Using results of this section, prove that for A 54 0 the sequence (An°t)

is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x > 0. (Note: Using results of earlier
sections, one can in fact describe the exceptional set explicitly).

4.5. Let be a sequence of integers for which there exist positive constants
a and c such that a,,, 0 a whenever Im - nI > cn/(log n)1+E. Prove
that is u.d. mod 1 for almost all x.

4.6. Let be a sequence of real numbers for which there exist positive
constants a and 6 such that IA,,, - A"I > 6 whenever Im - nI >
n/(log n)1+E (Weyl's growth condition). Then (A,,.x) is u.d. mod 1 for
almost all x.

4.7. Prove that a = (1 + V 5 )' )/2 is a P.V. number.
4.8. Prove that the unique root >I of the polynomial x3 - x - 1 is a

P.V. number.
4.9. Let Y_,,0=1 u be a convergent series of positive terms. Set r(n) _ l' u;

and A(n) = ( r(n) + r(n + 1))-1 for n > 1. Show that A(n) -> oo
monotonically as n --> oo and that X,_,=1 u A(n) is convergent.

5. WELL-DISTRIBUTED SEQUENCES MOD 1

Definition and Weyl Criteria

Let n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of real numbers. For integers N > 1
and k > 0 and a subset E of I, let A(E; N, k) be the number of terms among
{xk+1}, {xk+2}, ... , {xk+N} that are lying in E.

DEFINITION 5.1. The sequence (x ), n = 1, 2, . . . , is said to be ivell-
distributed mod 1 (abbreviated w.d. mod 1) if for all pairs a, b of real numbers
with 0 < a < b < l we have

A([a, b); N, k)
lim = b - a uniformly in k = 0, 1, 2, ... .
N-ao N
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Evidently, a sequence that is w.d. mod 1 is also u.d. mod 1. The converse
is not true, as is shown by the following counterexample.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let c o = n = 1, 2, ... , be u.d. mod 1. Now form a
sequence a = (y ), n = 1, 2, ... , by setting y = 0 if 7)73 + 1 < n < m3 +
in, in = 1, 2, . . . , and y = x for all other values of n. The sequence o is
u.d. mod 1, since it is obtained from w by replacing a sufficiently small
number of terms x by zeros. For a detailed proof, we note that for each
integer N > I there is an integer p > 1 such that p3 < N < (p + 1)3.
Then for any subinterval [a, b) of I,

IA([a,b);N;(o)-A([a,b);N;a)I < 1 <N2/3,

and so
A([a, b); N; y) A([a, b); N; w)

lim =lim =b-a.
N-w N N- Go N

On the other hand, a is not w.d. mod 1. To see this, choose s with 0 < E < z
If Cr were w.d. mod 1, there would exist a positive integer No = N0(e),
independent of k, such that for N > No and for the sequence o,

A([0, )); N, k) 1
< E for all lc > 0,

N 2

and therefore also

A([0, 1); No, No) 1
< E. (5.1)

No 2
I

I

However, A ([0, 1/2); N, N3) = N for every N > 1, since all elements yn
with N3 + 1 < n < N3 + N are 0. Hence, (5.1) gives e > 1/2, which
contradicts the assumption concerning s. 0

The Weyl criteria for w.d. mod 1 are those for u.d. mod 1 with an ad-
ditional uniformity condition in k. We omit the proofs. The interested
reader is encouraged to consult Section 3 of Chapter 3.

THEOREM 5.1. The sequence n = 1, 2, ... , is w.d. mod 1 if and
only if for all continuous functions f on !we have

1 8+N r1
lim If ({xn}) =J f(x) dx uniformly in k = 0, 1, 2, ... .

N- oo N n1 0

THEOREM 5.2. The sequence n = 1, 2,,.. , is w.d. mod 1 if and
only if for all integers h 54 0 we have

1
k+N

znikxnlim - e = 0 uniformly in k = 0, 1, 2, ... .
N-oo N ii=k+1
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EXAMPLE 5.2. Using the same argument as in Example 2.1, Theorem
5.2 shows that the sequence (nO), n = 1, 2, . . . , with 0 irrational is w.d.
mod 1.

Since w.d. mod 1 is a comparatively rare phenomenon (see the notes for
a rigorous interpretation of this statement), there are many negative results
about w.d. mod 1. One such result is as follows.

THEOREM 5.3. The sequence (p"6), n = 1, 2, ... , where p is some
integer and 0 is real, is not w.d. mod 1.

PROOF. Let Jpj > 2 and 0 54 0 (all other cases are trivial). Set x = p"O
and consider the expression

We have

k+N N Ne.'' X. = e27r' "" = j e2a't P"xx
n=k+1 n=1 n=1

k+N ie2 rx" > cos 2vrp"xk
n=k+1 -

N
cos 27r jpI" {xk} . (5.2)

n=1

If we assume that the sequence (p"B) is w.d. mod 1, then 0 is a limit point
of the sequence Hence, to any N > 1 there is a k(N) such that

1
{xk(N)} <

6 IpIN

With k = k(N), the arguments in the last expression in (5.2) satisfy

0< 2- IPI" {xk(N)} S 2- IpIN {xk(N)} < 3 for 1 < n < N,

and so the cosine of each of these arguments is >I. Hence, for every N Z 1,

1 k(N)+N 1

L.
e>

N n=k(N)+1 2

and this contradicts Theorem 5.2.

This theorem should be compared with an immediate consequence of
Theorem 4.1, namely, that for an integer p with Ipl > 2 the sequence (p'10),
n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers 0.

Admissible Sequences

DEFINITION 5.2. A sequence of real numbers is said to be admissible
if whenever the sequence (x") is w.d. mod 1, the sequence (x + is also
w.d. mod 1.
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An obvious example of an admissible sequence is a constant sequence
(see Exercise 5.4). More generally, every convergent sequence is admissible
(see Exercise 5.5). The following is a sufficient condition for admissible
sequences going beyond these simple cases.

THEOREM 5.4. Let (tn) be a sequence of real numbers, and let sn =
J 1 t;. Then the sequence (s,,) is admissible if

1 k+N
lim - .1 It,nl = 0 uniformly in k = 0, 1, 2, .... (5.3)

N in=k+1

PROOF. Let the sequence (xn) be w.d. mod 1. Choose e > 0 and a nonzero
integer h. According to the assumptions there exist positive integers P and
Q such that

k

Y1 e2nihxn <

P n=k+1 3

1
k+a

I Itnl <
q n=k+1 3AP

for all p > P and all k Z 0, (5.4)

for all q Z Q and all k > 0, (5.5)

where A = 27r IhI. Suppose N is an integer Zmax (P + 1, Q, 3P/8). Then,
for any k > 0,

1
k+N
I e2nih(zn+sn)

N n=k+1
where

Now

Furthermore,

k+N
e21rih(Xn+sn) < P.

n =k+vP+1

k+rP k+rP

b
e2nih(xn+sx+(r-1)P) + e2nihxn/e2nihsn - e21Tihsk+(r

r
n=k+(r-1)P+1 n=k+(r-1)P+1

so that, using (5.4) for the first and (2.15) for the second sum,

EP k+rP

I brI C 3+ A I I Sn - Sk+(r-1)PI
n=k+(r-1) P+1

1

N

v k+N1 br + I e2nih(xn+sn)

r=1 n=k+vP+1

br
k+rP = rN - 1]e2aih(xn+sn) and u

L Jn=k+(r-1)P+1 P

Pe3
+ A I (I tk+(r-1)P+li + + I tk+(r-1)P+nI )'

v=l
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Using (5.5) we obtain
v

I br
r=r

Hence,
1 k+NI e2nilt(xn+sn)

N ,t=k+1
< 3 +N<

and (x + s") is w.d. mod 1 by Theorem 5.2. 0
Since (s,,) is only relevant modulo 1, we may suppose without loss of

generality that sj = for n > 1. With this additional
hypothesis, the condition (5.3) is also necessary for the sequence to be
admissible, but this is by no means easy to show. In connection with (5.3)
we remark also that a sequence is called almost convergent to the value
u if lim nt=k+1 u,,t = u uniformly ink = 0, 1r 2.

Metric Theorems

THEOREM 5.5. If p and q are positive integers, then for almost all real
numbers x the sequence ((p/q)"x), n = 1, 2, . . . , is not w.d. mod 1.

PROOF. Evidently, we may assume p > q. For a fixed integer N > 1, let
E n , be the set of x E IR for which (p'tx/q"+'T), n = 1 , 2, ... , is not u.d. mod 1.
Then, according to Corollary 4.3, we have A(E,,,) = 0, where A denotes
Lebesgue measure. Hence, if E = UN'=1 E,,\,, then A(E) = 0. We note that
for a sequence that is u.d. mod 1 the sequence of fractional parts is everywhere
dense in I. Thus, if x 0 E, then for every N > 1 we can find a k = k(N)
such that

{-NJ
pk<

6p,vqN

Now we consider the expression
k+N

e2niv"X/Q" =
k+N

e2nigN(P"xI4"+x)

n=k+1

= r e2niQN(n"ly")(nk'xlv1'+N) _ e2niaN_"1)1(1)1x1(jx+2'}

n=1 n=1

If x 0 E and k = k(N), then from (5.6) we have for 1 < n < N,

0 < qN ,:p,t{qk+N}
< 6p"qpn 6

UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION MOD 1

k+NueP ueP Ne 2Ne
<< +A I Pit, <-+AP-<-

3 n=k+1 3 3AP - 3

(5.6)

This implies
k(N)+w

I e2niD"xl2" >

N n=k(A')+1 2
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as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, and so, the sequences ((p/g)"x) with x 0 E
are not w.d. mod 1 by Theorem 5.2. 0

For the proof of the following lemma, we need some results and notions
from Section 6. This lemma, which is highly useful in establishing that a
sequence is not w.d. mod 1, is also closely related to the material on complete
uniform distribution in Section 3 of Chapter 3 and is in fact a special case
of Theorem 3.12 of Chapter 3.

LEMMA 5.1. Let be a sequence of real numbers such that for every
p > 1 and every p-tuple (h1, . . . , -X (0, . . . , 0) of integers, the sequence
(h1x,, + hx,,+,)-r), it = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1. Then (x,,)
is not w.d. mod 1.

PROOF. If (x,,) is w.d. mod 1, then it is easily seen from Definition 5.1
that there exists an integer p > 1 such that at least one of any p consecutive
terms of lies in [0, J) (see Exercise 5.7). On the other hand, the sequence
((x,,, x11+1, , n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in IRI according to
Theorem 6.3. In particular, there is an N > 1 such that

({-TN}, {X +1)r . . . , {x,,'+,, 1)) E [z, 1) X ... X [ , 1),

the Cartesian product ofp copies of [2, 1). This results in a contradiction.

THEOREM 5.6. Let be a sequence of nonzero real numbers such that
oo. Then for almost all real numbers x the sequence

(2,,.x), it = 1, 2, ... , is not w.d. mod 1.

PROOF. We prove that the condition of Lemma 5.1 is satisfied for almost
all sequences Consider a fixed p > 1 and a fixedp-tuple (h1, . . . , 0
(0, . . . , 0) of integers. Clearly, we may suppose h 0 0. We write

h.A,,+,-Ix =

with b,, = h12,, + + I for it > 1, and we set H = max1<;<,, Ih;1.
By hypothesis, there exists a positive integer N such that

A,+1 (2p - I)H
for

I ) r I

+ 1 for all r > N.
IA,,

Then for in > n > N we have

l b,,, - b,,l = Ih,A,,+n-i + ....+ h12", - h12j

> Ihul I2"t+n-11 - (2p - 1)HII > Ih,,I I >- Ih"I IANI'

and so Corollary 4.3 implies that the sequence (b,,x) is u.d. mod 1 for almost
all real numbers x. Letting p run through all positive integers and considering
allp-tuples of integers that are permitted, we arrive at a countable union of
exceptional sets of x that is still a null set.
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Notes

The definition of a w.d. sequence mod 1 is from Hlawka [1] and G. M. Petersen [1]. The
criteria in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 were also given by these authors. Example 5.1 is from
G. M. Petersen [1]. Theorem 5.3 derives from Dowidar and Petersen [1], who corrected
an erroneous statement in Keogh, Lawton, and Petersen [1, Theorem 5]. Admissible
sequences were introduced and studied by Petersen and Zame (1]. Theorem 5.5 is a
result of Petersen and McGregor [2]. Murdoch [1] proved that if a. is any given real number,
then for almost all x the sequence (a"x) is not w.d. mod 1. Theorem 5.6 is from Dowidar and
Petersen [1]. This result was improved by G. M. Petersen [4] and Zame [2], who showed
that lacunary sequences (A") satisfy the same property, thereby settling a conjecture of
Petersen and McGregor [3]. For further improvements, see Zame [4]. Related results can
be found in Cigler [12], Erdos [7], Gerl [5], G. M. Petersen [3], and Petersen and McGregor
[1]. The construction of w.d. sequences mod 1 is discussed in Gerl [4] and Keogh, Lawton,
and Petersen [1].

An analogue of van der Corput's difference theorem can be shown for w.d. sequences
mod 1. See Theorem 2.2 of Chapter 4 and Hlawka [1, 8]. It follows that the sequences
(p(n)) from Theorem 3.2 are even w.d. mod 1. See Hlawka [8] and Lawton [1]. This
result may also be shown using ergodic theory (Furstenberg (2], Cigler [12, 14, 15]).
Cigler [13] shows that the sequences (f (n)) in Theorem 3.5 are not w.d. mod 1. Burkard
[2] discusses sequences that are w.d. mod 0 (compare with Definition 1.2).

Dowidar and Petersen [1] show that in a certain sense almost no sequence is w.d. mod I
(see Exercise 5.15). Also, in the sense of the product measure on loo (see the notes in
Section 4) almost no sequence is w.d. mod 1. See Chapter 3, Theorem 3.8, for a proof.
Further results on w.d. sequences can be found in Chapter 1, Section 6; Chapter 3, Sections
3 and 4; and Chapter 4, Sections 1, 2, and 4.

Exercises

5.1. Prove Theorem 5.1.
5.2. Prove Theorem 5.2.
5.3. The sequence n = 1 , 2, ... , is w.d. mod 1 if and only if, for

all Riemann-integrable functions f on I, we have

k.+N r1
lim - f ({x"}) =J f (x) dx uniformly in k = 0, 1, 2, ... .
N- oo N n=h+1 0

5.4. If the sequence (x") is w.d. mod 1, then the sequence (x.,, + c) is
w.d. mod 1, where c is a real constant.

5.5. If the sequence is w.d. mod 1 and if is a sequence with the
property lim", (x" - c, a real constant, then (y,) is w.d. mod 1.

5.6. Prove in detail that the sequence (nO), n = 1, 2, . . . , with 0 irrational,
is w.d. mod 1.

5.7. Let J = [a, b) be a subinterval of I of positive length, and let (x") be
w.d. mod 1. Show that there exists a positive integer Q such that at
least one of any Q consecutive terms of lies in J.
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5.8. Let be a sequence of real numbers with limn. xn) = 0.
Prove that (xn) is not w.d. mod 1. Hint: Use Exercise 5.7.

5.9. If (xn) and (y,,) are w.d. mod 1, then the sequence x1, yi, x2) ya,
x,,, y,,, ... is w.d. mod 1. Generalize.

5.10. Let (rn) and (sn) be admissible sequences, and let a and b be integers.
Prove that the sequence (arn + bsn) is admissible.

5.11. If (sn) is admissible, then (Asn) is admissible.
5.12. If a is transcendental, then for almost all x the sequence (anx),

n = 1, 2, . . . , is not w.d. mod 1. Hint: Use Lemma 5.1.
5.13. Let (xn) be a sequence in I. For n Z 1, define an = [nxn]. Prove that

the sequence (xn) is w.d. mod 1 if and only if the sequence (a /n) is
w.d. mod 1.

5.14. With the same notation as in Exercise 5.13, introduce the number
a = Y" 1 an/n!. Prove that (xn) is w.d. mod 1 if and only if (n!a) is
w.d. mod 1.

5.15. Using Exercise 5.14, prove that "almost no" sequence in Iis w.d. mod 1
and specify in which sense this is meant.

5.16. Carry out the arguments in Exercises 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 with "w.d.
mod 1" replaced by "u.d. mod 1". Of course, in Exercise 5.15 "almost
no" has to be replaced by "almost all."

5.17. Is the sequence in Exercise 1.13 w.d. mod 1 ?

6. TIIE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASE

Definition and Basic Results

Let s be an integer with s Z 2. Let a = (a1, ... , as) and b = (b1, ... , bs)
be two vectors with real components; that is, let a, b c- 1Rs. We say that
a < b(a < b) if a, < b, (a; < bf) for j = 1, 2, ... , s. The set of points
x E IR' such that a < x < b will be denoted by [a, b). The other s-dimensional
intervals such as [a, b] have similar meanings. The s-dimensional unit cube I'
is the interval [0, 1), where 0 = (0, . . . , 0) and 1 = (1, . . . , 1). The integral
part of x = (x1, . . . , x3) is [x] = ([x1], . . . , [x,]) and the fractional part of
x is {x} = ({x1}, .. . , {xs}).

Let (xn), n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of vectors in ER'. For a subset E
of Is, let A(E; N) denote the number of points {xn}, 1 < n < N, that lie in
E.

DEFINITION 6.1. The sequence (xn), n = 1, 2, ... , is said to be u.d. mod 1
in Qt' if

A([a, b); N) '
lim

N
= fl (br - a5)

for all intervals [a, b) c P
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DEFINITION 6.2. The sequence n = 1, 2, . . . , is said to be rn.d. mod 1
in [V if, uniformly in k = 0, 1, . . . , and for all intervals [a, b) C I3, we have

A([a, b); N, Ic) 3

lim = I (b3 - a),
N-m N ;=1

where A([a, b); N, k) denotes the number of points k + 1 < n <
k + N, that lie in [a, b).

DEFINITION 6.3. Let (z,,,), n = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of complex numbers.
Let Re z = x,, and Im z,, = y,,. Then the sequence (z,,) is said to be ti.d.
mod 1 in C if the sequence ((x,,, n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 in F2.

The closed s-dimensional unit cube I3 is the interval [0, 1]. Also, for x =
(x1i . . . , x,) and y = (y1, . . . , y,) in I R', let (x, y) be the standard inner
product in FR'; that is, (x, y) = x1y1 + + xsy,. Then we have the follow-
ing analogues of one-dimensional results.

THEOREM 6.1. A sequence n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in Fts if
and only if for every continuous complex-valued function f on 11 the following
relation holds:

1 Nlim - dx. (6.1)
N-oo Nn=1 i

THEOREM 6.2: Weyl Criterion. A sequence (x,,), n = 1, 2, ... , is
u.d. mod 1 in F3 if and only if for every lattice point h E 713, h 34 0,

lim 1 le21r01, ,> = 0. (6.2)
N-a .o N

The proof of Theorem 6.1 is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. The proof
of Theorem 6.2 follows from the fact that the finite linear combinations of
the functions e2i2<''.x>, h E 713, with complex coefficients are dense with respect
to the uniform norm in the space of all continuous complex-valued functions
on I3 with period 1 in each variable (see the proof of Theorem 2.1).

THEOREM 6.3. A sequence (x,,), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in F3 if and
only if for every lattice point h E713, h : 0, the sequence of real numbers
((h, n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorems 6.2 and 2.1.

EXAMPLE 6.1. If the vector 0 = (01i ... , 03) has the property that the
real numbers 1, 01i ... , 0, are linearly independent over the rationals, then
the sequence (n0) = ((n01, ... , n03)), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in Qrs.
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For the proof, we simply note that for every lattice point h c- 715, h 0 0, the
real number (h, 0) is irrational, and so Theorem 6.3 can be applied. $

EXAMPLE 6.2. For any lattice point h = (h1, . . . , h,) in 715, let IIhil =
max1<;<, Ih;I. If p = (a1i . . . , (xs) is an arbitrary vector in LR5, define the
vector ph by ph = (a1h1i . . . , ash,). We claim that if the set of all lattice
points in 715 is ordered as a sequence hl, h2i . . . in such a way that 11h 11 <
11h,, 11 implies in < n, then the sequence ph1, ph2i . . . is u.d. mod 1 in 15 for a
vector p with irrational coordinates. For the proof, let J = [a, b) C 15 with
a = (a1i . . . , a,) and b = (b1, . . . , b,), and set Jk = [a1, b1) for 1 < k < s.
We note that it suffices to show

lim
A(J; (2L + 1)S) = ff (bk - a1). (6.3)L-. (2L + 1)S k=1

By the construction of the sequence h1, h2i ... , the first (2L + 1)1 terms of
this sequence are exactly all the lattice points h with IIhIl < L. Therefore,

A(J; (2L + 1)S) = IT A([ar, bk); 2L + 1; wk), (6.4)
h_1

where co, = (vkh), h = 0, 1, -1, 2, - 2, .... Now each of the sequences wk
is u.d. mod 1 by Exercise 2.5. It follows that

A([ak, bk); 2L + 1; wa )lim =bk - ak for 1 < k < s.
Loco 2L + 1

Together with (6.4) we obtain (6.3).

THEOREM 6.4. Let p(x) _ (p1(x),... , p,(x)), where all pt(x) are real
polynomials, and suppose p(x) has the property that for each lattice point
h E 715, h 0 0, the polynomial (h, p(x)) has at least one nonconstant term
with irrational coefficient. Then the sequence (p(n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d.
mod 1 in IRS.

PROOF. According to Theorem 3.2 the sequence (p(n)), n = 1 , 2, ... ,
wherep(x) is a real polynomial that has a nonconstant term with an irrational
coefficient, is u.d. mod 1. Hence, Theorem 6.4 is true in view of Theorem
6.3. N

For the sake of completeness we mention without proof the following
general theorem.

THEOREM 6.5. Let Q denote a sequence of intervals Q of the form
Q = [a, b) with lattice points a < b in 715. To each Q E S2 there corresponds
a positive integer n and, furthermore, 2n numbers a,, fl,, (1 < v < n) satisfy-
ing a,, < (l, < a., + I for 1 < v < n, and n real-valued functions f,(x),
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1 < v < n, defined for each lattice point x E Q. For each Q e Q and c > 0
we put

T(Q;c) 1 1 e2ni(hlfi(X)+...+h»fn(X))

N(Q) XEQ

where N(Q) denotes the number of lattice points x E Q, and where Ih is
to be extended over all lattice points It = (hl, ... , hn) : (0, ... , 0) that
satisfy

cn
Ih,,I < log

2n
,q for l < v < n.

Assume that for each fixed value of c we have T(Q; c) , 0 as Q runs through
Q. Then

N(Q) l;`=1((9,, - a,,)
- 1 as Q runs through S2,

where denotes the number of lattice points x E Q for which

a,<f,(x)</3v(mod 1) forl <v<n.

Applications

THEOREM 6.6. Let f be Riemann-integrable on [0, 1], and let 1, 0, a
be linearly independent over the rationals. Then the power series G(z) _

1 f ({noc})z" has the property that

lim (1 - r)G(re2aiB) = 0. (6.5)
r-'1-o

PROOF. By what we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.4, the identity

lim (1 - r)G(re2aiB) = lim 1 I f ({na})e2 'no
r-+1-o N- .o N n=1

holds whenever the limit on the right-hand side exists. Since it is assumed
that 1, 0, and a are linearly independent over the rationals, the sequence
of vectors ((na, n0)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 in 1t2. So for all Riemann-
integrable functions g on 12 we have

1 N 1 r1

r
ym

N

Y g({na}, {n0}) =Jo Jo g(x, y) dx d y

according to the two-dimensional analogue of Corollary 1.1 (see Exercise
6,3), and therefore

lim 1 f ({na})e2 '' ° = f 1 f f(x)e2 iy d x d y = 0.
N-.c7 N n=1 o .Ju
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It should be remarked that, in case 0 = rna + p with integers in and p,
the proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that the limit in (6.5) is equal to the integral
d,,, occurring in that proof.

For other types of applications, see, for instance, Chapter 4, Example 4.1,
and the proof of Theorem 1.8 of Chapter 5.

Notes

U.d. mod 1 in IRS was first considered by Weyl [2, 4], who proved Theorems 6.1-6.4 as
well as the result in Example 6.1. A discussion of the exceptional cases in this example
was also carried out by Weyl [4]. For further remarks concerning this example, see
Bergstrom [1], Jacobs [1], Rizzi [1], and Slater [2]. We refer also to the notes in Chapter 2,
Sections 3 and 5. Example 6.2 is from Volkmann [3, 5], who applied the result to additive
number theory. In connection with Theorem 6.4, see also Kovalevskaja [1] and the notes
in Chapter 2, Section 3. Results on other special classes of sequences can be found in
Delange [5], Karimov [I], Korobov [12], and Polosuev [2, 4]. For the many investigations
concerning the sequences (A"x), where A is a given real s x s matrix and x a given point
in IRS, see the notes in Section 8 of this chapter. Sequences in ERs of the form

((xn, x,,41) ... , Tn+s-1)),
is = 1, 2, ... , where (x,,) is a given sequence in IR, have been studied by Carroll [2],
Cigler [2], Franklin [2], Hlawka [8], Kemperman [4], and Knuth [2, Chapter 3] (compare
also with Chapter 3, Section 3). Cigler [14, 15] shows that the sequences in Exercise 6.10 are
w.d. mod 1 in IRS. For further results on w.d. mod 1 in ES, see Gerl [4, 6]. Koksma'smetric
theorem (Theorem 4.3) has been extended to the multidimensional case by LeVeque [2] and
Gerl [2], and Philipp [1, 3] has shown an analogue of Theorem 4.1. See also Carroll [2] for
another metric result. Definition 6.3 goes back to LeVeque [3], who proved that for almost
all z E C with Izl > I the sequence (z"), it = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in C.

A general definition of ri.d. mod I in sequences of intervals, which is the basis for Theorem
6.5, was given by van der Corput [5] (see also Koksma [4, Kap. 8]). A proof of Theorem
6.5 (also due to van der Corput) has never been published, although the theorem was
applied a number of times (see, e.g., Koksma [1], Teghem [1]). A refined version of Theo-
rem 6,5 was shown by Koksma [11]. Van der Corput [5] extends many of Weyl's results to
u.d. mod 1 in sequences of intervals and also proves a difference theorem. For some further
results in the one-dimensional case, see Kuipers [4].

U.d. of sequences on curves and surfaces was studied by Geri [1, 3]. For the case of a
sphere, see Arnol'd and Krylov [1] and Gerl [9]. We refer also to a related investigation
by Kaidan [1]. Jessen [1] proves a Weyl criterion for u.d. in IGO, the Cartesian product
of denumerably many copies of 1. An even more general setting for u.d. will be developed
in Chapters 3 and 4.

For literature on Theorem 6.6 and related results, see the notes in Section 2. Luthar [1]
applies u.d. mod 1 in IRS to a lattice point problem, Pham Phu Hien [1] applies it to distri-
bution of functions, and Slater [2] discusses applications to gas theory (see also Hlawka
[19, 21, 23]). Further applications are presented in Chapter 2, Section 5.

Exercises

6.1. Prove Theorem 6.1 in detail.
6.2. Prove Theorem 6.2 in detail.
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6.3. A sequence (xn) is u.d. mod 1 in FR' if and only if the relation (6.1)
holds for every Riemann-integrable function f on I.

6.4. A sequence (x ), n = 1 , 2, . . . , in Its with x = (x1,,, , . . . , x , , ,) ,))
n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in R-' if and only if

1 ,v s

lim {
X10111 . {xs,iRa = (h, + 1)-1

N--o N n=1 j=1

for all nonnegative integers hl, . . . , hs.

6.5. If a sequence is u.d. mod 1 in QIs, then all s coordinate sequences are
u.d. mod 1.

6.6. If a sequence (xn) is u.d. mod 1 in ats, then the sequence ({xn}) of
fractional parts is dense in is.

6.7. If the real numbers 1, 0, ... , 03 are linearly dependent over the
rationals, then the sequence ((n01i . . . ) n03)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is not
u.d. mod 1 in W.

6.8. Let 0, . . . , 0, be irrational numbers. Then the sequence
s s-1

n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in pss.

6.9. Let al, . . . , as be nonzero real numbers, and let -rl, ... , Ts be distinct
positive numbers not in Z. Then the sequence ((a1n'1, , astir')),
n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in Ft-1.

6.10. Let p(x) be a polynomial of degree s > 1 with irrational leading co-
efficient. Then the sequence ((p (n), p(n + 1), ... , p(n + s - 1))),
n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in Rs.

6.11. Prove that the sequence ((nz log n, n log tt)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d.
mod 1 in IRz.

6.12. Let (an), n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of distinct integers. Prove that
for almost all (al, . . . , as) E Rs (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) the
sequence ((anal, . . . , anal)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 in IRS.

6.13. The sequence (xn), n = 1, 2, ... , is w,d. mod 1 in FR' if and only if
for every lattice point h e", h 54 0, we have

1 k+N
2ni<b.Xn)lim - e = 0 uniformly in k = 0, 1, ... .

N-'ao N n=k+1

6.14. Let the vector 0 be as in Example 6.1. Then the sequence (tt0), n =
1, 2, ... , is w.d. mod 1 in FRI.

6.15. If z c- C and j z j S 1 , then (z"), n = 1, 2, ... , is not u.d. mod 1 in C.
6.16. The sequence (ne), n = 1 , 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in C where is a

primitive fifth root of unity.
6.17. The sequence (ni), n = 1 , 2, ... , is not u.d. mod 1 in C.
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6.18. The power series F(z) {na}z", where a. is irrational, has the
property that 1im,-1_o (1 - r)F(rez"te) = (27riq)-1, where 0 = p + qa.,
p,gE71,q 0 0.

7. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

Various Types of Distribution Functions

Let (x,3, n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of real numbers, and let A([a, b); N)
have the same meaning as in Section 1.

DEFINITION 7.1. The sequence is said to have the asymptotic distribution
function mod 1 (abbreviated a.d.f. (mod 1)) g(x) if

A(0, x); N)
1411

= g(x) for 0 < x < 1. (7.1)
N- 00 N

Evidently, the function g on [0, 1] is nondecreasing with g(O) = 0 and
g(l) = 1. It will be shown later on (see Chapter 2, Theorem 4.3) that for
any function g satisfying these conditions there exists a sequence having
g as its a.d.f. (mod 1). An arbitrary sequence need not have an a.d.f.
(mod 1). But in any case we can consider the limits

A([0, x); N)
lim = cp(x) for 0 < x < 1,

N-i 00 N

A([0, x) ; N)
lim

N
= '(x) for 0 < x < 1.

N-+co

The functions 99 and (D are nondecreasing with q9(0) _ 1(0) = 0 and
99(1) = 1(1) = 1, while 0 < q2(x) < (D (.,v) < 1 for 0 < x < 1. The functions
ql and 1 may be called the lower resp. the upper d. f. (mod 1) of (x ). If 99 - 0,
then the sequence under consideration has the a.d.f. (mod 1) 99. If
97(x) = I(x) = x for 0 < x < 1, the sequence is u.d. mod 1.

DEFINITION 7.2. Let (,,) be a sequence of real numbers. If there exists an
increasing sequence of natural numbers N1, N2i . . . such that

A([0, x); N.)
1im = z(x) for 0 < x < 1, (7.2)
i- Go Ni

then z(x) is called a distribution function mod 1 (abbreviated d.f. (mod 1)) of
(x ). If (7.2) holds with z(x) = x, then the sequence is called almost u.d.
mod 1.
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THEOREM 7.1. A sequence of real numbers has at least one d.f.
(mod 1).

PROOF. The functions FN,, defined by 1\,(x) = A([0, x); N)/N for 0 <
x < 1, Fa(x) = 0 for x < 0, and F,\,(x) = 1 for x > 1, are distribution
functions in the sense of probability theory; that is, they are nondecreasing
and left continuous on IR with limx-_. F.,(x) = 0 and F\,(x) = 1.
By the Helly selection principle (Loeve [1, p. 179]), there exists a distribution
function z on LR and a subsequence (Na) of the natural numbers such that
lim;_o, Fy,(x) = z(x) for all continuity points x of z. By passing to a suitable
subsequence of (Ni), one can also guarantee the existence of the limit at the
countably many points of discontinuity of z (compare with Exercise 7.7). 0

Criteria

THEOREM 7.2. A sequence has the continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x)
if and only if for every real-valued continuous function f on [0, 1],

lim I f ({x,n}) f (x) dg(x). (7.3)
N-. N n=1 o

PROOF. The necessity of (7.3) can be shown by using the definition of the
Riemann-Stieltjes integral. The line of proof is the same as that of the first
part of the proof of Theorem 1.1. In an alternative method, one uses the
functions Fy from the proof of Theorem 7. 1, notes that (1/N)jN , f ({x,t}) _
f0 'f (x) and applies the Helly-Bray lemma (Loeve [1, p. 180]). The
sufficiency of (7.3) follows as in the second part of the proof of Theorem
1.1. 0
THEOREM 7.3, A sequence has the continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x)
if and only if

I IV
'niJtxn

f e2nihx
1ui+m N

I e-
o

dg(x) for all integers h 34 0. (7.4)

PROOF. The necessity of (7.4) follows from Theorem 7.2. For the sufficiency,
one notes that (7.4) holds for h = 0 as well, and then one proceeds as in
the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0

Let g, and g2 be two nondecreasing functions on [0, 1] with g,(0) _
g2(0) = 0 and g,(1) = g2(1) = 1. The functions g, and g2 are considered to
be equivalent, denoted by g, r g2i if g,(x) = g2(.x) for every x where both
g, and g2 are continuous. Using the fact that the numbers x of the latter
type are dense in [0, 1), it follows that g, (x + 0) = g2(x + 0) and g,(x - 0) =
g2(x - 0) for all x E (0, 1). In particular, we have g,(x) = g2(x) for every x
where either g, or g2 is continuous. We conclude also that ti is an equivalence
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relation. The equivalence class containing the function g will be denoted
by g. If gl and g2 belong to g" and f is continuous on [0, 1], then

f
1 1

f (x) d g1(x) = J .f (x) d g2(x),
0 o

and so the common value of these integrals may be denoted by f n f (x) dg(x).
Now we have the following result.

THEOREM 7.4. The sequence (xn) has a d.f. (mod 1) belonging to the
equivalence class g if and only if there exists a subsequence (Ni) of the
natural numbers such that

1
Ni

1
hm N.I f({xn}) = fa f (x) d g(x) (7.5)

for all real-valued continuous functions f on [0, 1].

PROOF. The necessity of (7.5) follows as in Theorem 7.2 by using the
functions F. and applying the Helly-Bray lemma. In order to show the
sufficiency of (7.5) one observes that (7.5) implies in the usual way (see the
second part of the proof of Theorem 1.1) that

lim A([0, x); Ni) = g(x)
i-. 00 Ni

holds for every x where g is continuous. By selecting a suitable subsequence
of (N) one can guarantee the existence of the limit at the points of the
countable set where g is discontinuous. The resulting d.f. (mod 1) of is

obviously equivalent to g. 0

Miscellaneous Results

THEOREM 7.5: Wiener-Schoenberg Theorem. The sequence (xn) has a
continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) if and only if for every positive integer h the limit

N
O)h = urn 1 e2nimn (7.6)

N-,.o N n=1
(7.6)

exists and, in addition,
H

Jim 1 1 IwhI2 = 0. (7.7)
H-. H h=1

PROOF. The existence of the limits (7.6) is certainly necessary. Next we
show that if for we have

1 N
wh = llm e2nihxn e 2nihx dg(x)

N- oo N n=1 o
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for all positive integers h, then g(x) is continuous if and only if (7.7) holds.
For we have

lim 1 G1wn1z = "M 1 Dwlwh
N-a H h=1 H--o H ii=i

1 x 1 1

lim 2nvn(x y)= dg(x) dg(y)
H-. m H n=1 o fo

e

-f01fo1 \Hm
1 I eznin(x y))dg(x) dg(y)
H h=1

= ff dg(x) dg(y),

{ (x. y) E72: x-ie7L )

and the last integral is zero if and only if g is continuous. In particular, if
(x,a) has a continuous a.d.f. (mod 1), then (7.7) follows. Finally, suppose
that the limits (7.6) exist and that (7.7) holds. By the usual approximation
method, it follows that the limit

L(f) = lim 1 f ({xn})
N-oo N n=1

exists for every continuous function f on [0, 1] with f (0) =.f (1). If the
space of these functions is equipped with the supremum norm, then L is a
bounded linear functional on it with L(f) > 0 whenever f > 0. Thus, by
the Riesz representation theorem,

L(f) = ff(x) dg(x)

with a nondecreasing function g on [0, 1]. Without loss of generality, we
may assume g(O) = 0. Then, choosing f = 1, we conclude g(l) = 1. By
what we have already shown, g(x) is continuous. The rest follows from
Theorem 7.3. 0

THEOREM 7.6. Suppose the sequence (xn) with x,, 0 a has the continuous
a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x). Then the sequence has the a.d.f. (mod 1) given by

g*(X) 7(g(i) -g(n-1-x)) forOSx<1.

PROOF. Let (un) be a sequence of real numbers. For N > 1 and E Qt,
let N*(E) be the number of u,,, 1 < n < N, such that un. < . If limN_.
N*(e)/N = f () exists for all and if in addition limb-. f (s) = 1 and
liml-_, f 0, then f is called the asymptotic d.f. of (un). Suppose (un) has
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the continuous asymptotic d.f. f (s). Then, by the Helly-Bray theorem
(Loeve [1, p. 182]),

lim - I ea x, = Jim f ez 1' d
N-+co N 11=1 N-- .

(N*(1))
N

On the other hand, we have

= f . e21riht df for h c Z. (7.8)

1

je2hh1 df() _ j ezn df( )
c0 1i=-W

3n+

e2' ";df(n + x)_
J

°° 1ez 1>hx d(f (n + x) - f (n))
1t 00 0

= folezn"ix d ((f(n + x) - f(n))) (7.9)

where the interchange of summation and integration can be justified by
integration by parts, using the fact that the series J,° _. (f (n + x) - f (n))
is uniformly convergent in 0 < x < 1 since it has the convergent majorant
°_ (f (n + 1) - f (n)) = 1. Combining (7.8) and (7.9) with Theorem 7.3,

we have shown that whenever has the continuous asymptotic d.f. f (s),
then has a continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) given by _. (f (n + x) - f (n))
for0<_x<1.

Now consider the given sequence Then by elementary reasoning one
shows that (1/{xn}) has the continuous asymptotic d.f. f () given by
f (E) = 1 - g(i; 1) for > 1 and f O = 0 for < 1 (use Exercise 7.5). By
what we have already shown, it follows that has the a.d.f. (mod 1)
given by

g*(x) (1(n + x) - f (n))
12=

n1=1\g\n) - g\n + x))
for0<x<1. U

An Elementary Method

Remarkable results can already be obtained by applying elementary methods.
In the following a property of the sequence (log n), n = 1, 2, . . . , is shown.
Let x be a number with 0 < x < 1. Then, as in Example 2.5, we have

N-1
A([0, x); n)

=
(e'`+x - ex) + eN+z, - eN + O(N),

x-o
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where N = [log n] and An = min (x, {log n}). It follows from Example 2.5
that ({log n}), n = 1, 2, . . . , is dense in I. We choose a subsequence (n;),
i = 1, 2, ... , of the natural numbers such that {log ni} -- as i -- oo, where

is a (fixed) number with 0 < < 1. Then, if n runs through this subse-
quence, we have

A([0, x); n) A([0, x); n) ex - 1 _x t
n = e -

e +
(e

- 1)e

where 2 = min (x, E).

Let us denote the resulting d.f. (mod 1) by z(x, ). We note that z(x, 0) _
z(x, 1) = (ex - 1)/(e - 1). By Theorem 7.4 we have for every continuous
function f on [0, 1],

n kj
f ({log k}) -u f(x) dz(x, ) (7.10)

if n runs through a sequence for which {log n} -+ . By differentiating the
function z(x, ) with respect to x, one obtains an alternate form for (7.10):

where
n k1

f ({log k}) ->Jof (x)K(x, ) dx, (7.11)

ex-§+1

K(x, )= for0<x<E,
e - 1
ex-

K(x, )=
1

ford<x<1.e-
For fixed f, consider the right-hand side of (7.11) and denote it by h(s).
Now h(s) is continuous in 0 < E < I with h(0) = h(1), while h(s) is in
general not a constant. Hence, the limit points of the set of values

(1/n) f ({log k}),
k=1

n = 1, 2, ... , may fill an entire interval.
The above elementary method can be applied to functions not necessarily

differentiable. We mention the following result without proof.

THEOREM 7.7. Let f (t), t Z 1, be a continuous increasing function with
1imt-,,, f (t) = oo. Let F(u) denote the inverse function off (t). Assume that
AF(n) = F(n + 1) - F(n) --> oo as n runs through the positive integers.
Moreover, it is assumed that for every x, 0 < x < 1, the limit

lim
F(n + x) - F(n) = V(x)

n-ao AF(n)
exists. Then, if

lim
F(n)

= X(x) for 0 < x < 1,
T w F(n + x)
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the functions 90) = V(x) and I(x) = 1 - X(x)(1 - Vx)), 0 < x < 1, are
respectively the lower and upper d.f. (mod 1) of the sequence (f (n)), n =
1, 2, .. .

Application of Theorem 7.7 to the function blog t, b > 1, gives immediately
the result that q(x) = (bx - 1)/(b - 1) and I(x) = (1 - b-x)l(1 - b-1) are
respectively the lower and upper d.f. (mod 1) of the sequence (blog n),
n=1,2, ...

Metric Theorems

THEOREM 7.8. Let (xn) be a sequence of real numbers, and let A be the
set of all real numbers a such that (ax,,), n = 1, 2.... , converges mod 1 to
0 (i.e., 0 and I are the only limit points of ({axn})). Furthermore, suppose that
(x,,) does not converge to 0 as n oo. Then the set A has Lebesgue measure 0.

PROOF. If x,, = 0, then (ax,,) converges mod 1 to 0 for every
a E R. Hence, this case is excluded. Assume the sequence has a finite
limit point c 0 0. Then there is a subsequence (x,,.) converging to c as
i -> oo. If a E A, then (ax,,), i = 1, 2, ... , converges mod 1 to 0, but also
limi-. ax,,, = ac, and so ac c- Z. Then A c {0, ±1/c, ±2/c,. ..}, so that
the Lebesgue measure A(A) of A is 0. It remains to consider the case

Ix,, = oo. We note that

lim e2Riaxn = 1 if a c- A. (7.12)
n- co

Let A, = A n [-z, z] for z > 0. Then (7.12) implies by the dominated
convergence theorem

lim
J

e2ninxn da = 2(A,z). (7.13)
n -+oo L.

On the other hand, we conclude from limn-, Ixnl = oo and the Riemann-
Lebesgue lemma that the limit on the left-hand side of (7.13) is equal to 0,
or A(A,) = 0, and finally A(A) = 0.

THEOREM 7.9. Let (x,,) be a sequence of real numbers satisfying
limn-. Ixnl = co. Let B be the set of positive numbers b such that the
sequence (bx,,), n = 1, 2, . . . , has an a.d.f. (mod 1). If A(B) > 0, then for
almost all b c- B the sequence (bx,,) is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. For b c- B, let gb(x), 0 < x < 1, be the a.d.f. (mod 1) of (bxn).
By the necessary part of Theorem 7.3, which holds also for discontinuous
g(x) (see the proof of Theorem 7.2), we have

w,i(b) = lim 1 e2nihbxz =f e2nihx dgb(x)
n-+oo 11 k=1 JO

for 11 E71.
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For z > 0, set Bz = B r) [0, z]. Then, because of limn_,. oo and the
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, we have for h 0 0,

lim I e2rrihb`d b = 0.
v1 - co Bz

Then by Cauchy's theorem

1lim 1 e21rihbx" db = 0,
n-9 Il k=1 f39

and from the dominated convergence theorem

f wh(b) d b = 0.

Since this holds for all z > 0, we have wh(b) = 0 for all b E B with the
exception of a set S,, with A(S,,) = 0. But S,,) = 0, and so, for almost
all b E B, we have wh(b) = 0 for all h :X 0. This property characterizes u.d.
mod I of the sequence (bx ).

Summation Methods

In general, a summation method S is some notion of convergence for
sequences of complex numbers. We call a sequence summable by S to the
value z if "converges" to z under this notion of convergence S. The
most common types of summation methods are introduced via an infinite
real matrix A = n = 1, 2, . . . , k = 1, 2, .... Such summation
methods are called matrix methods, and by an abuse of language we speak
of the matrix method A. We think of a given sequence of complex
numbers being transformed by means of the matrix A into the sequence
(z;,) of so-called A-transforms, where z - .1x 1 Then is said to
be summable by A to the value z if lim,, z = z. Here we shall only be
interested in a special class of matrix methods, namely, positive Toeplitz
matrices (for a more general class, see Chapter 3, Section 4). The matrix
A = n = 1, 2, . . . , lc = 1, 2, . . . , is called a positive Toeplitz matrix
if ank > 0 for all n and k and if lk 1 ank = 1.

DEFINITION 7.3. Let A = be a positive Toeplitz matrix, and let
n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of real numbers. For 0 < x < 1, let cx be the
characteristic function of the interval [0, x). The function g(x), 0 < x < 1,
is the A-asymptotic distribution function mod 1 (abbreviated A-a.d.f, (mod 1))
of (xn) if the sequence (c,,({xn})), n = 1, 2, . . . , is summable by A to the
value g(x) for 0 < x < 1; that is, if

co

lim 1a.nkcy({xk}) = g(x) for 0 < x < 1.
n- .o k=1
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The function g(x) is nondecreasing on [0, 1] with g(O) = 0 and g(1) = 1.
In the case g(x) = x for 0 < x < 1, the sequence (xn) is called A-u.d. mod 1.
If we choose for A the matrix method of arithmetic means, defined by
ank = 1/n for 1 < k < n and a,,, = 0 for k > n, then we see that Definition
7.3 contains Definition 7.1 as a special case. Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 can be
generalized as follows.

THEOREM 7.10. Let A = (ank) be a positive Toeplitz matrix. A sequence
has the continuous A-a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x) if and only if for every real-valued

continuous function f on [0, 1],

lim ja1,kf({xk}) =J f(x) dg(x)
t, k=1 0

PROOF. One proceeds as in Theorem 1.1, but replaces arithmetic means
by A-transforms and Riemann integrals by Riemann-Stieltjes integrals with
respect to the function g(x).

THEOREM 7.11. Let A = be a positive Toeplitz matrix. A sequence
(xn) has the continuous A-a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x) if and only if

ao 1

lim l R e2nthxx e2nikx dg(x)
it - co k=1 0

for all integers h 0 0. (7.14)

PROOF. See the proof of Theorem 7.3. Compare also with the proof of
Theorem 4.1 of Chapter 3. 0

If g(x) = x, (7.14) becomes

lira Eanke2vfhXk = 0 for all integers h 0 0. (7.15)
n- co k=1

Since the theory of summation methods does not lie in the mainstream of
our investigation, we shall refer more frequently to the literature. We make
use of the following concepts and results.

DEFINITION 7.4. A summation method Sl includes a summation method S2
if every sequence that is summable by S2 (to the value z, say) is summable
by S1 to the same value z. S1 and S2 are called equivalent if S1 includes S2
and S2 includes S1.

DEFINITION 7.5. A summation method S is called regular if every conver-
gent sequence (converging to z, say) is summable by S to the same value z.
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THEOREM 7.12: Silverman-Toeplitz Theorem. An arbitrary matrix
method A = (a,,,.) is regular if and only if the following conditions hold:

i. sup:Elankl < CC)
n k=1

ii. lim I ank = 1

n co k=1

iii. lim 0 for k = 1 , 2, ... .n- 0

In particular, a positive Toeplitz matrix is regular if and only if condition
(iii) holds.

EXAMPLE 7.1. For a real number r > 0, define the matrix of the Cesaro
means (C, r) by a,,,,. = AI,/A±1 for 1 < k < n and ank = 0 for k > n,
where

A(4)=(J+1)(1+2)...(.1+i)

4 i!
for i > 1 and A(') = 1. We note that (C, 1) is just the matrix method of
arithmetic means. It can be shown that (C, r) is a positive regular Toeplitz
matrix (Cooke [1, pp. 68-69]), and that the Cesaro means (C, r) with r Z 1
include (C, 1) (Zeller and Beekmann [1, p. 104], Peyerimhoff [1, p. 15]).
For positive integers r, the Cesaro means (C, r) are equivalent to the so-called
Holder means (H, r) defined recursively as follows. The Holder means (H,1)
is the same as (C, 1); if (H, r) is already defined and (z;,n = 1, 2, ... ,
is the sequence of (H, r)-transforms of a given sequence (zn), then the
sequence of (H, r + 1)-transforms of (z,,,) is defined as the sequence of
(C, 1)-transforms of (z;, )). Hence, Holder means are iterated (C, 1) means.
For a proof of the equivalence of (C, r) and (H, r), see Hardy [2, p. 103]. 0

It is clear from the definitions that the concepts of an a.d.f. (mod 1) and a
(C, 1)-a.d.f. (mod 1) are identical. For (C, r) with r > 1, we have the following
less trivial result.

THEOREM 7.13. Let r > 1. Then a sequence has the (C, r)-a.d.f.
(mod 1) g(x) if and only if it has the a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x).

PROOF. The sufficiency is clear since (C, r) includes (C, 1) (see Example
7.1). For the converse, we use the following well-known Tauberian theorem
(Hardy [2, Theorem 92], Peyerimhoff [1, Theorem 111.2]): If (zn) is bounded
and summable by (C, r) to the value z, then is summable by (C, 1) to
the value z. Now, by hypothesis, for 0 < x < 1, the bounded sequence
(c.({xn})), n = 1, 2, . . . , is summable by (C, r) to the value g(x), and an
application of the Tauberian theorem yields the desired conclusion. 0
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EXAMPLE 7.2. For a real number s > 0, the Euler method (E, s) is

defined by ank = (7) sn-k(s + 1)-n for 1 < k < n and a, = 0 for k > n.

It is easily seen that (E, s) is a positive regular Toeplitz matrix. The method
(E, s) includes (E, s') whenever s > s' (Hardy [2, Theorem 118]). However,
the method (E, s) does not include any of the Cesaro means (C, r) with
r > 0 (Hardy [2, p. 213]).

THEOREM 7.14. If a sequence (xn) has the (E, s)-a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x), then
it has the a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x).

PROOF. We use the following Tauberian theorem (Hardy [2, Theorems
128 and 147]): If (zn) is summable by (E, s) to the value z and if zn+1 - zn =
o(n°) for some p Z -1, then (zn) is summable by (C, 2p + 1) to the value z.
Now, by hypothesis, for 0 < x < 1 the sequence n = 1, 2, ... ,
is summable by (E, s) to the value g(x), and the sequence satisfies also the
additional condition in the Tauberian theorem with p = 1. Hence, the
sequence is summable by (C, 3) to the value g(x), and so (xn) has the (C, 3)-
a.d.f. (mod 1)g(x). An application of Theorem 7.13 completes the proof.

EXAMPLE 7.3. Let (p ), n = 1, 2, ... , be a given sequence of non-
negative real numbers with p1 > 0. For n Z 1, put Pn = p1 + + p,,.
Then the simple Riesz (or weighted arithmetic) means (R, p.) is given by
ank = phIP,, for 1 < k < n and ank = 0 for k > n. It is obvious that (R,pn)
is a positive Toeplitz matrix and that (R, p,,) is regular if and only if
limn- , P,, = co. The Cesaro means (C, 1) is identical with the simple Riesz
means (R, 1). 0

In the following, we give some sufficient conditions for a simple Riesz
means to include another simple Riesz means.

LEMMA 7.1.
oo and if either

If p > 0 and qn > 0 for n > 1, if limn,. P. = limn-. Q. =
,

qn+'+1
Pn+1 f 1

or

<
qn Pn

or n > (7.16)

qn+1 Pn+1+1 d L. H Qn Hf 1
> an < or some and n Z , (7.17)

qn pn Pn q?,

then (R, qn) includes (R, pn).

PROOF. We show that the (R, qn)-transform of a sequence (zn) can be
expressed by means of the (R, p.)-transform and that the corresponding
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"transition matrix" is regular. Set v = (ptz1 + + and tit' =
(g1z1 + ... + Then plz1 = P1v1 and Pnv - Pn-1va-1 for
n > 2, and therefore,

wn = Q (q1 Plvl I Rz (P2v2 - P1v1) + ... + in (Pnvn -
Q. Pl P2 Pn

_ I CnkUk,

where
k=1

c,1k= (qqjPforl <k<n,
Pk PkQ.

g
C,,,,

= n . Pn Cnk = 0 for k > n.
Pn Qn

It remains to show that the matrix (Cnk) satisfies the three conditions of
Theorem 7.12. Property (iii) follows immediately from limn + Q = co. If
we choose z,, = 1 for all n, then vn = )v = 1 for all n, and so 1k-.1 1

for all n, which yields (ii). If (7.16) holds, then cnk > 0, and (i) follows. If
(7.17) holds, then cnk < 0 for I < k < n; hence,

W` 'n-1` gnPn
.0^ g11P

L. Cnk + L,c,1k + 2 < -1 + 2H
k=1 k=1 P.Q. k=1 P.Q.

for all n, and (i) follows again.

THEOREM 7.15. If a > -1, then a sequence (xn) has the (R, n°)-a. d.f.
(mod 1) g(x) if and only if it has the a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x).

PROOF. It suffices to show that the summation methods (R, n°) and (R, 1)
are equivalent. Let a Z 0; then 1 < (n + 1)°/n°, so that according to (7.16)
(R, 1) includes (R, n°). Furthermore, we observe that

o Q
P11 -it H

+ +...+n
=HQ11 forn> 1,

An 11 q
with a suitable H, implies according to (7.17) that (R, n°) includes (R, 1).
If -1 < a < 0, the proof runs in a similar way. 0

THEOREM 7.16. Let f (x), x Z 1, be an increasing function having a
continuous second derivative, let limx-. f (x) = co, and let f(x) tend
monotonically to 0 as x -> oo. Then the sequence (f (n)), n = 1, 2, ... , is
(R, f'(n))-u.d. mod 1.
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PROOF. For a nonzero integer h, we get by the Euler summation formula
(see Example 2.4),

n n

L.
f'(h)e2iril+f(k) =J f'(,;)e2nikf(x) d x

k=1 1

+ 8(f'(1)e2iihf(1) + f'(n)e2nihf(n))

+ f "({x} - j)(J'(x)e2vihf(x))' dx
1

f00=f e21r'hx dx + O(1)
(1)

+ O(f"If (x)I dx)
+ O(j(f,(x))2 dx)

= O(1) + O(1) + O(1) + off (n)) = off (n))

On the other hand, an application of the Euler summation formula yields
also f (n) = O(Jx=1f'(k)), and therefore,

I f'(k)e2R:hr(k) = O (f'(k)) for all integers Ii 54 0.
k=1 k=1

This property characterizes the (R, f'(n))-u.d. mod 1 of (f (n)) by (7.15).

COROLLARY 7.1. If f (x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7.16, then
the sequence (f (n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , either has no a.d.f. (mod 1) or is u.d.
mod I.

PROOF. Suppose (f(n)) has the a.d.f.(mod 1) g(x). Now f'(n + 1)/f'(n)
S 1 for all n Z 1, so, according to (7.16), (R,f'(n)) includes (C, 1).
It follows that g(x) is also the (R, f'(n))-a.d.f. (mod 1) of (f (n)). On the other
hand, (f (n)) is (R, f'(n))-u.d. mod 1 by Theorem 7.16, and so, g(x) = x;
that is, (f (n)) is u.d. mod 1. 0

EXAMPLE 7.4. An important example of a summation method that is not
a matrix method is the Abel method. Let (zn) be a sequence such that the
radius of convergence of the power series a(x) = (1 - x)j, 1 znx" is at
least 1. Then the sequence (zn) is summable by the Abel method to the value
z if limx-l_o a(x) = z. By the theorem of Frobenius quoted in the proof of
Theorem 2.4, the Abel methods includes (C, 1) and is therefore regular. In
fact, the Abel method includes all Cesaro means (C, r) with r Z 0 (Hardy
[2, Theorem 55]). Theorem 7.13 holds with (C, r) replaced by the Abel
method, since the Tauberian theorem used in the proof is true for the Abel
method as well (Hardy [2, Theorem 92]). 0
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Notes

The study of asymptotic distribution functions mod I was initiated by Schoenberg [1],
who proved Theorems 7.2 and 7.3. Other proofs or generalizations of these results are
contained in Kuipers [10], Kuipers and Stam [1], and Brown and Duncan [1, 3]. Definition
7.2 and Theorem 7.1 are from van der Corput [7]. In this paper, one finds also many other
results on distribution functions mod 1, such as a characterization of the set of distribution
functions mod 1 of a sequence of distinct elements in I and the result of Exercise 7.10.
Some further results are presented in Chapter 2, Section 4. The term "almost u.d. mod 1"
was coined by Pjateckil-gapiro [2]. See also Ammann [1] and Chauvineau [6]. Lower
and upper distribution functions mod 1 were introduced by Koksma [2; 4, Kap. 8], where
Theorem 7.7 may also be found. For further results and related notions, see Chauvineau
(6]. Theorem 7.5 is due to Schoenberg [1] and, in a slightly different form, to Wiener [1].
For a strengthening of the result, see Keogh and Petersen [1]. Theorem 7.6 is again from
Schoenberg [1]. Kuipers [5] proves the theorem using methods of Haviland [1] and proves
also some related results. For a quantitative version and a multidimensional generalization,
see Hlawka [10, 16]. The results concerning (log it) and related sequences can already be
found in P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., Aufg. 179-182]. See also Thorp and Whitley
[I] and the notes in Section 2. Theorems 7.8 and 7.9 are from Schoenberg [2]. For other
types of metric results, we refer to Cigler and Volkmann [I].

For the construction of sequences having a prescribed a.d.f. (mod 1), see von Mises [1 ]
and Chapter 2, Section 4. Various other results are shown in Chauvineau [1, 2, 6], Lacaze
[1], Niederreiter [3], and Scoville [1]. The generalization of the theory to an abstract
setting is to be found in Hlawka [3] and Chapter 3. As to the investigation of special se-
quences, the classical case to be studied was (¢(n)/n), n = 1, 2, . . . , where 0 denotes
the Euler phi function. Schoenberg [1] established that this sequence has a continuous
a.d.f. (mod 1) (see also M. Kac [4, Chapter 4]), and Erdos [1] showed that this a.d.f.
(mod 1) is singular. A quantitative refinement is due to Fainlei b [2], who improved earlier
quantitative results of Tyan [1], Falnlelb [1], and Ilyasov [1]. A related problem was
studied by Diamond [1]. For other sequences arising from number theory, see Roos [1],
Elliott [3], and van de Lune [1]. Zame [1] characterizes the a.d.f. (mod 1) of certain
lacunary and exponentially increasing sequences, and Pjateckil-gapiro [1] does the same
for the sequences (a"x), n = 1 , 2, ... , where a > 1 is an integer (for the latter case, see
also the notes in Section 8). Many papers have been devoted to the study of the distri-
bution of additive number-theoretic functions. Such functions possessing an asymptotic
d.f. are characterized by the celebrated theorem of Erdos and Wintner [1]. Later develop-
ments of this aspect are surveyed in M. Kac [3], Kubilius (1], and Galambos [1]. Various
sufficient conditions for u.d. mod 1 of such functions can be found in Corr'adi and Kdtai
[1], Delange [3, 5, 6, 11], Erdos [3], Kubilius [1, Chapter 41, and Levin and Fainleib
[1-3]. Additive functions u.d. mod 1 were characterized by Delange [9, 10], and those
having an a.d.f. (mod 1) were characterized by Elliott [1].

A detailed treatment of the general theory of summation methods is given in the books
of Hardy [2], Cooke [1], Knopp [1], G. M. Petersen [2], Zeller and Beekmann [1] (with
extensive bibliography), and Peyerimhoff [1]. For a proof of Theorem 7.12, see Hardy
[2, Sections 3.2-3.3]. Some isolated results on u.d. mod 1 with respect to summation
methods can already be found in Weyl [4] and P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., Aufg. 173].
The first systematic study is due to Tsuji [2], who considered weighted means (R,p").
Some of his results were improved by Kano [1] and Kemperman [4]. Further results on
weighted means are shown in Cigler [1, 10], Gerl [2], and Schnabl [1]. Our discussion of
asymptotic distribution mod 1 with respect to positive Toeplitz matrices follows Cigler [1,
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10]. A more general approach is presented in Chapter 3, Section 4. Blum and Mizel [1]
extend the Weyl criterion for summation methods to two-sided sequences. Chauvineau [6]
discusses (H, 2)-u.d. mod 1 under the name " 6quir6partition en moyenne (mod 1),"
apparently without realizing that this is equivalent to u.d. mod 1 by Theorem 7.13 and
Example 7.1. An interesting unresolved problem is the characterization of the matrix
methods A for which all sequences (n9), 0 irrational, are A-u.d. mod 1 (see Cigler [10] and
Dowidar [1] for partial results). Kemperman [4] studies the A-a.d.f. (mod 1) of slowly
growing sequences.

Exercises

7.1. A sequence has the continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x) if and only if
(7.3) holds for every Riemann-integrable function f on [0, 1].

7.2. Explain why Theorem 7.2 breaks down for discontinuous g(x).
7.3. If has a continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) and m is a nonzero integer, then

has a continuous a.d.f. (mod 1).
7.4. The sequence is constructed as follows. For n > 1, let k(n) -1

be the unique integer with 2x'01) < n < 2k(" )+1. Then define x = 1/n
if k(n) is even, x = 0 if k(n) is odd. Prove that (xx) has an a.d.f.
(mod 1) but that (-xn) does not have one.

7.5. If has the continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x), then lim,N,-.
A([0,x];N)/N=g(x)for0 <x < 1.

7.6. Construct an example to show that lim,v_ A([0, x]; N)/N need not
exist if has a discontinuous a.d.f. (mod 1).

7.7. Let F1, F2, ... be a sequence of uniformly bounded functions on
[0, 1]. Prove that there exists a subsequence such that
limx._,. exists for every x from a given countable subset C of
[0, 1]. Hint: Let C = {x1, x2i ...}; then contains a convergent
subsequence, say (Fi1(x1)); furthermore, contains aconvergent
subsequence, and so on; show that a certain "diagonal" sequence
satisfies the desired property.

7.8. If N1, N2, ... is an increasing sequence of positive integers with
limy.-. A([0, to); Nh)/Nk. = a for some to c- [0, 1], then has a d.f.
(mod 1) z(x) with z(to) = a.. Hint: Use the method of Theorem 7.1.

7.9. The sequence (x,) has the a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x) if and only if g(x) is the
only d.f. (mod 1) of (x ). Hint: Use Exercise 7.8 for the sufficiency part.

7.10. If z1(x), z2(x), . . . are d.f.'s (mod 1) of with z(x)
for 0 < x < 1., then z(x) is a d.f. (mod 1) of

7.11. Let (xn) be the sequence constructed as follows. We first have a block
of 1! terms 2, then a block of length 2! consisting of alternating terms
1 and , then a block of 3! terms 1, and so on. Thus, the first terms of
the sequence are s, c, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, a, z,1, 43; ..... Prove that the lower
d.f. (mod 1) and the upper d.f. (mod 1) of (x,L) are not d.f.'s (mod 1) of
(xJ
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7.12. Prove that the functions z(x, ) appearing in (7.10) represent all d.f.'s
(mod 1) of the sequence (log n).

7.13. For a fixed a E IR, the sequence (a log n) is not almost u.d. mod 1.
7.14. Construct a sequence that is almost u.d. mod 1 but not u.d. mod 1.
7.15. Prove that (sin n), n = 1, 2, ... , has an a.d.f. (mod 1) and determine it.
7.16. Let f (t), t > 1, have a positive derivative such that f (t) co and

tf'(t) -* 0 as t -- co. Then the sequence (f (n)), n = 1, 2, ... , has the
lower d.f. (mod 1) 99(x) given by q)(x) = 0 for 0 S x < I and 9)(1) = 1,
and the upper d.f. (mod 1) t(x) given by (D(0) = 0 and 1(x) = 1 for
0<x51.

7.17. Show that (7.7) is equivalent to

1 FI

lim I Iw,,l = 0.
H-.o Hh=1

Hint: Use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
7.18. Let (x,,) be a sequence in I having the a.d.f. (mod 1) g(x), and let V(t)

be a continuous increasing function on [0, 1] with t'(0) = 0 and
V(1) = 1. Then the sequence has the a.d.f. (mod 1) g(?7(.x)),
where q(x) is the inverse function of iip(t).

7.19. If g(x) is the continuous a.d.f. (mod 1) of the sequence in I, then
the sequence is u.d. mod 1. Does this also hold for discontinuous

g(x)
7.20. If the sequence (xn) in (0, 1) is u.d. mod 1, then is not u.d. mod 1.
7.21. If the sequence (x,,) has the continuous asymptotic d.f. f then

the sequence has the asymptotic d.f. g(e) given by g($) = 0 for
E <0and

7.22. Prove Theorems 7.10 and 7.11 in detail. _
7.23. Let be a sequence for which A([0, x); N) = Nx + o('JN) for

0 S x < 1. Then (xn) is (E, s)-u.d. mod 1 for all s > 0. Hint: Use
Hardy [2, Theorem 149].

7.24. Prove that (R, 1/n log(n + 1)) includes (R, 1/n).
7.25. Prove that (R, 1/n) includes (C, 1) but not conversely.
7.26. Let g(x), x > 0, be a positive, increasing, twice continuously differenti-

able function with g(.x) co as x --> co and g'(x) nonincreasing. Let
f (x), x > 0, be an increasing continuously differentiable function with
f'(x) -* 0 as x oo. Then the sequence (f (g(n))), n = 1 , 2, ... , has
the continuous (R, g'(n))-a.d.f. (mod 1) h(.x) if and only if (f (n)) has the
a.d.f. (mod 1) h(x). Hint: Use Theorem 7.11 and the Euler summation
formula.

7.27. If f (x) satisfies the conditions in Exercise 7.26 and if the sequence
(f (n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1, then the sequence (f (n°)),
n= 1, 2, ...,with 0<o < 1 isu.d.mod1.
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7.28. Let y,, = z - x for n > 1, where is the sequence from Exercise
7.4. Prove that for some equivalence class g we have

1 N
lim - .f (y) =J 'f (x) dg(x)nN-.m N n=1 0

for all real-valued continuous functions f on [0, 1], but that has no
a.d.f. (mod 1).

8. NORMAL NUMBERS

Definition and Relation to Uniform Distribution Mod 1

Let a be a real number, and let b > 2 be an integer. Then ot has a unique
b-adic expansion, that is, an expansion of the form

M

(8.1)
n=1

where the "digits" a are integers with 0 < an < b for n > 1, and also
an < b - 1 for infinitely many n. If a is a digit with respect to the base b
(i.e., an integer with 0 < a < b) and if N is a positive integer, we let
Ab(a; N; a) denote the number of an, 1 < n < N, in (8.1) for which a,, = a.
If a is fixed, we write Ab(a; N) instead of Ab(a; N; oc). More generally, let
Bk = b1b2 b, k > 1, be a given block of digits of length k. Denote by
Ab(Bk; N) = Ab(Bk; N; oc) the number of occurrences of the block Bk in the
block of digits a1a2 av. In other words, Ab(Bk; N) is the number of n,
1 < n < N - k + 1, such that an+r_1=b`forl <j<k.

DEFINITION 8.1. The number a is called simply normal to the base b if

Ab(a; N) 1
lim

N
=b fora=0,1,...,b-1. (8.2)

N-

The number ot is called normal to the base b if

lim
Ab(Bk;

N) =
1

for all k > 1 and all Bk. (8.3)
N-m N bk

Obviously, a number normal to the base b is also simply normal to the
same base. The converse is not true in general. For instance, the number
given by the 2-adic expansion 0.010101 is certainly simply normal to
the base 2 but not normal to the base 2 since the block of digits 11 of length
2 does not occur in the expansion.
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THEOREM 8.1. The number a is normal to the base b if and only if the
sequence (b"oc), n = 0, 1, ... , is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. Let (8.1) be the b-adic expansion of a, and let w be the sequence
(b"a.), n = 0, 1, .... Consider a block Bk = b1b2 b, of k digits. Then,
for m > 1, the block an,a,,,+1 ... am+x_1 is identical with Bk,, if and only if

a
= [a]

+
bn +

b": f ... + b'b'`-1 +,:=+x bn
or

{b""-1a} = bib'-' 1
... + bk +

bk n=x+1 bn
or

[bib1_l
{b'" 1a} E

,+ ..}. b. b1bk`-1 + .+ b . +. 1
J(B ).

bk ' bk ) '

It follows that Ab(BX; N) = A(J(Bk.); N - k + 1; co). Now suppose that co
is u.d. mod 1. Then

limAb(Bk;N)=limA(J(Bk);N-k+1;(o) N-k+1 1

N- o N ,v- oo N - k + 1 N b''
and so a is normal to the base b. Conversely, if a is normal to the base b,
then

A(J(Bk);N;w) Ab(Bx;N+k-1) N+k-1 1
lim = lim
N- N N- N+k-1 N b'`

This holds for all Bk. Therefore, limN A(J; N; (o)/N = 2(J), the length
of J, for all half-open subintervals J of I satisfying the following property:
the end points of J are rationale whose denominators are powers of b.
Now let E be an arbitrary half-open subinterval of I, and let e > 0 be given.
Choose intervals J1 and J2 of the above type with J1 c E JZ and 2(E) -
e < 2(J1) < 2(J2) < 2(E) + e. Then, for sufficiently large N,

A(E; N; w) A(J1; N; w)
Z > 2(J1) - e > 2(E) - 2e,

N N

and similarly A(E; N; w)/N < 2(E) + 2e. Hence, limy-., A(E; N; (o)/N =
2(E). 0
COROLLARY 8.1. Almost all real numbers a (in the sense of Lebesgue
measure) are normal to the base b.

PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorems 4.1 and 8.1.
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DEFINITION 8.2. The number a is called absolutely normal if it is normal
to all bases b > 2.

COROLLARY 8.2. Almost all real numbers a (in the sense of Lebesgue
measure) are absolutely normal.

PROOF. This follows from Corollary 8.1, since the countable union of
null sets is still a null set. 0

Further Results

LEMMA 8.1. Let a be a real number and b > 2. Suppose that there
exists a constant C such that for any nonnegative continuous function f on
[0, 1],

1 Nr-1 rr1

lim N Lof
({bna}) < CJo f (x) d x. (8.4)

Then or. is normal to the base b.

PROOF. By Theorem 7.1 there exists a d.f. (mod 1) z(x) of the sequence
(b"a.), n = 0, 1, .... Thus, for some increasing sequence N1i N2, . . . of
positive integers, we have

1 Ni-1 r1
lim I f({bna})

=Jo
f(x) dz(x) (8.5)

Ni

for all continuous functions f on [0, 1]. It followsollows from (8.4) that

f f(x) dz(x) < CJ f(x) dx (8.6)
Jo

for any nonnegative continuous function f on [0, 1], and so z(x) must be
continuous on [0, 1]. In particular, (8.5) will even hold for all f on [0, 1]
that are continuous except for finitely many jumps (see the proof of Theorem
7.4). If f is such a function on [0, 1], then g(x) = f ({bx)), 0 < x < 1, is of
the same type. Applying (8.5) to g(x), we find

lim 1NI
f ({bn+la}) =J f ({bx}) dz(x). (8.7)

i-.oo Ni n=0 0

On the other hand, we have
NI

f({bn+1«}) - -
N

f ({bna}) I <
2M ,

Ni n=o Ni n=o Ni

where M = supo«<1 I f (x)I, and so the two limits in (8.5) and (8.7) are
identical. Consequently, we get

f (x) dz(x).fJ f ({bx}) dz(x) =
Cl

o Jo
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By induction, we arrive at

fJ f ({b"x}) dz(x) = f (x) dz(x) for all integers r> > 0. (8.8)
0 0

For a continuous f on [0, 1], we have, according to Corollary 8.1,

lim 1 `I1f({b"t}) =J f(x) dx for all t c [0, 1]\E, (8.9)
N-w N n=o o

with a Lebesgue null set E 9 [0, 1]. Then, by (8.6),

SE

where the integral is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Since

1 `N'-1- If ({b"x)) < M for 0 < x < 1,
N n=o

where M has the same meaning as above, we may use the dominated con-
vergence theorem, together with (8.8), (8.9), and (8.10), to obtainfG N-1

f(x) dz(x) = lim Jo f({b"x})) dz(x)

=J 1( lim 1 I1f({b"t})) dz(t)
o N-+oo N n=o

ff1 1 1

-Jo (Jof (2) dx) dz(t)
=Jo

f(x) dx.

Since f was an arbitrary continuous function on [0, 1], it follows that
z(x) = x for 0 < x < 1. Therefore, z(x) = x is the only d.f. (mod 1) of the
sequence (b'ta), n = 0, 1, . . . , and so this sequence is u.d. mod 1 by Exercise
7.9. An application of Theorem 8.1 completes the argument. 0

The condition (8.4) is of course also necessary. Lemma 8.1 will be instru-
mental in the proof of the subsequent theorem, which leads to a new charac-
terization of normal numbers (Theorem 8.3).

THEOREM 8.2. Let k > 2 be an integer. A real number a. is normal to
the base b if and only if v. is normal to the base bz.

PROOF. Let a. be normal to the base b. For every nonnegative continuous
function f on [0, 1] we have the inequality

1 N-1 1 kN-1
'I f ({bk'Ioc}) < k - I f ({b"a}). (8.11)

N n=o kN n=o

dz(x) = 0, (8.10)
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Since the right-hand side of (8.11) converges to k f 'of (x) dx by assumption,
we obtain

1
lim f ({b'"'a}) < kJ f (x) dx,

,N,-.o N "=0 o

and so a is normal to the base bk by Lemma 8.1. Conversely, if a is normal
to the base bk, then (bklia), n = 0, 1, ... , is u.d. mod 1 and so (bk"+ia.),
n = 0, 1, . . . , is u.d. mod I for each j = 0, 1, ... , k - 1. Thus, (b".),
n = 0, 1, . . . , is u.d, mod 1 as the superposition of k sequences that are u.d.
mod 1 (see Exercise 2.12). Hence, ot is normal to the base b.

THEOREM 8.3. The real number a is normal to the base b if and only if
a. is simply normal to all of the bases b, b2, b3. ... .

PROOF. One implication is obvious: if a is normal to the base b, then a
is normal to all of the bases b, b2, b3, ... by Theorem 8.2, and so afortiori
simply normal to all of these bases. Now suppose that a. is simply normal
to all of the bases b, b2, b3, . . . , and let (8.1) be the b-adic expansion of a.
Then, for r > 1,

" (r) -1

I ita' with a (r) _ anr_jb'a = [a] +
"=1 bru i=o

is the br-adic expansion of a.. By the simple normality of ot to the base br,
every integer t with 0 < t < br occurs among the a(,;) with asymptotic
frequency b-r. Now t = b1br-1 + + b7_1b + br with certain digits
b1i . . . , br (with respect to the base b), and so t = a,, precisely if a(n-1)r+1 =
b1i . . . , an,. = br. Therefore, the hypothesis may also be expressed as follows:

Every block b1b2 b, occurs among the blocks an+r_1, n - 1
(mod r), with asymptotic frequency b-r. (*)

Let now B. = b1b2 b, be an arbitrary block of digits with respect to the
base b. To estimate Ab(Bk; N), we choose an integer r > k and write N =
ur + v with 0 < v < r. For j Z 0, we denote by A(Bk; jr + 1, (j + 1)r) the
number of n, jr + 1 < n (j + 1)r - k + 1, such that Bk = anon+l ' ' '

a"+k-1 If we replace Ab(Bk; (u + 1)r) A(Bk; jr + 1, (j + 1)r), we
have neglected the blocks aa"+1 ' ' ' an+k-1 that contain both a;, and
a;,+1 for some j, 1 < j < u. For every j, 1 < j < u, these are exactly k - 1
blocks. Thus,

Ab(Bk; N) < Ab(Bk; (u + 1)0

We also have

as

< A(Bk; jr + 1, (j + 1)r) + u(k - 1). (8.12)
t=o

u-1

Ab(Bk; N) Z Ab(Bk; ur) > I A(Bk; jr + 1, (j + 1)r). (8.13)
i=o
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We consider j;=o A(B,; jr + 1, (j + 1)r) for an integers > 0. Let C denote
an extension of Bk to a block of digits of length r, say

C = cl ... cpbl ... bkdl ... dr-k-u

Two such C are considered to be distinct if they are either distinct as blocks
of length r or if bl has a different place. Denote by A*(C; s) the number of j,
0 S j S s, such that C = ajr+lajr+2 a(,+1)r. Since B. occurs in

ajr+lajr+2 a(j+1)r

exactly as often as there are distinct C such that C = ajr+lajr+2 a(j+1)r,
we have

s

A(Bk;it. + 1, (J + 1)r) _ A*(C; s).
j=o r

Therefore, from (8.12) and (8.13),

u A*(C; u - 1) Ab(Bk; N) S u + 1 A*(C; ti) + u(Ic - 1)

ur+v C U N ur+v C u+1 ur+v
By (*) each C has the asymptotic frequency ti-r. Letting N tend to infinity
(or equivalently u - oo), we obtain

1
1 b -r < lim

Ab(Bk; N) Ab(Bk; N
S

) 1
Y b +

k - 1
S lim

). C v- N N, m N r.
C

1.

Since there are r - k + I possibilities to choose the place of bl and, the
place of bl being fixed, there are br-k possibilities to assign values to the r - k
new digits, we have altogether (r - k + 1)br-k possibilities for C. Therefore,

r-k+1 <limAb(Bk;N)
<li-Ab(Bk;N)<r-k+1+k-1

rbk - N-- N N1. N rbk r

Letting r -> co, we arrive at (8.3).

Notes

Normal and absolutely normal numbers were introduced by Borel [1; 2, pp. 194-201],
who showed the metric results in Corollaries 8.1 and 8.2. Borel's original characterization
of normality is that of Exercise 8.4. The equivalence of this characterization and our
Definition 8.1 was first shown by Niven and Zuckerman [1] (see also Cassels [7], Knuth
[2, Chapter 3], and Niven [1, Chapter 8]). Theorem 8.1 is from Wall [1] (see also Niven
[1, Chapter 8] and Postnikov [8, Chapter 3]). The characterization of normality enunciated
in Theorem 8.3 is that of Pillai [2]. For other proofs, see Maxfield [1] and Niven [1, Chapter
8]. Long [1] shows that a is normal to the base b if and only if there exist positive integers
nrl < m2 < . such that a is simply normal to all of the bases b"'r, i Z 1; no finite set of
»,; suffices. Jager [1] characterizes normality in terms of certain digit shift transformations.
The characterization in Exercise 8.6 is due to Mend6s France [1, 3, 4]. For another criterion,
see Chapter 3, Exercise 3.10.
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Sierpifiski [3] and Lebesgue [1] gave partially explicit constructions of normal numbers.
In fact, they even constructed absolutely normal numbers. A simple example is due to
Champernowne [1], who showed that the number 0 in Example 2.2 is normal to the base
10. Proofs of this result can also be found in Niven [1, Chapter 8], Pillai [1, 2], and
Postnikov [5]. If is an increasing sequence of positive integers that is sufficiently
dense, such as the sequence of primes, then the decimal O.PlP2 is normal to the base 10
(Copeland and Erdos [1]). If f is a polynomial all of whose values for n = 1, 2, . . . are
positive integers, then the decimal 0.((1) f (2) . is normal to the base 10 (Davenport
and Erdos [1]). Further constructions of normal numbers can be found in Postnikov [8,
Chapter 3], W. M. Schmidt [3] (absolutely normal numbers), Spears and Maxfield [1],
Stoneham [4, 5, 6], and Ville [1, Chapter 1]. Another constructive approach is via so-called
"normal periodic systems of digits" (Good [1], Rees [1], Korobov [4, 5, 6, 9]). There are
also intimate relations between the construction of sequences completely u.d. mod I (see
Chapter 3, Section 3) and the construction of normal numbers (Knuth [2, Chapter 3],
Korobov [1, 2, 5, 10]). Some constructive results may also be found in the papers on the
sequences (b"a) mentioned in the notes in Section 3 of Chapter 2. All the known normal
numbers have been constructed ad hoc. It is not known whether irrationals of number-
theoretic interest, such as e, 71, -1/2, log 2, ... , are normal. However, statistical studies
of the digits of such numbers have been carried out. We refer to Beyer, Metropolis, and
Neergaard [1] (good bibliography), [2], Dutka [1], and Stoneham [2]. Numbers having
other prescribed digit (or block) frequencies have also been constructed. See Copeland
[1], Postnikov [5; 8, Chapter 3], Postnikov and Pjateckil-gapiro [1, 2], Postnikova [3],
ahov [3, 4], Ville [1, Chapter 1], and von Mises [1].

Lemma 8.1 is essentially due to Pjateckil-gapiro [1]. It was improved by Postnikov [1],
and a best-possible version was established by Pjateckil-gapiro [4]. See also Pjateckil-
Sapiro [3], Postnikov [5), and Kemperman [2]. For some generalizations, see Postnikov
and PjateckiT-gapiro [1] and Moskvin [1]. In essence, Lemma 8.1 is a result from ergodic
theory. The connection between normal numbers and ergodic theory was first pointed
out by Riesz [I]. Since the transformation a -> {ba}, a e I, is ergodic with respect to
Lebesgue measure, the individual ergodic theorem implies that for every Lebesgue-inte-
grable function f on [0, 1] we have limey,, (1/N)1;n 1 f ({b"a}) = J0 'f (x) dx for almost all
a c 1. Without using ergodic theory, this was proved earlier by Raikov [1] and Fortet [1].
The relation between ergodic theory and normal numbers is exploited further in Cigler
[2, 9] (see also Blum and Hanson [1)), Franklin [1], Furstenberg [3], Hartman, Marczewski,
and Ryll-Nardzewski [1], and Postnikov [7; 8, Chapter 3]. For various other proofs of
Borel's metric theorem (Corollary 8.1) not using ergodic theory, see Hardy and Littlewood
[1], Sierpifiski [3], M. Kac [4, Chapter 2], Ducray [1], and the literature in Koksma (4,
pp. 116-118], where also quantitative refinements are mentioned (see also the notes in
Chapter 2, Section 3). Further metric results concerning normal numbers (or certain
generalizations thereof) were shown by Franklin [1, 2], Postnikov and Pjateckil-Sapiro
[1], Sanders [1], and Schweiger [1]. Maxfield [2] notes that the set of simply normal
numbers to the base b is of the first category (see also galat [1] and Schweiger [3]). There
is a vast literature concerning the Hausdorff dimension of sets of nonnormal numbers, or,
more generally, of sets defined by digit properties. We mention Besicovitch [1], Best [1],
Beyer [1], Cigler [5], Cigler and Volkmann [1], Colebrook [1], Eggleston [1, 2], Erdos
and Taylor [1], Helson and Kahane [1], Knfchal [1, 2], Mend6s France [2, 3], Nagasaka
[1], and Volkmann [1, 2, 4, 6, 7].

An interesting problem is that of the relation between normality with respect to different
bases. A rather easy result is that in Exercise 8.5. W. M. Schmidt [3] proves the following
general theorem: Partition the possible bases 2, 3.... into two classes such that numbers
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that are rational powers of each other lie in the same class; then the set of numbers that
are normal to the bases in the first class and not normal to the bases in the second class
has the power of the continuum. For earlier results, see W. M. Schmidt [2] and Cassels
[10]. From more general standpoints, the problem has been discussed by W. M. Schmidt
(4], Colebrook and Kemperman [1], and Schweiger [2].

Some variants of the definition of normality occur in the literature. Normality of order
k (see Exercise 8.7) is discussed in Ville [1, Chapter 1], Good [1], Rees [1], Knuth [2,
Chapter 3], and Long [2]. See also Mahler [6]. Besicovitch [2] introduced "(j, e)-normality,"
which was further studied by Davenport and Erdos [1], Hanson [1], and Stoneham [1, 3,
5, 6]. The papers of Korobov [23, 24] treat a related question. Pjateckil-Sapiro [1] charac-
terizes the a.d.f. (mod 1) of a sequence (b"a). See also Postnikov [8, Chapter 3]. Further
results concerning these sequences and a.d.f.'s (mod 1) can be found in Cigler [2, 9], Cole-
brook [1], Colebrook and Kemperman [1], Helson and Kahane [1], and Kemperman [2].
The u.d. mod 1 of these sequences with respect to summation methods is briefly discussed in
Schnabl [1]. Closely related sequences have been studied by Korobov [7], Franklin [1, 2],
and Mendes France [5]. If q(n) denotes the b-adic sum of digits of the positive integer it,
then (q(n)0), it = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod I for every irrational 0 (Mendes France (4]).
This is still true if it runs through the prime numbers (Olivier [1]). See also Mendes France
(9]. The function q(n) is also connected with the theory of P.V. numbers (see Example 4.2).
For this and related matters, see Mendes France [5, 7], Senge and Straus [1], and Besineau
[1, 2]. Some investigations have also been carried out for nonintegral bases S > 1, mostly
from the metric point of view (R6nyi (1], Gel'fond [1], Parry [1], Cigler [4], Roos [1],
Galambos [2, 3, 4]). For the sequences (13"a), see Helson and Kahane [1], Kulikova [1],
and Mendes France [4].

Maxfield [2] calls (al, ... , ak) a normal k-tuple to the base b if the sequence

((b11al, .. , b"ak)),

n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 in IRk. The analogue of Corollary 8.1 for this case was already
shown by Hardy and Littlewood [1]. Maxfield [2] proves a result for normal k-tuples
that implies, in particular, that every nonzero rational multiple of a normal number is
normal. The k-tuple (al, ... , ak) is called jointly normal to the bases bl, ... , bk if the
sequence ((bl"al, ... , bk"ak)), it = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod I in IRk. For results on the
above two concepts (e.g., construction of such k-tuples), see Korobov [8, 13, 14], Post-
nikova [1], Starcenko [1], and Volkmann [4]. More generally, one may consider the u.d.
mod 1 in IRk of a sequence (A"x), n = 1, 2, ... , where A is a given k x k matrix with
integer entries and x c IRk. The transformation x {Ax}, X E Ix', is ergodic with respect to
Lebesgue measure if and only if A is nonsingular and none of its eigenvalues is a root of unity
(Rohlin [1 ], Auslander (11). In this case, the generalization of Borel's metric theorem follows
from the individual ergodic theorem, and an analogue of Lemma 8.1 can also be shown
(Postnikov [3; 8, Chapter 3], Polosuev [3, 5], Star6enko [1], Cigler [2, 9], Muhutdinov [1]).
Further work on (A"x) was done by Cigler [2, 9], Franklin [3], Polosuev [3, 5], Postnikov
[8, Chapter 3], W. M. Schmidt [4], Schweiger [2], and Uchiyama [2]. For an abstract
approach to normality, we refer to Cigler [3] (see also the notes in Chapter 4, Section 1).

A set M of real numbers is called a normal set ("ensemble normal") if there exists a
sequence (R") in IR such that (d"x) is u.d. mod I if and only if x c M. The set of numbers
normal to the base b is a normal set by Theorem 8.1. Other nontrivial normal sets are
Q\{0} (Rauzy [2], Zame [5]), the complement in IR of a real algebraic number field, and
the set of transcendental numbers (Meyer [1-4], Mendes France [6], Zame [5]). A count-
able intersection of normal sets is a normal set (Dress [2], Rauzy [1]). A countable union
of normal sets need not be a normal set (Mendes France [7], Rauzy [1 ]). A characterization
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of normal sets was given by Rauzy [1]. For further results, see Colombeau [1] (to a large
part superseded by Dress [2]), Dress and Mendes France [1], Lesca and Mendes France
[1], Mela [1], Mendes France [5, 7], and Zame [5]. For the related question of so-called
"anormal" numbers with respect to a sequence (A,,), see Kahane and Salem [1], Kahane
[1], and Amice [2]. Mendes France [9] studies sequences with "empty spectrum," that is,
sequences (x,,) for which (x" + na), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1 for all real a.

An interesting application of normal numbers occurs in the foundation of probability
theory, namely, in von Mises's theory of collectives, which is an attempt to develop
probability theory from the notion of relative frequency rather than from measure theory.
We refer to Copeland [1], von Mises [1; 2, Chapter 1], Ville [1], and Postnikova [2], and
the literature given there. Other applications of normal numbers can be found in Couot
[3], Knuth [2, Section 3.5], Mendes France [4], Postnikov [5], and Veech [3].

Exercises

8.1. Prove that the expansion (8.1) is unique.
8.2. There are rational numbers that are simply normal to the base b, but

a normal number to the base b is necessarily irrational.
8.3. Give an example of an irrational number that is not normal (to the

base 2, say).
8.4. The number a. is normal to the base b if and only if each of the numbers

a, ba., b2a., . . . is simply normal to all of the bases b, b2, b3, ... .
8.5. If b, and b2 are integers >2 such that one is a rational power of the

other, then a. is normal to the base b, if and only if a is normal to the
base b2-

8.6. Let qn(x), n = 0, 1, ... , be the Rademacher functions as defined in
Exercise 2.1 in Chapter 2. Suppose that a is not a dyadic rational.
Then a is normal to the base 2 if and only if

1 N-1lim - 10n+k1(a) ... Of+k,(a) = 0
N- -o N n=o

holds for all s > I and all distinct nonnegative integers k,, ... , k,.
Hint: Use some of the results of Exercises 2.1-2.4 in Chapter 2.

8.7. For a positive integer k, the number a is called normal of order k to
the base b if (8.3) holds for all blocks Bz of fixed length k. Prove that
the following is an equivalent condition: the sequence (b"a) satisfies

A([0, x); N)/N = x for all rationals x, 0 < x < 1, with
denominator bk.

8.8. Prove that a is normal to the base b if there exists a constant C such
that the sequence (b"a) satisfies lim,,,_. A([19, y); N)/N S C(y - P)
for all [j9, y) c I. Hint: Compare with the proof of Lemma 8.1.

8.9. Whenever a. is normal to the base b, then so is roc for every nonzero
rational r. Hint: Use Lemma 8.1 or Exercise 8.8.
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8.10. Give a proof of Theorem 5.3 based on the theory of normal numbers
(suppose p > 2).

8.11. The set of irrationals is a normal set.
8.12. The set of nonzero reals is a normal set.

9. CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION MOD 1

Basic Results

Let f (t) be a real-valued Lebesgue-measurable function defined for 0 < t <
oo. Let 0 < a < b < 1 and let cc, b)(x) be the characteristic function of the
interval [a, b). For T > 0, let T(a, b) be the set of t, 0 < t < T, for which
(f (t)} E [a, b). Evidently T(a, b) has a Lebesgue measure 2(T(a, b)), and
we have

T
A(T(a, b)) = f C[a.b)({f (t)}) d t.

0

DEFINITION 9.1. If for all [a, b) 9 I we have

2(T(a, b)) =b-a,lim
TT-co

then the function f (t) is said to be continuously uniformly distributed mod 1
(abbreviated c.u.d. mod 1).

THEOREM 9.1. The Lebesgue-measurable function f (t) defined on [0, co)
is c.u.d. mod 1 if and only if for each real-valued continuous function iv
on [0, 1 ],

lim -1Tim -1 ,JoT'v({f(t)}) dt = f liv(x) dx. (9.1)

THEOREM 9.2. The Lebesgue-measurable function f (t) defined on
[0, oo) is c.u.d. mod 1 if and only if

T
lim 1 f e2athf(t)dt = 0 for all integers h 0 0. (9.2)

T o
The proofs of these theorems can be given in a way analogous to the

proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 and are left to the reader.

EXAMPLE 9.1. Obvious examples of c.u.d. mod 1 functions are the linear
functions f (t) = at + b, t > 0, with a 0. On the other hand, the function
f (t) = log (t + 1), t > 0, is not c.u.d. mod 1. This function does not satisfy
(9.2) as can be derived from the proof given in Example 2.4. 0
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EXAMPLE 9.2. The function et, t > 0, is c.u.d. mod 1. Consider the
expression

T

fT
e2n'' ' d t with an integer h 0, (9.3)

and put et = x; then (9.3) becomes

1 eT e2nih X

T fl x
d x. (9.4)

Consider now the real and imaginary parts of (9.4). Then
I

cos 27rh x 1 e'x = - cos 27rhx dxd
1

iT X T i

for some r, 0 < T < T, according to the second mean value theorem of
integral calculus, and thus the real part of (9.4) goes to 0 as T--> oo. The
same holds with respect to the imaginary part of (9.4). N

As we have already remarked in Section 4, one does not know whether or
not the sequence (e"), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1.

The second part of Example 9.1 is a special case of Theorem 9.3, below.
We first establish a simple auxiliary result.

LEMMA 9.1. If F(u), u > 0, is twice differentiable, if uF"(u) is bounded,
and if F(u)/u -+ 0 as u --* oo, then F'(u) --k 0 as u -> oo.

PROOF. For u > 0 and 71 > 0, we have

F(u + n) - F(u) = 27F'(u) + 712F"(u + Brl) with 0 < 0 < 1,

or, solving for F'(u),

F'(u) = F(u + n) - F(u) -
0?7). (9.5)

27

Choose e > 0, let M be an upper bound for I uF"(u)I , and set 6 = e/M.
With 71 = Su in (9.5), we get

(F(u + Su) 1 + 6 F(u) 1)
F'(u) l

u+bu 6 It 6

S (u + 0 6u)F"(u + 0 bit). (9.6)

Since the difference in parentheses tends to 0 as u --+ oo, it is in absolute
value <e/2 for u > uo(s). But the remaining term on the right of (9.6) is
in absolute value <s12, and this completes the argument. 0
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THEOREM 9.3. Let f (t), t > 0, be differentiable and let tf'(t) be bounded.
Then f (t) is not c.u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. Suppose (9.2) would hold for h = 1. Then, setting F(u) =
f cos 2irf (t) dt, we have F(u)/u -- ). 0 as u --> oo. However, since F'(u) =
cos 27rf (u) and F"(u) = -27rf'(tt) sin 2irf (u), it follows that uF"(u) is
bounded, and so, according to Lemma 9.1, we would have cos 27rf (u) -+ 0
as it oo. In the same way, it would follow that sin 2irf (u) -> 0 as it -> co,
and so, e2n=f(") --> 0 as u --- oo, an obvious contradiction.

THEOREM 9.4. Let f (t) be a Lebesgue-measurable function defined on
[0, co). Let Of (t) = f (t + 1) - f (t) be monotone, and furthermore let
Of (t) --> 0 and t kVf (t)I -> co as t oo. Then f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. The result can be shown in a manner similar to that in which
Theorem 2.5 was proved.

THEOREM 9.5. For t > 0, let f (t) = g(log (t + 1)), where g is an in-
creasing convex function on [0, co) such that limt- g(t)/t = oo. Then f (t)
is c.u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. It suffices to prove (9.2) for integers h > 0. Set u = 27r/f (t) = 99(t)
and t = yo(u), the inverse function of qq(t). Since g is convex, it follows that
trp'(t) is an increasing function [qq'(t) may cease to exist on a countable set
of points where we define qq'(t) suitably]. If tgq'(t) were bounded above, then
99(t) = O(log t), a contradiction. Hence, trp'(t) co as t -> oo. Now tcp'(t) =
ap(u)/V'(u), and so, v'(u)/zp(u) is a decreasing function of u that tends to 0
as it oo. For T > 0, consider the integral

rT
J =f sin qp(t) d t.

,0
Applying the substitution u = rp(t) and setting (p(0) = po and q)(T) = p,
we obtain for po < T < p by repeated application of the second mean value
theorem,

J -J (11) sin it du =,w sin it du sin it du

'(u) sin it du + T) V(u) sin it dit

= f ,(u) sin u du +
TV(T2) (rasin

it du
Po yl(r) Jrr

(T <T2 < P)

(T < Tl < T2)

=Jp01p'(u) sin it dit/() fl,
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where I AI < 2V(p) = 2T. Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Take r so large that
p'(r)/p(r) < e, and then p so large that

Iy(tt) sin it du
po

< e'V(p)

Then IJI < 3eT for sufficiently large T, and so, J = o(T). The integral
f o cos p (t) dt can be dealt with similarly.

Relations Between U.D. Mod 1 and C.U.D. Mod 1

THEOREM 9.6. Let f (t), t > 0, be a real-valued Lebesgue-measurable
function. Then under each of the following conditions f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1:

(a) The sequence (f (it + t)), it = 0, 1, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 for almost all
t in [0, 1].

(b) The sequence (f (nt)), it = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 for almost all t
in [0, 1].

PROOF. (a) For an integer h 0, we have for almost all tin [0, 1],

1 N-i
lim ea ,ht(n+t) = 0.
N co N n=o

But then by the dominated convergence theorem,

i 1 N-1
0 lim

o N- N n=o
N-1

= lim
Ji (- eann d t

N-

N1

n=o J
1 N-1

f
n+1I e2nihf(n du= lim

1
f

lim
N-. N o

Hence,
1 T

1 4 ) du
T o

tends to 0 if T-> oo in an arbitrary way.
(b) For an integer It X 0, we have for almost all t in [0, 1],

1lira - e2nt1L ,at) = 0
N- N n71
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Again, by integration and interchange of orders of operations we find
1 N 1

0 = lim e2nihf(nt) dt

N-.o N t=1 o

1 N 1 1 N 1 n= lim -
ne2,rihf(tt)du

= lim - - c5,
N-co N n=1 n 0 N-oo N 971 11 i=1

where
1

ci =J e21rihf(11) du for j > 1.
r-1

In other words, the sequence (c), j = 1, 2, . . . , is summable by the Holder
means (H, 2) to the value 0 (see Example 7.1). It follows that (c) is sum-
mable by the Cesaro means (C, 2) to the value 0 (see Example 7.1). Since
I c1I < I for j > 1, the Tauberian theorem mentioned in the proof of Theorem
7.13 yields

Ilim - Yc1 = lim - f e2nihf(t()du = 0.
N-+oo N f=1 N o

THEOREM 9.7. If f (t), t > 0, has a continuous derivative of constant
sign, if f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1, and if f (t)/t -+ 0 as t - co, then the sequence
(f(n)),ii=1,2,...,isu.d.mod1.
PROOF. We use the Euler summation formula (see Example 2.4). For an
integer h -X 0, we get

N N
e2trihf(rt) = I e2n ihf(t)dt + (e21rihf(l) + e 21rihf(N))

J1

({t} - j) f'(t)e2rrihf(t) d t.+ 2irih
1N

Denote the third term on the right by A(N). Then

IA(N)I -I'll
N N J1

If (t)I dt < N (TE(N)T + If(1)I),

and by the assumption regarding f (t)/t we have that I A(N)I/N-> 0 as N- oo.
The proof can now be completed easily.

THEOREM 9.8. Let f (t), t > 0, have a continuous derivative and suppose
f(t) log t --> C, a nonzero constant, as t -> oo. Then the sequence (f (n)),
n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. First we show that f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1. For t Z to > 1, f has a
constant sign, say f(t) > 0 for t > to. If g is the inverse function off, we have
for T > to,

T

JIuo)

T)
e

2rrihte(dt = 1 dit
T Jto T f'($(u))
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the right member of which goes to 0 as T--> oo if the expression

1 1(T)
2ntihue log g(u) du (9.7)

T f(to)

goes to 0 as T--* oo. Consider the real and the imaginary part of (9.7) and
use the second mean value theorem. One obtains

1 Cf(T) l0 T (1(T)
J

(cos 27rhu) log g(u) du = g

I

cos 27rhu du
T f(to) T 1( )

for some with to < < T, and a similar expression for the imaginary part
of (9.7). Hence, (9.7) goes to 0 as T oo, and thus, f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1.
Furthermore, the condition f'(t) log t C as t --* oo implies that f (t)/t --> 0
as t oo. Now apply Theorem 9.7, and the proof is complete. 0

Multidimensional Case

The notion of c.u.d. mod I can be extended to systems of measurable
functions. We use the same notation as in Section 6.

DEFINITION 9.2. Let f(t) = (fl(t), . . . J ,(t)) be a system of s measurable
functions defined on [0, oo). For T > 0 and [a, b) S IS, let T(a, b) be the
set of t, 0 < t < T, for which {f(t)} E [a, b). The system f(t) is said to be
c.u.d. mod 1 in IRS if

A(T(a, b)) S

lim = fJ (bi - a,)
T--.w T i_1

holds for all [a, b) c IS

THEOREM 9.9. The system f(t) of measurable functions is c.u.d. mod 1
in IRS if and only if for each lattice point h c 713, h : 0,

lim 1 IT e2ni<h.f(t)> d t = 0.
T-'o T Jo

For the proof we refer to the remarks following Theorem 6.2.

COROLLARY 9.1. The system f(t) of measurable functions is c.u.d. mod 1
in IRS if and only if, for each lattice point h E 713, h 0 0, the function (h, f(t))
is c.u.d. mod 1.

PROOF. This follows readily from Theorems 9.2 and 9.9.

EXAMPLE 9.3. In the euclidean plane, consider a rectilinear uniform
motion defined by x = x(t) = a + alt, y = y(t) = b + 02t, 0 < t < oo,
a, b, 0, and 02 are real, and where 01 and 02 are linearly independent over
the rationals. Consider the time interval 0 < t < T. The sum of the time
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subintervals during which the moving point is mod I in the rectangular
interval [al, a2) x s I2 is given by the measure of the set E n [0, T],
where

E={0<t < co:o <a1+Blt <a.2(mod1),fl1<b+02t<j92(mod1)}.
Now the system of functions (a + O ,t, b + Bet) is c.u.d. mod 1 in Q12 by
Corollary 9.1 and Example 9.1. Hence, in the limit, the fraction of the time
that the moving point is mod 1 in the considered rectangle is equal to
(a2 - a1)(#2 - #I), the area of the rectangle.

Notes

Functions c.u.d. mod 1 were already discussed by Weyl [4]. He established the Weyl
criterion and showed that any nonconstant polynomial is c.u.d. mod 1. For other early
work on c.u.d. mod 1, see Steinhaus [1] and Tsuji [1]. Theorem 9.2 is contained as a
special case in the general Weyl criterion of Kuipers and Stam [1]. Theorem 9.3 is from
Kuipers and Meulenbeld [3] and Kuiper [1], and Theorem 9.5 is a result of Tsuji [1].
Related theorems can be found in Kuipers [1], Kuipers and Meulenbeld [1, 2], and Kuiper
[1). We refer also to Exercises 9.8, 9.9, and 9.13. Theorem 9.6 was shown by Ryll-Nardzewski
[1], and Theorems 9.7 and 9.8 are from Kuipers [3], who also showed other results con-
cerning the relation between c.u.d. mod 1 and u.d. mod 1 of sequences. The multidimen-
sional case was already considered by Weyl [4], who proved the result in Example 9.3
(see also Weyl [3] and P6lya and Szego [I, II. Abschn., Aufg. 185, 186]). This result has
important applications in areas such as statistical mechanics, kinetic gas theory, and
stellar dynamics. A closely related fact is enunciated in Exercise 9.29 and is again due to
Weyl [3, 4]. It may also be found in P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., Aufg. 187]. That
the trajectory must be dense in the unit square (resp. cube) was shown earlier by Konig
and Sziics [1] (see also Sudan [1]).

Kuipers [2, 7] proves that f (1) = at + P sin t, f 0, is c.u.d. mod I if Ira is irrational,
and other results concerning functions with periodic derivatives. Difference theorems
for c.u.d. mod 1 were established by Kuipers [I] and Hlawka [9]. C.u.d. mod 1 in sequences
of intervals was studied by Kuipers and Meulenbeld [4] and Kuipers [4]. Interesting
connections between c.u.d. mod 1 and the notion of independence for functions were
pointed out by Steinhaus [1] and Kuipers [7] (for a discrete analogue, see Chapter 5,
Section 1). The quantitative study of functions c.u.d. mod 1 was initiated by Hlawka [9].
Many of the results in Chapter 2 on discrepancy of sequences have continuous analogues.
See also Holewijn [1], Muck [1], Stackelberg [1], and Fleischer [3]. Hlawka [24] shows
that "almost all" continuous functions (in the sense of Wiener measure) defined on [0, co)
are c.u.d. mod 1. Refinements are due to Fleischer [3] and Stackelberg [1], the stronger
result being that of the latter author (compare with the notes in Chapter 2, Section 1).
Fleischer [2] generalizes Hlawka's theorem to the multidimensional case. Kuipers and
van der Steen [1] prove continuous analogues of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 and improve some
metric results of Holewijn [1]. See also Muck [1].

Various extensions and refinements of the notion of c.u.d. mod 1 have been considered.
Kuipers [6] discusses well distributed functions mod 1. Hlawka [9] and Holewijn [1]
study c.u.d. mod 1 with respect to summation methods and weight functions. Loynes [1]
discusses c.u.d. mod 1 of stochastic processes. Kuipers [1] introduces distribution functions
(mod 1) of measurable functions and proves an analogue of Theorem 7.6 (see also Haviland
[1]). If (9.1) is required to hold for the characteristic functions of all Lebesgue-measurable
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subsets of I (or, equivalently, for all Lebesgue-integrable functions )v on [0, 1]), one
arrives at the notion of cTrr-u.d, mod I (Kuipers [1]). This was studied further by Kuiper
[1], Kuipers [2], and Kuipers and Meulenbeld [1, 2]. A notion of c11-u.d. mod 1 was
defined by Kuipers [1] but was then shown to be equivalent to ctlr-u.d. mod I (Kuipers
and Meulenbeld [1]).

A further extension is of course to the multidimensional case, and Definition 9.2 may
in fact be generalized to systems of functions of several variables. See Tsuji [1], Kuipers
[1, 4], Meulenbeld [1], Kuipers and Meulenbeld [3, 5], and Couot [4]. As to c.u.d. on
surfaces, there is an isolated result of I. S. Kac [I] and a more systematic study by Gerl [3].
A theory of c.u.d, inp-adic number fields was developed by Chauvineau [5, 6]. For functions
on groups, see the notes in Chapter 4, Section 1. Other general viewpoints are discussed in
Helmberg [6] and Kemperman [3]. Another notion of c.u.d. is presented in Chapter 5,
Section 1.

Exercises
9.1. Prove Theorem 9.1.
9.2. Prove Theorem 9.2.
9.3. Prove Theorem 9.1 with "continuous" replaced by "Riemann-inte-

grable."
9.4. Let f (t) be c.u.d. mod 1, and let g(t), t > 0, be a Lebesgue-measurable

function such that 1imt-. (f (t) - g(t)) exists. Prove that g(t) is c.u.d.
mod 1.

9.5. Let (f,,(t)), n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of functions c.u.d. mod 1
that converges uniformly on [0, oo) to the limit function f (t). Then
f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1.

9.6. If f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1, then mf (t) is c.u.d. mod 1 for all nonzero
integers in.

9.7. If f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1, then f (ct), where c is a positive constant, has
the same property.

9.8. Generalize the preceding exercise as follows: If f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1
and if p(t), t > 0, is a nonnegative differentiable function with
q)'(t) -> c, a positive constant, as t --> co, then f (99(t)) is c.u.d. mod 1.

9.9. A Lebesgue-measurable periodic function f (t), t > 0, of period p > 0
is c.u.d. mod I if and only if

lu
0

ea»instr)dt = 0 for {t = 1, 2, ... .

9.10. Prove that f (t) = sin t, t > 0, is not c.u.d. mod 1.
9.11. Show that Lemma 9.1 holds as well if in both limit relations zero is

replaced by the same constant c.
9.12. Prove Theorem 9.4 in detail.
9.13. If f (t) has a positive nondecreasing derivative on [0, oo), then f (t)

is c.u.d. mod 1. Hint: Use the method in Example 9.2.
9.14. A nonconstant function on [0, oo) of the form f (t) = 21 arts" with

a;,steFRand s,.>sk_1>...>s1>0is c.u.d.mod 1.
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9.15. Let f (t), t > 0, be a Lebesgue-measurable function. If for every
positive integer h the function f (t + h) - f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1, then
f (t) is c.u.d. mod 1.

9.16. Let f (t) be a Lebesgue-measurable function defined for t > 0, and
let k be a positive integer. Define Alf (t) recursively by Alf (t) = Af (t)
and Ojf (t) = O(Al-If (t)) for j > 2. Suppose Olf (t) is monotone in t
with Alf (t) -> 0 and t IOxf (t)I - oo as t -- oo. Then f (t) is c.u.d.
mod 1.

9.17. For a positive integer k, let f (t) be k times differentiable on [0, oo)
with f (k)(t) -_* c, a nonzero constant, as t -* oo. Prove that f (t) is
c.u.d. mod 1.

9.18. For each r > 0 the function f (t) = t° sin 2,7rt is c.u.d. mod 1. Hint:
Use Theorem 9.6.

9.19. The function f (t) = -,/t + sin 27r(t + 11(t + 1)), t > 0, is c.u.d. mod 1.
Hint: Use Theorem 9.6.

9.20. Let g(t) be a periodic Lebesgue-measurable function on [0, co) with
period p > 0, and suppose the Lebesgue-measurable function f (t),
t > 0, is such that (f ( n p + u)), n = 0, 1, ... , is u.d. mod 1 for almost
all u in [0,p]. Then f (t) + g(t) is c.u.d. mod 1.

9.21. The function f (t) = flog (t + 1) + '/log (t + 1), t > 0, is not c.u.d.
mod 1.

9.22. Let (xn), n = 0, 1, . . . , be a sequence of real numbers. Prove that
is u.d. mod 1 if and only if the function f (t) = x[t], t > 0, is c.u.d.

mod 1.
9.23. Let (xn) be u.d. mod 1. Prove that the function f (t) from Exercise 9.22

is c.u.d. mod 1 but not c"-u.d. mod 1.
9.24. Use Theorem 9.3 to prove: If f (t) satisfies the conditions of this

theorem, then (f (n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is not u.d. mod 1 (compare with
Theorem 2.6).

9.25. The sequence (log n + sin (log n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is not u.d. mod 1.
More generally, if 99(u), it > 0, is a differentiable function with
bounded derivative and if f (t), t > 0, is a nonnegative differentiable
function with tf'(t) bounded, then the sequence (qq(f (n))), n =
1, 2, ... , is not u.d. mod 1.

9.26. Let the system of functions f(t) = (f (t), . . . , f3(t)) be c.u.d. mod 1
in R s. Then for any real-valued continuous function tiv(ul, ... , u3) on
I3 we have

/`T
lim

1- J w({ fl(t)}, . . . , { f3(t)}) d t
T-+oo T o

The converse is also true.

l l

w(ul, . . . , u3) dt,1 . . .
du3.

0 0
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9.27. If the real numbers 01i 62, . . . , 83 are linearly independent over the
rationals, then the system of functions (01t, 02t, . . . , 83t) is c.u.d.
mod I in Ls.

9.28. If 0, 92, ... , 83 are nonzero real numbers, then the system of functions
(alts, 02ts-1, . . . , Bst) is c.u.d. mod 1 in IRE.

9.29. A point moves inside a square of unit area and its motion is rectilinear
and with constant speed. At the sides of the square it is reflected
symmetrically. The tangent of the angle between a side of the square
and the initial direction of the motion is an irrational number. Con-
sider a subinterval S of the square and let S(T) be the time that the
point is in S after T time units. Then limT-,,, S(T)/T is equal to the
area of S.



2
DISCREPANCY

In the previous chapter, we studied uniform distribution modulo 1 from a
purely qualitative point of view. We were mainly interested in deciding whether
a given sequence is uniformly distributed at all. But looking at various
uniformly distributed sequences, one will realize that there exist sequences
with a very good distribution behavior, whereas other sequences might just
barely be uniformly distributed. It is the aim of this chapter to introduce a
quantity (the so-called discrepancy of the sequence) that measures the
deviation of the sequence from an ideal distribution. This will enable us to
distinguish between sequences with "good" uniform distribution and
sequences with "bad" uniform distribution. We investigate the quantitative
aspects of several important theorems from the first chapter, and thereby
obtain results that complement or go beyond those statements. Interesting
applications of the concept of discrepancy to problems in numerical analysis
can be found in Section 5. We remark that throughout this chapter the
counting functions A (E; N) introduced in Sections 1 and 6 of the previous
chapter are understood to be defined also for finite sequences containing at
least N terms.

1. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES

One-Dimensional Case

DEFINITION 1.1. Let x1, ... , xN be a finite sequence of real numbers. The
number

DN = DN(x1, ... , .N) = sup
o<_a<p<_1

A([a, j4); N)
(p--a)N

88
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is called the discrepancy of the given sequence. For an infinite sequence w
of real numbers (or for a finite sequence containing at least N terms), the
discrepancy DA,(w) is meant to be the discrepancy of the initial segment
formed by the first N terms of (o.

It is clear from the above definition that when proving an assertion about
the discrepancy of a given sequence, no loss of generality will result if we
assume the sequence to be contained in I.

The pertinence of the concept of discrepancy in the theory of u.d. mod 1
is revealed by the following criterion.

THEOREM I.I. The sequence co is u.d. mod 1 if and only if
DN(w) = 0.

PROOF. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. To show the necessity,
we choose an integer in > 2. For 0 < k < in - 1, let I, denote the interval
I. _ [k/m, (k + 1)/m). Since co is u.d. mod 1, there exists a positive integer
N o = No(m) such that for N > No and for every k = 0, 1, ... , in - 1 we
have

1! 1) A(Ik;N) 1( 1)
in m N m m

Now consider an arbitrary subinterval J = [a, 9) of I. There clearly exist
intervals Jl and J2i finite unions of intervals I, such that Jz c J S; J2,
2(J) - 2(J1) < 2/m, and A(J2) - 2(J) < 21m. From (1.2) we get for all
N > No:

1 A(Jl ; N) A(J ; N) A(J2 ; N) 1
2(J1) (1 -

) <
< < 2(J2) (1 +

m N
N N

in

Consequently, we obtain

\A(J) n) (1 m) < A(N N) < (1(J)
+ m) (1 + m

and, using 2(J) < 1,

3 2 A(J; N) 3 2- - < - 2(J) < - + - for all N > No. (1.3)
171 rn2 N in rn2

Since the bounds in (1.3) are independent of J, we arrive at DN(w) <
(3/m) + (21m2) for all N > No. But (3/in) + (2/m2) can be made arbitrarily
small, and so the proof is complete. 0

In particular, the above theorem enunciates the following interesting
fact: Whenever co is u.d. mod 1, then A(J; N)/N = 2(J) uniformly in
all subintervals J = [a, (l) of I.
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A meaningful concept of discrepancy (i.e., one for which a criterion
similar to Theorem 1.1 holds) may also be defined with respect to a con-
tinuous distribution function. More explicitly, let f be a nondecreasing
function on [0, 1] with f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1, and let w be a sequence of
real numbers. Then the expression

DN(w;f) = sup I A([o., f); N; w) - (f (fl) -f(a)) (1.4)
o<_«<p<i N

may be called the discrepancy of co with respect to f. By using the same ideas
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, it can be shown that if f is continuous, then
the sequence w has f as its a.d.f. (mod 1) precisely if limN,-. DN((O; f) = 0
(see Exercise 1.3). An analogous criterion fails to hold for discontinuous f
(see the counterexample in Exercise 1.4).

For the time being, we will be satisfied with a simple estimate for DN
that already shows that DN cannot converge too rapidly to zero. Refinements
will be shown in Section 2.

THEOREM 1.2. For any sequence of N numbers, we have

1 <DN <1. (1.5)

PROOF. The right-hand side inequality is evident from the definition.
Now choose s > 0, and let x c- I be one of the elements of the sequence.
Consider the interval J = [x, x + e) r) I. Since x E J, we have A(J; N)/N -
A(J) 1 (1/N) - A(J) > (1/N) - s. This implies D,.,, (1/N) - e, and the
desired inequality is established.

EXAMPLE 1.1. We may have D,,,, = 1/N, for instance when the elements
of the sequence are the numbers 0, 1/N, 2/N, . . . , (N - 1)/N in some order.
Consider an arbitrary half-open subinterval J of I. There is a unique integer
k with 0 < k < N - 1 and k/N < A(J) < (k + 1)/N. Then J contains at
least k and at most k + 1 elements from the above sequence. Consequently,
we obtain IA(J; N)/N - A(J) I < 1/N for all J. R

It is sometimes useful to slightly restrict the family of intervals over which
the supremum is formed in the definition of discrepancy. The most important
type of restriction is to consider only the intervals [0, a) with 0 < a < 1.

DEFINITION 1.2. For a finite sequence x1, ... , xN of real numbers, we define

DN = Div(x..... , xN) = osupl I A([0,N);
N)

- n. I. (1.6)

The definition of is extended in the same way as in Definition I.I.
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THEOREM 1.3. The discrepancies DN and Dv are related by the in-
equality

D,, < DN < 2D,*v. (1.7)

PROOF. The first inequality follows immediately from the definitions.
To obtain the second one, we note that A([oc, i4); N) = A([0, i4); N) -
A([O, a); N), where 0 < a < P < 1, and therefore,

A([a,i9);N)-(j9-a) A([O,1);N)- +IA([O,N);N)-a.

Taking suprema yields the desired result.

COROLLARY 1.1. The sequence co is u.d. mod 1 if and only if

lim D N* (a)) = 0.
N-o

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. 0

There is a simple alternative representation for the discrepancy Dv as a
maximum of finitely many numbers. We note that the discrepancy Dv
(and DN, for that matter) of the numbers x1, x2, ... , x. in I does not
depend on the order of those elements. Therefore, we may assume without
loss of generality that the xi are ordered according to their magnitude.

THEOREM 1.4. Let x1 x2 < < xN be N numbers in I. Then their
discrepancy Dv is given by

D, = max max (x,. - x. -
i=1.....N N N

= 1 -f- max I xi - 2i - 1
(1.8)

2N i=1....,N 2N

PROOF. For notational convenience, we set x0 = 0 and xN+l = 1. The
distinct values of the numbers xi, 0 < i < N + 1, define a subdivision of
[0, 1]. Therefore,

DN = max sup
i=O.....N xi<a<_xi+1
xi < xi+1

A([0, a); N) -a
N

1= max sup - - a .
i=O,....N xi<a!5xi+1 N
xi <xi+1

Whenever xi < xi+1, the function gi(a) = I(i/N) - al attains its maximum
in [xi, xi+1] at one of the end points of the interval. Consequently, we have

DN = max max xi
i=O..... N N N
Xi < xi+1
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We show now that we may drop the restriction xi < xi+1 in the first maximum.
So suppose we have xi < xi+1 = xi+2 = ' ' = xi+r < 't'i+r+l with some
r Z 2. The indices not admitted in the first maximum in (1.9) are the integers
i + j with 1 < j < r - 1. We shall prove that the numbers

i+j
N

and
i +j

N

with 1 < j < r - 1, which are excluded in (1.9), are in fact dominated by
numbers already occurring in (1.9). For 1 < j < r - 1, we get by the same
reasoning as above (consider the function hi+1(y) = l y - xi+lU

i+j
t

N
i+i

i Fj
N -

xi+1

,

i+r
N

- xi+r l

i+r
N

- xi+1
1

and both numbers in the last maximum occur in (1.9). Exactly the same
argument holds for I (i + j)/N - xi+i+,1, 1 < j < r - 1. Thus, we arrive at

DN = max max (
i=o.....N

= max max
i=1.....N

< max (

- xi
N

xi

N
i - 1
N

xi i
The last step is valid because the only terms we dropped are I(0/N) - x01
and I (N/N) - xN+1I, both of which are zero. The second identity in (1.8)
is clear.

COROLLARY 1.2. For any sequence of N numbers in I we have D*,
1/2N, with equality only for the sequence 1/2N, 3/2N, . . . , (2N - 1)/2N
or its rearrangements.

We arrive at the following interpretation for Drr: The discrepancy D,*,
of a sequence of N terms in I in natural order is obtained by adding to the
smallest possible value 1/2N of D* the maximal deviation of the given
sequence from the increasing sequence of N terms with least discrepancy.
The finite sequence 1/2N, 3/2N, . . . , (2N - 1)/2N shows also that the
constant 2 in Theorem 1.3 is best possible.

Multidimensional Discrepancy

The definitions of DN and DN may be extended in a rather obvious fashion
to sequences in Rk (for results on u.d. mod 1 in IRk, see Chapter 1, Section 6).
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let x1, ... , xN be a finite sequence in R'. The discrepancies
DN and D$, are defined by

DAT = DN(xl, ... , xA) = sup
J

Dw = D(xl, ... , xN) =sup

A(J;
N) - A(J)

N 11

A(J*; N) - A(J*)
N

(1.10)

where J runs through all subintervals of I' of the form J = {(x1, . . . , x,) E P":
ai < xi < fii for 1 < i < k}, and J* runs through all subintervals of I' of
the form J* = {(x1, ... , xk) E 1': 0 < xi < Ni for 1 < i < k}. Moreover, A
denotes the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For infinite sequences, the
same convention as in Definition 1.1 applies.

EXAMPLE 1.2. The relation between DN and in several dimensions
is very much similar to what was shown for k = 1 in Theorem 1.3. The
idea is to start from an arbitrary subinterval J of Iz' and represent it in terms
of intervals of type J*. Let us describe the details for k = 2, the higher-
dimensional cases being completely similar. Let J = {(x1, x2) E I2: a1 <
x1 < 141 and 0'2 < x2 < P2} = [al, i i) x [a2, N2) with 0 < ai < Ni < 1,
i = 1, 2, be a subinterval of J2. Then J = {([0, (41) x [0, (42))1([0, L11) X
[0, N2))}1{([0, f]) x [0, a2))\([O, al) x [0, (X2))} = (J*\Jz)\(J'\J4). Further-
more, A(J) = A(Jl) - A(Jz) - A(J3) + A(J') and A(J; N) = A(J*; N) -
A(JZ ; N) - A(J3 ; N) + A(J,*; N). By the same reasoning as in the proof
of Theorem 1.3, we arrive at D < DN < In the general k-dimensional
case, we will have DN < DN < 21D*,.

It can be shown as in Theorem 1.1 that a sequence co is u.d. mod 1 in IRk
if and only if D,v(w) = 0, or, equivalently, Dn,(w) = 0.
Moreover, the proof of Theorem 1.2 carries over to yield DN > 1/N for the
multidimensional case as well (see Section 2 for a stronger result).

Isotropic Discrepancy

We are led to another interesting notion of discrepancy in IRS' if we extend
the supremum in Definition 1.3 over a much larger class of subsets of I"",
namely, over all convex subsets. We note that every bounded convex set C
in IRS' has a finite Lebesgue measure A(C) and is even measurable in the
sense of Jordan.

DEFINITION 1.4. Let x1, ... , xly be a finite sequence in IR'. The isotropic
discrepancy Jy = J,,\,(x1, ... , XN) is defined to be

JN = suup A(NN) - A(C) I , (1.12)
C 0.
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where ' is the family of all convex subsets of I. The definition of J,,, is
extended as in Definition 1.3.

Actually, we will show that one need not take all convex subsets of Ik
to define It suffices to consider a special class of convex sets, namely,
closed or open convex polytopes. We recall that a closed convex polytope
is defined to be the convex hull of a finite number of points in IRk, that is,
the smallest convex set containing these points. By an open convex polytope,
we mean the interior (in the usual topology of IRk) of a closed convex poly-
tope. We shall use the following elementary theorem on convex sets. For
every convex set C in IRk and every point x E IRk that does not lie in the
interior of C, there exists a hyperplane H through x such that C is entirely
contained in one of the two closed half-spaces defined by H. The hyper-
plane H is called a supporting hyperplane of C.

THEOREM 1.5. The isotropic discrepancy Jv is also given by

JN

PEI
A(NN)-A(P)I, (1.13)

where °J' denotes the family of all closed convex polytopes and of all open
convex polytopes contained in Ik.

PROOF. We shall show that J,\, = supQE2 IA(Q; N)/N - A(Q)I, where P2
denotes the family of all closed convex polytopes and of all open convex
polytopes contained in P. Then we are done, because, first of all, every
open convex polytope contained in Ik is also contained in Ik. Moreover,
since w.l.o.g. the given finite sequence is contained in Ik, there will exist,
for every e > 0 and for every closed convex polytope Q contained in Ik, a
closed convex polytope P = P(s) contained in Ik with A(Q; N) = A(P; N)
and A(Q) Z 2(P) > A(Q) - e. Thus, the supremum extended over 2 is the
same as the supremum extended over 9.

The symbols int M and M shall denote the interior and the closure of a
set M, respectively. For C E', we have A(int C; N) S A(C; N) S A(C; N),
and also A(int C) = A(C) = A(C), since C is Jordan-measurable. Therefore,

A(C; N) A(int C; N) A(C; N- A(C) S max (I
N

- A(int C) III
N

- A(C) I),IN
and so, it suffices to consider closed or open convex sets in T. The same
argument yields that we need only prove

I A(R; N)
JN =sup -A(R)

REsr N

where M is the class of all sets R of the form R = Rl r) Ik for some closed
or open convex polytope Rl in IRk (note that both int R and R are in 2).
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It suffices to show that for each closed or open convex set C in P, there
exist P and Q from .q with A(P; N) = A(Q; N) = A(C; N) and A(P) <
A(C) < A(Q). For then we get

A(C; N)
- A(C) max

( A(P; N)
- A(P) , A(Q; N) - A(Q)

and we are done.
Let x1, ... , xN be the given finite sequence in Ik. Let a closed or open

convex set C c Ik be given, and suppose that C contains exactly the elements
xi., ... , xir of the given sequence. Let P be the convex hull of those points
(or the empty set if C contains no elements of the sequence). Then P E R
and P c C; moreover, A(P; N) = A(C; N) and A(P) < A(C).

Now to the construction of Q. Let x;l, ... , x,, be the elements of the
given sequence that are not contained in C. If s = 0, then we simply put
Q = lk. Thus, s > 0 in the sequel. If C is not open (hence, compact), then
it is clear that we can enlarge C to a convex set C' (not necessarily contained
in 11") that still does not contain x;l, ... , xi, but has xi1, . . . , xi, as interior
points. If C is open, we set C' = C. Through each point x;, with 1 < m < s
there is a supporting hyperplane H,,, of C' such that C' lies entirely in a
closed half-space T,,, defined by Hm. We note that the set Q1 = (din=1 Tm
contains C'. Let T,,,° be the open half-space corresponding to T,,,. We claim
that the set Q = T1° n n T,° n P satisfies all our requirements. We
clearly have Q E R. Since x,m 0 T,,,° for all 1 < m < s, the set Q contains
none of the points x;1, . . . , x;d. On the other hand, the points x,1, ... , xir
are interior points of C, and so, they are all contained in Q. Therefore,
A(Q; N) = A(C; N). Furthermore, A(Q) = A(Q1 n 1k) > A(C' n 1z) Z A(C),
and the proof is complete. 0

THEOREM 1.6. For every sequence of N points in Qtk we have

DN S JN < (4k.,Ik + (1.14)

PROOF. The first inequality is evident, since every interval is a convex set.
The basic idea in the proof of the second inequality is the following one.
We start out from a convex subset of Ik, and we may assume for simplicity
that it is a polytope P E 9 (by using the previous theorem). Then we enclose
P between two sets PI and P2, both of them finite unions of intervals, such
that P1 c P c P2. The exact form of P1 and P2 will be given later on. We
note that

(A(PN
N)

- A(P1) + (A(P1) - A(P)) <
A(P;

N) - A(P)
N

(A(P2;
N) - A(P2)) + (A(P2) - A(P)),
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and so,

A(P; N) - A(P)I < max I A(Pi; N) - (Pi) + max JA(Pi) - A(P)I. (1.15)
N i=1,2 N i=1,2

The sets P1 and P2 are constructed as follows. Let r be an arbitrary positive
integer. For every lattice point (h1i h2, . . . , hi.) with 0 < h; < r for all
1 < j < k, define an interval {(x1i x2, ... , xk) E h;lr < x; <
(h; + 1)/r for 1 < j < k}. The collection fi(r) of all those intervals forms a
partition of Ia'. We define P1 = Pj to be the union of all those intervals from
f°(r) that are entirely contained in P. Moreover, let P2 = P2r be the union
of all those intervals from ff(r) that have a nonvoid intersection with P.
Then we clearly have P1 c P c P2. If we fix k - I integers h1i . . . , hk_1

satisfying the above restriction, then the integers h, 0 < It < r, with
Jh;'..,,x_l,, c P are consecutive integers (there can be no "gaps" because of
the convexity of P). Therefore, the union of these intervals is again
an interval. It follows that P1 can be written as the union of at most r1-1
pairwise disjoint intervals. In exactly the same way, it can be shown that P2
can be written as the union of at most r.z-1 pairwise disjoint intervals. Conse-
quently, we have

max I A(P" N) - A(Pi) < f,k-'D,v. (1.16)
i=1,2 N

We shall now estimate A(P2) - A(P). We observe that the diameter of
each Jhl;,z,..,,k (i.e., the supremum of the distances between two points of the
set) is 6 = (1/r) Jk. Therefore, each point of P2 has a distance at most d
from some point of P. Hence, P2 is contained in the set Q constructed as
follows. For each one of the hyperplanes H forming the boundary of P,
consider a parallel hyperplane H' at orthogonal distance 6 in the open half-
space determined by H that does not contain P (thus, in both half-spaces
in the degenerate case where P is entirely contained in a hyperplane). Inter-
secting the closed half-spaces that are determined by those H' and that
contain P, and intersecting the resulting set with f", we obtain the closed
convex polytope Q. We have then A(P2) - A(P) < A(Q\P).

From the construction of Q, it should be clear that A(Q\P) is at most 6
times the surface of Q. To give a formal proof, we choose a point y in the
interior of Q not belonging to P. Since the boundary of Q is compact, there
is a point x in the boundary of Q that has the least distance from y among all
points from the boundary of Q. Then the line joining y and x is orthogonal
to the hyperplane (or one of the hyperplanes) defining Q in which x lies.
For otherwise, the line through y orthogonal to a hyperplane in which x
lies will intersect that hyperplane in a point x1 0 Q (because of the minimality
property of x). The line segment from y (in the interior of Q) to x1 (outside
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of Q) will meet the boundary of Q in a point x2, say. But x2 lies then closer
to y than x does, a contradiction. Moreover, since y 0 P, the distance from
y to x will be at most 6. We have thus shown that every point in Q\P lies
in one of the "prisms" of height 6 erected over each (k - 1)-dimensional
face of Q and directed toward the interior of Q. Our estimate for A(Q\P) is
then immediate.

We now apply the following classical theorem (see Bonnesen and Fenchel
[1, p. 47], Eggleston [3, Chapter 5]): If K,, K2 are two bounded closed
convex sets with K, contained in K2, then the surface of K, cannot exceed
the surface of K2. The closed convex polytope Q is contained in 11, and so
the surface of Q is at most 2k, since the surface of 11 consists of 2k "unit
squares." We have therefore shown 2(P2) - 2(P) < 2(Q\P) < 2k-,1k/r. In
exactly the same way, one proves 2(P) - 2(P,) < 2k-,1k/r. Combining (1.15),
(1.16), and the last two inequalities, we arrive at

A(P; N) - 2(P)
N

and since the upper bound is independent of P, we infer that

JN < r7-1
DN +

2k..Jk

This estimate holds for all positive integers r. We choose r = [DN' ], and
we obtain Jv< (4kJk + 1)DIl'k.

COROLLARY 1.3. The sequence cu in W' is u.d. mod 1 in 1R1 if and only
if J,v(c)) = 0.

Notes

The first instance where the notion of discrepancy is studied in its own right is in a paper
of Bergstrom [2], who used the rather cumbersome term Intensildlsdispersion. Quantitative
investigations for various u.d. mod 1 sequences had been carried out earlier (see, e.g.,
Section 3). The term "discrepancy" was probably coined by van der Corput. The first
extensive study of discrepancy was undertaken by van der Corput and Pisot [1], who
showed Theorem 1.2 but also some deeper results. For Theorem 1.1, see Weyl [4].

The discrepancy Di`, may be interpreted as the supremum norm of the function

A([0, x); N)
8(x) = N - x

on the interval 1. We arrive at other notions of discrepancy by taking the LP norm of
that function, that is,

([0, x); N) 2
ndx)1jPD(P) =

(fo
1 I A

N N
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for I S p < co. The number D") may be called the L1' discrepancy of the given sequence.
In this context, the discrepancies Did, and D ,*y are sometimes referred to as the extreme
discrepancies. The L2 discrepancy has been studied in some detail by Halton [4], Halton
and Zaremba (1], Niederreiter (13], Sobol' (7], Warnock [1], and Zaremba [2, 3]. The
Lv discrepancies may of course also be defined in the multidimensional case. For various
other notions of discrepancy, see Hlawka (25], Muck and Philipp [1], and Niederreiter
[13, 14].

The term isotropic discrepancy was coined by Zaremba [7]. The study of JN goes back
to Hlawka [12]. Theorem 1.5 was shown by Niederreiter [10] and even in a stronger
form. Some open problems on isotropic discrepancy and the proof of Theorem 1.6 can
be found in Niederreiter [5]. See also Muck and Philipp (1]. Earlier results in this direction
are in Hlawka [12, 25]. An example of Zaremba [4] shows that the exponent 1/k in
(1.14) cannot be improved. For further results on isotropic discrepancy, see the last para-
graph of these notes and the notes in Sections 2 and 5. We refer to Bonnesen and Fenchel
[1] and Eggleston [3] for an exposition of the theory of convex sets.

Formula (1.8) is from Niederreiter (10], who also gave multidimensional analogues.
A generalization is also contained in Niederreiter [14]. Bateman [1] makes use of the
discrepancy in a geometric problem. A discrete counterpart of discrepancy was studied
by Niederreiter [6, 9], Meijer and Niederreiter [1], Tijdeman [2], and Meijer [5]. For
results on the sequences in Exercise 1.8, see Erdos and Rdnyi [1] and Hlawka [7].

Statements such as Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3 are special results of the theory of
uniformity classes (see Billingsley and Topsoe [1] and the notes in Chapter 3, Section 1).
Theorem 1.1 follows also from the Po1ya-Cantelli theorem on the pointwise convergence
of monotone functions (Fr6chet [1, pp. 319-321]).

The notion of discrepancy can be viewed as a special case of a notion arising in the
theory of empirical distribution functions. Let E1, Z, ... be independent random variables
on a probability space (X, 9, It) with a common continuous distribution function F(t).
For x c X and a positive integer N, the empirical distribution function FN(t, x) is defined as
N-1 times the number of l: (x), 1 S it S N, with ,(x) < t. The so-called two-sided
Koltogorov test is then given by Gw(x) = I FN(t, x) - F(t)I. If 1, Z, ... are the
coordinate projections of the infinite-dimensional unit cube, then the definition of GN(x)
just reduces to the definition of the discrepancy (see Exercise 1.6). By the Glivenko-
Cantelli theorem, one has limN . GN(x) = 0 µ-a.e. Many quantitative refinements
are known. We state them for DV, although they hold in the general case as well. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov limit theorem (Kolmogorov [2], Smirnov (1]) yields

Go

lim Ate({w E I°0 : V'NDV(w) S «}) = 1 - 2 (-1)t+le 2i2,2 for a > 0.
N-oo 1=[

Chung [1] shows a law of the iterated logarithm:

V<,
(co )

lim
2ND

= 1 Ago-a.e.
N-.co Vlog log N

See also Cassels [6]. For further results and references, see Feller [1], Doob [1], Donsker
[1], Dvoretzky, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz [1], Darling [1], von Mises (2, Chapter 9), Billingsley
[2, Chapter 2], and Niederreiter [14, 15]. The theory may be extended to the multidimen-
sional case by starting with a sequence of vector-valued random variables and defining
empirical distribution functions in the corresponding [Rh in the obvious manner. For
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this case, results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov type were established by Kiefer and Wolfowitz
[1] and Kiefer [1]. Again one has a law of the iterated logarithm:

V2NDVw)
lim

= 1 (20° a.e,,N-. v'og log N

where Dj and Ak are the discrepancy resp. Lebesgue measure in Ik (Kiefer [1]). See also
Philipp [6, 8] and Zaremba [8]. For k = 2, Philipp [9] proves a law of the iterated logarithm
for the isotropic discrepancy JN. In this context, one may also note that Stackelberg [1]
has shown a law of the iterated logarithm for c.u.d. mod 1.

Exercises

1.1. Prove limN-. DN(w) = 0 for a u.d. mod 1 sequence co in IR by using
an indirect argument.

1.2. Prove the analogue of Theorem 1.1 for sequences in R1, k Z 2.
1.3. Let f be a continuous nondecreasing function on I with f (0) = 0 and

f (1) = 1. Using the definition of DN((O; f) given in (1.4), prove that
co has f as its a.d.f. (mod 1) if and only if limN-,,,, DN(w; f) = 0-

1.4. Let co = be given by x = 1/(n + 1) for n Z 1. Show that co has
an a.d.f. (mod 1) f but that DN(w; f) = 1 for all N Z 1.

1.5. Prove that

DN(xl, ... , xN) = SUP
o<Q p<1

A([%,Il];N)
N

1.6. Prove that

Dw(xl, ... , x,,,) =sup A([0, a]; N) - a .
o<_R<1 N

1.7. For a sequence of N elements in I with discrepancy DN, show that a
fixed value c c- I can be attained by the sequence at most [NDN] times.

1.8. Let co = be a sequence in [R, and let m be a nonzero integer.
Prove that the discrepancy DN(cl) of the sequence a = satisfies

DN(a) S In21 DN(w)
1.9. Provide a justification for the assertion that the result in Exercise 1.8

does not hold for nonintegral rational m.
1.10. Provide a justification for the assertion that the result in Exercise 1.8

does not hold for irrational m.
1.11. For n Z 1, let w be the finite sequence 0, 1/n2, 4/n2, ... , (n - 1)2/rte.

Prove that limn- , 1.
1.12. For positive integers k and n, let w,k) be the finite sequence 0, 1/,1k,

2k/nk, ... , (n - 1)k/nk. Prove that D**(w;,k)) = 1.
1.13. If a sequence of N elements in Ik has discrepancy DN, then every

subinterval of Ik of volume greater than DN contains at least one
point of the sequence.
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1.14. Let cu be a sequence of N elements in Qtk. For 1 < i < k, let w(i) be
the ith coordinate sequence of w. Then D,.,,((o) > DN(w(i)) for 1 < i <
k. A similar result holds for D.

2. ESTIMATION OF DISCREPANCY

Lower Bounds: Roth's Method

We shall first establish results concerning lower bounds for D* that improve
the trivial estimate in the preceding section. We need a sequence of lemmas,
culminating in an inequality given in Lemma 2.5.

We consider the distribution of N points pl, ... , pn, in Ik with k > 2.
Let pi be given by pi = (ail, ... , ocik) for 1 < i < N. The function is
defined by 7p(x) = -1 for 0 < x < z and ?p(x) = 1 for Z < x < 1 and then
extended to Qt with period 1. We choose an integer n with 2(1-1)(n-1) > N that
will be specified later on. For each (k - 1)-tuple (r1, . . . , rk_l) of integers
with 0 < r; < n - 1 for 1 < j < k - 1, we define a function Grl,.,rx_3 on Rk
ass follows: If there is an i, 1 < i < N, such that

([2rlail],
. . . ,

[2rk-lai.k-1],
([x1J, . . . , [xjj), (2.1)

then we put , . . . , x )... ) xk) = 0. Otherwise, we /set

Grl...rA_l(xl, .. . , xk) = V(x1) ... ,(xk).

Furthermore, we define

Frl...rk_1(x1, ... )
:l:k) = Gr1...rA._1(2rl:tl, ... , 2 rk-I xk-1, 2 l't'k)

(2.2)
and

:-1
F(xl,... , xk) _ Frl...rk-1(x1...... TA). (2.3)

rl.....rk-1=O

LEMMA 2.1. For given r1, ... , rk_l from above and j with I < j < k - 1,
let a and b be two integral multiples of 2-ri, say a = h2-ri and b = m2-r'

with h < in. Then, for any fixed x1i ... , xj_1, xi+1, ... , xk, we have

f ... ) xk) dx5 = 0. (2.4)

Similarly, if e = and f = g2rl+ +rk-1-(k 1)(n 1)
integers p < q, then for any fixed xl, ... , xk-1 we have

with

I... , xk) dxk = 0. (2.5 )
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PROOF. Using the substitution t = 2r'xj, we obtain

f d x J

L

r1 rk-1Gr1...rk-1(2 x1i ... , 2 xk_1i 2 :L'k) d x,
n

n,

2(k-1)(n-1)-r1-..._rk-1x .) d t.= 2-r' Gr1 rk-1(2r1x1, . . , f... . . ,
2rk-1xk.-1,

k
h

Split up the interval (h, in) into subintervals of the form [c, c + 1) with in-
tegers c. It follows from the definition of GT1...rk_1 that the integrand will be iden-
tical to zero on certain of these intervals. On the remaining intervals, the inte-
grand will be equal to yi(2r1x,) ... iV(t) ...
But f s+' V(t) dt = 0 for any real number s, and (2.4) follows. The proof
of (2.5) is analogous.

LEMMA 2.2.
1 1

f ... f xl ... x,F(x1, ... , xk) dx, ... dx,
o .J0

11`12-2(k-1)(n-1)-2k(2(k-1)(o)-1) - N). (2.6)

PROOF. It suffices to prove that
Cl 1

I . . . 1 x1 . ,AFri...rk-1(x1) . . . , x,,) dx1 . . . dxk
o J0

2-2(k-1)(n-1)-2k(2(k-1)(n-1) - N) (2.7)

holds for all r,, . . . , rki-1 under consideration. Using the substitution t;
2rjx, for 1 S j S k - 1 and tk = 2(k-1)("-1)_r1-...-rk-1x,, we get

Cl
I . . .

Jo

I x1 . . . xk,Frl...rk-1(x,....... k) dx, . . . dxk

1 1

x1 xk
0 0

Gr1...... _1(2r1.21 . . . , 2rk-1Xk 1,
2(k_1)(n-1)-r1-...-rk-1xk) dx1 ... dxk

2(k-1) (»-1)_r1_..._r1-1 2rk-1 2r1

= 2-2(k-1)(n-i) I I
. . . f

Jo Jo Jo

Gr1...rk_1(ty ... , t,) dtl ... dth.
By the definition of Gr1..,rk_1, we have

fI'(A+1.. . f
1a1+1

J J
tl tkGrl...rk_1(t1,

kk 1+1
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whenever (hl, ... , hx.) is a lattice point with
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rx-1 (k-1)(n-1)-ri(hl, , hk) = ([2T7ail], .. , [2 ai.k-1l, [2 atkD

for some i, 1 < i < N. Therefore,

1

I . 1 xl ... xkFrl...rx-i(xl)
. . . , xk) dxl . . . dxx

Jo Jo
hx+1 h1+1

= 2-2(k-1)(7,-1) 'S'* . .. $h1 tl tkV(tl) (t) dtl . dtk,
(h...7i7:)

where L,(*7,1.... ,,,) stands for the sum over all lattice points (h1, ... , hk) with
0 < h; < 2r7 for 1 S j< k- 1 and 0 < hk < 2(k-1)t 1)-r1 and
(hl, . . . , hk) not identical with one of the lattice points, ([2T1ai1), ... ,
[2rx-1ai.k-1), 1 < i < N. We note that Y* is

a sum over at least N lattice points. For any integer h, we have

f
h+1 h+(1/2) h+1

h J
ty(t)dt=-f tdt+fh+(1/2) tdt=4.

I'

Therefore,
hx+1 h

1 ' . tkzV(tl) . . . 'P(tk) Cltl dtk
(h1.....hi) h1

Ih1

and (2.7) is established.

LEMMA 2.3.

2-2k(2(k-1)(n-1) - N)
,

1 1

f ... f F2(x1, .
. .

, xk) dxl ... dx, < Ilk-1.
0 0

PROOF.

1 1

F2(xl, . . . , xk) d xl ... d xk.

Jo 0

n-1 1 1

= 2- fFT1...r1._1(xl, . . . , xk) d2l
r1.....rk-1=0 0 0

1 1

+ . . .J Fr1...T7.-1(xl, . . .

(r1.....rx_1) 0 0

(51..... SA-1)
(r1.....r1:-1) # (51.....57:-1)

(2.8)

dxk

' Fs1...sx_1(xl) . .
. , xk) dxl . . . dxk.

Since IFr1...rx_1I < 1 for all r1, . . . , rk-1, the first term in the above expression
is at most nk-1. We prove now that each term in the second sum is zero. So
choose (r1, . . . , 1'k-1) (s1i ... ) sxi-1); then there exists j, 1 < j < k - 1,

1+1
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such that r3 0 s;. Without loss of generality, we may assume r; < s3. We
will be done once we show that for all fixed x,, ... , xj_1, xJ+1, xk we
have

1(x1, . . . , x) dxi = 0. (2.9)
0

The substitution t = 28'x5 transforms the integral in (2.9) into
'1

2-s1 f Grj...rk-1(2r1x1, ... , 2r!-slt, .)G31...Fk_1(2"x1, ... , t, ...) dt. (2.10)J0

We split up the interval [0, 28') into subintervals [c, c + 1) with integers c.
In an interval of the latter type, the integrand in (2.10) is either identical to
zero or equal to V(2r1x1) ... p(2r1-Sit) ... V(28'x1) . ye(t) . It suffices
therefore to show that f c+1 V(2rj-8it)y,(t) dt = 0 for any integer c. But this
is almost trivial, since r, < s5 implies that ip(2r1-'1t) is constant on [c, c + 1)
and since f c. +1 p(t) dt = 0. 0

LEMMA 2.4. For 1 < i < N, we have
1 1... f (2.11)

aik 2il

PROOF. It suffices to prove that

Illl
J J

Fr1...rk-1(x1) . . , xk) Cix1 dxk = 0 (2.12)
a1k Ri1

for all i and all r1, . . . , rk-1. For fixed i and for 1 < j < k - 1, let a3 be
the least integral multiple of 2-r1 that is Gail, and let ak be the least
integral multiple of which is Zaik. Then fa fp. _

ik ,1

f'k ... fat + (sum of integrals in which, for at least one variable x,, we
ik fl

integrate over an interval [ai, 1]). The first integral on the right-hand side is
zero, since for all (x1, . . . , xk) in the interval [ocil, al) x x [acik, ak),
we have ([2r1x1], . . . , [2rk-lxk-1], [2(k-1)(n-1)-rl-...-rk_1xk]) _ ([2rlail], ... ,
[2rk-laik-1], and therefore, Frl...rk-1(x1i

. . .
, xk) = 0

by definition. In each of the remaining integrals, interchange the order
of integration so that the inner integral is taken over the interval [a3,1]
with respect to the variable x1. By Lemma 2.1, the inner integral is then
zero, and we are done. e

LEMMA 2.5. For (x1, ... , xk) E lk, let A(xl, ... , xk) denote the number
of points pi, 1 < i < N, in the interval [0, x1) x x [0, xk). Then,

r1 /'1
I .. I (A(xl,. .. , xk) - Nxl .. . xk)Z dxl . .. dxk > ck(log N)k-1 (2.13)
a a

with an absolute constant ck > 0 only depending on k.
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PROOF. For 1 < i < N, let fi(x1, . . . , xk) be the characteristic function
of the interval (ocil, 1 ] x X (y,,, 1]. Then A(x,.,... , xk) = Jzy1 fr(xl, ...
xk). Therefore,

Cl 1

1 I A(xl, . . . , xk)F(x1, .. . , xk) dx1 . . . dxk
Jo Jo

N Cl Cl

_ J J fi(xl, , x,,.)F(xl, .. , xl,) dxl ... dxh
:-1 0 o

N 1 1

= f ...f F(xl,...,x,)dx1...dx,,=0
i=1 J«ik n

by Lemma 2.4. Hence, using Lemma 2.2 we obtain

1 1

f ... f (Nx1 ... x, - A(xl, ... , x1))F(x1, . . . , xh) dxl ... dx,.
0 0

1 1

NJ . . .
I

x1 . . . x1F(xl,
. . . , xkdx1 dxk

o J
> Nnk-12-2(k-1)(n-1)-2k(2(k-1) (n-1) - N).

Then

N2n2k-z2(-A(k-1)/'(n-1)-u,(2(k-1) (n-1) - N)2

11. . . 11(Nxl ... xk - A(xl, . . . , xk))F(xl.... , xk) dxl . . . dxk)z
o Jo

1r1 Cl< ( 1 . . . I (Nx1 . . . xk - A(xl, . . , xk))2 d x1 ... d 2k
0

. . I

('(51.
F2(xl, . . . , xk) d xl . dxk)

oo

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that

(1

fo

1

1 . . . (Nx1 xk - A(x1,. . . , x1))2 dxl . . . dxk
0

> N2 r)1t-12-4(k-1)(n-1)-4k(2(k-1) (n-1) - N)2.

Let n be the unique integer for which 2N < 2(k-1)(n-1) < 2''N. Then the
integral in (2.13) is >N4nk-12-4(k-1)(n-1)2-4k > 2-1knk-1. But (k - 1)(n - 1) >
(log N)/(log 2) + 1, and so,

))> log N + k

(k - 1) log 2 k - 1
Therefore, (2.13) holds with ck = 2-81((k - 1) log 2)1-k
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THEOREM 2.1. For any sequence of N points in I R' with k > 2 we have

Ck(log N)ck-1)12 (2.14)

with an absolute constant Ck > 0 only depending on k.

PROOF. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.5.

If f and g are two functions with g > 0, then we write f = S2(g) in case
f :X o(g). In order to verify f (N) = S2(g(N)), it suffices to show that there
is a constant b > 0 such that I f (N)I > bg(N) holds for infinitely many
positive integers N.

THEOREM 2.2. For any infinite sequence w in IFRk with k > 1, we have

ND *((o) > N)k11 (2.15)

for infinitely many positive integers N, where C7 > 0 is an absolute constant
only depending on k. In particular, we get ND*,(w) = S2((log N)k/z).

PROOF. Let w = (x,,) be a given sequence in Ik, and suppose that x,, =
(ant, ... , for n > 1. For fixed N > 1, consider the finite sequence of
points pl, . . . , ply, in Ik+1 given by pi = (atl, ... ) atk, (i - 1)/N) for 1 < i <
N. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there exist , . . . , x 1+1 with 0 < x; < 1
for 1 < j < k + 1 such that

IA(x11 ... , xk+1) - Nxl ... xk+11 > Ck+1(log N)k12

Now let in be the positive integer with (m - 1)/N < xk+1 < III/N. We note
that , . . . , x 1 )k+1) is the number of i, 1 < i < N, for which 0 < a;; < x,
for all 1 < j < k and 0 < (i - 1)/N < xk+1, But since the last condition is
equivalent to 1 < i < in, we arrive at A(x1, . . . , xk+1) = A([0, x1) X X

[0, xk); in; w). It follows that

IA([0, x1) x . . . X [0, xk); in; w) - )nx1 . . . xkl

> IA(x1, . . . , xk+1) - Nx1 ... xk+11 - INx1 . .. xk+1 - lnxl . . .:Lk

> Ck+1(log N)
k/2 - xl ... xk I Nxk+1 - m I

> Ck+1(Iog N)k12 - 1 > Cx(log N)k12

for sufficiently large N. Thus, we have shown that for every sufficiently
large N there exists in with 1 < in < N such that mD ,,(w) > C,;(log N)k/2 >
Ch(log n1)k/2. The desired result follows then immediately. 0

COROLLARY 2.1: Van Aardenne-Ehrenfest Theorem. For any infinite
sequence (o in ORk with k > 1, we have lim,N-. ND* (w) = co.

EXAMPLE 2.1. For k = 1, we cannot replace "infinitely many positive
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integers N" by "almost all positive integers N" in the statement of Theorem
2.2. Consider the infinite sequence

0,1
1 3 1 3 5 7 1 3 2"-10,2,4,4,8 8'8'8,..., 2n,2n,...,

2"
,....

In an initial segment of length N = 211, we find exactly all rationals k/2" with
0 < k < 2". For such an N, we therefore get D* = 1/N by Theorem 1.4.
It follows that, for this sequence, we have Dr, = 1/N for infinitely many N.
Many other examples of this type can be constructed. 0

EXAMPLE 2.2. We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2 that as soon
as ND', > f (N) for any N points in Ik+1, then a result of the following type
is implied : For any N points in I' there exists in with 1 < in < N such that
mD*1 > f (N) - 1. We shall show that essentially the converse is also valid.

So suppose it is true that for any N points in Ik, k > 1, there exists in
with 1 < in < N such that niD*n > f (N). We claim that then NDv > if (N)
holds for any N points in I1+1. Let pl, ... , pN be arbitrary N points in Ik+1
with discrepancy D* and p, = (mil, . . . , ai.k+1) for 1 < i < N. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that they are ordered in such a way that
a1.k+l < a2.k+l < .. ' < aN.k+1. Define qi = (ail, ... , aik) (i - 1)/N) for
1 < i < N, and let DN be the discrepancy of the points q1, ... , q,, in Ik+1.
By Theorem 1.4 and Exercise 1.14, we have I ai,k+l - (i - 1)/NI < D , for
1<i<N.

We need the following auxiliary result: If y1, ... , yN and z1, . . . , z,\,
are points in Ik+1 with discrepancies D*(l) and DN(2), if yi = (flit, ... , Nik, yi)
for 1 < i < N and z, = (Nil, ... , f ik, Si) for 1 < i < N, and if IYi - ai I
for 1 < i < N, then ID* (') - Dv2)I < E. We denote by A(1)(x1, ... , xk+1)
the number of yi in [0, x1) x x [0, xk+1), and A(2) (x1, ... ) xk+1) is
defined similarly with respect to the zi. Since A(1)(xl, ... , xk) Xk+1 - e) S
A(2)(x1....

, xk+1) < A(1)(xi, . . . , xk, xk+l + e), it follows that

A(2)(xl .. . , xk+1)

I N
xl ... xk+1 I < DV(1) + EX1 . . . xk < D

V

1) + e

in case 0 < xi < 1 for 1 < i < k + 1, and so D1,(2) < D*, (1) + e. Inter-
changing the roles of the yi and zi, we obtain D`(') < D /2> + e, and the
assertion follows.

The above auxiliary result implies that I Dv - 1NI D,*v; hence, D* <
2D)7. Let r be the finite sequence of points qi, ... , q;N, in Ik defined by qi =
(ail, ... , aik) for 1 < i < N. By hypothesis, there exists in with 1 < in < N
and x1, ... , Xk with 0 < xi < 1 for I < i < k such that I A([0, x1) x ' x
[0, xk); in; T) - mx1 xkJ >f (N). By the same reasoning as in the proof
of Theorem 2.2, it follows that A([0, x1) x ' ' x [0, xk); m; T) = A(x1, . . . ,
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xk, m/N) = the number of qi in [0, x1) x x [0, xk) x [0, m/N). There-
fore, IA(x1, ... , xk, m/N) - N((m/N)xl xk)I > f (N), and so, NF) N* >
f (N). Consequently, we get ND*v !2N,5* > z f(N). 0

Lower Bounds: Schmidt's Method

For k = 1, an improvement of Theorem 2.2 can be shown by using a different
method. We need two auxiliary results and some notation.

Let (xn) be a given infinite sequence in I. For N > 1 and 0 < x < 1,
we set R,\,(x) = A([0, x); N) - Nx. Since R,,J0) = RN(l), we may extend
RN(x) with period 1 to R. Moreover, we write RN(x, Y) = RN(y) - RN(X)-
By K, L, and L' we shall denote intervals of integers of the type (a, b] where
a, b are integers with 0 < a < b. For intervals K and arbitrary x, y, we put
g+(K, x, y) =max,:EK R,,(x, y) and g-(K, x, y) = min,,K Rn(x, y). For a
pair of intervals L, L' put

h(L, L', x, y) = max (g (L, x, y) - g+(L', x, y), g(L', x, y) - g+(L, x, y)).

Furthermore, we set g+(K, y) = g+(K, 0, y), g(K, y) = g(K, 0, y), and
h(K, y) = g+(K, y) - g(K, y).

LEMMA 2.6. Suppose L, L' are subintervals of some interval K. Then,
for any x and y, we have

h(K, x) + h(K, y) > h(L, L', x, y) + J(h(L, x) + h(L, y) + h(L', x)

+ h(L', y)). (2.16)

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume h(L, L', x, y) _
g(L, x, y) - g+(L', x, y), for otherwise we just interchange the roles of L
and L'. For every it c- L and every n' E L', we have R,,(x, y) - Rn.(x, y) Z
h(L, L', x, y), and so,

Rn(y) - Rn(x) - Rn'(y) + Rn.(x) h(L, L', x, y). (2.17)

There are integers m(x), n(x), m(y), n(y) in L with R,n(x)(x) = g+(L, x),
R.(x)(x) = g(L, x), R,,, )(y) = g+(L, y), and Rn(,,)(y) = g(L, y). Then,

R,,(x)(x) - Rn(x)(x) = h(L, x), (2.18)

R, (v)(y) - R,,(v)(y) = h(L, y). (2.19)

Similarly, there are integers m'(x), n'(x), m'(y), n'(y) in L' with

Rm'(x)(x) - Rn'(x)(x) = h(L', x), (2.20)

Rm'(y)(y) - Rn'(u)(y) = h(L', y). (2.21)

Now add the four equations (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21) and the two
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inequalities resulting from (2.17) by applying it first with n = nt(x), n' _
ni'(y), and then with n = n(y), n' = n'(x), and we obtain

c1+c2+c3+c4>2h(L,L', x, y) + h (L, x) + h (L, y) + h (L', x)

+h(L',y,
where c, = cz = R,,,'(v)(x) - c3 = Rm(y)(y) -
Rn'(v)(y), c4 = R,,,(x)(y) - Since h(K, x) > c1, h(K, x) > c2,
h(K, y) > c3i h(K, y) > c4, the lemma follows.

LEMMA 2.7. Let t be a positive integer. Then, for any interval K of
length at least 41 and any y, we have

4t

4-t:Eh(K, y + J4-t) Z 2-fit. (2.22)
-1

PROOF. We shall proceed by induction on t. First, we note that

J) - 1) -
is an integer minus (n + 1)(y + z) - n(y + z) - (n + 1)y + ny and hence
is an integer minus J. Let K be an interval containing at least the integers
nandn+1. Then
IR,,+1(y) - R,,(y)I > z) - z) - R.(y))I > 12,
and so (2.22) holds for t = 1.

Now let K = (a, b] be an interval of length at least 41+1 We set L =
(a, a + 41] and L' = (a + 2 41, a + 3 41]. Because of the periodicity of
h(K, y), we may assume 0 < y < 4-t-1. For 0 < j < 41+1, put z, = y +
j4-1-1. For 1 < j < 41+1 - 1, let d, be the number of integers in E (a + 41,
a + 2 41] with x,,, E [z,_1, z,); for j = 4t+1, let d; be the number of integers
n2 E (a + 4t, a + 2-41] with xE [z,_1, 1) u [0, z0). Now choose integers
n E L and n' E L'. Then R,,.(z1_1, z,) - z) = e; - (n' - n)(z, - z,-1)
for 1 < j < 4t+1, where e, is the number of integers n) E (n, n'] with x,,, C
[z,_1, z,) (resp. x,,, E [z,_1, 1) u [0, z0) for j = 41+1). It follows that

z,) - R,,(zj-1, zj) > d; - 3 4t4-t--1 = d; - 1.
This yields h(L, L', z;_1, z,) > d; - , and if d; is positive, then

h(L, L', z,-1, z) > jd,.

Together with Lemma 2.6 we obtain

h(K, z,-1) + h(K, z,)

11d, + 1(h(L, z,-1) + h(L, z,) + h(L', z,_1) + h(L', z;)), (2.23)

Since h(K, z,) > h(L, z,) and h(K, z,) > h(L', z,) for 0 < j < 4t+1, (2.23)
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also holds in the case d; = 0. We divide the sum
qt+1

h(L, z1)
j=1

(2.24)

into four parts, according to the residue class of j modulo 4. Each of these
four parts is a sum like the one on the left-hand side of (2.22). By induction
hypothesis, each of these sums has the lower bound 412-6t, and so the sum
(2.24) is at least 4 412-5t = 2-34it. The same lower bound holds if h(L, z)
in (2.24) is replaced by h(L, zj_1), h(L', z;_1), or h(L', z,). We now take the
sum of (2.23) over j = 1, 2, ... , 41+1, and using h(K, z0) = h(K, z4,+1), we
obtain

4t+1 4t+1

2 1 h(K, zj) > I dj + 2(2-341t) = 4t-1(1 + t).
j=1 j=1

Dividing by 2 41+1, we obtain (2.22) with t replaced by t + 1. U

THEOREM 2.3. For any infinite sequence w in Ot we have

ND,(w) > clog N (2.25)

for infinitely many positive integers N, where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
In particular, we get ND,*,(w) = I (log N).

PROOF. We shall show that for every N there exists in with 1 < in < N
and

in D*(w) > c log N. (2.26)

Suppose first that N > 432. There is an integer t > 32 with 41 < N < 41+1.

Apply Lemma 2.7 with K = (0, 41] and any particular y, and it follows that
h(K, x) > 2-5t for some x c- I. Thus, there are integers p, q E K with R,,(x) -
Ro(x) > 2-6t. Since either RD(x) or R5(x) must be Z2-et in absolute value, it
follows that there is an integer in with 1 < in < 41 < N and IR,,,(x)l > 2-6t
and, hence, with Z 2-st. Since t > 32, we have t > 3 (t + 1),
whence

mD,*(w) Z 2 12(t + 1) > log N
66 log 4

In the case 1 < N < 432, we use Corollary 1.2 to obtain Dj (w) Z >
(log N)166 log 4. Thus, in any case, we get (2.26) with c = (66 log 4)-1.

COROLLARY 2.2. For any sequence of N points in Ot2 we have ND*V >
c' log N with an absolute constant c' > 0.

PROOF. This follows from (2.26) and Example 2.2. An admissible value
for the constant is c' = (132 log 4)-1. 0
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Upper Bounds

One important technique to get upper bounds is to estimate the discrepancy
in terms of the exponential sums occurring in Weyl's criterion and then to
use well-established methods from analytic number theory to estimate
these exponential sums. In fact, we shall present two results of this type
that are known as LeVeque's inequality and the theorem of Erdos-Turan,
respectively. We consider only the one-dimensional case.

Suppose that x1, ... , xN are N points in I. For 0 < x < 1, we again
set A([0, x); N) - Nx.

LEMMA 2.8.
1 1f1 N 2

JRN2(x)
dx = \

1(x>: - ) +
27rz h7 h2

N
l[ e2nihxn

n=1

2

(2.27)

PROOF. We observe that is a piecewise linear function in [0, 1]
with only finitely many discontinuities at x = x1, x2, ... , x,y; in addition,
we have RN(0) = RN(l). The function RN(x) can therefore be expanded into
a Fourier series 1h- ahe2nihx which will represent apart from finitely
many points. The Fourier coefficients are given by

ai =J RN(x)e2aihx dx.
0

For 1 < n < N, let cn(x) be the characteristic function of the interval
(xn, 1]. Then A([0, x); N) = 1n 1 cn(x), and so,

For h 0 0, we obtain

('
ao =f RN(x) dx

0

1N
$cn(x)d5_Nf5d_

n=1

N
(xn - D.

n=1

N 1 1

ah
=n= f cn(x)e 2nihx dx - N f, xe 2nihx dx

1 J O 0

N 1

_ f e-2aihx dx + N

n=1 xn
+

27fih

1 1
N (e 2aihxn - 1) + N

27rih n=1 2-rrih

1 N 2aihxn_ l e
27rih n=i

(2.28)

(2.29)
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By Parseval's identity, we have

J
1RN2(x) dx = ao2 + 2ahI2,

0 h=1

and the desired result follows immediately.

THEOREM 2.4: LeVeque's Inequality. The discrepancy DN of the
finite sequence x1i ... , xN in I satisfies

D`` S (6 1 1
z 1is

(2.30)
7r2 h=1 h2 I N n=1

PROOF. We put SN = IN 1 (x,, - 1), and TN(x) = (l/N)(RN(x) + SN)
for 0 < x < 1. The function Ty is piecewise linear (the linear pieces having a
slope of -1) and left continuous and has only finitely many discontinuities,
each of which is a jump by a positive number. Since TN(0) = TN(l), we
can extend Ty to R with a period of 1.

Let a and 3 be numbers from [0, 11 with T,,(a) > 0 and TN(P) < 0.
Such numbers exist because of f o T,,\,(x) dx = 0, which follows in turn from
(2.28). In the interval [a, a + T,\,(a)], the graph of T,,\N will not lie below the
line segment joining the points (a, T,,\,(a)) and (a + TN(a), 0) in the co-
ordinate plane. By the periodicity of TN, there exists f1 E [a, ac + 1] with
T,,,(/91) = T,,,(/9). In the interval [j1 + TN(fl1), N1], the graph of TN will not
lie above the line segment joining (j91 + TN(#1), 0) and (PI, TN(#1)); there-
fore, the graph of I T,\,I will not lie below the line segment joining (fl, +
TN(fl1), 0) and (j31, Moreover, the intervals [a, a + TN(oc)] and
[j1 + T,,v(191), #1] can have at most one point in common, because of the
properties that the graph of T,,\, satisfies there. It follows that

1

fT2(x) d x= TN2(x) d x
o a t>

J-+T'(-)T,v2(x) dx +J TN(x) dx
a1+TN(a1)

3TN3(a) + 3(-Tv(N1))3 = 3TN30) + 3(-TWO"
For nonnegative real numbers r and s, put t = (r + s) and u = J(r - s).
Then r3 + s3 = (t + u)3 + (t - u)3 = 2t3 + 6tu2 Z 20 = 1(r + s)3. We
apply this inequality with r = TN(a) and s = -TN(9) and obtain

N(fl))3 S
ra

TN2(x) d x. (2.31)12(7N(a) - T

It is then evident that (2.31) even holds for all a and 9 in [0, 1]. Using the
definition of TN, it follows that

2(RN(0) N RN(N))3 fo1TN2(x) dx
1
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holds for all a, P E [0, 1], and so
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rr1

12D`v3 <Jo TN2(x) dx. (2.32)

Lemma 2.8 and (2.28) enable us to compute the integral on the right-hand
side of (2.32) :

J01TN2(x) dx = Nz
J

1RN2(x) dx +

_ 1

2
RN2(x) dx -

oN

1

22 SN fo RN(x) d x +
2

S`` z

2

N2 S`v

1 co
1 1

`N

- 1 2 - 1 ezviltxn
2ar2 h[=1 It N ,1=1

2

We combine this result with (2.32), and the proof is complete. 0

We remark that LeVeque's inequality holds for any finite real sequence
X1, ... , xN not necessarily contained in I, since both sides of the inequality
only depend on the fractional parts of the numbers involved.

EXAMPLE 2.3. The constant 6/ire in LeVeque's inequality is best possible.
Choose x1 = x2 = = xN = 0. Then DN = 1, and the right-hand side is
equal to

6 °° 1 1/3

2 2) = 1.
yr n=1 It

It can also be shown that the exponent il in LeVeque's inequality is best
possible (see notes). We turn our attention to the second important theorem
dealing with the relation between discrepancies and exponential sums.

THEOREM 2.5: Theorem of Erdds-Turan. For any finite sequence x1,...
XN of real numbers and any positive integer in, we have

6 4 "' (1 _ 1 1 `v z, rt x»

D`v< Th7\
h in+1)»t + 1

(2.33)

PROOF. We set AN(x) = (1/N)Rj,(x) for 0 < x < 1 and extend this
function with period 1 to R. We consider first a sequence x1, ... , xN in I
for which

f/(x) dx = 0. (2.34)

We set S,, = (1/N)Y;;' 1 ez»°"xn for It E Z. Then from (2.29),

1 for h 0 0. (2.35)
Sr,

=f,-2arilt
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Choose a positive integer in, and let a be a real number to be determined
later. From (2.34) and (2.35), it follows that

nl

Y ()n + 1 - Ihl)e znt,a S,,

-27rih
f1 na

J
Aiv(Cl)( (in + 1 - Ihl)eznih(x-a))

0 h=-1n
dx

i-a

ON(x + a)( I"' (m + 1 - IhI)eznah.T) dx, (2.36)
a h=-m

where the asterisk indicates that h = 0 is deleted from the range of sum-
mation. Because of the periodicity of the integrand, the last integral may
also be taken over [-I, i-]. We note that

(n1 + 1 - Ihl)ez ihx =sin2 (m } 1)7rx (2.37)
h=-m sin2 7rx

where the right-hand side is interpreted as (1)1 + 1)2 in case x is an integer.
We infer then from (2.36) that

F
1/2

ON(x -l- a)
sin2 (in

z

+ 1)nx
dx

-1/2 sin 7rx < 1
(111 + 1 - Ihl) Ihil

2 7r h =-m

1n

=1 Din+1-h) Shl.
(2.38)

7r h=1 h

We either have AN,(b) = -D*v or AN(b + 0) = DN, for some b c- I. We treat
only the second alternative, the first one being completely similar. For
b<t<b+D*N,,wehave A,N(t)=D*,,+ON(t)-0,N,(b+0)>Dr,+b-
t. Now choose a = b + zD*N,. Then AN,(x + a) > IDN*, - x for jxl < --Dv.
Consequently, we get

F
1/2

0,,,(x + a)
sin2 (n1 + 1)7rx

dx
-1/2 sin2 7rx

f (1/2)Dy
f

(-1/2)D.
f

1/2 sin2 (111 + 1)7rx

= (J +J- +J
a) dx

(-1/2)Dr 1/2 (1/z)DN sin2 7rx

(1/2)Dy
x)

sin2 (111 + 1)7rx
dx(D-f_l/2)D2NN sin2 7rx

* /'(-1/2)Dy sin2 (1)1 + 1)7rx *

f(1/2)D,*,

1/2 sin2 (m + 1)7rx
- DN dx - dx

1/2 sin2 7rx sin2 7rx

(1/2)Dy 2 1/2 2
* sin (m + 1)7rx * sin (in + 1)7rx

=DN dx,
0 sin2 7rx (1/2)D; sin2 7rx

(2.39)
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using the evenness of (sine (111 + 1)7rx)/sine 7rx. The integral of this function
over [0, 1] is (m + 1)/2 by (2.37). Therefore, from (2.39),

f
1/2 sin2 (111 + 1)7rx

a) dx
1/2 sinz 7rx

1f/2 sin 2 (1)1 + 1)7rx *

D d 3 *

r1/2 sin 2 (1)1 + 1)7rx> x - D
z

i
dx

i z

0

n 7rxs (1/2)D,, 7rxs n

n1 + 1 D *, - 3 D *, l/z d x n) -I * 3

2 ui2Wn;.4x2 2 D` - 2

where we used sin 7rx > 2x for 0 < x < - . Combining this with (2.38),
we arrive at

)* 3 2 n (1
IS

- 1

ni
D`

-In+1+7r 1
11 In+1

If F)A, denotes the discrepancy extended over all half-open intervals mod 1,
then

6 4 °" (1 - 1 )
S, .

D``'<111+1+7F h 1 11 1n -l-1 I I

(2.40)

In particular, this proves (2.33) in case (2.34) is satisfied.
We shall show that for any finite sequence x1, ... , x,,, in I, there exists c c- I

such that the shifted sequence {x1 + c}, . . . , {x,,, + c} satisfies (2.34). This
will prove the theorem, since both the left-hand and the right-hand side of
(2.40) are invariant under the transition from x1, ... , x,,,, to the shifted
sequence. By (2.28), we have to prove the existence of a c c I for which
(1 /N) {x + c} = 2. For any c c- I, we have

v
1 1 c+ 1 (c-1)=D,v(1-c). (2.41)
N n=1 N xn<1-c N xn>1-c

Therefore, it remains to show that
1 1 NANO-c)=---Ix>,=s,
2 N n=l

say, for some c E I. We consider only the case s > 0, the case s < 0 being
completely analogous. Since f' AA,(t) dt = s, we have A1\,(x) Z s for some
x c (0, 1). But since 0 and since AT is piecewise linear with positive
jumps only, the function AN must attain the value s in the interval [x, 1).

When applying this theorem, we shall usually work with the following
version thereof: There exists an absolute constant C such that

1 1 1 ,v
v < C

+ I - I e2nihxnD -
M h=l /I N n=1 1

(2.42)

for any real numbers x1, . . . , XN and any positive integer in.
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It will sometimes happen that the sequence for which we have to estimate
the discrepancy can be decomposed into a number of subsequences with
small discrepancies. We prove a simple theorem pertaining to this situation.

THEOREM 2.6. For 1 < i < k, let wi be a sequence of Ni elements from
Qt with discrepancy D,\,.(wi). Let co be a superposition of c, . . . , co, that is,
a sequence obtained by listing in some order the terms of the wi. We set
N = Nz + + Nk., which will be the number of elements of w. Then,

NiDN(w) < - DNi(w.i).
N

We have also

(2.43)

NiD,v(w) < ± ? Dw(2.44)
IV

PROOF. Let J = [a, f9) be a subinterval of I. Then, by the construction
of co, we have A(J; N; w) = A(J; Ni; co). Therefore,

A(J; N; w) - A(J)
N

Ni(A(J; Ni>
cue) - A O

i=1 N Ni < ± N' Dw (wi),
i=1 N

and taking the supremum on the left-hand side completes the proof of the
first inequality. The second inequality follows similarly.

Notes

The important property of the discrepancy enunciated in Corollary 2.1 was already touched
upon by van der Corput [7] when he stated that he did not know of any infinite sequence w
in I having ND *N, (co) uniformly bounded. This conjecture was first confirmed by van Aardenne-
Ehrenfest [1, 2]. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are from Roth [1], who also shows a weaker form
of the result given in Example 2.2. Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.2 are results of W. M.
Schmidt [14]. We have improved the constants. It will follow from Section 3 that these
two lower bounds are best possible, apart from the values of the constants. We note also
that the lower bound in Lemma 2.5 was found to be best possible (at least for k = 2)
by Davenport [I] and Halton and Zaremba [1]. In connection with Lemma 2.5, the follow-
ing result of Sobol' [5] is of interest: For any N points in 1x', k Z 2, we have

f ... f A(xl, ... , xk.) - Nxl ... xzI dxl... dx1 > I - Ej,(N),
0 o

where 0 < ek,(N) < I and e1,(N) = O(N-1 logy'-z N). This is best possible in the sense
that one can always find sequences for which the integral is less than 1. For k = 1, the
integral is at least 1, and this value is attained for the sequences occurring in Corollary 1.2
(Sobol' [3]). For small N, points in Iz with minimal discrepancy were tabulated by White
[1].

A collection of interesting problems on irregularities of distribution can be found in
Erdds [6, 7]. Some of these problems have been settled by W. M. Schmidt [6, 13, 15].
For instance, he shows that for any infinite sequence in 1R there are at most countably
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many x E I for which can remain bounded as a function of it, A weaker result in
this direction was shown by Lesca [3]. An interesting variant of irregularities of distribution
was studied by Berlekamp and Graham [1] (see also Steinhaus [2, Problems 6 and 7]).
Their result shows, in particular, that for any c satisfying (2.26) we must have c < (log 17)-1.
For related investigations, see de Bruijn and Erdos [1].

A nontrivial lower bound is known for the isotropic discrepancy JN in IRz. Namely,
we have always JN > d);N-(z+l)/2x. with an absolute constant dk. > 0 depending only on
k, a result of Zaremba [7]. W. M. Schmidt has announced an improvement. We also refer
to an important sequence of papers by W. M. Schmidt [7, 8, 9, 11] in which irregularities
of distribution occurring in special classes of convex sets, such as rectangles, balls, and
spherical caps, are studied. See also Niederreiter [17].

Lemma 2.8 is due to Koksma (unpublished). Our proof follows Kuipers [9]. Theorem
2.4 with Dr, instead of D2V was shown by LeVeque [9]. In the same paper, the exponent
j is verified to be best possible. A more general inequality is due to Elliott [4]. A multi-
dimensional version of Theorem 2.4 is not known.

Theorem 2.5, with unspecified constants, can be found in a paper of Erdos and Turan
[3]. For another proof, see Yudin [1]. Our proof follows Niederreiter and Philipp [2]
where one can also find somewhat improved values for the constants. See Elliott [4],
Falnlelb [2], and Niederreiter and Philipp [1, 2] for generalizations. A weaker version of
this theorem was already known to van der Corput and Koksma (see Koksma [4, p. 101]).
Van der Corput and Pisot [1] proved that

DN S 26 + Gn 1 min (1/h, 1/6h2) I(1/N) Gn 1

for every d > 0. See also Jagerman [3]. A generalization of Theorem 2.5 to several
dimensions can also be given, and we shall refer to it as the theorem of Erdos-Turan-
Koksma. For a lattice point h = (hl,... , hE) in 713, define IIhII = max1<;<3 Ihjj and

r(h) = 11 max (IhjI, 1).
1=1

For x, y e IRE, let (x, y) denote the standard inner product. Now let x1, ... , xN be a
finite sequence of points in IRE. Then, for any positive integer in, we have

1 N e2nf<h.xn>D S C3 1+ r 1

(h) IM LN ( I Nu<IIhII<mr n1 b
where the constant C3 only depends on the dimension s. This result was proved at about
the same time, but independently, by Koksma [11] and Sziisz [1]. An explicit value for
C3 is C3 = 2s233+1. For a generalization of the inequality, see Niederreiter and Philipp [1, 2].

The inequality in Theorem 2.6 was used in disguised form by many authors. It was first
stated explicitly as a lemma in Bergstrom [2]. See also Cassels [4] and Niederreiter [2].

Starting from Theorem 1.4, the problem of finding upper bounds for Dv can be linked
with convex programming techniques (Niederreiter [10]). This approach was also used in
Niederreiter [2]. A survey of methods for estimating discrepancy is given in Niederreiter [5].

Exercises

2.1. The auxiliary functions y,(2nx) used in the lemmas preceding Theorem
2.1 are variants of the so-called Rademacher functions qn(x), n = 0, 1,
2, .... Let 00(x) be the function of period 1 that is given by O0(x) = 1
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for 0<x<z, 00(x)_-1 for s<x<1, 0,(0)=0o(1 =0. For
n > 1, define On(x) = 00(2"x). Prove that these functions may also be
given by c,,(x) = sign sin 2"+l7rx for n > 0.

2.2. Suppose x is not a dyadic rational, and let

x = d0(x) -I- I dn(x)
n=1 2"

be its dyadic expansion. Prove that _'(1 - q,,_1(x)) for n > 1.
2.3. Prove that the Rademacher functions form an orthonormal

system over [0, 1]. (Note: The Rademacher functions are even inde-
pendent.)

2.4. The so-called Walsh functions are defined as follows: Let N = 2", +
2"E + + 2"A with nl > n2 > . . . > nF; > 0 be the dyadic expansion
of the positive integer N; then set ZN(x) = 0,,1(x) .. Define
also Xo(x) = 1 . Prove that the functions Xo, X1. ... form an ortho-
normal system over [0, 1]. (Note: The system of Walsh functions is
even complete.)

2.5. Show that for every sequence of N points in I2 with discrepancy
Dn, there exists a sequence of the form (0, s0/N), (1/N, sl/N), ...
((N - 1)/N, siV_1/N), where the integers so, ... , sNv_1 are a permuta-
tion of 0, ... , N - 1, and with discrepancy DN satisfying DN < 4DN.
Hint: Compare with Example 2.2.

2.6. Prove that LeVeque's inequality implies the sufficiency part of the
Weyl criterion.

2.7. Prove that the theorem of Erdos-Turan implies the sufficiency part of
the Weyl criterion.

2.8. Give a detailed proof of (2.37).
2.9. If DN denotes the discrepancy extended over all half-open intervals mod

1, prove in detail that f)N < 2DN.
2.10. Prove in detail that the discrepancy DN in Exercise 2.9 is invariant

under shifts of the sequence mod 1.
2.11. Suppose C1 and C2 are positive constants such that the inequality

1(1 - 1 1 1C1 2adkx

D`V<m+1+C,=1 h m-h1J Nn=1e
holds for any real numbers xl, ... , XN and any positive integer m.
Prove that necessarily Cl + C2 > 2.

2.12. Prove that the constant Cl in Exercise 2.11 must satisfy C1 > 1.
2.13. Suppose x1, ... , xN is a finite sequence such that, for some real

number A > 0, we have iI; 1 e2"tnxnj <h'i for all integers It with
1 < h < Nvu" Prove that DN < CN-1/(z+l) with a constant C
only depending on A.
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2.14. Consider the infinite sequence w given by

1 1 3 1 3 2k- 1
2'4'4' '2k'2k' ' 2k

Using Theorem 2.6, prove that DAN) = O(1/'IN). Show also DN((O) _
S2(1 /\N).

3. SPECIAL SEQUENCES

Almost-Arithmetic Progressions

We shall first discuss a general class of sequences that is of great theoretical
interest (see notes). For a reason that will be apparent from the subsequent
definition, these sequences are called almost-arithmetic progressions.

DEFINITION 3.1. For 0 < b < 1 and e > 0, a finite sequence x1 < x2 < ... <
x,v in I is called an almost-arithmetic progression-(b, e) if there exists an q, 0 <

< e, such that the following conditions are satisfied: (i) 0 < x1 < 71 + b;;
(ii)i-byl<xn+1-x, <q +S?? for1 <n<N-1;(iii)1 -q-621
xN< 1.

If b = 0, then we have a true arithmetic progression with difference q.
It is clear that an almost-arithmetic progression-(b, e) is also an almost-
arithmetic progression-(b', e') whenever b < b' and s < e'.

THEOREM 3.1. Let x1 < x2 < .. < xN be an almost-arithmetic pro-
gression-(., e) and let 71 be the positive real number corresponding to the
sequence according to Definition 3.1. Then

D,,< 1 +
b

N 1 -} J1 - b2
ford>0, (3.1)

D, < min (?, ) for b = 0. (3.2)

PROOF. Let us first consider the simple case b = 0. Here we have xi =
x1 + (i - 1),q for 1 < i < N. We estimate D*v by using Theorem 1.4. We
note that x; - (i - 1)/N = x1 + (i - 1)(21 - (1/N)). We distinguish two
cases, depending on whether > 1 IN or < 1 IN. If > 1 IN, then

0<xi-1 N1 =xN -NN 1 <-,
and subtracting 1 IN, we get -1 IN < xt - (i/N) < 0. If ?I < 1 IN, then

21>xt-1N1>xl+(N-1)(71 N)=XN - NN
1 >-'q +N
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and again subtracting 1/N, we get ?1 - (1/N) > xi - (i/N) -?1. In any
case, we have

for all i with 1 < i < N, and so,

/
D,v _ min I rJ,

max ( xi - -
N

x i - -
N

1

N

Now we take the case 6 > 0. It follows immediately from Definition 3.1
that

(i-1)(91-677)<xi<i(,1+ 5j) fort <i<N. (3.3)

Similarly, the inequality

1-(N-i+l)(,7+621)<xi<1-(N-i)(,7-627) (3.4)

holds for. 1 < i < N. We shall again use the representation for DN given in
Theorem 1.4. Let us first estimate xi - (i/N) from above. We use the one
of (3.3) and (3.4) that gives the better upper bound for a given i, and there-
fore, we distinguish two cases.

Case 1: i(?1 + 671) < 1 - (N - i)(71 - 6?1). We note that this is equiva-
lent to

' < 2871

It clearly suffices to consider N91 < 1/(l - S), for otherwise, the present
case could not occur at all. We have

xt
N < \q + br/

NI

from (3.3). Let us assume for the moment that q + 8?1 - (1/N) > 0. Then
1/(1 + S) < Nq < 1/(1 - 6). Furthermore,

1 - Nr1(1 - S)

min

i 11 2dn N

Set
2 SN?1

2M1 - 1 - N2712(1 - S2)

and h
2t - 1 - t2(1 - 62)

N t (t) -
2 dt
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Since h(t) has an absolute maximum in the interval [1/(1 + a), 1/(1 - a)]
at to = 1 a2, we get

xi - - < h(to) = a
(3.5)

N 1+V1_a2

If 77 + aii - (1/N) < 0, then (3.5) is trivially true since xi - i/N is then
negative.

Case 2: i(ij + aj) > 1 - (N - i)(,q - an). This is equivalent to i >
(1 - Nq(1 - a))/26?1. The present case can only occur if

(1 - Nri(l - 6))/26,q < N, or N?j Z 1/(1 + a).
We have

xi---<1-(N-i)(?l-an)- (N+ 611 - 77

As above, it suffices to consider (1/N) + 61 - ?1 > 0, or Nri < 1/(1 - a).
Then

xi-N<(Ni)\N+

(N l 6))\N+
7

= 2ND - 1 - N2i 2(1 - a2) < a
(3.6)

26N?7 1+\/1_a2
Working in the same way with the lower bounds in (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain

i -i-xi<a for1<i<N. (3.7)
N 1+/1-a2

Combining (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) results in the following inequalities for
1 <i<N:

1 a i a

N 1+a2 2i
N

<
1+\/1-a2

< +i-1 1aa

1J1_<
xi-+a2 N N

1 a1

1 < i < N, and an application of Theorem 1.4 completes the proof. 0
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Diophantine Approximation

A most important class of u.d. mod 1 sequences is given by the sequences
(not), it = 1, 2, . . . , with a irrational. The discrepancy of (na) will depend
on the finer arithmetical properties of a. Therefore, we shall start with some
brief remarks on diophantine approximation and the classification of
irrational numbers.

DEFINITION 3.2. For a real number t, let (t) denote the distance from t
to the nearest integer, namely,

(t) = min It - nI = min ('{t}, 1 - {t}). (3.8)
NE Z

DEFINITION 3.3. Let ip be a nondecreasing positive function that is defined
at least for all positive integers. The irrational number a is said to be of type
<V if q(qoc) > 1/ o(q) holds for all positive integers q. If tp is a constant
function, then an irrational a. of type <V is also called of constant type.

DEFINITION 3.4. Let q be a positive real number or infinity. The irrational
number a is said to be of type q if 21 is the supremum of all y for which
limo-. q'(goc) = 0, where q runs through the positive integers.

By Dirichlet's theorem (see also (3.9)), we have limo . gY(ga) = 0 for
any y < 1 and for any irrational a. Therefore the type 91 of an irrational
number will always satisfy > 1. There is, of course, a close connection
between the above definitions.

LEMMA 3.1. The irrational number a is of type q if and only if 77 is the
infimum of all real numbers T for which there exists a positive constant
c = c(T, a) such that ot is of type <?p, where v(q) = cqT-1

PROOF. Let 21 be finite. Then for any e > 0 we have lim, q''-`(qa) = 0
and lim, q" (qa.) > 0 whenever a is of type 91. From the first statement,
it follows that for any positive c there is a positive integer q with q(qa) <
1/cq"-1-`. Therefore, a is not of type <ip for any of the form y)(q) = cqj-1-`
But from the second statement above, we conclude that for any e > 0
there is a positive constant d(e, a) such that q''+`(qa) > d(e, a) holds for all
q. Therefore, q(qa) > d(e, a)/q"-1+E for all q, and a. is of type <yp with
V(q) = (1/d(8, a))qij-1+e These arguments are easily seen to be reversible.
If I is infinity, then the same ideas can be carried out with obvious modifi-
cations (the statement of the lemma is, of course, interpreted to mean that
no such numbers r with the indicated property exist).
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We review very briefly some facts about continued fractions. Let a =
[ao, a1, a2, ...] be the continued fraction expansion of an irrational a.,

where ao is an integer and a1, a2, ... are positive integers, the so-called
partial quotients. For n > 0, the nth convergent to a is defined as

1.n = [ao, a1, . . . , an].

The rationals rn may be obtained by the following algorithm. Define p_2 = 0,
p-1 = 1, p, = a, pt_1 -i- p,-2 for i > 0; define q-2 = 1, q-1 = 0, q, = atq,-1 +
qt-2 for i > 0. An easy induction argument shows that r = pn/q for n > 0.
Moreover, the fractions p, ,/q,, n > 0, are in reduced form. For later reference,
we note that 1 =qo<g1<g2< <qi For all n > 0, we have

HH 1 < 12. (3.9)
qn gngn+l qn

In particular, we get limn. r = a, which explains the term convergent.
The irrational ot is of constant type (see Definition 3.3) if and only if there
exists a constant K such that a; < K for all i > 1. In the latter case, a. is
said to have bounded partial quotients. An interesting class of such a is
formed by the quadratic irrationals.

Discrepancy of (na)

The following rule of thumb holds: The smaller the type of a, the smaller
the discrepancy of (na). In other words, the irrationals a that are badly
approximable by rationals are those for which (no,) shows a good distribution
behavior. Let us turn to the details. The initial step in the estimation process
is to apply the theorem of Erdos-Turan. In the sequel, a will always denote a
fixed irrational number.

LEMMA 3.2. The discrepancy DN(w) of w = (na.) satisfies

1 1
to

1

DN(w) < C\m + N,1 h(ha)
(3.10)

for any positive integer in, where C is an absolute constant.

PROOF. By (2.42) we have

D,(0 <C(1 1
ni

1

m N r,=1 h

N
e2v,kna

=1

for any positive integer in. Now

N _ 1e2aikna 2
2a,ha

=1 < le - 1 Isin arhal
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We note that Isin vrhal = sin Tr(ha), since (ha) is either of the form ha - p
or p - ha for some integer p. Then sin 7rx > 2x for 0 < x < z implies
1/Isin irha1 < 1/(2(hoc)) for all h > 1. The desired inequality follows im-
mediately.

LEMMA 3.3. Let a be of type <ip. Then,

1 = O(y1(2m) log m +
1(2h) log hl

(3.11)
h=1 h(ha) \ h=1 h /

PROOF. By Abel's summation formula, we have

m 1 nt
S S_ It m

3.12
h(ha)- h(h+1)+m-}-1 ()

where sit 1/(ja). For 0 < p < q < h, we obtain

(qa ± pa) = ((q ± p)oc) > 1 > 1
(q ± p)7V(q ± p) 2hV(2h)

It follows that

I(qa) - (pa)I > for 0 < p < q < h. (3.13)

But (3.13) implies that in each of the intervals

0,
1 1 2 r h h+1

C' 2hV(2h) ' L2h P(2h)' 2hip(2h))' ' L2hV(2h)' 2hip(2h))

there is at most one number of the form (ja), 1 < j < h, with no such
number lying in the first interval. Therefore,

h 1 rt 2hV(2h)
srt = I - < = O(hip(2h) log h).

j=1 (ja) 1=1 1

Using this with (3.12), we arrive at (3.11).

THEOREM 3.2. Let a be of finite type q. Then, for every e > 0, the
discrepancy DN(w) of w = (noc) satisfies

Dw(w) = O(Nc-1111)+E). (3.14)

PROOF. Let s > 0 be fixed. By Lemma 3.1, there exists c > 0 such that
a is of type <ip with ?p(q) = cq'1-1+('/2). Then Lemma 3.3 implies

nt 1 m
= O(m'I-1+E) + O hq-2+e = O(m'1-1+E).

h=1 h(ha) 1,=1
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Combining this with Lemma 3.2, we get

DN(w) < C11- +
N

m''-1+E) for all rn > 1.

Now choose in = [N"], and the desired result follows.

EXAMPLE 3.1. In particular, if a. is of type q = 1, then NDN(w) = O(NE)
for every e > 0. There is an important class of irrationals that have type

= 1, namely, the algebraic irrationals. This follows from the famous
theorem of Thue-Siegel-Roth: For every irrational algebraic number a and
for every e > 0, there exists a positive constant c = c(a, s) such that

a-P
q

holds for all integers q > 0 and p. For the proof we refer to the literature.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let a be of constant type. Then Lemma 3.3 implies

1 = O(log2 in).
h=i h(ha)

C

qs+E

Therefore,

0

DN(w)
< CZ + 1nz N

log2 m
\1 )

for all m > 1. Choosing in = N, we obtain NDN(w) = O(log2 N) in this
case. We will improve this result in the sequel.

Theorem 3.2 is best possible in the following sense.

THEOREM 3.3. Let a be of finite type ?1. Then, for every e > 0, the
discrepancy DN(w) of w = (not) satisfies

DN(w) = S2(Nc-1ihl)-E). (3.15)

PROOF. For given E > 0, there exists 0 < S < q with 1/(,q - 6) _
(1/ij) + e. By Definition 3.4, we have limo-. qrl-(b12)(ga.) = 0. In particular,
we get (qa) < q-"+('I') for infinitely many positive integers q. Hence, there
are infinitely many positive integers q and corresponding integers p such that
Ia - (pfq)I < q-'-"+(6l'). Take one such q, and set N = [q''-a]. We have
a = (p/q) + Bq l-'j+(612) with 101 < 1. For 1 < n < N, we get then na =
np/q + 0,, with 10,,j = In©q l-"+eai2>I < q 1-(612). Now let us look at the
fractional parts {a}, {2(x}, ... , {Na}. It follows from the above that none
of these numbers lies in the interval J = [q '-(a12), q-1 - q-1-012) ) Therefore,

DN(w) A(N N) - 2(J) = A(J).
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For sufficiently large q, we have 2(J) > 112q. On the other hand, the definition
of N implies q"-6 < 2N. Combining these inequalities, we arrive at D,,,((O) >

cN-11(11-6) = cNc-v'p-`, with a constant c > 0 just depending on 21 and e.
But since we have infinitely many q to choose from, this lower bound for
D,,,,((o) holds for infinitely many values of N. 0

There is one case where an improvement of Theorem 3.2 seems to be
worthwhile, namely, when a. is of constant type (see also Example 3.2).
For such a, the sequence (ncc) has a very small discrepancy. In fact, the
discrepancy has the least order of magnitude possible in the light of Theorem
1.3.

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose the irrational a. = [ao, a1, a2, ...] has bounded
partial quotients, say ai < K for i Z 1. Then the discrepancy DA(0) Of
w = (no,.) satisfies NDy(w) = O(log N). More exactly, we have

KNDN,(w) < 3 + (log _
+ log (K

1)) log N, (3.16)

where (1 + /5)/2.

PROOF. Let 1 = qo < q1 < q2 < ... be the denominators of the con-
vergents to or.. For given N Z 1, there exists r Z 0 such that q, < N < qr+i
By the division algorithm, we have N = b,q, + N,_1 with 0 < Nr_1 < qr.
We note that (a,+1 + 1)qr Z qr+l > N, and so, br < ar+1 If r > 0, we may
write Nr_1 = br-iqr-1 + N7_2 with 0 < Nr_2 < qr_l. Again we find br_1 < ar
Continuing in this manner, we arrive at a representation for N of the form
N = 1=-1 bigi with 0 < bi < ai+1 for 0 < i < r, and br > 1.

We decompose the given sequence {a}, {2a), . . . , {Na} into br sequences
({not)) where n runs through qr consecutive integers, into br_1 sequences
({ncc}) where n runs through qr_1 consecutive integers, and so on. We estimate
first the discrepancy of such a finite sequence ({na}) where n runs through
qi consecutive integers, say n = no + j with 1 < j < qi. By (3.9) we have

Therefore,

Pi+ 0
with 101<1.

qi giqi+l

(

{11a) 1100'. +
Jpi + Je

111 qi giqi+l

Since (pi, qi) = 1, the numbers noa, + jpi/qi, 1 < j < qi, considered mod 1,
form a sequence of qi equidistant points with distance 1 /qi. Since Jj0/giqi+1I <
1fgi+1 for 1 < j < qi, the sequence ({n«}), no + 1 < n < no + qi, is obtained
by shifting mod 1 the elements {noa + (jpi1g3), 1 < j < qi, either all to the
right or all to the left by a distance less than 1 fqi+1 (the direction of the shift
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will depend on the sign of 0). It is then easily seen that the discrepancy DQ,
of the finite sequence ({na}), no + 1 < n < no + q;, satisfies

D 4 < 1 + 1 .

q1 qr+1

(3.17)

By Theorem 2.6 and the way in which we decomposed the original sequence
{a.}, {2a}, . . . , {Na}, we infer from (3.17) that

We claim that

ND,,((o) < 6;( AL + 1) < r + 1 +
r

b;. (3.18)
r=0 qz+1 i=0

b; < 1 + K log N. (3.19)
log (K + 1)

We prove (3.19) by induction on r. For N > 1, we put a(N) = Yi=o bi.
If qo < q1, then the smallest possible r is r = 0, and a corresponding N
satisfies 1 < 1(N) = N < q1 < K. If qo = q1 = 1, then the smallest possible
r is r = 1, and a corresponding N satisfies 1 < a(N) = N < q, < K + 1.
For the first step in the induction, it therefore suffices to show

N<1+ K logN forl<N<K+1.
log (K + 1)

This follows by considering the function f (x) = x - (K/log (K + 1)) log x
on the interval 1 < x < K + 1 and noting that f (1) = f (K + 1) = 1 and
that f is concave upward on the entire interval.

Now take an arbitrary N with 1 < q, < N < q,+1, and write N = b,q, +
N,._1 with 0 < N,._1 < q, Suppose for the moment that N,_1 > 0. Then
a(N) = b, + a(N,_1), and the induction hypothesis yields a(N) < 1 + b, +
(K/log (K + 1)) log N,_1. Now N > b,N,_1 + N,_1 = (b, + 1)N,_1, and so,

Na(N)<1+b, F K
loglog(K+1)b,+1

But this inequality holds for N,_1 = 0 as well, since then a(N) = b, and
N/(b, + 1) = b,ql(b, + 1) Z 1. To complete the argument, we have to prove
b, < (K/log (K + 1)) log (b, + 1). But this follows immediately from
1 < b, < a,+1 < K and the fact that g(x) = x/log (x + 1) is increasing
for x > 0.

To estimate r, one first proves by induction that qi >- 2-1 for i Z 0.
Therefore, N > q, > r-1, or r < (log N)/log E + 1. Then (3.16) follows
from (3.18) and (3.19).
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The Van der Corput Sequence

We shall now exhibit a sequence that has an extremely small discrepancy.
In fact, no infinite sequence has yet been found that has a uniformly smaller
discrepancy than the one that we are going to construct. For optimal estimates
of the discrepancy of this sequence, see the notes.

We define the so-called van der Corput sequence as follows: For
n > 1, let n - 1 = J;=0 ai25 be the dyadic expansion of n - 1. Then we set
x = J'_° art-j-1. The sequence (xn) is then clearly contained in the unit
interval.

THEOREM 3.5. The discrepancy DN(w) of the van der Corput sequence
w = (xn) satisfies

log (N + 1)
NDN(w) < log 2 (3.20)

PROOF. We represent a given N Z 1 by its dyadic expansion N = 2h, +
2h2 + . + 2h" with h1 > h2 > ... > h, Z 0. Partition the interval [1, N]
of integers into subintervals M1, M2, . . . , M., as follows: For 1 < j < s, we
put Mi = [2k, + 2hz + . . . +2 hj_j + 1, 2h, + 2h2 + ... + 2hf] ; for j = 1,
the expression 2h, + + 2hf-1 is an empty sum, and thus meant to be 0.

An integer n c- Mr can be written in the form n = 1 + 2h, + 2h2 + +
2k' , jhiCo ai2i with ai = 0 or 1. In fact, we get all 2hf integers in Mr if
we let the ai run through all possible combinations of 0 and 1. It follows that

hi-1 h1-1
xn = 2-hi-1 + . . . + 2-hf-1-1 + ai2-'-1

= y, + ai2-'-1,
i=0 i=0

where y, only depends on j, and not on n. If n runs through M1, then
a2-i-1 runs through all fractions 0, 2-hi, ... , (2hf - 1)2-hi in some

order. Moreover, we note that 0 < y; < 2-hi. We conclude that if the elements
x,, with n E M, are ordered according to their magnitude, then we obtain a
sequence w1 of 2hf elements that is an almost-arithmetic progression with
parameters 6 = 0 and 71 = 2-hf. It is then easily seen that the discrepancy
of each co,, multiplied by the number of elements in wi, is at most 1. Com-
bining this with (2.43) and the fact that x1, . . . , xlv is decomposed into s
sequences w;, we obtain NDN((o) < s.

It remains to estimate s in terms of N. But N > 23-1 + 23-2 + ... + 2° =
23 - 1, and so, s < (log (N + 1))/log 2.

Notes

Almost-arithmetic progressions were introduced by O'Neil [1]. Their theoretical im-
portance stems from the following criterion. The sequence (xn) in I is u.d. mod I if and
only if the following condition holds: for any three positive numbers b, e, and e', there
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exists N = N(6, e, e') such that for all N > N, the initial segment cc .... , XN can be
decomposed into almost-arithmetic progressions-(6, e) with at most No elements left over,
where No < e'N. The upper bound for the discrepancy of almost-arithmetic progressions
was established by Niederreiter [2]. As an application, it is shown that the sequences
w = (f (n)) appearing in Chapter 1, Exercise 2.22, satisfy D,v(w) = O(f (N)/N +
1fNf'(N)). See also Drewes [1].

The classical treatises on continued fractions are Perron [1] and Khintchine [7]. A very
interesting geometric approach is carried out in the book of Stark [1]. Concerning the
theory of diophantine approximations, we mention above all the extensive report of
Koksma [4] and the monograph of Cassels [9]. Very readable accounts of the subject are
given in the books of Niven [1, 3], as well as in LeVeque [5], Rademacher [1], Hardy
and Wright [1], and Lang [1]. Because of the intimate connection, most of the books on
diophantine approximation will also cover continued fractions to some extent.

Results of the type of Lemma 3.3 were already known to Hardy and Littlewood [4, 5].
They also gave lower bounds for sums of the form 1(ha)-'L with is Z 1. Detailed proofs
for these lower bounds can be found in Haber and Osgood [2]. Using continued fractions
in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.4, the estimate for s, and with it Lemma 3.3
can be slightly improved (see Lang [1] and Exercises 3.11 and 3.12), but this does not
yield any improvement on Theorem 3.2. A survey of the literature on this subject prior
to 1936 is given in Koksma [4, Kap. 9], See also Hardy and Littlewood [6], Muromskii
[1], and Kruse [1].

Theorem 3.2 was first shown by Hecke [1] and Ostrowski [1]. Related investigations
were carried out almost simultaneously by Hardy and Littlewood [3, 4] and by Behnke
[1]. A very detailed analysis was undertaken by Behnke [2], who also showed the a-result
in Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.4 is from Niederreiter [13] and improves earlier results of Ostrowski [1],
Behnke [2], and Zaremba [1]. In the last paper, the case K = 1 is investigated in more
detail, and the inequality ND,v(w) S a log (6N) is established in this special case. S6s (un-
published) has shown for the case K = 1 that ND,v(w) S c,v log N for N' 2, where
limy-- cN = 1. See also Gillet [1, 2]. In this context, we note that Behnke [2] already
showed ND,v(w) = S2(log N) for any sequence w = (na), thus establishing a special case of
Theorem 2.3. Improving theorems of Hecke [1] and Ostrowski [2], Kesten [4] shows the
following remarkableresult: Let RN(t) be the remainder function with respect to the sequence
(na), a irrational; then RN(b) - R,v(a) with 0 S a S b S 1 and b - a < 1 is bounded in
N if and only if b - a = { ja} for some integer j. For simpler proofs, see Furstenberg,
Keynes, and Shapiro (11, K. Petersen [1], Petersen and Shapiro [1], and L. Shapiro [1].
See also Lesca [5]. A similar problem in two dimensions was investigated by Szi sz [2, 3].
For probabilistic quantitative results on (na), see Kesten [1, 2, 3]. It follows from (3.18)
and metric theorems of Khintchine [2] that for every positive nondecreasing function g
such that E?° 1(g(n))-1 converges, the discrepancy DN(w) of w = (na) satisfies

ND,v(w) = O((log N)g(log log N))
for almost all a.

In Example 3.1 we mentioned the celebrated theorem of Thue-Siegel-Roth. The result
was a long-standing conjecture of Siegel and was verified in the fundamental paper of
Roth [2]. In a slightly simplified form, Roth's proof has since appeared in several books,
for example, Cassels [9], LeVeque [5], and in the revised edition of Landau [1]. A multi-
dimensional analogue was recently established by W. M. Schmidt [12].

Various subsequences of (not) have received great attention, notably lacunary sequences.
Most of the papers on sequences with gap conditions in which a quantitative viewpoint
is pursued are of a probabilistic nature. See Khintchine [3, 5), M. Kac [1, 2] (and Leonov
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[1, 2] for a generalization), Fortet [1], Erdos and Koksma [1], Cassels [1], Erdos and
Gal [1], Mineev [1], Ciesielski and Kesten [1], IS, and L. Gal [1], Kdtai [1], Postnikov
[8, Section 15], Ibragimov [1, 2], Muhutdinov [2, 3], Philipp [4, 5, 6, 7; 8, Chapter 4;
10], and R. C. Baker [3]. A general theorem of Gal and Koksma [1, 2] is often used in
these investigations. Surveys and further literature are given in Koksma [4, Kap. 9],
M. Kac [3], and Gaposhkin [1]. A metric theorem on a wider class of subsequences of
(na) was shown by R. C. Baker [4], thereby improving a result of Salem [2]. For slowly
growing sequences, see R. C. Baker [6]. Deterministic results on the sequences (q"a)
with an integer q > 1 were given by Koksma [8], Korobov [7, 11, 13, 21], Korobov and
Postnikov [1], Kulikova [2], Postnikov [5, 6; 8, Section 14], Postnikova [5], and Usol'cev
[1, 3]. For a related result, see Postnikov [2]. Korobov [13] and Polosuev [1, 6] studied
analogous problems in several dimensions. Quantitative results on the sequence (112 LX)
and related sequences can be found in Behnke [2], Bergstrom [2], and Jagerman [1, 2].
For where is the sequence of primes, see Vinogradov [4, 5] and Hua [1].
Concerning "irregularities of distribution" of subsequences of (rra), see Cohen [1], Daven-
port [2], and Hewitt and Zuckerman [1].

The distribution of small fractional parts of na was studied by LeVeque [6, 7, 8],
Erdos [5], and Ennola [1]. See also W. M. Schmidt [1, 5], Sziisz [4], Philipp [4, 7],
Gallagher [1, 2], and Ennola [2]. The related notion of suites eutaxiques has been studied
by Lesca [2] and de Mathan [3, 4, 5].

For ((nal, . . . , naz)) and related multidimensional sequences, see Hartman [1], Hlawka
[16, 28], Karimov [2], Verbickii [1], and Zinterhof [1]. Niederreiter [5] has shown that
if al, ... , ak are real algebraic numbers with 1, al, . . . , ak linearly independent over
the rationals, then the discrepancy of w = ((nal, . . . , na,.)) satisfies DA,(w) = O(N-1+e)
for every e > 0. See also Exercise 3.17 and Niederreiter [13].

Many authors considered sequences (f (n)) with a polynomial f and estimated the
discrepancy or exponential sums in terms of these sequences. A survey of the early literature
on this subject is given in Koksma [4, Kap. 9]. Van der Corput and Pisot [1] used the
Vinogradov-van der Corput method. Their results were superseded by the refined method
of Vinogradov, an exposition of which may be found in the monographs of Vinogradov
[5], Hua [1, 2], and Walfisz [1]. For low-degree polynomials, further improvements were
obtained by Rodosskii [1]. See also Vinogradov [2, 4, 6, 7, 8] for related results. Karacuba
[1] treats the case where f grows somewhat faster than a polynomial. Kovalevskaja [1]
considers multidimensional polynomial sequences.

The sequence in Theorem 3.5 was introduced by van der Corput [7]. Haber [1]
improved (3.20) to S (log N)/(3 log 2) + 0(1), and showed that the constant
1/(3 log 2) is best possible. The strongest result is that of Tijdeman (unpublished), who
proved ND N,(w) S (log N)/(3 log 2) + 1 and (NDV(w) - (log N)/3 log 2) Z o +
(log 3)/3 log 2. For an application of the van der Corput sequence, see Knuth [2, Section 3.5].
A two-dimensional version of the van der Corput sequence was constructed by Roth [1].
Improving results of Gabai [1, 2], the discrepancy of Roth's sequence was computed by
Halton and Zaremba [1], who also proposed a modified version of Roth's sequence with a
smaller discrepancy. See also White [2]. There are generalizations to arbitrary dimensions.
For integers in Z 2 and it Z 0, let 0,,,(n) be the m-adic fraction obtained by "reflecting"
the m-adic representation of it in the "decimal point" (0,,, is called a radical-inverse function).
Then the van der Corput-Hallow sequence in 1x, k Z 1, is defined by ((¢1(n), #,,,2(n), ... ,
,,,A(rr))), n = 0, 1, . . . , where nrl, . . . , ink are pairwise relatively prime (Halton [1]).

For k = 1 and n11 = 2, we just get the van der Corput sequence. The Hammersley sequence
of order N in 1x, k Z 2, is defined by ((n/N, #vx-1(n))), n = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1,
wherep1,... 1ps_1 are the first k - 1 primes (Hammersley [1], Halton [1]). The following
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discrepancy estimates hold (Halton (11): ND*,,(w) < Cl, log' N for all N > 2 for the van
der Corput-Halton sequence, and NDv S C. log" N for the Hammersley sequence of
order N > 2, where Ck and C11, are certain numerical constants independent of N (see also
Meijer [3]). It is a widely held belief that no infinite (resp. finite) sequence can have a
discrepancy of smaller order of magnitude than the van der Corput-Halton (resp. Ham-
mersley) sequence. Compare also with Section 2. A survey of these sequences may also be
found in Halton [3]. A van der Corput-Halton type sequence in the infinite-dimensional
unit cube was studied by Sobol' [4, 7]. A very detailed study of sequences in Ik based on
dyadic rationals was carried out by Sobol' [6, 7], and Sobol' [1, 2, 3, 7] also investigated
the van der Corput-Halton and Hammersley sequences with respect to numerical integration
.(see also Section 5). For sequences that are of great importance for numerical analysis,
namely, so-called pseudorandom numbers generated by congruential methods, discrepancy
estimates were established by Jagerman [31 and Niederreiter [4, 181.

For further quantitative results on special classes of sequences, we refer to Cassels
[2, 3, 4], Drewes [1], Erdos [2], Erdos and Koksma [21, Erdos and Turan [1, 2, 3, 4],
Korobov [14, 18], LeVeque [1, 2, 3], Mineev (2], Sanders [1], and Usol'cev [2].

Exercises

3.1. Prove that the discrepancy of the sequence w = (an°), a > 0, 0 < E < 1,
satisfies DN(w) = O(Nr-1) with r = max (o, 1 - o).

3.2. Give an example of a sequence w = (an1/2), a > 0, for which DN(w) _
92 W-1/2).

3.3. Prove that the discrepancy of the sequence w = (a log' n), a > 0, v > 1,
satisfies DN(w) = O(1og1-' N).

3.4. Let tV be a positive function such that 0 1 ip(q) converges. Then for
almost all numbers a (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) there are only
finitely many integers q > 0 and p such that Jqoc - pJ < o(q). Hint:
It suffices to consider a c- I; choose s > 0 and Q with J. '=Q p(q) < E;
estimate the measure of the set M = {a E f: there are q Z Q and p
with la - (p/q)I < tV(9)lq}.

3.5. Let e > 0 be given. Prove that almost all a are of type <c(a) log1+`2q,
where c(a) is a positive constant that may depend on a.

3.6. Find the continued fraction expansion of 2, J3, and (1 + I2)/3.
3.7. Prove that pngn_1 - pn_1gn = (-1)-1 for n > -1 and

p,I-2qn = (-1)"a,, for n > 0.
3.8. Let a be of type <V, and let 1 be the denominator of a con-

vergent to a. Prove that (hoc) Z 1 < h <
3.9. Let a be of type <yv, and let qn < qn+l be the denominators of two

consecutive convergents to a. Using ideas from the proof of Theorem
3.4 and the result of Exercise 3.8, prove that

an 1

((]to + J)a)
< cq,,(tV(q,) + log

q - 1 < ho < q,,+1 and c > 0 is an absolute constant.
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3.10. Deduce from Exercise 3.9 that for a of type < o we have

1

h=pn (ha)
S cqn+1(V(q,t) + log for all n > 0.

3.11. Let a be of type <V. Use Exercise 3.10 to show that

I 1 = O(m log m + )nip(m)).
h=1 (ha)

3.12. Show the following improvement of Lemma 3.3: If a is of type <',
then

t 1
2 *M ,w(h)I h(ha)

0(log in + Y(M) +,
h7i h

).

Hint: Use Abel's summation formula and Exercise 3.11.
3.13. Prove that for given e > 0, the discrepancy DN(cv) of co = (na) satisfies

ND,jco) = O(log2+` N) for almost all a. Hint: Use Exercise 3.5.
3.14. Suppose that for all irrationals a of type <tp, we have n1 1/{ha) _

O(f (in)). Then prove that also jn`1 1/(ha) = O(f (m)) for all such a.
(Note: The converse is trivial.)

3.15. For a fixed positive integer in, define g(n) = 1 /n(n + 1) for 1 S n < in
and g(m) = 1/m. For a lattice point (n1i ... , nk) E 7L' with 1 5 n1 S in
for 1 S i S k, define f (n1i . . . , nk) = IIk 1 g(ni). Suppose s is an
arbitrary function defined at least for the lattice points h E 7Lk with 0 <
IIhII < in. Then the identity

1 '(h)s(h) = L, f (n1, ... , nk) L,* S(h)
0<IIhII :5 9,t h=(h1.....hk)

Ihji

holds, where the asterisk signalizes deletion of the origin from the
range of summation. For the definition of IIhII and r(h), see the notes
in Section 2.

3.16. Let a1i . . . , ak be irrationals such that 1, a1, ... , ak are linearly
independent over the rationals. Suppose there exists i > 1 and c > 0
such that r"((h1, . . . , hk)) (hja1 + . . + hkak) Z c for all lattice
points (h1i . . . , hk) 0 (0, . . . , 0). Verify that

J* (h1a1 + ... + hkak)-1 = 0(r"(n) log r(n)),
h-(h1..... hk)

where n = (n1i . . . , nk) is a lattice point with n1 > 1 for 1 S i S k.
Hint: Compare with the proof of Lemma 3.3.
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3.17. Let al, . . . , ax satisfy the same conditions as in Exercise 3.16. Show
that the discrepancy DN(w) of the sequence w = ((nal, ... , na.,.)),
n = 1, 2, . . . , satisfies DN(w) = O(N-1 log`+1 N) for 11 = 1 and
DN(w) = O(N-1' cai-11k+11 log N) for ij > 1. Hint: Use the theorem of
Erdos-Turan-Koksma and the results of Exercises 3.15 and 3.16.

3.18. Let be the van der Corput sequence. For an integer h Z 1, put
N = 1i=-'o 22' and a = Jh=o 2-2t-1. For 1 < j < h, define yf and the
finite sequence wj as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Now show that
A([0, a); 22(h t), wf) _ (a. - yj)22(h j) for 1 < j < h. Hint: Use
that w, is equidistant with difference 2-2(h-J)

3.19. Deduce from Exercise 3.18 that for the discrepancy D*(co) of the van
der Corput sequence w we have ND* (w) > (log N)16

log
2 for infinitely

many N.
3.20. Prove that the discrepancy DN(w) of the sequence w = (n log n) satisfies

DN(w) = O(N-1"6 log2t6 N). Hint: Use Theorem 2.7 in Chapter 1.
3.21. Prove that the discrepancy DN((O) of the sequence w = (n log log en)

satisfies DN(w) = O(N-1'6(log1"6 N)(log log N)2t6). Hint: Use Theorem
2.7 in Chapter 1.

4. REARRANGEMENT OF SEQUENCES

Dense Sequences and Uniform Distribution

In this section, we shed some new light on the property of u.d. mod 1 by
showing that it depends more on the order in which the terms of the sequence
are given than on the specific nature of the terms themselves. The central
result will be that an everywhere dense sequence in the unit interval can
fit any prescribed distribution behavior if one just rearranges the terms in a
suitable manner. In particular, any everywhere dense sequence in the unit
interval can be rearranged so as to yield a u.d. sequence mod 1.

Before we set out to prove these results, we study the relationship between
the discrepancies of sequences for which corresponding terms are close.

THEOREM 4.1. Let x1, x2, ... , XN and yl, y21 ... , yN be two finite
sequences in I. Suppose El, e2, ... , EN are nonnegative numbers such that
Ix. - y,I < E,,for1 n N. Then, for any e 0, we have

I DN(xl, ... , xN) - DN(yl, ... , YN) I < 2E +
IV(E)

N
, (4.1)

where N(s) denotes the number of n, 1 < n < N, such that s. > e.
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PROOF. Let to and r stand for the sequences x1i ... , x,v and y1, , YN,
respectively. Let J = [x, P) be a subinterval of I. Consider first the interval
J1 = [x - e, fl + s) n I. Whenever y E J, then either x E J1 or E > E.
Therefore, A(J; N; -r) < A(J1; N; w) + N(E). Furthermore, we have

A(J1; N; to) = N2(J1) + 61ND,v(w)

with I a1I < 1. It follows that

A(J; N; T) - N2(J) < N(2(J1) - 2(J)) + d1ND,v((o) + )V(E)

< 2EN + NDN(w) + N(e). (4.2)

On the other hand, consider the interval J2 = [x + e, # - e). This interval
might be empty, in which case the subsequent estimates will hold trivially.
Whenever x E J2i then either y E J or E,, > E. Thus, A(J2; N; co) <
A(J; N; T) + N(E). We have A(J2i N; w) = N2(J2) + 6,NDN((O) with 16,1
1. It follows that

A(J; N; T) - N2(J) > N(2(J2) - 2(J)) + 62NDN(w) - N(e)

> -2eN - ND1 (w) - N(e). (4.3)

Combining (4.2) and (4.3), we conclude that

A(J; N; T) - 2(J)
N

< DN(w) + 2E +
JV(S)

.

This upper bound is independent of the chosen interval J, and so,

DN(T) < DN(w) + 2e + N(s).

Interchanging the roles of to and T, we arrive at

DN(w) < DN(T) + 2e + ,

and the proof is complete.and

COROLLARY 4.1. Let x1, ... , xN and y1, . . , yN be two finite sequences
in I, and suppose there is an e Z 0 with Ix,, - y,tl < e for 1 < n < N. Then,

I DN(x1, ... , xN) - DN(yl, ... , 1N)I < 2s. (4.4)

PROOF. Choose e,, = E for 1 < n < N in Theorem 4.1.

THEOREM 4.2. Let co = (x,,) be an infinite sequence in I. Furthermore,
we are given a sequence that is everywhere dense in I. Let h(x) be an
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increasing nonnegative function defined for x > 1, and satisfying

lim h(x) = oo.

Then one can rearrange the sequence so as to yield a sequence a satisfying

I D.v(w) - D,v(r)I <
h(N)

N (4.5)

for all sufficiently large N.

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume h(1) = 0, for other-
wise, we replace h(x) by h(x) - h(1). Let g(t) be the inverse function of
Ih(x). We note that g(0) = 1, and so, g(n) > 0 for every positive integer n.
Since the sequence is everywhere dense, we can find for every x an
element yk such that Ix - y, I < 1/g(n), and also k,, 0 k,,, whenever
n 0 m. Let e be a number with 0 < e < 1 that will be specified later on.
By Theorem 4.1, the sequence T = (ykn) satisfies

DN((0) - DN(T)I < 2e +
N(e)

N

where N(e) is the number of elements 1/g(n), 1 < n < N, such that 1/g(n) >e.
Now 1/g(n) > e is equivalent to g(n) < 11e, or n < jh(1/e), and thus
N(e) < [4h(1/e)]. We take e = 1/N, and obtain

h(N
DN(w) - DN(T) I <

N
+ 4N) . (4.6)

We now define a rearrangement o = of in the following way.
We put u = y. if n is not of the form [g(m)] + 1 for some positive integer in.
The remaining elements of are those of the form ykn with n = [g(m)] + 1
and those that are no yk at all. We enumerate those elements in an arbitrary
fashion, say t1, t2, .... We still have to define u for the n of the form
[g(m)] + 1. We order the distinct n of this form according to their magnitude :
nl < n2 < n3 < . We define then u,,. = ti. The sequence v = is
then a rearrangement of (y,,).

We will estimate IDlN,(T) - DN(o)I. Let cJ denote the characteristic
function of a subinterval J of I. We have

(A(J
N ;

or) - A(J)) - (A(J;
N
N; T) - A(J))

N

(CJ(tt,,) - CJ(yk,,))
Nw71
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But cJ(ykn) = 0 whenever n is not of the form [g(in)] + 1. There-
fore,

1 N
(ca(un- ca(ykn))N 71=1

This implies

<N <N 1 <N i 1
7:=[0(m)]+1 [e(m)]+1<_N o(m)5N

= N 1 = N Irjl(N)] < N)
m5(1/4)h(N)

A(J; N;
o) - A(J)

N

A(J; N;
T) - A(J)

N

h(N)

+ 4N'
and so, DN(a) < DN(T) + h(N)14N. Similarly, one shows DN(T) < DN(a) +
h(N)14N, and consequently,

i DN(T) - DN(o) I < 4(N) (4.7)

Thus, we get from (4.6) and (4.7) that

I DN(w) - DN(a) I < I DN((O) - DN(T) I + I DN(T) - DN(o) I

2 h(N)<N+ 2N

and this for all positive integers N. But for sufficiently large N we have
h(N) Z 4, and therefore,

h(N) h(N) = h(N)
I DN(w) - DN(o) I <

2N + 2N N .
N

COROLLARY 4.2. Any sequence that is everywhere dense in I can be
rearranged to a u.d. sequence mod 1.

PROOF. For the sequence w = (xn), we choose a u.d. sequence mod 1;
and for h(x) we choose a function that tends sufficiently slowly to infinity,
say h(x) = log x. By the previous theorem, there is a rearrangement or of
the given everywhere dense sequence (yn) with DN(o) < DN(w) + (log N)/N
for sufficiently large N. It follows that limv- , DN(v) = 0, and so, r is u.d.
mod 1.

Farey Points

For the subsequent example, and also for later use, the following lemma
will be helpful.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let (cn) be a bounded sequence of complex numbers.
Divide the sequence into nonempty blocks, the first block consisting of the
first Al elements of (c ), the second block consisting of the next A2 elements,
and so on. Label the Ak elements in the kth block dA,.. Suppose that
limk-. Ak+1/(A1 + ... + Ak) = 0 and limky (1/A1)Y_v x1 d'k) = c. Then,

1 N
lim I c = c.
N- -o N n=1

PROOF. For k>l,put Bk=Al
BK.

1
Al Alcn ` (A1 , jd(1) + ... + A4, 1

Idvk)

Bk n=1 Bk\` Al v=1 Ak k 1

and so, by Cauchy's theorem, we have
1 Bk

lien - 1 cn = c. (4.8)
k-.o Bk n=1

Now let N > Al be given. Then N can be written in the form N = Bk + r
with 0 < r < Ak+1 We get

'N ` Bk

U
Bit` ) 1

N
L, cn - I Cn + G CnN N -n=B1+1

The first term on the right tends to c because of 1 < N/Bk < 1 + (Ak+1/Bk)
and (4.8). The second term is dominated in absolute value by (Ak+1/B1)M,
where M is an upper bound for I cnl , and so tends to zero. 0

EXAMPLE 4.1. Here is an arrangement of the rationals in I into a u.d.
sequence mod 1. We choose the lexicographic ordering °, z, J, -, 1, 3;.... )
where we write down, for successive values of n = 1, 2, . . . , all rationals
r/n with 0 < r < n and (r, n) = 1. For technical reasons, we consider a
sequence that is identical mod I with the above sequence, namely 1, J, 3, 1,
J, -, .... This sequence consists of blocks S,,, n = 1, 2, . . . , of all rationals
r/n with I < r < n and (r, n) = 1. For 0 < a. < 1, let A,,(n) be the number
of terms from S,, in [0, a]. The number of fractions (reduced or not) of the
form r/n, 1 < r < n, in [0, a] is exactly [na]. Now we look at this number
from a different angle. If we reduce those fractions r/n, group them according
to the new denominators (which have to be positive divisors d of n), and
count them anew, then we arrive at the basic identity jdin Aa(d) = [no,.]. By
the Moebius inversion formula, we obtain A,,(n) = 1d1n µ(nld)[da]. There-
fore, A,,(n) = ajdi>,,u(n/d)d - jdin 4a(n/d){da} = ao(n) - 1d1n ,u(n/d){da},
and so

A.(n) - a I < 1 p(d) (4.9)
0(n) 0(n),11n
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We claim that limn-,, f (n) = 0, where f (n) =
(n) is a multiplicative number-theoretic function, and for such functions

limn, f (n) = 0 is equivalent to f (n) tending to 0 as n runs through the
prime powers.

Thus, we need only consider f (n) for prime powers n = pa. But then
f(pa) = 2/(pa-1(p - 1)), which clearly tends to 0 if pa -_* oo. From (4.9) we
infer that Aa(n)/c(n) = a, and we now invoke Lemma 4.1. It remains
then to show that limn q(n + 1)/t(n) = 0, where t(n) = 0(1) + +
0(n) for n > 1.

We work with an elementary estimate for I(n). Much sharper results are
known in analytic number theory. We observe that D(n) can be interpreted
as the number of lattice points (x, y) with 1 < x < y < n and x and y
relatively prime. Then B(n) = 21D(n) - 1 is the total number of lattice
points (x, y) with 1 < x < n, 1 < y < n, and x, y relatively prime. But

71 1
2

B(n) = n2 - :E I 1 > n2 -- (d)2 n2 - n2j d2 = 112(2 - 6 ).d=21<_x-n

d=2 d=2

(x,v)=d

Consequently, D(n) > cn2 for some positive constant c, and so 94(n + 1)/I(n)
< (n + 1)/cn2 settles the proof. 0

Rearrangements and Distribution Functions

We shall now prove analogues of Corollary 4.2 with respect to a.d.f.'s (mod 1)
in the sense of Definition 7.1 in Chapter 1. We will use results of the present
chapter to show that for every nondecreasing function f on I with f(0) = 0 and
f (1) = 1 there really exists a sequence having this function f as its a.d.f.
(mod 1), a problem that was left open in Chapter 1, Section 7. We start
with establishing an even stronger result for continuous f

LEMMA 4.2. Let f be a continuous, nondecreasing function on I with
f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1. Then there exists a sequence w in I such that

+ 1)
IA([O, a); N; co) - Nf(a)I <

log (N

log 2
(4.10)

holds for all N > 1 and 0 < a < 1. -

PROOF. Let r = be the van der Corput sequence constructed in
Section 3. By the continuity and monotonicity off, the set I,, = {fl E I: f (j9)<
y,,} is a closed subinterval of I (or a singleton) for each n > 1. Let x,, be the
largest element of In. We claim that cu = satisfies (4.10).

Let us first show that for any n > 1 and 0 < c < 1, the inequalities
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x > a and y > f (a) imply each other. If x > a, then x E I implies
y > f (x,3 > f (a); conversely, if y > f (a), then a c- I,,, and so, a x,,.

It follows that x < a precisely if y < f (a), and therefore,

A([0, a); N; w) = A([0, f N; T)

for all N > 1 and 0 < a. < 1. An application of Theorem 3.5 completes
the proof.

To achieve the transition from the continuous case to the general case,
we need a lemma from real analysis.

LEMMA 4.3. Let f be a nondecreasing function on the compact interval
[a, b]. Then there exists a sequence g1, g2, . . . , gk, . . . of continuous non-
decreasing functions on [a, b], satisfying gk(a) = f (a) and g.(b) = f (b) for
k > 1, which converges pointwise to f, that is, limk-. gk((3) = f (j9) for all

c- [a, b]

PROOF. For each k > 1, we choose a finite sequence a = aoW < alW <
a;,;`" = b, with a.;+i - c4 < Ilk for 0 < i < mk, that contains all

points a c- (a, b) with f (a + 0) - f (a - 0) > Ilk (note that there can be
only finitely many such a.). Let g, be the function with gk(aik)) = f (ask)) for
0 < i < mk that is linear on the intervals [aik), a2+i], 0 < i < mk. Then gk
is clearly continuous and nondecreasing on [a, b], and 9k(a) = f (a) and
9k(b) = f (b). It remains to verify that the gk converge pointwise to f (this is,
of course, trivial for the end points a and b).

Consider first the case where j3 E (a, b) is a point of discontinuity of f.
Then f (fl + 0) - f (fi - 0) > 0, and so, from some k on, we will have
i4 = ci. for some ik, 0 < ik < n7k. Thus, gk(fl) = f (j9) for sufficiently large
k, and everything is clear.

Now let f be continuous at f E (a, b) and let s > 0 be given. Then for all
sufficiently large k (say k > k0) we will have f (9) - s < f (y) < f (p) + s
for y c- (9 - (1/k), j9 + (1/k)). But for each k we have aik) a.=k) for

some i = i(k), 0 < i < in,,. Since ai+i - a?k) < 1/k, both a, ' and a2+1 lie in
(9 - (1/k), fi + (1/k)). Hence, for k > ko we obtain f (aIk') > pp) - s
and f (ai+) ) < f (fl) + s; thus, f (9) - s and gk(a;+i) <f(#) + S.
Now gk(oc ) S gk(9) < g,,(;1), and so, f (Y) - s < gk(f3) < f (j9) + s for
allk>ko.

THEOREM 4.3. Let f be a nondecreasing function on I with f (0) = 0
and f (1) = 1. Then there exists a sequence in I having f as its a.d.f. (mod 1).
We can even find such a sequence with all elements distinct.

PROOF. By Lemma 4.3 there exists a sequence g1, 92, ... , g ,. .. of
nondecreasing continuous functions on I, with gk(0) = 0 and gk(l) = 1 for
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k > 1, that converges pointwise to f. For each g., we can find a sequence -rk
of points x(k) x(k) xlk> in I satisfying (4.10). We note that is
uniformly continuous; therefore, there exists e, > 0 such that &(a) -
gk(a - S) < 1/k holds for all 0 < 6 < ek and all a E [S, 1]. Let wk denote a
sequence in I of the form ylkr, ysfl, , ynkl, such that x(k) < y(k) <
xnk) + Ek for all n > 1. Now let co be the sequence ylz1, y12), y(22) y(3), y(23),
Y33)' ... , ylk), ... , y(k) , .... Thus, co is constructed by listing successively
the first term of w1, the first two terms of w2, ... , the first k terms of wk,
and so on. If we choose elements y,, , 1 < n < k, that are distinct from the
preceding elements in w (this is possible since the ynk) come from an interval
of positive length), then (o even consists of distinct elements. We shall show
that limr,_C A([0, a); N; w)/N = f (a) for 0 < a < 1.

By Lemma 4.1, it suffices to prove limk A([0, a); k; wk)/k =f (a) for
0<a<1.Wehave

A([0, a); k; wk) - f(a)
k

<- k IA([0, a); k; wk) - A([0, a); k; 7_01

A([0, a); k; Tk)
- gk(a) + I gk(a) - A LX) I . (4.11)

lc

On the right-hand side of (4.11), the second term is at most
(log (k + 1))/k log 2, and so, it tends to 0, as does the third term.

To estimate the first term, we note that ynk) < a implies xnk) < a, and so,
A A Now A([0, a); k; -rk) - A([0, a); k; wk)
is equal to the number of subscripts n, 1 < n < k, for which x,,, < a, but
y? > a. But for such n it follows that a - Ek < xnk) < a. Put [a - SO a) n
[0, a) = [a - Sk, a), where 0 < Sk < 6k. Then,

IA([0, a); k; wk) - A([0, a); k; Tk)I

< A([a - ak, a) ; k; Tk)

_ (A([0, a); k; Tk) - kgk(a)) - (A([0, a - 8k); k; Tk) - kgk(a - dk))

+ k(gk(a) - gk(a - 6k))
<2log(k+1)+1.
- log 2

It follows that the first term on the right-hand side of (4.11) also tends to
flask -moo. 0

We are now in the position to prove a generalization of Corollary 4.2 on
the rearrangement of everywhere dense sequences in the unit interval.
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THEOREM 4.4. Let f be a nondecreasing function on I with f (0) = 0
and f (1) = 1. Then any everywhere dense sequence in I can be rearranged
so as to yield a sequence having f as its a.d.f. (mod 1).

PROOF. Let w = be a sequence of distinct elements in I having f
as its a.d.f. (mod 1) (such an w exists by Theorem 4.3), and let be a
given everywhere dense sequence in I. We decompose w into blocks, the
kth block consisting of the x with (k - 1)k/2 < n < k(k + 1)/2. For each
k, take the k elements of the kth block and order them according to their

/magnitude, say al k) < a( k) < . < ah . Now choose k numbers
Nkh) with a(k) < pr) < a(k) < N2k) < ... < a(k)1 <

fl(k)1 < akk) < Nkk) < 1
(k) (2) (2)and such that each fl') )say,,. Let _ be the sequence fl(') , N1 ,

fl2 , ... ,
flik), . , . ,.k'`), .... Clearly, z = ykn for some k,,. Moreover, the construction
of shows that we can suppose k 34 kwhenever n 0 m.

We claim that $ has the a.d.f. (mod I) f. It suffices to show

lim k(k
2

1) A (0, a);
k(k

2 1) ; e) = f (a)
loco

for 0 < a < 1, since this implies limN_,, A([0, a); N; e)/N = f (a.).
Comparing the ith block of w and , we see that in [0, a) there are at least
as many a;')) 1 < r < i, as there are 1 < s < i. On the other hand, the
excess of the number of 4) in [0, a) over the number of /(,') in [0, a) can
be at most 1. Therefore, 0 < A([0, a); k(k + 1)/2; w) - A([0, a);
k(k + 1)/2; E) < k, and so,

lim
1)

A([0, a);
k(k2

1)
k- o k(k +

= lim 2
A ([O, a);

k(k
2

1) ; w) = f (a)
k-. k(k +

1)

Finally, we take the sequence and fill in the remaining y,, at large gaps
so that we do not disturb the distribution behavior of (compare with the
proof of Theorem 4.2). We enumerate those y, that are not contained in ,
together with those z,, for which n is a perfect square, in some order : u1, u2, ... .
Then we define a sequence T = by t = z if n is not a perfect square,
and t,, = u,,, if n = m2. Evidently, this sequence T is a rearrangement of
Furthermore, if we compare the first N terms of T with the first N terms of E,
then we observe that they differ in at most [/N] terms. Hence,

IA([0, a); N; T) - A([0, a); N; )I < SIN
for 0<a<1,and so,

lim
A([0, ate; N; T) =N-m A([0, ate, N;) = f(a)

N- oo
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Notes
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The fact that an everywhere dense sequence can be rearranged to a sequence with small
discrepancy was already known to van der Corput [7]. Theorem 4.2 is essentially from
the same source. Our proof is taken from Hlawka [22], where Theorem 4.1 can be found
as well; see also Niederreiter [5]. An analogous result in a general setting is given in
Niederreiter [1]. Corollary 4.1 was first shown by van der Corput and Pisot [1].

The results enunciated in Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 were first shown by von
Neumann [1] and van der Corput [7], respectively. It was van der Corput [7] who estab-
lished the following strong result along the same lines: Let g and G be two nondecreasing
functions in I with g(x) S G(x) for 0 S x S 1, g(0) = G(0) = 0, and g(l) = G(1) = 1.
Then any everywhere dense sequence in I can be rearranged to a sequence such that the
set of d.f.'s (mod 1) of the new sequence consists exactly of all nondecreasing functions f
in I satisfying g(x) S f (x) S G(x) for 0 S x S 1. In a more general context, we shall
return to this subject in Section 2 of Chapter 3.

A detailed study of the relation between order properties of a sequence and its distri-
bution behavior was carried out by Niederreiter [3].

The result given in Example 4.1 may also be verified by using the Weyl criterion. For
the blocks Sn, this is done in P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., nos. 188-189], whereas
the infinite sequence is treated in Erdos, Kac, van Kampen, and Wintner [1] and Kac,
van Kampen, and Wintner [1]. Further results on the distribution of this sequence can
be found in Franel [4], Neville [1], Bateman [1], Delange [7], Huxley [1], and Niederreiter
[16]. Another application of the method in Example 4.1 is given in Niederreiter [4].

Exercises

4.1. Prove an analogue of Corollary 4.1 for D*
4.2. Prove an analogue of Theorem 4.1 for D.
4.3. Let x1, ... , xN and yr, ... , yN be two finite sequences in I with

ixn - yn1 < e for 1 < n < N. Suppose al < az < - - - < aN is the
sequence of x,, ordered according to their magnitude and that bl <
b2 < ... < bN is the sequence of y,, ordered according to their magni-
tude. Prove that la,, - bnl < e for 1 < n < N.

4.4. Deduce from the result of the preceding exercise an alternative proof
for the analogue of Corollary 4.1 for D.

4.5. Let (x,,) be an arbitrary sequence in I, and let f be a positive non-
increasing function defined at least for all positive integers and for
which limN_. Nf (N) = oo. Prove that there is a rearrangement a of
(x,,) for which DN(r) 1 - f (N) holds for all N Z 1.

4.6. Consider the set of all rationals of the form k/211' with 1 < k < 2"' - 1,
k odd, and m Z 1. What is a u.d. mod 1 arrangement of these numbers
without repetitions?

4.7. Consider the set of rationals in the preceding exercise in lexicographic
order, that is, e, 8, .... Show that this sequence is not
u. d. mod 1.
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4.8. Prove that the sequence in Exercise 4.7 has more than one continuous
d.f. (mod 1).

4.9. Strengthen the assertion in Exercise 4.7 by showing that for this
sequence w there are infinitely many N such that D* (w) > '-s + 1/4N.

4.10. Consider the sequence w given by °, z, J, s, s, s, ..... Prove
that there is a positive constant c such that NDN(w) > cJN holds for
all N.

4.11. Complementary to Exercise 4.10, prove that for the sequence co con-
sidered there, we have NDN(('O) < CNIN for some constant C and all N.

4.12. Prove that '(n) = (317r2)n2 + O(n log n), where I(n) = J i 0(j).
4.13. Analogous to Exercise 4.10 but with the sequence from Example 4.1.

Hint: Use the result of Exercise 4.12.
4.14. Show that some rearrangement of the sequence (log n) is u.d. mod 1.
4.15. Same as Exercise 4.14 but with (ca(n)/n).
4.16. Same as Exercise 4.14 but with ('Ilog n).
4.17. Same as Exercise 4.14 but with (log log n), n = 2, 3. ... .
4.18. Let f be a continuous increasing function on I with f (0) = 0 and

f (1) = 1, and let g be its inverse function. For a sequence w = (xn)
in 1, let r = (y,,) be defined by y = Prove that DN(w) =
DN(-r; f) for all N; see (1.4) for the definition of the latter discrepancy.

4.19. Show that Theorem 4.2 need not be true if h(x) is a bounded function.

5. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

Koksma's Inequality

We have seen in Section 1 of Chapter 1 that whenever is a u.d. sequence
mod 1 in I and f is Riemann-integrable in 1, then lim (1 /N)Im 1 f (X") _
fo f (x) dx. In other words, a Riemann integral over [0, 1] may be approxi-
mated to any degree of accuracy by arithmetic means of values of the inte-
grand at points in I forming a u.d. sequence mod 1. It is this very fact on
which efficient numerical methods of computing integrals can be based. A
very remarkable application of number theory indeed ! Of course, any
numerical method claiming practicality has to be accompanied by some
a priori estimate of the error that we commit. And this is exactly the point
where the notion of discrepancy comes in. The quality of the approximation
of the integral by arithmetic means of the said type is linked directly to the
discrepancy of the sequence of "nodes." The better the sequence is
distributed, the faster an approximation we can expect. It is one of the aims
of this section to provide a justification for this intuitive statement.
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LEMMA 5.1. Let xz < x2 < < xN be N given points in I, and let f
be a function on I of bounded variation. Then, with xo = 0 and xN+1 = 1,
we have the identity

N G f(xn) -Jof (t) dt
= xn

n+1(t
- N) df(t). (5.1)

PROOF. Using integration by parts and Abel's summation formula, we
obtain

N xn+
n

1 N
n

J
(t - N) df(t) = fo t df(t) - = N (f(x.+i) -f(x.))

n=0 xn

r1 1 N-1
[tf(t)]to -Jof (t) dt + N n=0f(xn+1) -f(1)

= I.,N lf(xn) -of (t) dt.

THEOREM 5.1: Koksma's Inequality. Let f be a function on l of bounded
variation V(f), and suppose we are given N points xl, ... , xN in I with
discrepancy D*v. Then,

N

I..,f(xn) ff(t) dt V(f)DN (5.2)N l

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume x, S xa 5N-
Thus, we can apply Lemma 5.1. For fixed n with 0 < n < N, we have

t-NI<max(Ixn-NI,Ixn+, -NI) <DN for x. :< t x.+,

by Theorem 1.4, and the desired inequality follows immediately.

It is clear that Theorem 5.1 remains valid for any N real numbers xl, ...
xN if we only suppose in addition that f be periodic with period 1. Before
passing on, we note an application of Koksma's inequality to the estimation
of exponential sums that is, in a sense, a simple counterpart to Theorem 2.4.

COROLLARY 5.1. Let x, ..... xN be N real numbers with discrepancy
D. Then,

1 e2aixn I < 4D
N n=1

1V.

PROOF. Let L denote the left-hand side of (5.3). Then

1 N_ e°nixn = Lesnie

N n=i
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for some 0 E I. Since L is real, we obtain

L = 1 I ea t(xn e) = 1 cos 27r(x - 0).
N n=1 N n=i

Using the remark following Theorem 5.1, we apply Koksma's inequality
to the points xi....... N and to the function f(t) = cos 27r(t - 0). Since
V(f) = 4 on I, we arrive at the desired inequality.

EXAMPLE 5.1. If the function f has a continuous derivative in I, then
the Riemann-Stieltjes integrals in the above proofs may be replaced by
Riemann integrals. We arrive then at the inequality I(1/N)I 1 f (xn) -
fo f (t) dtI S D*v fo I f'(t)I dt, where f may also be complex-valued. For real-
valued f, we have f o I f'(t)I dt = V(f) (see Exercise 5.10).

Some Remarkable Identities

In case the function f in Theorem 5.1 is of a simple type (for instance linear),
then sharper results can be shown. For f (t) = t, we obtain the following
identity.

THEOREM 5.2. For any points x1, ...r, !5N in I we have

\
x -

N12
=J dt -J 1I , {xn } t} - N 2 dt, (5.4)

n=1 2 0 0 n=i 2/

where RN is the function introduced in Section 2.

PROOF. By (2.28) we have fo RN(t) dt = -SN, where SN = EnN xn -
(N/2). Putting Sla(t) {x,, t} - (N/2) for 0 S t < 1, we get from
(2.41) that

SN(t) - SN = RN(1 - t). (5.5)

A simple change of variable shows that f u RN(1 - t) dt = f of RAt) dt =
-SN, and so, from (5.5),

1 1

J
SN(t) dt = SN + &N(1 - t) dt = 0. (5.6)

Combining (5.5) and (5.6) we find

1 i r1 i

J
R'v2(t) dt =J RN2(1 - t) dt =J SN2(t) dt - 2SNJ SN(t) dt + SN2

0 0 0 0

=f dt -SN2.
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In particular, we have then

N 1

`-
N n=1 2

2 1 N 1 2

<D, -
(N,,=l f2

an improvement on Koksma's inequality. Let us prove a not so well-known
identity that is in the same vein as Theorem 5.2.

THEOREM 5.3. For any points x, . . . , x,\, in I, we have

r1 N

J
RN2(t) dt = 4N2 + N x,,2 +-1

N
xn - 21

N it

max (xn, x,,,,). (5.7)
o n=1 n=1 n=1 n,=1

PROOF. We have RN(t) = IN , Ni, where ct denotes the charac-
teristic function of [0, t). Therefore,

f
1 1 N Cl N N C1

f RN2(t) dt = NOJ t2 dt - 2N I tc:(x,,) dt + I J cr(x,,)c,(xn,) dt
0 0 =1 0 n=1 n,=1 0

1N Cl N N Cl

=4N2-2NY tdt+I I
J

dt
n=1 n n=1 n1=1 maX(xn.xm)

N N N
_ 4N2 - N (1 - x.n2) + (1 - max (x,,, xn,))

n=1 n=1 n,=1

N N N it

_ 4N2 + N x,, 2 + x - 2 max (xn, x,n)
n=1 n=1 n=1 n,=1

EXAMPLE 5.2. If x1i ... , xn, are ordered according to their magnitude,
that is, x1 < x2 < - xN, then from (5.7) we obtain fo RN2(t) dt =
3N2 + N21=1 xn2 + I?I 1 x - 2n 1 nxn. It follows that

J1R,v2(t)dt=I( ,, -
0 n=1 n=1

using Ii_l n2 = 'N(N + 1)(2N + 1). We note that the second sum in (5.8)
is closely connected with D* because of Theorem 1.4.

An Error Estimate for Continuous Functions

We shall need the following auxiliary notion. Let f be a continuous function
on 1. Then its modulus of continuity M is given by

M(h) = sup If(s) - f (y) I for 0 < h < 1.
X.Vcr

I x-o I :5h

Since f is uniformly continuous on 1, we have limh_o+o M(h) = 0.
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THEOREM 5.4. Suppose the continuous function f on !has the modulus
of continuity M. Let x1, x2, ... , be any N points in I with discrepancy
D *1. Then

N I -J f(t) dt (5.9)

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x1 < x2
xA,. We note that f 1 f (t) dt = J;;' 1 f (t) dt. By the mean value
theorem for integrals, we have Pn`i)/N f (t) dt = (11N) f for some
with (n - 1)/N < ,, < n/N. Therefore,

1 rv f1 1 ,v

N , f(xn) - f f (t) dt - (f (x,,) -
71 N ,71

We will be done if we show that Ix,, - ,j S D,*v for 1 < n < N. Now,
whenever x, then Ix, - ,j < fix,, - (n - 1)/NI < D*N, by Theorem
1.4. Likewise, if x < i,,, then Ix, - ,,J < Ix,, - (n/N)I < D* by the
same theorem. N

A weaker version of this theorem that more closely resembles Koksma's
inequality may be given.

COROLLARY 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.4, we have

N'I Ax.) - J f(t) dt (ND4 + 1)M(N/ G (5.10)

PROOF. To prove the first inequality, it suffices to show that M(D*) <
(NDN' + 1)M(1/N). Choose x, y e !with y :!g x < y + D. We insert points
between y and x in the following manner:

1 2 k - 1y,y+N,y+N,...,y+ N

where
k-l<x-y<N

N
We note that k = [N(x - y)] + 1 < ND* + 1. Now

If (x) -f(y)I
k 1

<a
If

(y + N) -.f (y +
N

+ If(x) _
.f(y + k

_

N
1)

<
kM(N) < (ND`v

+ 1)M(N
and forming the requisite supremum on the left-hand side completes the
argument. To prove the second inequality, we simply observe that 2ND*v > I
by Corollary 1.2. E
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The Koksma-Hlawka Inequality

We want to generalize Koksma's inequality to several dimensions. To this
end, we first have to describe under what circumstances a function of several
variables is said to be of bounded variation. Suppose we are given a function
f (x) = f (.x(1), ... , x(k)) on Ik with k Z 2. By a partition P of Ik, we mean a
set of k finite sequences ?7oi), 77i')' . . .

, ijna, (j = 1, ... , k) with 0 = rio) S
iii) < < 27n=, = 1 for j = 1, ... , k. In connection with such a partition,
we define, for each j = 1, . . . , k, an operator Ai by

A if (x (1) x x(1+1), x(k

f{' (1) (i-1) ,U
?h+1

(i+1) (k)=(x >x ,rli+lx x )
- f(x(1) ,L(i-1) 97ii)' ,L(i+1)'

. . . , x(k)) (5.11)

for 0 < i < in,. Operators with different subscripts obviously commute, and
Ail . Ai,. Such an operator commutes with sum-

mation over variables on which it does not act.

DEFINITION 5.1. For a function f on Ik, we set
vni-1 9nk-1

V(k)(f) = sup I ... I A.....kJ (,7ri), ... , ax))I, (5.12)P ii=0 ik=0

where the supremum is extended over all partitions P of I. If V(k)(f) is
finite, then f is said to be of bounded variation on Ik in the sense of Vitali.

It follows immediately from the definition of the 0-operators that whenever
the function f on I/' actually depends on less than k variables, then V(k) (f) =
0. This is not a very healthy state of affairs, since such a function f might
still be extremely irregular. Thus, to arrive at a more suitable notion of
variation, we also have to take into account the behavior off on the various
faces of Ik. This leads to the following definition.

DEFINITION 5.2. Let f be a function of bounded variation on Ik in the
sense of Vitali. Suppose the restriction of f to each face F of Ik of dimen-
sion 1, 2, . . . , k - I is of bounded variation on F in the sense of Vitali.
Then f is said to be of bounded variation on Lk in the sense of Hardy and
Krause.

The functions of bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause
are the ones for which a multidimensional version of Koksma's inequality
can be proved. To have an idea of how to proceed, let us first analyze the
proof of the one-dimensional case. The essential step in the pivotal Lemma
5.1 was integration by parts of a Riemann-Stieltjes integral. But it is well
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known that the applicability of integration by parts to such integrals is a
consequence of the Abel summation formula. It will therefore be an important
task to generalize this formula to several dimensions.

First, we introduce another operator; namely, we define for 1 < j < k:

Q* XM x(k) x(1) ,L(1-1) 1 x(7+1) x(k)

r(P) X(7-1) 0, X(J+1)x(x)). (5.13)

The remarks about the 0-operators also hold for this class of operators. In
particular, we again let A*..... .D stand for 0 ... O;*D.

Given any expression r + p - 1; r + p, . . . , s) depending only
on the partition of variables ir, ... , is into the sets {i,., ... , i,.+,-,} and
{ir+r, is}, the summation symbol

F(r.....r+p- 1;r+p...... s)
r ..... s; r

will denote the sum of all the expressions derived from F(r, . . . , r + p - 1;
r + p, ... , s) by replacing the given partition of {i..... is} successively by
all other partitions of this set into a set of p and a set of s - r - p + 1
variables, each partition being taken exactly once. If either p = 0 or p =
s - r + 1, one of the sets becomes empty; in order to avoid troublesome
exceptions, the sum will be interpreted, in such cases, as being reduced to
one term.

LEMMA 5.2. Let P be a partition of Ik, consisting of the k sequences
PX70'), Eli )..... ij (j = 1, ... , k), and let Q be a second partition ofM, Mconsisting of the k sequences l:0"), i'), , ;n;+l (j = 1, ... , k). Further-

more, let f (x) and g(x) be two given functions on P. Then,
nil-1 m,;-1

(1) (k) A (1) (k)
f( 4+1, ,SiR-f l) 1....kg(77il,.... n4s)

i1=0 i,=0
k m1 my

_ (-1)2) * .* ....
g(77;1), ... , t90, x(P+1), ... , x°''))r+l,....k

r=0 1...,,k;r i1=0 i,=0
x(n+1) ... , x(' ). (5.14)

On the right-hand side, when p = 0, the summation symbols referring to
i1, ... , iP, as well as O...... P, are understood to disappear, and similarly,
when p = k, then AD+l.....k should be disregarded, the variables x(P+1), ...
x(k) disappearing altogether.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on the dimension k. When k = 1,
then (5.14) reduces to

vn1
f(E11)1) Alg(y]i1)) = A*(g(x(1)).f(x(1)))

- Y_ g(?)) (5.15)
i1=0 i1=0
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which, in a simplified notation, reads

>n-1{' t1 (SiJ(g(17i+1) - g0li))
i=0

913

= g(1)f(1) - g(0)f(0) - -f(0)
i=0

But this is just the Abel summation formula (note that '0 =o = 0 and
yl,n= n1+1= 1).

Assume that the proposition holds for variables with superscripts 2, ... , k.
In the corresponding version of (5.14) we substitute A1g for g, and summing
with respect to it from 0 to in1 - 1, we find

m1-1 71nx-1
{' tilt...

J (S i1+-lf .. , ifkti+l

l)
(1) (kl

f . . . , 97ik. )
i1=0 ik=0

k-1 7111-1 1?t2 1?1D+1

= 1 (- 1)71 Y AP+2.....k G Y . . . Y
P=0 2.....k;3, i1=012=0 ip+1=0

(1) (P+1) (11+2) (k)

(1) (2) e2) +1)gg (P+2) (k)
O2.....P+1f(Si1+1,

12 f , D+1 , x , . . . , x ). (5.16)

We have to show that the right-hand sides of (5.16) and (5.14) are identical.
We consider (5.15) 1'and replacef by A2 f (x(1) 4(2) (P+1) x(P+2)

.....P +1 i2 , . , i1}1 ,. , ...,
x(k)) and g by

g(x(1)f

27(2)
77(P+1) .X.(P+2)

x(k)) both expressionsi2 D+1
being considered as functions of x(1). Then we obtain

71711 1

(1) (P+1) (2)+2) (k)Aig(ni1 f .. . , 17iD+1 ,
.2' , . . . , x

i1=o

tt(1) tt(2) Cgp(P+1) (P+2) (k)
S42 , JiP+1 f x , . . . , x )

* (1) (2) (n+1) (P+2) (k)=Al(g(x ,712, f17iu+1 °x )
x )

(1) t(2) (p+]) (P+2) (k)
Sit , fiD+1 x , x

9711

077(')' (P+1) (P+2) (k)
i1 '/iD+1 x x

ii=o

f( (1) t(P+1) ,L(P+2) x(k)).
1.....P+1 i1 ° , 'D+1 , , . /

This identity holds for p = 0, ... , k - 1 if we understand it in the same
way as (5.14). We apply to both sides of it the operator

k-1 1112 911 P+1

]E(-1)P J* +2.....kG.. . I
.

P=0 2 .....k;1) i2=0 iP+1=O
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In the new identity, the left-hand side coincides with the right-hand side of
(5.16), while the right-hand side becomes

n12 ntn+i

o
,L(v+2), x(k)),[, (- 1)p 1 * L\1*D+2.... k I' .. I g(:f:c1), 17ci22I, n(P+1)°

L +1
P=O 2.....k;p i2" iD+1=0

(1) 2) t(p+1) (p+2) (k)02 .....'p+lf('t' , i2 , ,sin+1 1 2 x

k-1 nil nzD+1

+ 1 j)+1 I* 0 * ... I g(?i(1) m3, i) x(D+z) x(k)

P=0 2.....k;11 i1=0 in+1=0

t(1) (in+1p+1), ,,(p+2)° X(k)). (5.17)

It remains to show that this expression is equal to the right-hand side of
(5.14). Indeed, the terms corresponding to p = 0 on the right-hand side of
(5.14) and in the first part of (5.17) are the same. Similarly, the term corre-
sponding top = k on the right-hand side of (5.14) is equal to the term corre-
sponding top = k - I in the second part of (5.17). Finally, if 0 < p < k,
the corresponding group of terms in (5.14) can be split into two parts ac-
cording to the effect of the operator I*, namely, the sum of all the terms
in which 1 appears as a subscript of i * and the sum of all the other terms;
now the first part is identical with the term corresponding to the same
value of p in the first part of (5.17), whereas the second part is identical with
the term corresponding top - 1 in the second part of (5.17). 0

EXAMPLE 5.3. To elucidate the complex formula (5.14), let us write
down the case k = 2 in detail. We get
in-1 n-1

gg t
f (Si+1, 5,+1)(g( +i, i+1) - g(Ti+i, 'ii ) - +l) +

g(7il), 17(2)))

i=o i=0

= g(1, Of (1, 1) - g(1, O) f (1, 0) - g(0, 1) f (0, 1) + g(0, 0) f (0, 0)
In

- G g(nii), 1)(f (i+1, 1) - .f ( il), 1))
i=0
in

+ g(i7t1), 0)(.f(4i+)1, 0)
-f((1),

0))
i=0

n

bz)))g(1,
?7(fa))(f(1,

J+1) - f(11
j=0

n
{+ g(0, j2))(f (O, i+1) - { (0, (2)))

j=0

nn n
{+

j2))(.f(
i+1, j+1) - J

e'2))

£=0 j=0 1

- f (S (1), i}l) + f ($in, i2)))
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THEOREM 5.5: Koksma-Hlawka Inequality. Let f (x) be of bounded
variation on Ik in the sense of Hardy and Krause. Let w be the finite sequence
of points x1, . . . , x,,,\, in Ik, and let denote the projection of the
sequence w on the (k - p)-dimensional face of Ik defined by x('1)
xUn) = 1. Then we have

N A f(x») -51(x) dx
k

< Dv((0p+1.....k)V(n)(f(... ,1, ... ,1)),
D=1 1..... B:D

(5.18)

where V(p)(f (... , 1, ... , 1)) denotes the p-dimensional variation of
f (x(1), ... , X(P), 1, ... , 1) on Ip in the sense of Vitali and where the term
of the sum corresponding to p = k is understood to be D*(w)V(k)(f ).
The discrepancy D* is computed in the face of Ik in which wD+1.....k
is contained.

PROOF. For a subset M of Ik, we abbreviate the counting function
A(M; N; w) by A(M). We define a function g on Ik by

g(x) = g(x(", ... , x(k)) = 1 A([O, xu)) x ... x [0, x(k))) - x(1) ... x(k)
N

We note that
D*(w) = sup Ig(x)

xejk

(5.19)

and

Dv(wn+1.....k) =
(1) sup,

Ig(x(1), ... , x(n), 1, ... , 1)I
(x .....x )G71,

For 1 <n (x(,),. .. 'X (k)

By an admissible double partition of Ik, we shall mean a pair (P, Q) of
partitions P and Q of Ik satisfying the following conditions. First of all,
P consists of the k sequences ijot), 1'), ... , mr (j = l , ... , k), and Q
consists of the k sequences air)

. ;+1 (j = 1, . . . , k), and these
are related by

0 = oJ) = 7102) <- eli) <'qiJ) < zr) < n2(j) 5 ... < n 121; _ +1 = 1

forj=1,...,k. (5.20)

Moreover, for each j = 1, . . . , k, the sequence 1'), ... , should at
least contain the numbers xlJ), ... , xN).

With such an admissible double partition, we can apply Lemma 5.2 with
the given function f and the function g from (5.19). First, studying the
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left-hand side of (5.14), we obtain

911 1-1 in k-1
t(1) (k) (1) (k)... f(Si1+1, ... ,(k+1)

11=O Zk=O

1111-1 Znk-1I ... ` { g11 0 0 A 71l') x= -
N 1

`,r J (S 1+1, . , 7k+D 1..-k ([ , ?1
1=0 ik=o

Now

DISCREPANCY

x [0, 277A'))

1111-1 nik-1. . (S1+1> .. , ik+l) A1,...,k'qi1 ... 97ix (5.21)
91 .0 Zk'=0

A1....,kA([O, ?7i1') x . . . x [0, ?71k)))

= Al.....k-1(A([O,'7i;') x ... x [0, r1ix+1)) - A([0,
n+I x . . x [0, ?1 )))

= 01,...,k-1\
A([0,

,17(1)) x ... x [0, ?7(k-1)) X
ik_1 ?k

7(k)
,

7k7(x'+l
(1) (k) (k)= A(['/t1 11+1) X x

Thus, the first term on the right-hand side of (5.21) reduces to

1
1111_1 Ink-1

(1) (k) (1) (1) (k) (k)

N
... f ( i1+1, ... , X ... x ?7ik-I-1)). (5.22)

i1=o ik=o

Hence, only those k-tuples (i1, ... , ii,) have to be taken into account for
which there is an x,,, 1 < ii < N, in the interval [?1i;','1zi+1) x x

(k) (k)But whenever this happens, the condition (5.20) and the ad-[?7ik , 97'k+')'
ditional condition on Q imply that x,, +1). Therefore,
(5.22) is nothing else but f Consequently, the left-hand side
of (5.14) reads

1 !v 9,11-1 991k-1
(1) (k) (1) (k) (5.23)f (211) - ... If (i1+1, . .

. , (k+1)
N n=1 i1=o ik=O

Now let us take a look at the right-hand side of (5.14). The important
fact we need is that g(x) = 0 whenever at least one coordinate of x vanishes,
and moreover, g(1, . . . , 1) = 0. The term corresponding to p = 0 on the
right-hand side of (5.14), namely, Al kg(x(1), ... , 2(k.)) f (x(1), ... , 2(1)), is
therefore zero. Furthermore, for 1 < p < k, only those terms are left where
all the variables 2(P+1), . , 2(k) are replaced by 1. It follows that the right-
hand side of (5.14) reduces to

k 9ft1 9119

(-1)P * ... 807(1) ,7(v)
1 1)

1) (D)

' 1, .. , 1). (5.24)
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We have thus established the identity between the expressions in (5.23) and
in (5.24). Now we estimate the absolute value of (5.24). An upper bound is
certainly given by

k m 1 111 p

p=1 1.... , k; p 11=0 1 p=0

I A1,....p.f ( i1 ), . . , dip , 1, . .. , 1)I.

The absolute value involving g can be bounded uniformly by
the remaining sum over i1, ... , in is dominated by V(p)(f (... , 1, ... , 1)).
This entails

1 N
J (xu)

1111-1 mk-S- .. f (S i1+1.. . , 1k+1) A1,....k'7i1 Ik
N 11=1 11=o ik=0

S * D,v(wn+l,...,k)V(p)( (5.25)
p=l 1.... , k; D

01
(k) (1) (1) (k) (k)We remark that A...... 271k - ('/t1+S _ 21 ) 0ik+l - 271k ), and

therefore, (5.20) implies that the sum over i1, ... , ik on the left of (5.25)
is nothing else but a Riemann sum for f pk f (x) dx. The other terms in (5.25)
are independent of the chosen admissible double partition (P, Q). The proof
is therefore completed by letting (P, Q) run through a sequence of admissible
double partitions with

max max ?7;.1)) , 0. (5.26)
1575k 05i< m)

Along the same lines, a multidimensional companion to Example 5.1
can be shown to exist.

THEOREM 5.6. Let f (x) be a function on I for which the partial derivative
alf/ax(1) ax(k) is continuous on P. For a finite sequence w of points
x1, ... , xN, in Ik, we have then

f (xn) -fp.l (x) dx
N u=1 k

Jrp

k r
S I G* D,V(wn+1....,k)

P=1 1..... k; p

apf(xa) x(n)
1 1)

ax(1) ... ax(p)
dx(1) ... dx(p), (5.27)

where and have the same meaning as in Theorem
5.5. Moreover, for p = k, the symbol is understood to be w.

PROOF. Let g(x) be defined by (5.19). We have shown that the expressions
in (5.23) and (5.24) are identical for a given admissible double partition.
We observed also that the second term in (5.23) is a Riemann sum for the
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integral f7k f (x) dx. Now the sum

9fl1 flip

g0m 111,), 1, . . , 1) A1......j(e71), eip), 1, 1)L.
2P=0

occurring in (5.24) is a Riemann-Stieltjes sum for the Riemann-Stieltjes
integral f p, g(x(1), ... , x(P), 1, . . . , 1)df (x(1), . . . , x(P), 1, ... , 1), the latter
being equal to the Riemann integral

D (1) (p)

( g(2(1) ... , x(p), 1, ... , 1) a f (z
X. a21,)... , 1)dx ... dx

JP

Therefore, if we choose a sequence of admissible double partitions satisfying
(5.26), then we arrive at the identity

N k

g(2(1) ... , x(P) 1, ... , 1)I f(xll) -fl, f(x) dx = I (-1)" *
fjIPN n=1 P=1 1.....k;n

apf(x(1), . , x(P), 1,
. , 1) dx(1) ... dx(p). (5.28)

ax(1) . . . ax(P)

Taking absolute values and estimating Jg(x(1), ... , x(P), 1, ... , 1)1 by
D*((uP+1....,Ic), we obtain the desired inequality. U

Good Lattice Points

We indicate how a certain kind of low-discrepancy sequences used in numer-
ical integration can be found.

THEOREM 5.7. Let p be a prime number and k > 2. Then there exists a
lattice point g = (gl, . . . , gj, with 1 < g/ < p - 1 for 1 < j < k, such
that the discrepancy D, of the sequence ((n/p)g), n = 1, 2, ... , p, satisfies

log' p
DP < Cx , (5.29)

P

where CI; is an effectively computable constant only depending on k.

PROOF. We use the theorem of Erdos-Turan-Koksma (see notes in
Section 2) with the same notation introduced there. Let g = (g1i . . . , g,,,)

be a lattice point with 1 < g/ < p - 1 for 1 < j < k. Applying the said
theorem with in = p - 1, we obtain

D,, :!!g
1 e2pi(n/P)(h.g)C +P- 1 0< 111III <n r(h) P fl=1 )
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Now the exponential sum occurring here is either 0 or p, depending on
whether (h,g) # 0 (mod p)/or (h,g) - 0 (mod p). Therefore,

Dp < CI 1 + I 1.-'(h) ).
p - 1 o<Ilhll<p

<h,g>--0(mod p)

To prove our result, it thus suffices to show that there exists g for which

11-1(h) < Ch log' P
0<Ilhll<p p

<h,g>=0(mod p)

This is accomplished by an averaging procedure. We consider the sum

S
1

* 1 11(h), (5.30)(p - 1)k 0 < Ijhjl <p
<h,g>°0(mod p)

where Jg* denotes the sum over all (p - 1)k lattice points g running in the
competition. We count how often a fixed lattice point h = (h1, . . . , hk) with
0 < 11h 1l < p occurs in the inner sum in (5.30). This will happen as often as
there are lattice points g = (g1, . . . , gk) of the type under consideration
for which

h1g1 + + hkgk = 0 (mod p). (5.31)

We note that hf 0 0 (mod p) for some coordinate h5 of h. To satisfy the
congruence (5.31), we may therefore pick arbitrary g1, . . . , gi_1, g9+1, ... ,
g, the remaining number g; being uniquely determined in the least residue
system mod p. Of course, g1 may turn out to be zero, thus producing no
acceptable lattice point g; but, at any rate, the number of g satisfying (5.31)
can be at most (p - 1)1-1. Consequently, we get

S 5 1 1 I ,-(h) <? I I .-'(h).
p - 1 o<Ilhll<p p 0<_I1h1l<p

Now
p-1 p-1

1rlh Lam.

05llhll <p
( ) hl=-

+1 max (1, Ih1I) . . . max (1, I hkl )(v1
1

k p-1
k

h= +1 max (1, IhI) \3 + 2h= h

For p Z 3, we have 3 + 21;=2 1/h < 3 + 2 log p < 5 log p. It is verified by
inspection that this upper bound also holds for p = 2. Altogether, we have
shown

S < 2
(5 log p)k.

P
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It follows from the definition of S that there is a lattice point g for which

<
1 < r 1(h) <

P
(5 log p)k (5.32)

o
<h,g> II0(mod 9,)

EXAMPLE 5.4. Lattice points g that satisfy condition (5.32) might be
called good lattice points (modulo p). Let us exhibit how these lattice points
may be used in numerical integration. Suppose f is a function on IRk repre-
sented by the multiple Fourier series f (x) _ 1,, c,,eza`<h,x>, where the sum is
over all lattice points h in 7L1. Assume that the Fourier coefficients ch with
h 54 0 satisfy Ichl < Mr°(h) for some constants M > 0 and q > 1. The
Fourier series is then absolutely and uniformly convergent. Choose a prime
p and a good lattice point g mod p. We note that the Fourier coefficient c,,
corresponding to h = 0 is just f Ik f (x) dx. Therefore,

vI f g-f f (x) dx
p vn= 1 p k

1 u

h
111111>0 p 11=1

I c, < M r °(h).
IIh1l>0 Ilh1I>0

<h,g>=0(mod i)) <h,0= o(mod p)

We split up this last sum into two parts. We first consider the sum over those
h for which all coordinates are multiples of p; that is, h = pa with a lattice
point a 0 0. We observe that for those h, the condition (h, g) = 0 (mod p)
holds automatically. We have

I r °(h) < p-1 I r '(a)
h=ya a

II a 11>0
00 00

= P ° y ... Y (max (1,1a11))-° ... (max (1,1akl))-°

al=-oo ak=-a

a k I m k

= P ° (max (1, lal))-° = p' I 1 + 21a-°I

= p`0(1 + (5.33)

where C denotes the Riemann zeta-function.
Let the sum over the remaining lattice points h be denoted by 1. These

lattice points are uniquely represented in the form h = h* + pa with a
lattice point a and a lattice point h* _ (hl*, . . . , htt) satisfying

(h*, g) = 0 (mod p), II h* II > 0, and - < 1i * <

2

for 1 < j < k. (5.34)

Therefore,
r -'(h* + pa), (5.35)

a h*
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where Ih. stands for the sum over all h* satisfying (5.34). We claim that

r(h* + pa) > r(h*)r(a). (5.36)
It suffices to show that

max (1, Ih,* + pa;I) > max (1, Ih,*. I) max (1, Ia;I) (5.37)

holds for 1 < j < k, where a = (a,i . . . , ax). But (5.37) is trivial whenever
h* = 0 or a; = 0. If both h* and a; are nonzero, then

l h* + pa,I >_ p I a,I - Ih,*I >_ p Ia,I - 2 = 2 (2 Iarl - 1) z Iii;`I Ia,I,

and so (5.37) is shown in all cases. From (5.35) and (5.36) we infert.-a/h*)a
h a l

.*G < I G* r Q(h*))' a(a) = (I r v(a)) (ho

The first sum was already evaluated explicitly in (5.33), namely,

I r-1(a) = (1 +
a

Recalling that g is a good lattice point, we obtain for the second sum

I* r Q(h*) < 1-'(11) < ( )' I(h)h o<IIhII < n o<

Q

IIhII<n<h,g)=OGnodn) Ch,4)=ofmodD)

Q

< 2
(5 log p)F'Q.

P

Thus, we finally arrive at the inequality

1 If (-' g) -J f(x) dx < M(1 + 1 + 24(5 log P)k4

P
t_I p

3x p4

and so at an error term of the order (log p)kQlp4.

Notes

Theorem 5.1 is from Koksma [6]. For a special case, see P61ya and Szego [1, II. Abschn.,
Aufg. 9]. Earlier investigations in this direction mostly concentrated on sums of the type
(11N)E. ({na}) where a is irrational and f is a Bernoulli polynomial (note that in this
case ju f (t) dt = 0). The first result seems to be due to Lerch [1], who showed

N
({na} - a) = O(log N)

n=1

for a with bounded partial quotients, thereby answering problems posed by Franel [1, 21.
The subject was taken up again by Hecke [1], Ostrowski [1], Hardy and Littlewood
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[3, 41, and Behnke [1, 2]. A detailed account of these results can be found in Koksma
[4, Kap. 9]. More recent references are Hartman [2], Sos [1], Mikolas [1], and Lesca [5].
For results on (1/N)E;' 1({q"a} - 1/2) with irrational a. and an integerq > 1, see Korobov
[3, 4, 6].

An interesting unsolved problem occurs in connection with Corollary 5.1 (see Exercises
5.7, 5.8, and 5.9). Van der Corput and Pisot [1] proved the weaker inequality

_ N e2rix, S 27rDN.
N

The first result of this type is in Behnke [2]. Postnikova [4] estimates these exponential
sums, given the distribution of the x,, in intervals of small length (see Judin [1] for a
multidimensional version). A number of integral identities such as Theorems 5.2 and
5.3 were given by Koksma [7]. See also Koksma [9, 13] and Exercises 5.12, 5.13, 5.32,
and 5.33 for further results along these lines.

Theorem 5.4 was found by Niederreiter [5]. The upper bound 3ND*M(1/N) in Corollary
5.2 is an unpublished result of Koksma mentioned in Koksma [16]. In an arbitrary number
k of dimensions, an upper bound for the integration error of the form

(21k-1 + 1)M([D`, 1]-1lk),

where M is the modulus of continuity of the continuous integrand f, was established by
Hlawka [26], who also has error estimates for arbitrary Riemann-integrable functions in
1k. See also Niederreiter [5, 13]. Error estimates for special sequences can be found in
Polya and Szego [1, II. Abschn., Aufg. 10-12] and Chui [1]. Some extensions of Koksma's
inequality in the one-dimensional case were shown by Helmberg [7] and Hlawka and
Muck [1].

The generalization of Koksma's inequality to several dimensions was first achieved by
Hlawka [12]. The notion of bounded variation employed here was introduced by Hardy
[1] and Krause [1] in their work on double Fourier series. A treatment of this concept
of variation may also be found in Hobson [1, Sections 253 and 254] and H. Hahn [1, p.
539 ff.]. Our proofs of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.5 follow Zaremba [3]. In a different
context-namely, when estimating the error between a multiple sum and its approxi-
mation by a simple sum-Korobov [22] arrives by analogous methods at an inequality
that has a striking similarity to the Koksma-Hlawka inequality.

Theorem 5.6 was again first proved by Hlawka [11, 12]. Our proof uses the method of
Zaremba [3]. A similar inequality was given by Sobol' [3, 7]. Zaremba [3] shows an
estimate for the integration error in terms of the LZ discrepancy. An account of Zaremba's
method is also given in Halton [4]. For a special case, see Sobol' [3]. Based on Theorem
5.6, one obtains generalizations of Corollary 5.1 to several dimensions (see Hlawka [11]
and Exercise 5.25). For other applications, see Hlawka and Muck [2].

Koksma's inequality may be generalized to more abstract settings. Niederreiter [1]
established such an inequality for compact abelian groups with countable base. The
special case of the group of p-adic integers was treated earlier by Beer [1]. Using a com-
pletely different notion of discrepancy, K. Schmidt [3] has shown analogues of Koksma's
inequality for locally compact abelian groups with countable base. Niederreiter [1] also
has an estimate for the integration error in terms of the Fourier coefficients of the integrand.

Numerical integration methods based on the sequences of van der Corput-Halton and
Hammersley and variants thereof were studied by Sobol' [1, 2, 3, 6, 7]. See Sobol' [4, 7]
and K. Schmidt and Zinterhof [1] for numerical integration in the infinite-dimensional
unit cube.
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Our exposition of Theorem 5.7 and Example 5.4 is based on results of Hlawka [14, 17].
The first investigations along these lines were carried out by Korobov [15, 16]. He restricts
his attention to lattice points of the form g = (1, a, a2, . . . , al'-1) ("optimal coefficients").
A detailed exposition can be found in Korobov [20]. The order of magnitude of the inte-
gration error that he obtains is the same as Hlawka's. There are many Russian papers
on optimal coefficients, among them Bahvalov [1, 2], Bahvalov, Korobov, and Cencov
[1], Korobov [17, 22],9ahov [2], Saltykov [1], $arygin [1, 2], Solodov [1, 2, 41, and
Stoyantsev [1]. An exposition of the subject is also given in Sobol' [7]. Concerning the
explicit construction of good lattice points, see Zaremba [1, 6] and Hua and Wang [2, 3].
Numerical data are compiled in Haber [4] and Maisonneuve [1]. Further theoretical
results on good lattice points can be found in Zaremba [4, 9, 10, 11]. Related problems
are discussed in Hsu [1], Hua and Wang [1], and Haber and Osgood [1, 2]. A heuristic
approach to the subject is presented in Conroy [1].

The basic result for still another number-theoretical integration method is described in
Exercise 5.22. The method goes back to Richtmyer [1, 2] and Peck [1], who considered
the multidimensional case with an integrand satisfying restrictions as in Example 5.4.
Similar ideas were used by Bass and Guillod [1]. For the one-dimensional case, see Bass
[2], J.-P. Bertrandias [1], and Couot [1]. For the multidimensional case, see Haselgrove
[1], Couot [2], Zinterhof [1] (based on A. Baker [1]), and Niederreiter [11]. The method was
improved decisively by Haselgrove [11 and Niederreiter [13]. Numerical data can be found
in Davis and Rabinowitz [1] and Roos and Arnold [1]. For further remarks, see Jagerman
[3] and Richtmyer, Devaney, and Metropolis [1]. As to the restrictions on the integrand
mentioned in Example 5.4, see Haselgrove [1], Hlawka [14], Korobov [20], Niederreiter
[11], 9arygin [1], and Zaremba [5] for transforming a nonperiodic integrand into a periodic
one, and Zaremba [3] for more tractable sufficient conditions. See also Exercise 5.26.

Hlawka [15, 17], Niederreiter [13], and Zaremba [7] showed that number-theoretical
integration methods can be adapted to work for more general classes of integration domains.
Sobol' [8] handles certain improper integrals by these methods. The paper of Hlawka
and Kuich [1] is a continuation of Hlawka [15]. For a certain general class of integration
domains, Solodov [3] shows that the method of optimal coefficients produces satisfactory
results.

The above number-theoretical methods have been successfully applied to other areas.
A rather immediate application is to integral equations. Russian authors such as Sarygin
[1], Sahov [1], and Korobov [19, 20] use optimal coefficients, whereas Hlawka [13, 17]
and Hlawka and Kreiter [1] work with low-discrepancy sequences (some of which are
constructed by means of good lattice points). Other interesting applications are to inter-
polation problems: Hlawka [18, 20, 22], Korobov [19], Rjaben'kil [11, Sarygin [2],
Smoljak [1], Zinterhof [1]. Korobov [22] uses his method of optimal coefficients to approxi-
mately compute multiple sums. Rjaben'kil [2] applies it to the Cauchy problem. In a
series of papers, Hlawka [19, 21, 23] studies applications to kinetic gas theory.

Expository accounts of number-theoretical and other integration methods are given in
Beresin and Shidkow [1], Davis and Rabinowitz [2], Haber [3], Halton [3], Hammersley
and Handscomb [1, Chapter 3], Hlawka [17], Korobov [20], Shreider [1], and Zaremba
[2].

Exercises

5.1. Indicate briefly why every function of bounded variation on [0, 1] is
Riemann-integrable on [0, 11,
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5.2. Carry out the following alternative proof of Koksma's inequality,
which avoids the use of Riemann-Stieltjes integrals: Let 0 = to <
t1 < .. < tF+1 = 1 be a subdivision of [0, 1] and define I, = [t1, t;+1)
for 0 <j < k. Let g be a step function corresponding to that sub-
division, that is,

g(x) = l a5c1J(x) for 0 < x < 1, g(1) = a,v+11
1=0

where ao, ... , ak+l are arbitrary real numbers. Prove the identity
,v

ff

1

N I -Jo g(x) dx

= N L,1 oai(c[o.tt+1)(xm) - C[o.tJ)(x,:) - t1+1 + t1)

for any N given points x1, ... , x,.,, in L
5.3. Using Abel's summation formula in the identity of Exercise 5.2, prove

that Koksma's inequality holds for the step function g.
5.4. Let f be a function of bounded variation V(f) on [0, 1], and consider

a subdivision of [0, 1] as in Exercise 5.2. Let f1(x) be the lower Darboux
step function corresponding to f and the subdivision, that is, f1(x) _
- o aic1J(x) for 0 < x < 1, and f, (1) = f (1), where a, = infxcl1 f (x)
for 0 < j < k. Prove that V(f1) < V(f ).

5.5. Prove the same assertion as in the preceding exercise for the upper
Darboux step function f2.

5.6. Based on the results of Exercises 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, prove Koksma's
inequality for f.

5.7. For N > 1, define c,v = sup,, (1/ND*(w)) IIN1 ez"ix" , where the
supremum is extended over all finite sequences co of N real numbers
x1i...,x,v.Prove that 2 <c,v<4forallN> 1.

5.8. In the notation of the preceding exercise, show that c1 = 2.
5.9. In the notation of Exercise 5.7, show that

4 sin vrxc2= max
o_<xS1/21 + 2x

5.10. Prove that if f has a continuous derivative on [0, 1 ], then f is of bounded
variation on [0, 1 ] and V(f) = f o I f'(t)I dt. Give a detailed argument
not using Riemann-Stieltjes integrals.

5.11. Prove that for any constant c < 1 there exists a finite sequence x1, ...
x,v in I, where N may depend on c, such that I (1 /N)I 1 x,, - 1/21 >
cD*,. Hint: Consider sequences of the form

1 2 N-in0,...,0,N,N,..
Nwith I<m<N. "d
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5.12. For given points x1 < x2 < < xN in I, let RN(t) be defined as in
Section 2. Verify the identity

jR72(t)
1 N 2n-12

d t = N 2>t - 2N

)2

+
12

5.13. Let x1, ... , xN be as in the preceding exercise, let f be a continuous
function on [0, 1], and put F(t) = f0 'f (u) du for 0 < t < 1. Then

N

J
RN2(t) df (t) = 2N2J 1F(t) d t + 2N I xn f (xn)

" n=1
N N N

- 2N I F(x,,) - 21 of (x,,) + I J(xn)
n-1 n=1 n=1

5.14. Prove that the identity in Exercise 5.13 includes the identity in Example
5.2 as a special case.

5.15. Prove in detail that for a continuous function f on [0, 1] its modulus
of continuity M satisfies limb-o+o M(h) = 0.

5.16. Verify the following property of the modulus of continuity M of a
function f: If M(h) = o(h) as h -> 0 + 0, then f is a constant function.

5.17. Exhibit a class of nonconstant functions for which M(h) = 0(h) as
h-*0+0.

5.18. Let f be an arbitrary continuous function on [0, 1 ] with modulus of
continuity M1, and let g be a continuous function from [0, 1] onto
[0, 1] with modulus of continuity M2. Show that the modulus of
continuity M of the composite function f o g satisfies M < M1 o M2.
Give an example which shows that in general M 34 M1 o M2.

5.19. Construct an example that shows that the bound 3ND*M(1/N)
established in Corollary 5.2 may tend to infinity as N-- oo, even
though the sequence (x,,) is u.d. mod 1.

5.20. Let f be a continuous function on [0, 1] with Fourier coefficients
ah = fof(x)e-""' dx, h E71, such that the infinite series j'.1 h I ahi

is convergent. Prove that f (x) = l'.-. ahe2nil,x

5.21. For a function f such as in the preceding exercise and for a finite
sequence x1, ... , x", in I with discrepancy show that the following
inequality holds:

1 f(x,,) -f 1(x) dx I < 8DN Ih lahl.
N o h=1

5.22. Let a be an irrational number of finite type 77 = s. Let f be a periodic
function with period 1, and suppose that f is represented by the
Fourier series f(t) _ jm_. che21riht for which there exist positive
constants M and A such that Ichl < M lhh-g_a for all h 34 0. Prove that

1N I f (na) -fo.f (t) dt = 0 (N)'
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5.23. Prove in detail that a function f on I', k > 2, that depends on less
than k variables satisfies V(k)(f) = 0.

5.24. Let g = (g(1), . . . , g(k)) be a lattice point distinct from the origin.
Then we have

f
1 1 cos g(k)x(k)) dx(1) ... dx(k) = 2

Jo J0 sin '7r

5.25. Suppose g = (g(1), ... , g(k)) is a lattice point distinct from the origin
and that x1, . . . , are N points in I' with discrepancy D. Using the
result of the preceding exercise, prove that

Al 2ni<B,X n)

N G=1

2 k

< H (1 + 2ir Ig(?)I) - 1 D,,.
7T i=1

5.26. Let f be an arbitrary Riemann-integrable function on P. Prove that
the function g on IA' defined by

9+('+'1, xk) = 2-k j(e1 + (-1)`1x1i 6k. + (-1)EAxk)
el .....EA'
cj=0.1

has period I in each variable, that is, g(x1, ... ) xj-1i 0, '+'i+x, ... , xk) _
g(x1, . .. , xi-1, 1, xi+1, ... , xk) for all x1, .. , xi-1, xi+1, . . . , xk and
all j = 1, . . . , k. Show also that f Ik f (x) dx = f 7l g(x) A.

5.27. Let P(Q)(g) be the sum occurring in Example 5.4, namely,

P(Q)(g) _ I r-Q(h).
h >

0,0-0(mod D)

Let F be the function on Ik defined by
A, Ez

3
-F(x) = F(x1, ... , xk)

=
IT ( 1 +

Show first that F can be continued to IRk so as to have period I in
each variable. Prove that P(z)(g) is just the error committed when
integrating F(x) over P by means of the sequence generated by g, that
is,

P(z)(g)= 1IFIng1-fAF(x)dx .

P n=1 p 111 I

5.28. Find an interpretation for P(4)(g) similar to the one given for P(2)(g)
in the preceding exercise.

5.29. Show that In1 ({x + (nlN)} -) _ {Nx} - z holds for any real
number x and for any positive integer N.

5.30. Let a and b be two positive integers which are relatively prime. Prove
that f0 ({ax) - J)((bx) - 2) A = 1/12ab.
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5.31. Let a,, ... , ar, be positive integers, and set S,v(x) _ J., , ({a,,.x} -
Evaluate fo S, ,(x) dx.

5.32. With a,, ... , a,,, and Sv(x) as in the preceding exercise, prove the
identity

1 1 (a aSN2(x)dx=- " n
0 12 m7=1 [an,, a.R]

5.33. For an integer a > 2, put S,v(x) = J 1 ({a'nx} - -). Prove that

ISN2(x)dx= a+1 N - a (1- 1
Jo 12(a - 1) 6(a - 1)2 \ a`v)

5.34. Prove that for any constant c < 4 there exists a finite sequence x1i ...
x,v in I, where Nmay depend on c, such that I(1/N):En 1 cD*.
Hint: Consider sequences of the form

1 2 1 k 1 k

N-2 N-1
N

,
N

,1-e,...,1-e,

with N > 4 even, I < k < N12, and e > 0 sufficiently small.

6. QUANTITATIVE DIFFERENCE THEOREMS

Discrepancy of Difference Sequences

Let co be a finite sequence consisting of the N real numbers x1, ... , x,v.
Let T be the finite sequence consisting of the N2 differences xk - x1,
1 < k, j < N, in some order. We are interested in the relation between
the discrepancies of the two sequences.

THEOREM 6.1. If D = D,v((o) denotes the discrepancy of w, and F =
D,vz(T) denotes the discrepancy of r, then

D < Ilog FI) (6.1)

holds with an absolute constant c.

PROOF. For a positive integer r, we put Sr.(w) = IN 1 exp (rx;) and
Sr(T) _ exp (r(xk - x1)), where exp (t) = e2ntr for t e R. We have

= Sr(T).I5r(w)I2 = S,(w)S,(w) = (.1 exp (rx1)) ( exp (-rx,))
,_i r_j
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Let in be a positive integer that will be specified later on. By (2.42), we obtain

11 1'"1
D < cl `l' - I - IS,((,)) I

111 N,-1 r
with an absolute constant el. Now apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to
the sum (1/1') jSr(w)I = z` 1 (1/1.)112((1/1') ISr(w)I2)112. Then

c1 c ,r: 1 1/2( n
1

1/2

D
< n1 + N( r) \ 1'

I Sr(w)12)

But T11 (1/r) < 1 + log in and
m 1 ne 1 N N nt 1

Sr(w)1 2 = I - Sr(T) exp xr))) < VN2F
r=1 1' r=1 r k=1 J=1 r=1 1'

by Example 5.1, where V = f 1 1 f'(x)I dx with f (x) (1/r) exp (rx).
Therefore,

D < c + cl(1 + log in)1/2(VF)112.

In

We estimate now V = 2740 IyT=1 exp (rx)I dx for n1 Z 2. We write

Jo

11 in

exp (rx)
r=1

r1/rn ni

dx =J I exp (rx) dx
o r=1

1-1/m rn

+ I I eXp (rx)
1/7n r=1

1 in

dx

(6.2)

+
IY_ exp(rx)Idx.

1-1/nn r=1

For the first and the last integral, we use the trivial estimate 1 exp (1'x) <
in, and so, these integrals are each at most 1. We note that m 1 exp (rx) <
1/sin 7rxfor0<x<1.Butsin7rx>2xfor0<x< ,and sin 7rxZ2-
2x for I < x < 1, and therefore,

r1 -1/m na
1 1/2 dx 1

1-1/vn dx
J

I I exp(rx)Idx<-J --}-- f =log {log in.
m r=1 2 1/na x 2 1/2 1 - X

Altogether, we have shown V < 27r(2 + log
z

+ log in), and so,

V < 47r(1 + log in). (6.3)

The inequality (6.3) holds for in = 1 as well. Going back to (6.2), we derive
the inequality

L,D < + c2(1 + log m)V F.
in

Now we put in = (F-1/2], and we arrive at (6.1). 0
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Using some ideas from the above proof, we can now establish a quan-
titative version of van der Corput's theorem (see Chapter 1, Theorem 3.1).
Let co be a finite sequence of N real numbers x1, ... , x,,,,. For 1 < j < N - 1,
let wJ be the sequence of N - j differences xJ+1 - x1i xJ+2 - x2, ... , xN -
xN-J We estimate the discrepancy of w in terms of the discrepancies of the
sequences w1.

THEOREM 6.2. Let D = DN(c)) be the discrepancy of w, and let DO) _
D,v_J(wj) be the discrepancy of co,. Then, for every integer H with 1 < H <
N, we have

D < cB(1 + Ilog BI), (6.4)

(N - j)D(J))1/2 and cisanabsoluteconstant.whereB = H -111(t + (1/N) Y

PROOF. We have shown in the proof of the preceding theorem that

c c m 1 1/2

D < m + N (1 + log m)1/21* ISr(w)12) (6.5)

for any positive integer in. To estimate ISr((o)I2, we use the fundamental
inequality (see Chapter 1, Lemma 3.1) with it,, = exp (rx ). We obtain for
every H with 1 < H < N:

H2ISr(w)12 < (H + N - 1)HN
H-1 N-h

+ 2(H + N - 1) (H - h) Re exp (r(xn+h - xn))
h.=1 n=1

H-1
< 2HN2 + 2(H + N - 1),j (H - h)Re Sr(wh),

h=1

where S (w) _ J O V- ' ' exp 7 (x - x. j). It follows that

H-1
Sr(w)I2 < 2N2H-1 + 2(H + N - 1)H-2 1 (H - h) Re SD((oh)

h=1

Using J.".1 (1/r) < 1 + log in, we arrive at

ISr(0)I2 < 2N2H-1(1 + log in)
r=1 1'

+ 2(H + N - 1)H-2 1(H - h) Re 1 Sr(wh). (6.6)
h=1 r=1 7'

By Example 5.1, we have
m 1 N-h m 1

Re - Sr(wh) = Re - exp xn))
r=1 i' n=1 r=1 i'

L, (xn+h - xn) < (N - h)VDcI`>, (6.7)
n=1
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where f and V have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Combining (6.3), (6.6), and (6.7), we obtain

711 11
- I 2N2H-1(1 + log in)

r=1 ]'
11-1

+ 167rNH-1(1 + log in) I (N - h)Dt'`1
A=1

< 167rN2(1 + log m)B2.

Returning to (6.5), we arrive at

D :!!g
cl

+ c3B(1 + log in).
in

If B < 1, we put in = [1/B], and the result follows. If B > 1, then we put
in = [B], and the proof is complete. 0

An Integral Identity

In connection with Theorem 6.1, the following integral identity may also
be of interest. Let x1, ... , xN be N real numbers. For two real numbers a
and 9 with a. < fl < a + 1, let A(a, /9) be the number of x,,, 1 < n < N,
which lie mod 1 in [a., 9). Define the error term R,N,(a, /9) by RAG, /9) =
A(a, /9) - N(/4 - a). Likewise, let R*V2(a, /9) be the error term relative to
the N2 real numbers xk. - x, with 1 < k, j < N, that is, R*N12(0t,14) = A * (a., /1) -
N2(1 - a) with A* (o,, /9) having the obvious meaning.

THEOREM 6.3. With the above notations, the identity

R,\, 2(a - t, a + t) da. =j R,*, 2(-a., a) dot (6.8)
0 0

holds for all t with 0 < t

PROOF. For a. and /9 with a < 19 < a + 1, let c(a, /3, u) be the charac-
teristic function of [a., /9) mod 1; that is, c(a., /9, it) = 1 if a < u < /9 (mod 1),
and = 0 otherwise. Then for any t, 0 < t < , and for any it we have

and also

f/`1

0

c(a-t,a+t,it)da=2t, (6.9)

fc(a'. a+t,u)c(a-t,a+t,v)da
= (2t - (it - v) if (u - v) < 2t

0 otherwise.
(6.10)
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Furthermore, if 0 < T < , we have evidently

167

I

If 0 < t < the

r
c(-a,a,w)da=

0

n we obtain from (6

1 T- (w) if (w) :!g -r

0 otherwise.

.10) and (6.11) the identity

(6.11)

r

J
lc(a - t, a + t, u)c(a - t, a + t, v) da =J Zfc(-a, a, it - v) da.. (6.12)

0 0

Nofo

RN 2(a - t, a + t) da = 1
N

1c(. - t, a + t, xk)c(a - t, a + f, xj) da
k,i=1 0

N 1

- 4tN
J

c(a - t, a + t, da -}- 4t2N2
m=1 0

N r2:
_ J c(-a, a, a:k - x;) da - 4t2N2,

k,9=1 0

according to (6.9) and (6.12), So

1 2t/ N
I c(-LX, -xi)-2ocN2)da.

0 0

r9t
=Jo RA12(-a, a) da.

Notes

Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, which are the strongest of their kind presently known, are from
Cassels [8]. In fact, Cassels shows that Theorem 6.1 is best possible in the following sense:
Let qq(F) be any function of F tending arbitrarily slowly to zero as F tends to zero. Then
there exists a finite sequence co such that D S 99(F)1IF(1 + log FI) does not hold true.
The author also derives a result on the distribution of quadratic residues modulo a prime
from Theorem 6.1.

Earlier results in the direction of Theorem 6.1 are due to (in chronological order)
Vinogradov [1], van der Corput and Pisot [1], Koksma [5],and Cassels [5]. For Vinogradov's
result, see also Gel'fond and Linnik [1, Chapter 7]. A predecessor of Theorem 6.2 is also
contained in the paper of van der Corput and Pisot [1].

Our proofs follow the line of thought of Hlawka [11], who generalized both theorems
to several dimensions. These generalizations are obtained by exactly the same method,
namely, using the theorem of ErdSs-Turdn-Koksma (see notes in Section 2) and the
analogue of Example 5.1 in several dimensions (see Theorem 5.6). This method also yields
a generalization of a result of Coles [I], who compared the discrepancy of a two-dimensional
sequence ((x,,, y,)) with the discrepancies of the one-dimensional sequences (hx +

k are integers not both zero. For details, see Hlawka [11]. An expository
account of these results was also given by Hlawka in [16]. A simplified and improved
version of Coles's result can be found in Ungar [1]. Moreover, the above mentioned
multidimensional estimates of Hlawka were improved by Helmberg [9].
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The integral identity in Theorem 6.3 is from van der Corput and Pisot [1]. Our proof
follows Koksma [5].

Exercises

6.1. Let xl, ... , xN be N real numbers. For two real numbers ot and fl with
a < P < a. + 1, define R,(a, fl) as in Theorem 6.3. Furthermore, let
f be a continuous function on [0, 1]. Evaluate the following integrals:

fI
RN2(a - t, a. + t) da

Jo1RN(a, a + t) df (t)

J
RN2(a, a + t) df (t)

0

o1RN(a. - t, a) df (t)

f'RN2(cc - t, a) df (t)

r"2

J 0

r1/2

J
RN 2(a - t, a + t) df (t).

0

6.2. Prove in detail the identity (6.9) in the proof of Theorem 6.3.
6.3. Prove in detail the identity (6.10) in the proof of Theorem 6.3.
6.4. Let x1 < x2 < ... < xN be in I, and define RN(a, j9) as in Theorem

6.3. Let 0 be the area A = R I : < a < 1, 0 < P < 1, a. < fi}.
Prove that

JJRN2(a,I9)dadfl=NY(x
A

where B2(t) = t2 - t + (1/6) is the second Bernoulli polynomial.
6.5. Let x1i ... , XN be in I, and let J1, ... , YN2 be the sequence of all

differences xk - x/ mod 1 arranged in some order. For 0 < t < 1,
set RN(t) = RN(0, t) and RN*,2(t) = R,*V2(0, t) (see Theorem 6.3), and
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extend these functions with period 1 to R. Prove that the identity

1 <a>

(RN(t + a) - RN(t))2 dt (RN 2(t) - Ruz(-t)) dt
0 0

holds for all real numbers oc, by showing that both sides are equal to

N 2

-(..)2N2 + I max (0, (a) -
n=1

6.6. Prove that Theorem 6.2 implies van der Corput's difference theorem.



3

UNIFORM DISTRI U-U

TION IN COMPAC
SPACES

In the first two chapters we studied distribution properties of sequences of
real numbers with the proviso that two numbers differing by an integer
were considered "equivalent." This notion of "equivalence" is indeed an
equivalence relation in the rigorous sense; call the set of the resulting
equivalence classes the reals mod 1 (or FR mod 1). There is a simple model for
Ot mod 1, obtained as follows.

Let U be the unit circle in the complex z-plane, U = {z E C: Izj = 1).
The mapping h: FR " U, defined by h(.x) = e2i'x for x c- Qt, is constant on
the equivalence classes comprising Qt mod 1 and can thus be considered as a
mapping from at mod 1 onto U. If we give IR mod 1 the natural topology
(open sets in fR mod 1 are open sets in at after identification mod 1) and
furnish U with the relative topology in the plane, then h is a homeomorphism
from FR mod 1 onto U. Thus, we could as well consider uniform distribution
of sequences in U. For our purposes, it is pertinent that U is a compact
Hausdorff space with countable base.

It will turn out that a satisfactory theory of uniform distribution can be
developed in the more abstract setting of an arbitrary compact Hausdorff
space with countable base. Some important facts will even hold true without
requiring the second axiom of countability.

170
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1. DEFINITION AND IMPORTANT PROPERTIES

Definition

Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. The elements of the or-algebra generated
by the open sets in X are called the Borel sets in X. Let y be a nonnegative
regular normed Borel measure in X, that is, a nonnegative measure ,u defined
on the class of Borel sets with ,u(X) = 1 and µ(E) = sup {,u(C): C c E,
C closed) = inf {,u(D): E c D, D open) for all Borel sets E in X.

Suppose we are given a sequence ii = 1, 2, . . . , of elements xn e X.
Among the various characterizations that we had for u.d. mod 1, the one
most easily adaptable to a more general situation seems to be Theorem 1.1
of Chapter 1. It is convenient to have the following notions available: By
9(X) we mean the set of all bounded real-valued Borel-measurable functions
on X. Under the norm 11 f 11 = supzEY I f (x) I for f e R(X), the set .4(X)
forms a Banach space, and even a Banach algebra if algebraic operations
for functions are defined in the usual way. The subset M(X) of R(X) con-
sisting of all real-valued continuous functions on X is then a Banach sub-
algebra of R(X).

DEFINITION 1.1. The sequence (xn), n = 1, 2, ... , of elements in X is
called u-u.d. in X if

N
lim 1 If (xn) = f du for all f e M(X). (1.1)
New N n=i x

If X = U, p = normed Lebesgue measure on U, then the notions of u.d.
in U (or, equivalently, u.d. mod 1) and y-u.d. in U coincide. The first and
most natural question to ask is of course whether u.d. sequences exist at
all for an arbitrary X. One can easily show that for each X there is a It with
corresponding 4u-u.d. sequences (see Exercise 1.1). As to the tougher problem
of the existence of a ,u-u.d. sequence for any given X and u, we refer to the
notes.

In this chapter, we will sometimes take recourse to stronger topological
conditions on X. We shall see in Section 2 that, under the additional as-
sumption of a countable base for the topology in X, there is really an abun-
dance of u.d. sequences. Fortunately enough, it will also turn out that
requiring a countability condition of some type does not lead to an actual
loss of generality (see Exercise 2.1).

It is sometimes convenient to consider also complex-valued functions f
on X. Such a function can be written in the form f = fl + if, where fl and
f2 are uniquely determined real-valued functions called the real part and
imaginary part of f, respectively. If both f, and f2 are in R (X), then f is
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again called a bounded (complex-valued) Borel-measurable function. In
this case, we define f y f du = f z fi du + i f x f2 du. We shall denote by
`'(X) the set of all continuous complex-valued functions on X. Clearly, a
function is in '(X) if and only if its real and imaginary parts both belong
to 9(X). The set '(X) forms a (complex) Banach algebra under the supremum
norm and with the usual algebraic operations. It is an easy exercise to show
that a sequence (xn) is u-u.d. in X if and only if (1.1) holds for all f E'(X).

Convergence-Determining Classes

In the classical theory we noticed that we need not consider all f from -q(X)
in (1.1) to guarantee uniform distribution. This suggests the following
definition.

DEFINITION 1.2. A class Y" of functions from M(X) is called convergence-
determining (with respect to 1u) if for any sequence (xn) in X, the validity of
the equation

f d pI
Nimo N n=1 (xn)

=.X

already implies the y-u.d. of (x,,).

for allfe'Y' (1.2)

EXAMPLE 1.1. In X = U, the class of all characteristic functions of
half-open (open, closed) intervals is convergence-determining with respect
to the normed Lebesgue measure. E

For a class Yl- of functions from R(X), let sp (Y") denote the linear sub-
space of PI(X) generated by Y". In other words, sp (Y7) consists of all finite
linear combinations of elements from 1" with real coefficients. The con-
struction of many important convergence-determining classes is based on
the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.1. If Yl- is a class of functions from .ill (X) such that sp (1')
is dense in _q(X), that is, sp (") R(X), then 1 is convergence-determin-
ing with respect to any It in X.

PROOF. Let us first show that (1.1) holds for all g E sp (") provided
that (1.1) holds for all f EYl-. For, in this case, g = al f1 + + ax f, for
some f; E'Yl' and a.; E IR, 1 < i < k. Then,

1 NN / If

V
n) =

J
g d fuN-.o N n=1

$(2

follows from the linearity of both the right-hand side and the left-hand
side in (1.1). Turning to an arbitrary f e M(X), we choose a > 0, and by
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hypothesis, we can find h E sp with II f - h11 < e. Then, we have

1 N
N I f (X") - V f

d,u
1 N
N

I (f - 11)(X") -fY(f- It) duc

1
N

+
h(x")-I hd/A

1
N

<N I I(f - h)(x,)I + f If - hld/u
P=1 X

N

+ 1 h(x")-Itd/A

N "=i f'V

<211f-hll +
1 N f1

h du
-

< 3e

173

for sufficiently large N. $

Using a well-known and fundamental theorem that we quote below for
easy reference, we obtain then a useful corollary.

LEMMA 1.1: Stone-Weierstrass Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff
space, and let W be a subalgebra of .W(X) that contains the constant functions
and that separates points; that is, for any two distinct points x1, x2 E X
there exists f c- d with f (x1) :/ f (x2). Then W is dense in _q (X). If R is a
subalgebra of '(X) that, in addition to the above properties, is closed under
complex conjugation (i.e., f c- R implies f c- 9), then .°,1 is dense in ''(X).

COROLLARY 1.1. If sp (/,") is a subalgebra of M(X) that separates
points and contains the constant functions, then ' is a convergence-deter-
mining class with respect to any Iu in X.

PROOF. This follows from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma I.I.

The notion of convergence-determining class may of course also be
defined for classes of bounded complex-valued Borel-measurable functions.
A result analogous to Theorem 1.1 can be shown for this case as well, since
all the arguments in the proof go through without any change. In fact,
sp ('Y/-) may now even be taken as the subspace of the complex vector space
W (X) generated by Yl-. Using the complex version of the Stone-Weierstrass
theorem, we arrive then at the following result.

COROLLARY 1.2. Let Y l' a set of functions from '(X) such that the
subspace of ''(X) generated by Y'' is a subalgebra of '(X) that separates
points, contains the constant functions, and is closed under complex con-
jugation. Then '"' is a convergence-determining class with respect to any
,a in X.
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Continuity Sets

For a subset M of X, let int M stand for the interior of M, and let aM =
Mint M be the boundary of M. Furthermore, we shall use M' for the
complement of M in X.

DEFINITION 1.3. A Borel set M c Xis called aIu-continuity set if y(aM) = 0.

Note that aM is closed and is therefore again a Borel set. Based on this
concept of Iu-continuity set, we can then exhibit an important convergence-
determining class, namely, the class of all characteristic functions of ,u-
continuity sets. Before we endeavor to do this, we first give another example
of a nontrivial convergence-determining class consisting entirely of con-
tinuous functions. This example will also show some of the common tech-
niques.

EXAMPLE 1.2. Since X is normal, there will exist, for any two disjoint
closed subsets A and B of X, a so-called Urysohn function, that is, a function
f c M(X) with 0 < f (x) < I for all x e X, f (x) = 0 for all x E A, and
f (x) = I for all x c B. Now, for fixed s > 0, consider all ordered pairs
(C, D) of closed ,u-continuity sets C and open sets D with D 2 C and
,u(D\C) < e. For each ordered pair (C, D), choose one Urysohn function f
with f (x) = 1 for x c C and f (x) = 0 for x c Y. Let 011E be the collection of
the functions f obtained in this way. Furthermore, let 9e denote the set of
all finite products of functions from V.. We claim that .9e is convergence-
determining with respect to any It in X.

We can quickly convince ourselves that sp (9E) is a subalgebra of M(X).
Therefore, the use of Corollary 1.1 is suggested. Now sp (P1'e) contains the
constant functions, since Q/, contains the function f (x) = 1 (take C = D =
X). The proof is completed by showing that V. separates points. Take
x0, yo E X, x0 34 yo, and choose an open neighborhood D of x0 that does
not contain yo. Since p is regular, there exists a closed B D with
e. We may assume xo E B, for otherwise we look at B U {xo}. Of course, B
need not be a p-continuity set. But, as we shall see, there is such an abundance
of closed ,u-continuity sets that we can easily find one between B and D.
Consider a Urysohn function g corresponding to the disjoint closed sets D'
and B, that is, 0 < g(x) < I for all x c- X, g(x) = 0 for x E D', g(x) = 1
for x E B. For 0 < a < 1, put Ga = {x c X: g(x) = a}. Since X = Uo<a« Ga
has finite ,u-measure, there are at most countably many Ga with It (Ga) > 0 (see
Exercise 1.21). Thus, there exists an a., 0 < a < 1, with,u(Ga) = 0. Now let C
be the closed set C = {x c X: g(x) > a}. Since {x c X: g(x) > a.} is open, we
have aC c Ga, and C is a ,u-continuity set. From B 9 C c D we can infer
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µ(D\C) < e. To the pair (C, D), there corresponds a Urysohn function
f c ?CE that satisfies f (xo) = 1 and f (yo) = 0. By using a direct approximation
technique, one can even show that ?lE is already convergence-determining
(see Exercise 1.16).

EXAMPLE 1.3. If X is a compact metric space, then a crucial step in
the above argument can be carried out using the metric d of X. In particular,
we show the following: Let B(x, 61) = {y c X: d(x, y) < S1} and B(x, S2) _
{y c X: d(x, y) < S2} be open balls with center x and 0 < S1 < S2; then
there are "many" open balls between B(x, 81) and B(x, 62) that are ft-
continuity sets. To see this, put S(x, 6) = {y c X: d(x, y) = S} and B(x, 6) _
{y c- X: d(x, y) < 6) for 6 > 0. Then 8B(x, 6) si S(x, 6). But B(x, d2)\
B(x, b1) = Ual a 6, S(x, 6) has finite p-measure; therefore, at most countably
many of the S(x, 6) can have positive ,u-measure. Thus, apart from at most
countably many exceptions, the open balls B(x, 6) with 61 < 6 < a2 are
p-continuity sets. 0

For a given sequence in X, a subset M of X, and a natural number N,
we define the counting function A(M; N) by A(M; N) = n 1
number of x,,, 1 < n < N, with x,, E M, where c,11 denotes the characteristic
function of M. We shall now prove the result we announced earlier, and
even more.

THEOREM 1.2. The sequence is u-u.d. in X if and only if

lim
A( M;

N) = i(M) (1.3)
N-o0 N

holds for all ,u-continuity sets M c X. In particular, the class ,0, = {c,,1: M
is a ,u-continuity set in X) is convergence-determining with respect to It.

PROOF. Suppose first that is u-u.d. and let M be a ,u-continuity set.
It suffices to construct for every e > 0 two functions fE and gE from M(X)
with f (x) < c}1(x) < gE(x) for all x c X, and f x (gE - fE) du < e. Then the
proof of Theorem 1.1 in Chapter 1 can be reproduced verbatim to yield the
desired result. By the regularity of It, there exists a closed C c int M with
1u((int M)\C) < e/2, and an open D ? M with µ(D\M) < e/2. Letfe E .q(X)
be a Urysohn function with fg(x) = 1 for x c C, f ,(x) = 0 for x c (int Al)', and
let gE E ..(X) be a Urysohn function with gE(x) = 1 for x c A?, g,(x) = 0 for
x c V. Then f ,(x) < c,,1(x) < g,(x) for all x c X. Furthermore, fE and gE
coincide on C and on D', and 0 < gE(x) - fE(x) < I for all x c X; therefore,

fX (g. - f.) du =jD`C(OE -fE) du <,u(D\C)

= IC(D\M) +,u(8M) + p((int M)\C) < e. (1.4)
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Conversely, suppose that the condition of the theorem is satisfied. By
Theorem 1.1, it suffices to show that sp (.fl 2 R(X). Choose f c M(X),
and since sp (J') is a linear subspace of q(X) containing the constant
functions, we may assume without loss of generality that 0 < f (x) < 1 for
all x E X, by possibly transforming f into of -1- b, a, b c- 1, a 54 0. As in
Example 1.2, we see that apart from at most countably many exceptions,
the sets E,, = {x E X: f (x) Z a.} are ,u-continuity sets. Consequently, for a
given e > 0 there will exist a sequence of numbers 0 = ao < a1 < . <
a = 1 such that for all 0 < i < n - 1 the following holds: a;+1 - o, < E,
and F, = {x E X: f (x) > a p-continuity set. We assert that

(at+i - ;)c j,. - f
Il

1t-1

=o
< E. (1.5)

For each x c X, there exists an integer k, 0 < k < n - 1, with a1 < f (x) <
ah+1 Then

n-1

(ai+1 - at)CF.(x) - AX)
=o

and (1.5) follows. 0

rk

= (0'i+1 - ar) -AX)
:=

= Iak+1 -.f(x)1 < E, (1.6)

We remark that since the F1 in the foregoing argument are closed ,u-
continuity sets, the validity of (1.3) for all closed ,u-continuity sets M will
already guarantee ,u-u.d. in X.

There are certain pathological cases where (1.3) might even hold for all
Borel sets in X (consider the example given in Exercise 1.1). However,
under very mild conditions on the measure a, one can, for each given ,u-u.d.
sequence, easily construct closed (open) sets for which (1.3) fails drastically
(see Exercise 1.7).

Support

DEFINITION 1.4. The support K of the measure ,u in X is defined to be the
set K = {x c- X: ,u(D) > 0 for all open neighborhoods D of x}.

LEMMA 1.2. The support K of a has the following important properties:
i. K is closed
ii. µ(K) = 1
iii. If ,u(C) = 1 for a closed set C c X, then C 2 K.

PROOF. i. We show that K' is open. Take x E K'; then there exists an
open neighborhood D of x with ,u(D) = 0. But none of the points of D
can belong to K, and thus, D K'.
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ii. Choose e > 0. Since It is regular, there exists a closed B Si K' with
µ(K'1B) < E. For every x c B, there exists an open neighborhood Dx of x
with Ei(Dx) = 0. B is compact; therefore, finitely many Dx suffice to cover B.
It follows that ,u(B) = 0; hence, u(K') < E. Since s was arbitrary, we obtain
,u(K') = 0, or ,u(K) = 1.

iii. Let C be a closed set with µ(C) = I. If C = X, then there is nothing
to show. If C 54 X, then for every x c C' there exists an open neighborhood
D of x with fi(D) = 0, namely, D = C'. Thus, C' c K', or C 2 K.

The following theorem will show the usefulness of the notion of support.
Let It be a nonnegative regular normed Borel measure in X with support K.
Let u* be the restriction of It to K; that is, the measure ,u* in K defined by
ft*(A) = It(A) for all u-measurable sets A c K. Then µ* is a nonnegative
regular normed Borel measure in K in the relative topology, since the Borel
sets in the space K are exactly those of the form B n K with B a Borel set in
X (see Halmos [1, p. 25]). We shall also need the following classical result.

LEMMA 1.3: Tietze's Extension Theorem. If C is a closed subset of a
normal space X, then every real-valued continuous function on C can be
extended to a real-valued continuous function on the entire space X.

THEOREM 1.3. The sequence in K is ,u-u.d. in X if and only if
(x,,) is u*-u.d. in K.

PROOF. By Tietze's extension theorem, the space R(K) just consists of
the restrictions of all functions g E M(X) to K. Let g I K denote the restriction
of g to K. Then is ,u*-u.d. in K if and only if limN-. (1/N) III 1 (g I K)

f Ic (g I K) dµ* for all g E M(X). But (g I K)(x.,,) = for all n > 1,
and fK (g I K) d u*= fK g d µ = f I f g d 1 i + fK, g dµ = f x g d 1t. Therefore,

is µ*-u.d. in K if and only if lime,-. (1/N) ' l g
g c- M(X), and the proof is complete. 0

Notes

For proofs of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem and Tietze's extension theorem, see Gaal
[1] and Hewitt and Stromberg M.

Some even more general concepts of u.d. than the one presented here have been con-
sidered in the literature. In particular, we mention a notion of u.d. introduced by Helmberg
[3], which is also briefly discussed in Cigler and Helmberg [1] and Helmberg [5]. A variant
of Helmberg's concept was considered by Kemperman [3]. Auslander and Brezin [1]
employ a special case of Kemperman's definition, with X being a certain compact quotient
of a connected, simply connected, solvable Lie group. Their Weyl criterion (loc. cit.,
Theorem 3.2 (a), (b)) holds in fact for any compact Hausdorff space X.
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The It-u.d. of a sequence in X can be viewed as a special case of weak convergence of
measures. A sequence of nonnegative regular normed Borel measures on Xis said to
converge weakly to It, written lrn = It, if p (M) = p(M) for all p-con-
tinuity sets M in X. The sequence (xn) in Xis p-u.d. if and only if (1/rr)(pxl + +

It, where lex is the point measure at x (compare with Exercise 1.1). For an exposition
of the theory of weak convergence, see Billingsley [2], Parthasarathy [1, Section 2.6], and
Topsoe [2]. The following general existence theorem was shown by Niederreiter [9].
The measure It on X admits a p-u.d. sequence if and only if It lies in the weak sequential
closure of the convex hull of point measures on X. A class.! of Borel sets in X is called
a p-uniformity class if p,,(M) = p(M) uniformly in MEAL whenever lim,, It, =
p. This notion is of interest in relation to the theory of discrepancy. For significant work
on uniformity classes, see Billingsley and Topsoe [1], Ranga Rao [1], and Topsoe [1, 21.
Based on ideas of Cigler [6], K. Schmidt [1] introduced and studied a notion of u.d. for
sequences of measures on a compact Hausdorff space.

The study of u.d. sequences in compact spaces was initiated by Hlawka [3, 6]. In this
approach, Hlawka also replaced arithmetic means by a larger class of summation methods
(see Section 4). The second axiom of countability is presupposed in both papers. Remarks
on Theorem 1.2 were made by Paganoni [1].

U.d. in locally compact spaces can be defined in a natural way. If Xis a locally compact
Hausdorff space with countable base and It is a nonnegative regular normed Borel measure
in X, then the sequence in Xis calledp-u.d. in Xprovided that

1 AT
lim I f(xn)= fdp

N-.w N n=1 J X

holds for all real-valued continuous functions f on X with compact support
(Stapleton [1]). In case Xis compact, this coincides with Definition I.I. The same author
shows that is p-u.d. if and only if limNv.w A(M; N)/N = p(M) holds for all relatively
compact p-continuity sets M and constructs p-u.d. sequences. The subject was taken up
again by Helmberg [71, who dropped the second axiom of countability. The relation
between the noncompact case and the compact case is quite close. For noncompact X,
let X = X U {co} be the one-point compactification of X, and extend It to a measure it
on X by /1(E) = /1(E U {co}) = p(E) for all E in the or-algebra generated by the compact
sets in X. Then the sequence (xn) in Xis p-u.d. if and only if is /1-u.d. in X (Helmberg
[7]). See also Lesca [4]. Interesting new aspects arise if one considers unbounded continuous
functions on a noncompact X. Post [1] has shown the following for such X with countable
base: For any p-u.d. sequence (xn) in X without repetitions and any three numbers a, #,
y, with 0 < a 5 P S y S oo, there exists a nonnegative continuous function f on X such
that f .y f d p = a, limv_. (I/N) I l f (xn) _ P, and Gm,w (1/N) ,;; i f (xn) = y.
Dupain and Lesca [1] study u.d. subsequences of sequences in locally compact spaces.

An interesting notion of u.d. in locally compact spaces was introduced by Gerl [7, 81:
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space with countable base, and let It be a positive
Radon measure in X (it need not be finite). A sequence (xn) in X is called p-relatively
equidistributed (p-relativ gleichverteilt) if limjv_w A(C; N)/A(D; N) = p(C)/p(D) holds
for all relatively compact p-continuity sets C and D in X with p(D) > 0. Under the stated
hypotheses on X and It, the author can show the existence of p-relatively equidistributed
sequences. If It is normed, then a p-u.d. sequence in X (in the sense of Stapleton) is also
p-relatively equidistributed. On the other hand, if Xis noncompact and It is normed with
compact support, then there are p-relatively equidistributed sequences in X that are not
p-u.d. For u.d. in locally compact groups, see Section 5 of Chapter 4.
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Exercises

In all the subsequent problems, X denotes an arbitrary compact Hausdorff
space and µ a nonnegative regular normed Borel measure in X unless stated
otherwise.

LL Let x E X be fixed. Prove that the measure 4ux defined for all subsets
E of X by u,,(E) = 1 if x E E, µx(E) = 0 if x 0 E, is a nonnegative
regular normed Borel measure (called the point measure at x). The
sequence x = x for all n Z 1, is ,ux u.d. in X.

1.2. In X = [0, 1] with the usual topology and Lebesgue measure, the
functions f (.x) - 1 , f(x) = x1 for k = 1, 2, ... , form a convergence-
determining class. Does this hold for other measures in X as well?

1.3. Show that the family of ,u-continuity sets in X forms a field, that is,
that it is closed under finite unions, finite intersections, and comple-
mentation.

1.4. Give an example of a space X and a measure u for which the It-con-
tinuity sets do not form a a-algebra.

1.5. Prove that every nonvoid open set in X contains a nonvoid open
eu-continuity set.

1.6. The following criterion holds: (x.,,) is is-u.d. in X if and only if

lim
A(D;

N) (D)
N-

for all open D c X. Consequently, limN A(C; N)/N < µ(C) for all
closed C c X is also a necessary and sufficient conditionfor p-u.d. in X.

1.7. If µ is not concentrated on a countable set (i.e., if u(E) < 1 for all
countable E c X) and if is u-u.d. in X, then there exists a closed
C c X with A(C; N)/N < ,u(C).

1.8. Prove that a ,u-u.d. sequence is dense in the support of u.
1.9. Suppose X contains ,u-u.d. sequences. The statement "All ,u-u.d.

sequences are everywhere dense in X" holds true if and only if the
support of µ is X.

1.10. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces, let T: X H Y be continuous,
and let be ,u-u.d. in X. Then (Tx,,) is T-11A-u.d. in Y.

1.11. Let µ satisfy the same condition as in Exercise 1.7. Show that for every
,u-u.d. sequence in X, there exists a compact Hausdorff space Y
and a measurable function T: X i--> Y such that is not T-lu-u.d.
in Y.

1 . 1 2 . If (x,,) is ,u-u.d. in X, then limes.. w ( I = f s f dµ holds
for functions f c- M(X) whose discontinuities are contained in a
/A-null set. Hint: For each e > 0, construct step functions fl and f2
as in (1.5) with fl < f S fz and fY (fz -.fi) dic < e.
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1.13. Let M be a closed ,u-continuity set in X with ,u(M) = a > 0. If co =
is u-u.d. in X, then the subsequence of co consisting of all elements

lying in M is (1/a),u*-u.d. in M with the relative topology, where ,u* is
the restriction of It to M. Hint. Use Tietze's extension theorem and
Exercise 1.12.

1.14. Prove the inclusion-exclusion formula: If A1, . . . , A are Borel sets
in X, then

It( U A1k-1 A. nA. n... nA )
i=1 x=1 1<jl<i2<...<,A<_R

1.15. Use Exercises 1.6 and 1.14 to show that if .mil is a class of Borel sets in
X closed under finite intersections and such that each open set in X
can be approximated from below in ,u-measure by finite unions of
elements of .41, then the collection of characteristic functions of ele-
ments of .mil forms a convergence-determining class with respect to
,u. (Note: This generalizes Example 1.1.)

1.16. Using the approximation technique employed in the second part of the
proof of Theorem 1.2, show that the class GIIE in Example 1.2 is a
convergence-determining class with respect to any It in X.

1.17. Let (x,,,) be ,u-u.d. in X, and let k(1), k(2), . . . , k(N), . . . be an in-
creasing sequence of positive integers with limN-. N/k(N) = 0.
Construct a new sequence by inserting between any two terms
Xk(N) and Xk( )+1 an arbitrary element of X. Show that is again
i-u.d.in X.

1.18. Let i = 1, 2, ... , s, be finitely many ,u-u.d. sequences in X.
Furthermore, let P1, F2, ... , Ps be a partition of the set of positive
integers into s infinite subsets Pi whose elements are arranged in
natural order. For given n > 1, the integer n lies in a unique Pi. Define
y = xkt) if n is the kth element of P. Show that is ,u-u.d.
in X.

1.19. Let the support of the measure It be a ,u-continuity set. Then there
exist ,u-u.d. sequences in X if and only if there exist ,u*-u.d. sequences
in the support of It, where ,u* has the same meaning as in Theorem
1.3.

1.20. Let K be the support of It. For every ,u-continuity set M in X, the set
M n K is a ,u*-continuity set in K, where µ* is the restriction of It
to K.

1.21. Let (Y, JF, v) be a or-finite measure space (i.e., Y is the countable
union of measurable sets of finite v-measure). Then in any family of
pairwise disjoint measurable sets at most countably many sets can have
positive v-measure.
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Weyl Criterion
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Let now X be a compact Hausdorff space satisfying the second axiom of
countability. This additional condition leads to several simplifications relative
to the considerations in the preceding section. First of all, we need not
require explicitly that a be regular. Every nonnegative normed Borel measure
in Xis automatically regular (Halmos [1, Sections 50-52]). Furthermore,
by invoking the Urysohn metrization theorem, we obtain that Xis metrizable
(and, conversely, every compact metric space has a countable base). There
is still another topological property of X that is in fact the most pertinent
one for the theory of uniform distribution. Let us first note that we have the
following corollary to the classical Weyl criterion (see Chapter 1, Theorem
2.1): For the unit circle U with normed Lebesgue measure, there exists a
countable convergence-determining class. This statement holds true for all
spaces X under consideration, by virtue of the following general result:
For a compact Hausdorff space X, M(X) is separable if and only if X is
metrizable (Kelley [1, p. 245]). We shall prefer to construct explicitly a
countable convergence-determining class for any X and p, and we thereby
give a more self-contained proof of the general Weyl criterion.

THEOREM 2.1: Weyl Criterion. In a compact Hausdorff space X with
countable base, there exists a countable convergence-determining class of
real-valued continuous functions with respect to any nonnegative normed
Borel measure in X.

PROOF. Since Xis separable, there will exist an everywhere dense sequence
(xk) in X. Let d be a metric in X. For each xk and every integer n Z 1, choose a
Urysohn function fl,,, with f,., (x) = 1 for d(xk, x) S 2-1-' and f,., (v) = 0
for d(xk, x) > 2-". Let °& be the class of all functions fk ,,, and let 9 be the
class consisting of the function f - 1 and all finite products of functions
from V. We shall show that the countable class 9 is convergence-determining.
We proceed by Corollary 1.1. It is easily seen that sp (9) is a subalgebra
of R (X). By the construction of 9, sp (°J') contains the constant functions.
We conclude the proof by showing that the functions from Qi already separate
points. Let a, b c- X with a 34 b. Choose an integer n > 0 with 2-" S d(a, b).
For an xk with d(xk, a) S 2-11-2, we look at the function fk."+1 E i. We
certainly have fk,"+i(a) = 1. On the other hand, d(xk, b) Z d(a, b) -
d(xk, a) > 2-1 - 2-1-2 > 2-"-1, and therefore, fk,1+l(b) = 0.
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Metric Theorems

The above theorem has many important consequences. For instance, we
can show that in a certain technical sense, almost all sequences in X are
µ-u.d. We note that a sequence (xn) in X can be viewed as a point in the
Cartesian product X' of denumerably many copies of X; that is, X' _
1;° 1 X;, with Xi = X for all i. Of course, the sequence (x,,) is identified with
the point = (x1, X 2 ,- .. , x,,, . . .) E X. Furnished with the product
topology, X`° is again a compact Hausdorff space with countable base. The
given measure It on X induces the product measure ,u,,, in X°°, which we may
assume to be complete. We first prove an auxiliary result that is a special
case of the so-called law of large numbers in probability theory (Feller
[2, p. 233], Loeve [1, p. 239], Renyi [2, p. 332]).

LEMMA 2.1. For giverf c- we have

1 N
lim I f (xn) = f f du

N- D N n=1 J t
for ,u.-almost all points (x1, x2i . . . ) x,,, ...) E X'.

PROOF. It suffices to prove the assertion for functions f c- -q(X) with
f x f du = 0. For N > 1, let FN be the function on X°° defined by

1 N
FN(xl) ,...,x,,,...) .) =

N I f ('fin)

for (x1i x2, ... , xn, ...) E X°°. Then,

1fFN2 dP. = N
f2(

xn) dluao
a=1 Y

+ ?2
J

f(xi)f(x) diu. = 1 ff2 du. (2.2)
N 1<+<,_<N S N x

Therefore,

(F,,,.a)2 dug, = (fr '2 du) 1 12
< co. (2.3)

,n=1111

It follows from Levi's theorem that limn, F,na = 0 icy-a.e. For arbitrary
N > 1, there exists m > 1 with m2 S N < (m + 1)2. Then

I FN I = N
Fina + N (f (xma+1) + ... + f(XN)) 5 IFvn21 +

2
11f II. (2.4)

In

Since the right-hand side of (2.4) tends to zero ,u.,-a.e. as N- oo (or,
equivalently, as m --* co), we are done.
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THEOREM 2.2. Let S be the set of all µ-u.d. sequences in X, viewed as
a subset of X°°. Then p ,,(S) = 1.

PROOF. Let fl, f2i ... , f, ... be a countable convergence-determining
class of functions from R(X). For k = 1, 2, . . . , let B, be the exceptional
1u -null set corresponding to f,, according to Lemma 2.1. Then, for all
(x1, x2, ... , x,,, . . .) E X`° lying in the complement of the p,,-null set
B = U', Bk, we have

1
`v

lim I f, dµ for all k = 1, 2, .... (2.5)
N-* co N 71 fX

In other words, all sequences corresponding to points in Xc outside
of B are ,u-u.d. 0

We indicate now how Lemma 2.1 may also be deduced from a very
important general principle, namely, the individual ergodic theorem. We
need some definitions that will be useful in other contexts as well.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let (Y, .F, v) be a measure space with v being a non-
negative normed measure. A measurable transformation T: Y H Y is
called measure preserving (with respect to v) if v(T-1F) = v(F) holds for
all F E $ . A measure-preserving transformation T of Y is called ergodic
(with respect to v) if for all sets F c- _V with T-1F = F, we have v(F) = 0 or 1.

The mapping T: X°° + X°°, defined by T(xl, x2i x3, ...) = (x2, x3, ...)
for (x1, x2i x3, ...) E X°°, is called the one-sided shift in X. T is ergodic
with respect to It. (see Exercise 2.20).

LEMMA 2.2: Individual Ergodic Theorem. Let (Y, -5w, v) be a measure
space with v being a nonnegative normed measure, and let T be an ergodic
transformation of Y with respect to v. Then, for any v-integrable function f
on Y, we have

1 N-1

N
lim

N ,I f (T
'y) =fYf dv for v-almost all y E Y. (2.6)

co

For the alternative proof of Lemma 2.1, we consider the projection map
pl: X°° i-- X, defined by

P1(x1i x2, x1 for (xl, x2, . . . , x,,, . ..) E XGO. (2.7)

With f c- .q(X) being given, the composite function f o pi will be bounded
and measurable and, hence, integrable on X. Applying the individual
ergodic theorem to the function f o pl and the one-sided shift T in X',
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we get that for ,u -almost all c- X'°,

1 AT-1

lim - I (f ° Ix°°(f ° Pl) da. (2.8)

Let us observe that, with = (x1i x2, ... ) x,,.... ), we have (f ° p,)(T") _
f for all n > 0. Therefore, (2.8) is equivalent to

N
Jim 1 f(x") (f ° Pl) =J f df a a.e. (2.9)

New N n=1 Y L
But (2.9) is identical with the assertion of Lemma 2.1.

From the viewpoint of measure theory, the p-u.d. sequences constitute a
large subset of X. Therefore, it may come as a surprise that, topologically
speaking, the ,u-u.d. sequences form a rather small set. There is one trivial
exception, namely, if X contains only one element. Then, of course, the set
of u.d. sequences (there is only one possible ,u) is identical with X.

THEOREM 2.3. If X contains more than one element, then the set S
from Theorem 2.2 is a set of the first category in X.

PROOF. Let 'Y" = {,,f2, ... ,f,, ...} be a countable convergence-
determining class of real-valued continuous functions on X with sp (P') =
M (X) (such a class was constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1). For given
positive integers k, m, and t, let Sk.,,,, be the set of all points (x1, x2, ... ,
x,,, ...) E X°° for which I (1/N) :Em1 fk(xn) - f x f, dul < 1/m holds for all
N > t. Since, for each fixed N, the function Fk..A, on X`° defined by

1 N

Fk.N(xl) x2, ... , x", ...) = N nI f. (X.)

is continuous, Sk.mt is closed. Furthermore, we have S= fl=1 n m=1U 1 Sx,nt
The hypothesis that X contains at least two points implies that there exist
nonconstant continuous functions on X (e.g., take a Urysohn function
corresponding to two distinct points). Consequently, there exists a non-
constant function fk° in Y,- (otherwise sp would consist entirely of
constant functions). In particular, there is a yo E X with ,.,(yo) 0 f sfk, du.
Put c = fx°(yo)-fYfxodial.

We claim that form > 2/c and all t, SFO,,,t is nowhere dense in X. Assume,
on the contrary, that we can find a nonvoid open set Din X°° with D c
The open set D contains a nonvoid cylinder E = JTj?°, Ei with E, = X for i
greater than some r. Consider a point = (z1) z2, ... , z,,, ...) E E with
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z = Yo for n > r. Then,

N
f,.° dµI fk°(z,.) -

N =1
f

N -
N n=1 _l"

> fr0o) - f fa.° du

° d,u +
1

I (fk°(zn) - fk°(Jo))
N n=1

r

- 1 I I ff°(zn) - A "(Yo) I
N n=1
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> c - 112 1L fk j - > 1 for sufficiently large N. (2.10)
N 2 in

Thus, Sk°,,,t, a contradiction. We infer from the preceding that for
sufficiently large in, the set Uco

1 Sk°,,,, is of the first category in X. Hence,
S, being contained in this set, is also of the first category in X°°.

The above proof might even suggest that S itself is nowhere dense in X°°.
But, quite on the contrary, we have the following result.

THEOREM 2.4. The set S is everywhere dense in X'.

PROOF. We show that an arbitrary point = (x1, x2i ... , x,t, ...) E X°°
can be approximated (in the topology of X`°) by points from S. Since
1u (S) = 1, there exists a ,u-u.d. sequence (y,) in X. Consider the points

(zlk>) zzk>, . . . , z;k>, ...) E X' defined by z;F'> = x, for 1 < i < k and
zik> = y,_k for i > k. The points k> certainly correspond to u-u.d. sequences
in X; therefore, (k) E S for all k > 1. Moreover, limk,. (k) and the
proof is complete.

Rearrangement of Sequences

We have seen in Section 4 of Chapter 2 that an everywhere dense sequence
in the unit interval [0, 1) can be rearranged so as to yield a u.d. sequence.
A similar result holds in our present, more general setting. We can give a
necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence to possess a ,u-u.d. re-
arrangement.

THEOREM 2.5. The sequence (xn) in X has a ,u-u.d. rearrangement if
and only if all open neighborhoods of points in the support of It contain
infinitely many terms of the sequence (xn).

PROOF. Since u(D) > 0 for every open neighborhood D of a point in
the support of u, the condition is easily seen to be necessary (compare with
Exercises 1.5 and 1.6).
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To prove the converse, we note that Theorems 2.2 and 1.3 imply the
existence of a µ-u.d. sequence (yk) that is entirely contained in the support of
,a. We choose a countable convergence-determining class of functions
fl, f,, . . , fr, . . from R(X). For each k > 1, the set Dk = {x E X: I fl(yk) -
fr(x')I < 1/k for 1 < r < k} is an open neighborhood of yk. By the condition
on the sequence (X,,), we can choose for each k > 1 an E Dk in such a
way that nk 0 n,,, whenever k 0 in. Now consider a fixed f,.. By the con-
struction of the we have I fr(yk) - 1/k for all k > r. Therefore,
(fr(Yk) - 0 as k cc. By Cauchy's theorem, we get then

lim - I (fr(yk) -fr(+r,)) = 0. (2.11)
N- m N k=i

We rearrange the given sequence in the following way. We first enumerate
those subscripts n, which are either no n, or else are nk with k being a perfect
square, in an arbitrary fashion: nil, in2..... Then we define a sequence (crk)
by uk = xhk if k is not a perfect square and by uk = x,,,, if k = p2. Clearly,
(nk) is a rearrangement of (x,,). Furthermore, for fixed r:

N
(fr(rrk) - fr('1'r,k)) I =I

N k=1

and so,

-1 i (Ur(rrk) -fr(xk))N k

k=D

N
2 lLfrII,

N

1 N /
lim - I (fr(rrk) -- fr(X"k)) = 0.N- N i=i

Using (2.11) and (2.12), we have for all r,

1 N / 1
lim fr(rrk) = I'M - J(fr@ ) -f (x.k))

A,-
N k

N k=1

1
`v

+ lim - I(fr(XAk) -fr(yk))N-. N k=1

hence, (nk) is u-u.d. in X.

1 '`A['`` I f+ lim G fr(yk) =
J

fr du;
N- dj N k=1 1

(2.12)

This theorem has some easy consequences concerning the rearrangement
of everywhere dense sequences. For instance, if the support of µ does not
contain any isolated points, then any everywhere dense sequence in X can
be rearranged to a du-u.d. sequence (see Exercise 2.11). However, if X has at
least two points and the support of p contains isolated points, then the
foregoing statement need not be true any more (see Exercise 2.12). In
particular, the statement does not hold for finite X having at least two
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points. Again, the space X consisting of only one point plays an exceptional
role: for this space the above statement is true in a very trivial way.

We may further exploit the method in the proof of Theorem 2.5 in order
to arrive at a quantitative result that bears some resemblance to Theorem
4.2 of Chapter 2. The restriction imposed on the sequence below will
be clear from Theorem 2.5.

THEOREM 2.6. Let (yk) be a given sequence in X, let fi, fz, e fry

be a sequence of functions from ..(X) with limr-o, 11f,11 = 0, and let a,,
a2, ... , av, ... be an increasing sequence of positive real numbers with
limes-. aN = cc. Suppose the sequence in X satisfies the following
condition: Every open neighborhood of each yk contains infinitely many
terms of the sequence (x ). Then can be rearranged into a sequence (uk)
with

sup
1 N

N 7Y-
(fr(yk) - fr(Uk))

aA,SN (2.13)

for all sufficiently large N.

PROOF. We can easily find a sequence of positive real numbers-,,, e2, .. .
such that 1k1 ek S JaN for all N > 1; for example, choose e1 S Ja1 and
Ei S 3 (a, - at-1) for i > 2. By the assumption on 11 fr 11 , there exists, for
each k > 1, a least nonnegative integer h(k) such that II frll S 1/k for all
r > h(k). Let us note for later use that the h(k) form a nondecreasing sequence.
The set Ek = {x c X: I fr(Yk) - fr(x)I < El for 1 S r S h(k)) is an open
neighborhood of yk. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 we
can construct a subsequence of (xn) such that xr,k E Ek for all k > 1
and nk 0 for k 0 m.

For the following discussion, it will be useful to define h(0) = 0. Consider
a fixed fr. If h(k) < r for all k > 1, then II frll S Ilk for all k, or fr = 0.
In this case, the subsequent estimates will be trivial. Otherwise, let ko be
the largest k > 0 such that h(k) < r. Then, for all k > ko, we have r S h(k);
hence, I fr(yk) -fr(xn) I < e)L.. Therefore,

1 N

N k
l(fr(yk) - fr('CIig))

k'()r- L,(fr(yk) -fr(xn))
N k=1

A

N1r (fr(Yk) -fr(Xn,))
N k=ko+1

N
2k0 II frII + N JEk

N k=1

< N 2ko II frl1 + 3N (2.14)
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If k6 > 0, then r > h(k6) implies that 11 frll < 1/k6. Then

1 rN

N
`.,(fr(yk) -.fr('LnR.))
k=l N 3N

(2.15)

This inequality is trivially true for k6 = 0 as well.
The sequence of 11 frll is bounded; therefore, 11 f,11 S M for some positive

constant M. In the same vein as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, we now enumer-
ate those subscripts n that are either no nx, or else are it, with k Z 2 and
[ak_1/6M] < [ak/6M], in an arbitrary fashion: nil, m2, .... The sequence
(uk) is then defined in the following way: uk = if k = 1 or [ah_116M] =
[ak/6M]; uk = x,,., if [ak_1/6M] < [ak/6M] and k > 2 is the pth subscript for
which this happens. Again, it is easily seen that (u1) is a rearrangement of
(x,,). For fixed r, we have

1 NN

N
J(fr(ilk) - fr(xn1))

] N

N kI (fr(tik) - fr(t ng))
[a1,-i1611I]

<[a1/631]

< 1 211 fr11

(number of k, 2 < k < N, such that
16Ma,J

< 3M1)

1 aN al 1 a ,
S N 2 11fr11 ( [6M1J L6M ) < N 2 11frI 6M

<
3N

Together with (2.15) we get

N
/

N
J(Jr(yk) _ fr(isk))

2aN

+
2

< 3N N
for all r = 1,2,...

Since this upper bound does not depend on r, we obtain

sup

N

N
kI (fr(y1) - Milk))

(2.16)

(2.17)

2aN
] N . (2.18)

3N
But, for sufficiently large N, we have 2 < ia,,,,, and we are done.

An interesting special case occurs when the sequence (y1) consists of
nonisolated points. For one may then take, for instance, any everywhere
dense sequence in X. Theorem 2.6 is, of course, only of interest if aN/N-> 0
as N-- oo. In this case, sequences (y1) containing isolated points have to be
treated with care (see Exercise 2.13).
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A countable convergence-determining class of continuous functions
f1,fz' . . . fr, . . . satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.6 can be easily
constructed. Just take an arbitrary countable convergence-determining class
of continuous functions g1i 92, ... , gr, ... and replace those gr with I1gr11 > 0

byfr = (1/I' Ilgrll)gr

Quantitative Theory

We can make the resemblance between Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 4.2 of
Chapter 2 even more conspicuous by introducing the following definition.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let f,, f,, ... ,fr, . . . be a countable convergence-deter-
mining class of functions from M(X) with limy-,,, 11 fr11 = 0. For a sequence

in X and a natural number N, the maximal deviation M,\, is defined to be

My = sup
1

1.fr(x,i) - f f, dµ (2.19)
r=1,z,... N .=1 X

We have the following criterion analogous to Theorem 1.1 of Chapter 2.

LEMMA 2.3. The sequence is ,u-u.d. in X if and only if limN.. M,\, = 0.

PROOF. It is obvious that (MN) being a null sequence implies that
is u-u.d. Conversely, suppose is ,u-u.d., and choose e > 0. There is an
R such that 11 f.11 < e/2 for all r > R. For those r, we have for all N > 1:

1
N

N 1I -J`Yfr dµ 2 11 frll < E.

For the finitely many functions f, ... J R, there exists Na such that
1(1/N)j`,`,'.1 fr(xn) - fxfr dµ1 < e for all N > No and all r = 1, 2, ... , R.
It follows that M,,,, < E for all N > No, and this is what we had to show. 0

From Theorem 2.6 and Definition 2.2 we can easily infer the following
consequence.

COROLLARY 2.1. Let (yk) be a sequence in X with maximal deviation
M,N, and let a1, az, ... , aN,... be an increasing sequence of positive real
numbers with limN-. aN = oo. Then any sequence in X satisfying the
condition in Theorem 2.6 can be rearranged into a sequence (uk) whose
maximal deviation Mr,, based on the same convergence-determining class as
MN, satisfies I M,,\, - Mvl < aN/N for sufficiently large N.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider X = [0, 1] with the relative topology of the
reals and Lebesgue measure R on X. It follows from Exercise 1.2 that the
functions fo(x) = 1 and fr(x) = xr/r, r = 1, 2, . . . , form a convergence-
determining class with lim,. 11 fr11 = 0. Let MN be the maximal deviation
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defined in terms of this system, and let D,N*, denote the discrepancy as defined in
Definition 1.2 of Chapter 2. For r > 1 and w = in [0, 1), we have
(1/N)Y'_, f, JYfrdAl < V(fr)D,(w) = (1/i)D,*v(w) by Koksma's in-
equality (see Chapter 2, Theorem 5.1). Therefore, supr=l,2.... 1(1/N)

f (x) - ,.f_ f d7, I< D, *,(w), and this remains valid if we include r = 0.
Thus, MN, < D*,(w) for all N and all sequences w = (xn).

Notes

For a general survey of ergodic theory and proofs of the individual ergodic theorem,
we refer to Halmos [2] and Billingsley [1]. For relations between laws of large numbers
and ergodic theorems, see Lo6ve [1, Chapter 9]. An in-depth study of laws of large numbers
is carried out in R6v6sz [1]. Further applications of the individual ergodic theorem related
to problems discussed in this section were exhibited by Cigler [2, 9].

Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 were shown in the fundamental paper of Hlawka [3], and
even in the more general setting of summation methods (compare with Section 4). We
have preferred to use the term convergence-determining class also in the context of this
section, since it is more suggestive than Hlawka's Haupisystem (Hlawka [3]).

In recognition of the pioneer work of Borel [1], the statement in Theorem 2.2 is some-
times referred to as the Borel property of to-u.d. (see also Section 4). In conjunction with
Theorem 2.2, the following zero-one law from probability theory is of interest: Let (Y,-5F, v)
be an arbitrary probability space, and let A be a homogeneous set in Y°°, that is, a
measurable subset of Y1 that is independent of all cylinder sets; then va,(A) = 0 or 1
(Kolmogorov [1, p. 60], Feller [2, p. 122]). Moreover, if A is a vo,-measurable subset of
YG0 for which (y1, y2, ...) E A remains true whenever a finite number of y= is replaced by
arbitrary elements from Y, then A is homogeneous (Kolmogorov [1, p. 60], Visser [1]).
It follows then, in particular, that if Xis an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space and if the
set S of u-u.d. sequences in Xis tt,-measurable, then can only be 0 or 1. More
general laws of the above type are the zero-one laws of Hewitt and Savage [1] and of
Horn and Schach [1]. For arbitrary compact Hausdorff spaces, one does not know how
to characterize the measures a for which S is and 1.

By the law of the iterated logarithm (Lo6ve [1, p. 260], R6nyi [2, p. 337]), we have the
following quantitative version of Lemma 2.1: If f E R(X), then (1/N)1n 1 f(.,,) _
Z f dy + O(V'(log log N)/N) for u.,-almost all sequences in X, the exceptional set

depending on f . Thus, for a countable convergence-determining classf1,f2,... , FT, ... , we
obtain (1/N) 1n 1 fr(xn) = f Z frdu + O(/(log log N)/N)for all r = 1, 2, ...
and Theorem 2.2 follows. A survey of probability methods in the theory of u.d. and some
general results can be found in Kemperman [2].

Theorem 2.5 was enunciated in this form by Descovich [1]. The basic ideas can be
traced back to Hlawka [3]. Both authors prove their results for certain classes of summation
methods. Stapleton [1] has a very similar rearrangement result for locally compact
Hausdorff spaces with countable base. Gerl [7] shows a rearrangement theorem for
p-relatively equidistributed sequences (compare with the notes in Section 1).

A technique of "lifting" sequences from the unit interval was used by Hedrlin [1, 2]
to construct u.d. sequences in compact metric spaces. The method was in fact already
employed earlier by Stapleton [1] in order to show the existence of u.d. sequences in
locally compact Hausdorff spaces with countable base. For another application of the
method, see Baayen and Hedrlin [1]. The possibility of defining a discrepancy in a compact
space was investigated by Grassini [1]. An error in this paper was pointed out by Post [2].
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A notion of discrepancy in separable metric spaces based on the Prohorov distance of
probability measures was introduced by Bauer [1]. See also Muck and Philipp [1]. Suites
eutaxiques in compact metric spaces were studied by de Mathan [3]. For quantitative
theory in compact groups, see the notes in Section 1 of Chapter 4. For u.d. in Cartesian
products of compact Hausdorff spaces, see Christol [1].

Exercises
2.1. Let X be an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space. A Borel set B in X is

called a carrier of the measure It if u(B) = 1. Prove that if there exist
u-u.d. sequences in X, then ,u has a compact separable carrier. (Note:
The support of It is of course also a carrier of ,u.)

2.2. For the same situation as in Exercise 2.1, prove that if there exists a
carrier of It that is compact with countable base in the relative topology,
then there exist ,u-u.d. sequences in X. Show that even 4u -almost all
sequences in X are ,u-u.d. (Note: Exercises 2.1 and 2.2 together still
do not yield a necessary and sufficient condition for the measure ,u to
allow a,u-u.d. sequence, because there are compact separable Hausdorff
spaces that do not possess a countable base; see Kelley [1, p. 164].
For a complete characterization of those measures It, see the notes to
Section 1. Compare also with Exercise 2.15.)

2.3. Let (X, d) be a compact metric space with an everywhere dense sequence
(x,). Show that the open balls B.nk = {x c X: d(x,,, x) < Ilk), ii

1 , 2, ... , k = 1, 2, ... , form a countable base.
2.4. In a compact metric space with nonnegative normed Borel measure ,u,

there exists a countable base of open balls that are 1u-continuity sets.
Hint: Use Exercise 2.3.

2.5. Consider the discrete space X = {0, 1} with measure It defined by
u({O}) = a., ,u({1)) = 1 - a, 0 < a < 1. Construct a ,u-u.d. sequence
in X.

2.6. Let X = {0, 1, 2, . . . , k} be a discrete space with measure It defined
by µ({i})=2;> 0for0<i<k,2o+21+ +2k= 1. Construct
a,u-u.d. sequence in X. Hint: Use recursion on k.

2.7. Use the individual ergodic theorem to prove that if T: X H X is an
ergodic transformation (with respect to u) on a compact Hausdorff
space X with countable base, then the sequence (T"x) is 4u-u.d. in X
for ,u-almost all x c X.

2.8. Prove without using Baire's category theorem that if the compact
Hausdorff space X has at least two points, then the set S from Theorem
2.2 has a void interior in X.

2.9. Give a detailed proof of the following fact: If the Hausdorff space X
has no isolated points and is everywhere dense in X, then the
sequence remains everywhere dense after deletion of finitely many
terms. Why is this false if X contains isolated points?
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2.10.-2.13. In these four exercises, Xdenotes a compact Hausdorff space with
countable base, and y is a nonnegative normed Borel measure in X.

2.10. Prove that if y({x}) = 0 for all isolated points x c X, then there exists
a u-u.d. sequence in X consisting entirely of nonisolated points. Hint:
Since X has a countable base, at most countably many points in X
can be isolated.

2.11. Any everywhere dense sequence in X can be rearranged to a y-u.d.
sequence if we require that y({x}) = 0 for all isolated points x c X.

2.12. Prove that if X has at least two points and if there is an isolated point
x E X with u({x}) > 0, then there are everywhere dense sequences in
X that cannot be rearranged to a y-u.d. sequence.

2.13. Prove that Theorem 2.6 is best possible in the following sense: If X
has at least two points some of which are isolated and if a,N,JN - 0 as
N-->- co, then one can construct a sequence (y) containing isolated
points (even a y-u.d. one), a countable convergence-determining class
fi,,f2, . . ,f,, ... of functions from [(X) with 11 frl1 -). 0 as r -- co,
and an everywhere dense sequence in X such that the assertion of
Theorem 2.6 does not hold. Hint: If y c X is isolated, then the function
f (x) = 1 for x = y, f (x) = 0 for x 54 y, is continuous; use this
function in the system f,, f2i . . .; take a sequence (yk) that contains the
point y with a relative frequency larger than aN/N for sufficiently
large N.

2.14. For the space X = {0} U {11n: n = 1, 2, ...} in the relative topology
of the reals and the point measure y at x = 0, show that the functions
fr , r = 1, 2, ... , defined by fr(x) = 1/r for x < I/r and fr(x) = 0
otherwise, form a convergence-determining class with lira 11f,11 = 0.
Let be the maximal deviation defined in terms of the fr. Show
that for the sequence 1, , , ... we have NM,\, < I for all N > 1.

2.15. Let X be a compact separable Hausdorff space but not necessarily with
countable base. Let a0, x,, a2i ... be everywhere dense in X. Define
the measure ,u by

dJ

for all M c X.
i=o

XjEM

Show that y is regular and that its only compact carrier is X (in the
sense of Exercise 2.1). Construct a sequence (y, ), k > 1, in the following
way: The integer k has a unique dyadic representation k = 21, +
2'z + + V', j, > j2 > > j, > 0; define y, = x;q. Prove that
(yx) is y-u.d. in X. Hint: Show first that each xi occurs with the proper
frequency.

This example shows that even if y has no compact carrier with
countable base there may exist y-u.d. sequences.
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2.16. Let X be a compact metric space with metric d, and let u be a non-
negative normed Borel measure in X with support K. Suppose
is a µ-u.d. sequence in X. For each n, let y be a point in K that is
closest to x,,; that is, d(;,,, d(;,,, K) = min,,Ic d(x,,, z). Prove
that is again u-u.d. in X.

2.17. Let b > 2 be an integer. Prove that the transformation T of [0, 1)
defined by Tx = {bx} (= fractional part of bx) is ergodic with respect
to the Lebesgue measure d in [0, 1). Hint: Show first that an invariant
Borel set A satisfies A(A)A(J) = A(A n J) for every interval J of the
form J = [in/b'k, (m + 1)/bk), where k and in are integers with Ic > 1
and0<in <b''.

Deduce from the individual ergodic theorem that almost all real
numbers are normal to the base b.

2.18. Why does Theorem 2.3 imply the existence of non-µ-u.d. sequences
in X?

2.19. Prove that for any compact Hausdorff space X containing at least two
points and for any nonnegative regular normed Borel measure ,u in X,
there exist sequences in X that are not Ic-u.d. in X.

2.20. Prove that the one-sided shift T in X° is ergodic with respect to a..
Hint: Show first that µ. (T-'A) = ,u.O(A) and lim,, ,, µ,,(A n T-"B) _
,u,,,(A)µ,,,(B) for cylinder sets A, B in X'.

3. EQUI-UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

Basic Results

Let X again be a compact Hausdorff space but not necessarily with countable
base. As usual, It shall denote a nonnegative regular normed Borel measure
in X. Instead of looking at one given sequence in X, we now consider a
whole family of such sequences. We are interested in the extent to which
we can expect a uniform approximation of the u-integral by arithmetic
means in the given family of sequences. To this end, we introduce the notion
of a family of equi-u-u.d. sequences.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let So = {(x,,.,): 1 c- J) be a family of sequences in X,
where J denotes an arbitrary index set. .9' is called a family of equi-p-u.d.
sequences in X if for every f E _q (X), we have lim,,- . (IAN) Jn' 1 f
fsf du uniformly in a; that is, if for every f c M(X) and for every e > 0
there exists an integer N(f, e), independent of a, such that

N /

N 1f (xn.o) -J.yf dp G e (3.1)

for all N > N(f, e) and for all or E J.
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Whenever . ' consists of finitely many 1u-u.d. sequences
in X, then .9' is a family of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X. 0

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff uniform space with uni-
formity W. Actually, the assumption that X is a uniform space is no restric-
tion at all. If A = {(x, x): x c X} denotes the diagonal of X X X, where X
is an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space, then the family of all neighborhoods
of A (in the product topology) is a uniformity for X and the corresponding
uniform topology is identical with the original topology in X (Kelley [1, p.
198]). For the simple facts about uniform spaces that we need here, the
reader is referred to Kelley [1, Chapter 6], Gaal [1], and Isbell [1]. We use
the following well-known notions: If U and V are two subsets of X X X,
then U a V = {(x, z) E X x X: (x, y) E U and (y, z) E V for some y E X};
moreover, U is called symmetric if (x, y) E U implies (y, x) E U. A family
{PQ: or c- J) of transformations PQ: X H X is said to be equicontinuous at
the point x c- X if for each U E all, there exists a neighborhood R of x such
that (Pox, Pay) ca U for all y c R and for all a E J.

Now suppose that {PQ: a E J} is a family of measure-preserving trans-
formations on X (with respect to the given nonnegative regular normed
Borel measure a) that is equicontinuous at every point x c X, and let
be a given ,u-u.d. sequence in X. Then we claim that a EJ} is a
family of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X. We have to start from a function
f c M(X) and an E > 0. Since a continuous function on a compact uniform
space is uniformly continuous, there exists W E ill such that I f(u) - f (v) I <
E whenever (u, v) E W. We choose a symmetric V E °IC so that V o V 9 W.
Then, by the equicontinuity of the family {PQ: a E J}, for every y E X there
is a neighborhood R(y) of y such that z E R(y) implies (PQy, PQz) E V for all
a E J. By the usual argument-take a Urysohn function corresponding to {y}
and the complement of the interior of R(y)-we can show that every R(y)
contains an open 1u-continuity set S(y) with y c- S(y). Since X is compact,
finitely many S(y), say S1 = S(yl), ... , S, = S(y), will already cover X.
Define B1 = S1 and B; = Si n S, n n Si_1 for 2 5 i < m. Without
loss of generality, all B, are nonvoid; otherwise, we just delete those B. that
are void. The B., 1 S i < in, are pairwise disjoint u-continuity sets that
cover X. Moreover, since Bi c Si si R(yi), we have for all x, y c B.:
(PQyi, Pox) E V and (PQyi, Poy) E V for all or E J, which, in turn, implies
(PQx, PQy) E W for all or c- J. Therefore,

If(Pax) -f(PQy)I <E
for all x and yin the same B. and all a E J. From each Bi, 1 S i 5 in, we
choose a point zi that will be fixed throughout the remainder of the proof.
Let L > 0 be such that If (x)I < L for all x c- X. The sequence is u-u.d.
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and there are only finitely many Bt; therefore, we can find an integer N(f, e)
such that

A(B2; N)
- It B i

N
< E for all N > N(f, E) and all B2. (3.3)

Lm

We complete the proof by showing that

1 `'
fI f (Pain) - if du < 3e (3.4)

N >

for all N > N(f, E) and all i E J. The basic idea is that each x lies in a
unique B; ; we therefore approximate f (Pox,,) by f (Paz;) and estimate the
error. Thus, we write In 1f (Pain) = IT 1Iv f which will then be

x 6Bi
approximated by"_lJn1 f (Pazi), or J=_1 A(B1; N) f (Pz1). For each x,,,

1 < n < N, we commit an error of at most E by (3.2); therefore, for the
total error we have

N m

Y_f (Pain) - j A(B2; N)f (Pazt) < Ne. (3.5)
n=1 1=1

We also note that from the assumption that all Pa are measure-preserving
we get f s f (Pax) dµ(x) = f x f du for all or c- J. By using (3.2), (3.3), and
(3.5), we have now for all N > N(f, E) and all or c- J:

1 `v f
N ,> f(P,xn) - f dµ

1
N

N
I1f (Pain) - J f (Pax)

d,u(x)

1
N

1 "`

N I1f (Pax,) - - A(B2; N)f (Pazi)

+

+

m

+

)n M

NrI A(B2; N)f(Pazi)

/-2(B2)f (Paz£) -
X

f (Pax) du(x)

A(B2i N) - 1A(B)
N

If (Pan) I

f (f (Paz1) - f (Pax)) du(x)

+ E + f if (Pazi) - f (Pax) I dµ(x)
i=1 Bi

m

< 2e + Eu(Bi) = 3E.
i=1
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It does not require too much optimism to expect that criteria similar to
those in Section 1 might hold as well in the present situation if we only
make some provisions concerning the uniformity in a. In fact, the proofs
of the subsequent theorems are almost identical with the proofs of the
corresponding theorems in Section 1, so that we take the liberty of carrying
out the details in one case only.

THEOREM 3.1. Let )' be a class of functions from M(X) such that
sp (YI-) is dense in R (X), and let 5" = {(x,,,,) : a c J} be a family of sequences
in X. If for every f c-//-, we have

``, _
lim f f dpi uniformly in or E J, (3.6)
N-. N Z

then ." is a family of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X. If y/' c .P(X), then the
converse evidently holds as well.

PROOF. We proceed along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Take g E sp (Y,); that is, g = alfi + .. + akfk for some fi c- Yom' and ai E Et,
1 < i < k. Let M be a positive constant such that lai I S M for all 1 < i < k,
and choose E > 0. Then, for the positive number e/Mk and each f., there
exists an integer Ni, independent of a, such that

1 N
(( fN I fi dµ

Mk

for all N > Ni and all or E J. Hence, for N Ni and all a c- J,
we obtain

N
f

N
I g(x,,.,,) - J.t g d y

k

ai (1 N fi(xn.o) -f fi dµ)
i=1 N n=1 X

< Jail - < E. (3.8)
i=1 Mk

Now, for a given f c- .q(X) and e > 0, there exists h c- sp (Y,) with
11 f - h11 < e. By what we have already seen, there exists an integer N(h, E)
such that I (I IN)

IN
1 h(x,,,,,) - fs h dul < e for all N > N(h, s) and all

a c- J. Then, in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we
get for all N N(h, E) and all or c- J:

N'
I f(X.,J - ``f duN n f

1
N

< 2 IIf - hII +
N 1/0",) - fXh du

< 3E. (3.9)
1 )7
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For X with countable base, we constructed in Theorem 2.1 a countable
class )' 9 .q(X) with sp ('Y") _ R(X). This, together with Theorem 3.1,
yields the following criterion.

THEOREM 3.2: Weyl Criterion. Let X satisfy the second axiom of
countability, and let Y' = { fl, f2, ...} be a countable class of real-valued
continuous functions on X with sp (1") = -q(X). Then 9 = {(x,,,,): a c- J}
is a family of equi-u-u.d. sequences in X if and only if for all f,. E'', we have

1 N
lim I fi(x,,,Q) = f f dp uniformly in a E J. (3.10)
N- w N :_i J 1

Returning to arbitrary X, the following analogue of Theorem 1.2 holds.

THEOREM 3.3. 9 = {(x,,,0): vEJ} is a family of equi-,u-u.d. sequences
in X if and only if for all (closed) ,u-continuity sets M _- X, we have

lim
AQ(M; N) - µ(M) uniformly in v c J, (3.11)

N- .o N

where A,,(M; N) denotes the counting function corresponding to the sequence
(x,,,Q). In detail, for every (closed) ,u-continuity set M c X and every e > 0
there should exist an integer N(M, e), independent of or, such that

I A°(M;N)
M I f 11N>NM d 11 J 312

N
-Ilk ) -8 of a - ( ,e) an a uE . (. )

The Size of Families of Equi-u.d. Sequences

Let . ° be a family of equi-/A-u.d. sequences in X, viewed as a subset of X.
The subsequent discussions will be in the same vein as those concerning
the set S in Section 2. We know at any rate that S' has to be contained in S.

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that 9' or c J} is a family of equi-,u-
u.d. sequences in X. Then so is So, the closure taken in X°°.

PROOF. By hypothesis, for given f c .q(X) and e > 0, there exists an
integer N(f, e) such that I (1/N) I`-1 f (x,,,,) - f Yf dud < e for all N Z
N(f, e) and all a c J. Using an argument similar to that in the proof of
Theorem 2.3, we consider the set Q of all points (yl, y2, . . . ) y,,, . . . ) E X
for which 1(1/N) I;v1 f fsf dul 5 e holds for all N Z N(f, e). As
in the proof of Theorem 2.3, it follows that Q is a closed subset of X.
But So Q, and therefore, 9 Q, which completes the proof.

THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that X contains at least two points and that .9'
is a family of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X. Then . ° is nowhere dense in X1.
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PROOF. Assume, on the contrary, that 9 contains a nonvoid open set
D in X. Then D, in turn, contains a nonvoid open set E = f 1 E, with
Ej = X for i greater than some k. For two distinct points a and b in X,
let f be a Urysohn function (see Section 1) with f (a) = 1, f (b) = 0. In P,
there is a sequence with y = a for n > k, and a sequence with
z = b for it > k. Then, for all N > 3k, we have (1/N) f (y >
(N - k)/N > 2 and (l/N) IN, f k/N < I. But this is not possible,
since by Theorem 3.4, 5" is a family of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X.

At this stage, it should already be evident that the restriction on X in the
foregoing theorem is necessary (compare with Section 2). If Xhas a countable
base, the following alternative proof of Theorem 3.5 can be given:.7, as a
subset of S, is of the first category in X' (see Theorem 2.3); since X' is
metrizable, Baire's category theorem applies, and so, 9 has a void interior;
in other words, .P is nowhere dense in X. In this argument, we used the
following special form of Baire's category theorem.

LEMMA 3.1: Baire's Category Theorem. Let M be a closed subset of the
compact metric space Y. If M is of the first category in Y, then M has a
void interior.

The support of u (see Definition 1.4) will be used in the subsequent
theorems, the first of which is a counterpart to Theorem 2.2. But now we
do not need a countable base for X. Let µ. be the product measure in X`°
induced by It (if X has a countable base, then ,u,,, is again a Borel measure).
Furthermore, let ,u. be the outer measure in X°° defined by
inf{,u.(A): A is u°,-measurable and B 9 A} for every B c X°°.

THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that It is not a point measure, and let 5 be a
family of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X. Then p,(5) < 1.

PROOF. It suffices to show that #.(97) < 1. Suppose, on the contrary,
that 1. Then, for any u.-measurable subset A of X'°\5, we
have ,u,, (A) = 0. By Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, X`°\95 is a nonvoid open set in
X°. Choose an arbitrary = (x1i x2, . . .) E X'\97, and a neighborhood E
of E that is a cylinder set E = E. contained in X'°\5", where E. is open
in X for all i and E; = X for sufficiently large i. Now, ,u,(E) = 0; hence,
u(E;) = 0 for some j. But then x, E K', where K is the support of p. Thus,
we have shown X'\5° 9 X°°\K°°, or K°° c !7. It follows that K" is a family
of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X.

Since ,u is not a point measure, the support K of u contains at least two
points. But then there exist points in K" that do not correspond to ,u-u.d.
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sequences in X (see Theorem 1.3 and Exercise 2.19), and we arrive at a
contradiction.

If u is a point measure (i.e., u({xo}) = 1 for some xo E X), then the family
Y consisting only of the constant sequence (xo, xo, . . .) is a family of equi-
p-u.d. sequences in X satisfying 1. In case the support of ,u has a
countable base (in the relative topology), we can prove a positive result on
the 1u -measure of 9 supplementing Theorem 3.6, namely, that U,, (Y)
may come arbitrarily close to 1. We shall need the following important fact
from measure theory.

LEMMA 3.2: Egoroff's Theorem. Let (Y, -5F, v) be a measure space with v
being a nonnegative normed measure. Suppose that f,,, n = 1, 2, ... , and
f are 9,--measurable functions on Y that are finite v-a.e. and for which

0 =f (y) v-a.e. Then for every E > 0 there exists a set M C-32;'
with v(M) > 1 - e such that lim,,. =f (y) uniformly on M.

THEOREM 3.7. Suppose the support of It has a countable base, and let
a real number 6 with 0 < 6 < 1 be given. Then there exists a closed family
. of equi-a-u.d. sequences in X such that u.(5") > 1 - 6.

PROOF. Let K be the support of ,u and let /z* be the restriction of /t to K.
For simplicity, we write a** instead of (u*),,. Let Y _ { fl, fzi ...} be a00

countable class of functions from R(K) with sp ()) _ R(K). As we did in
the proof of Theorem 2.3, we look, for fixed k > 1 and N > 1, at the
function Fk.N E q(K`°), defined by x, ...) (1 IN) Y` 1 for
(x1i x2,. ..) E K. From Lemma 2.1, we get

lim FkN(x1, xz, ...) fk du* M* -a.e.N is
Therefore, by Egoroff's theorem, there exists a subset k

of K°° of measure Iu (Yk) > 1 - (6/2e) such that lim,N,-. Fk,,v(xl, xzi ...) _
fK fk du* uniformly on Y, Consequently, for 500 = fl=1 .9k the following
holds: For all fk c-//' we have

lim
1

fk dp* uniformly on Yo.- 1
ficN-.a N n=1

By Theorem 3.2, Yo is a family of equi-a*-u.d. sequences in K. Applying
Theorem 3.4, we get a closed family Y = Yo (closure in K'O) of equi-,u*-u.d.
sequences in K satisfying ,u*,(. °) > /t** (.9°0) > 1 - Y-x 1 (1 - 4U ('Vk)) >W Go

1 - 6; hence, u,,(Y) > 1 - 6. Note that K`° is closed in X`°, and so, .9'
is closed in X °. It is easy to see that Y is also a family of equi-/e-u.d. sequences
in X, which completes the proof.
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Well-Distributed Sequences

DEFINITION 3.2. The sequence in X is said to be c-It,ell distributed in
X if for every f c- M (X), we have

1 N+hlim - I f f dp uniformly in h = 0, 1, 2, .... (3.13)
N-oo N =T+n s

Thus, = (x,,) is f1-well distributed in X if , form a family
of equi-,u-u.d. sequences in X, where T is the one-sided shift in X°. As
immediate consequences of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively, we get the
following criteria.

COROLLARY 3.1. Let P" be a class of functions from M(X) with
sp (P) = 9?(X). Then is ,u-well distributed in X if and only if for all
f c- we have "MN- (l/N) 'jA'+'` f (x) = f x f d uniformly in h =
0,1,2 ..... If X satisfies the second axiom of countability, then there exists
a countable class 'Y' satisfying the above conditions.

COROLLARY 3.2. The sequence is It-well distributed in X if and
only if for all (closed) ,u-continuity sets M c X, we have

1 N+h
lim I µ(M) uniformly in h = 0, 1, 2, ... , (3.14)
N-+oo N =1+n

where cal denotes the characteristic function of M.

A simple, but interesting, consequence of the preceding result that sheds
some more light on the property of µ-well-distributivity is the following.

LEMMA 3.3. If is u-well distributed in X, then for every µ-continuity
set M with µ(M) > 0, there exists a natural number No = N0(M) such
that at least one of any No consecutive elements from lies in M.

PROOF. Choose e = ju(M). Then, by Corollary 3.2, there exists No
such that

1 N+r,

c u(x,,) - u(M) S
N >,=i+,,

for all N > Na and all h = 0, 1, 2..... In particular,

1
N0+nI C '11(X") > 1,u(M) > 0 for all h = 0, 1., 2, ... ,

No =1+n

which already proves our assertion.
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Not too surprisingly, well-distributed sequences are rather scarce. To
prove a precise version of this statement, the following measure-theoretic
lemma will be useful.

LEMMA 3.4. If It is not a point measure in X, then there exists a It-
continuity set M c X with 0 < µ(M) < 1.

PROOF. By the assumption on It, there exist at least two distinct points a
and bin the support K of u. Let f be a Urysohn function on X with f (a) = 1
and f (b) = 0. By the usual argument (see Example 1.2), there is a ,u-con-
tinuity set M of the form M = {x E X: f (x) > e} for some s with 0 < e < 1.
Since M is an open neighborhood of a c- K, we have µ(M) > 0. From
A? S {x c X: f (x) > e) we infer that M' is an open neighborhood of
b c- K; thus, ,u(M') > 0. This implies p(M) < 1, and so, ,u(M) < 1. 0

THEOREM 3.8. Let W be the set of ally-well distributed sequences in X,
viewed as a subset of X. If It is not a point measure, then ,u.(W) = 0,
where 4u is the complete product measure in X°.

PROOF. Let M be a fixed It-continuity set with 0 < u(M) < 1, which
exists by Lemma 3.4. For N > 1, let W,N, be the set of all ,u-well distributed
sequences in X for which at least one of any N consecutive elements lies
in M. By Lemma 3.3, we have W = W. Thus, it suffices to show
that du (W,v) = 0 for all N > 1. For given N > 1, let X" be the Cartesian
product of N copies of X, and let ,u,v be the product measure on X`v. Define
F,v to be the set consisting of all points of X`" for which at least one coordinate
belongs to M; that is, Fv = X""\H`,-, M2 with M; = M for all i. Note that
,u,v(FN) = 1 - (I where a = µ(M). For k 0, put

Fv) = {(x,, x2i . . .) E X°°: ('t'iN+,, ... , 't'iN+N) E FN for 0 < j < k}.
It follows from the definition of W,v that WN S flk, Fry). Now It.(Fv)) =
(1 - (1 - a)"" )x+1, and so, 0 < 1 - (1 - a)`v < 1 implies uo(l,`°__o F,(,,)) =
0. Thus, afortiori, ,z (Wv) = 0. 0

A question that poses itself naturally is whether there exist u-well distri-
buted sequences at all. In case X has a countable base, a more or less explicit
construction of ,u-well distributed sequences is available (see notes). But
,u-well distributed sequences may also exist for measures whose support does
not have a countable base (see Exercise 3.3). For arbitrary compact Hausdorff
spaces, a characterization of the measures It for which u-well distributed
sequences exist is not known. In particular, one does not know whether
there are measures ,u for which ,u-u.d. sequences, but no ,u-well distributed
sequences, exist.

The next result is very useful in that it enables us to find new It-well
distributed sequences from a given one.
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THEOREM 3.9. Let = (x,,) be ti-well distributed in X. Then so is every
sequence in the closure (in X') of the set .P =

PROOF. By the definition of /c-well-distributivity, 5 is a family of equi-
/t-u.d. sequences in X. Then so is .°, by Theorem 3.4. Now take a sequence
91 E 9. We claim that T?/ E 9. For if T?j 0 9, then the continuity of T
implies the existence of an open neighborhood D of 9) such that T 0
whenever E D. But T'11 E D for some in > 0, and so, it would follow that
Ti1+1 0 9, a contradiction. By induction, we get then Trig E 9 for all
r > 0. Thus, {?I, T?j, T271, ...} 9 is a family of equi-p-u.d. sequences
in X; in other words, 71 is eu-well distributed in X. 0

THEOREM 3.10. Suppose X has a countable base and contains no
isolated points. Then any everywhere dense sequence in X can be
rearranged so as to yield a It-well distributed sequence in X.

PROOF. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. We start out from
a /c-well distributed sequence (Yk) in X, and we show that the pertinent sums

occurring there, if replaced by lk' +n, can be estimated uniformly in h.
To simplify the computations, we consider slightly altered sets Dk, namely,
Dk = {x E X: I fr(Jk) - fr(+')I < 2-k for 1 < r < k}. The sequence (x,) is
then constructed in exactly the same way, and we have for fixed fr:

1 N+h 1 N+n

N k
I It(fr(Yi) - N h=1+7tI

f'(Yk) - fr(ank) I

N+n

<i12llfrll+ 1 2-k

N N k=11+n

1 1211frll+N N

which can be made arbitrarily small independent of h. The rearrangement
(Uk) of (x,,) is again defined in the same way as in Theorem 2.5. For a fixed
f,., we get

1

LN+h

. (fr(tui) - 1 fr('+'r ))
N k=1+n N k=1+n `

k=nz

N

2 Ilfrll 2 Ilfrll+
JN+h+Ji1 N

<211frII +211fr11

JN N
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which can again be made arbitrarily small independent of h. Thus,
1 N++1

N
-JTfr dp

203

1
N+h

I (f ,(u,)r(uk) - fr(an))
N k=1+h

1
N+h

!, r(fr(x,,) - fr(Jk))
N k=1+h

1
N+h f

+
N k

I `fr(Yk) J`Ifr [11f e

for N Z N(fr, e), independent of h. Corollary 3.1 implies the ,u-well-
distributivity of (uk).

We give a sample result to show how the concept of µ-well-distributivity
can be used in analysis.

THEOREM 3.11. Let (xn) be a u-well distributed sequence in X. Let f
be a function on X that is bounded away from 0 on an open set of positive
measure; that is, there exists an open set E with u(E) > 0 and a positive
constant c such that I f (x)I c for all x c- E. Furthermore, we are given a
sequence (an) of positive real numbers with o'an for all n = 1, 2, .. .
and some fixed a > 0. Then the absolute convergence of In-=l an f
implies the convergence of In1 an.
PROOF. The open set E contains a u-continuity set M with ,u(M) > 0.
To see this, we observe that, by regularity, there is a closed C S E with
,u(C) > 0. As we have shown in Section 1, a Urysohn function corresponding
to the disjoint closed sets C and E' then enables us to construct a1u-continuity
set M with C c M c E. By Lemma 3.3, the ,u-well-distributivity of
implies the existence of a positive integer N such that at least one of any N
consecutive elements of lies in M. We shall use that I f (x) I > c for all
x E M. Without loss of generality, we may assume a > 1, since for a < 1
the theorem is obvious. For every positive integer s and every k with 1 <
k < N, we have as+k Z as+NUk-N Z as+NU A We write

00 co N
LrXn If(xn)I =I ragN+k If(XQN+k)I

n=1 q=0k=1
and note that in the inner sum for at least one term I f (XQ,v+k) I "> c. Therefore,

oo 00

an If(xn)I G co Na(q+1)N,
n=1 q=0

and lQ _o a(q+,)N converges. Finally, for L > 2, we get
LNN^ N N L-2
ran L.= (X. + L. I a(q+1)N+k < I oc + NUN Y-O'(q+1)N
9,=1 n=1 q=0 k=1 n=1 q=0

N 00

N
n=1 q=0

and so Y-n 1 ocn converges.
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Complete Uniform Distribution

A notion complementary in a sense to u-well-distributivity is the so-called
complete ,u-uniform distribution. Throughout the remainder of this section,
we suppose that X has a countable base.

DEFINITION 3.3. The sequence _ (x,,) in X is called completely u-It. d.
in X if the sequence (T"$), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , is u,,-u.d. in X°.

It can be easily seen that a completely 1u-u.d. sequence is in particular
,u-u.d. (see Exercise 3.6). On the other hand, a completely k-u.d. sequence
cannot be ,u-well distributed, apart from an obvious exception.

THEOREM 3.12. If u is not a point measure, then a completely u-u.d.
sequence in X cannot be 14-well distributed in X.

PROOF. By Lemma 3.4, we can find a It-continuity set M c X with 0 <
µ(M) < 1. Now suppose that c = is a sequence that is both completely
µ-u.d. and p-well distributed in X. Then, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a
natural number N such that at least one of any N consecutive elements from
(x,,) lies in M. On the other hand, consider the following set in X': F(N) _
H iF,1withF1=M'for 1 < i < N and F, = X for i > N. Since M' is a
p-continuity set with 0 < ,u(M') < 1, F,(,"") is a u,,-continuity set satisfying
0 < du 1. But the sequence is p.-u.d. in X°°, so, in particular,
some elements of this sequence will lie in F "'. Thus, The E F.`") for some
h > 0. In other words, (.x,,+1, xh+z, . . .) E F,(,,""), or x,,+, c- M' for 1 < i < N.
This is a contradiction to the construction of N. 0

THEOREM 3.13. ,u,,,,-almost all sequences are completely µ-u.d. in X.

PROOF. The arguments are very similar to those employed in the proof
of Theorem 2.2. Given a function g c- .Q(X°°), the individual ergodic theorem
fields limN co N-(IAN) g( _ x. g dy., for ,u,-almost all E X°.Y f

Since X`° has also a countable base, there exists a countable convergence-
determining class g1i g2i ... of functions from V(X'°). Hence, for ,ud,-
almost all E X",

1 iV-1 nlim gi(T ) _ fegi dµ for all i = 1, 2, ... .
N-' c N n=o

This means that is µ.-u.d. in X' for /t,,,-almost all c- X', and the
proof is complete.

For X with countable base, Theorems 3.12 and 3.13 together provide an
alternative proof for Theorem 3.8.
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Notes

Proofs of Baire's category theorem can be found in Kelley [1] and Hewitt and Stromberg
[1]. For proofs of Egoroff's theorem we refer to Halmos [1] and Hewitt and Stromberg [1].

Most of the results in this section are from Baayen and Helmberg [1] and Helmberg
and Paalman-de Miranda [1]. Theorem 3.8, in this general form, is from Niederreiter [9].
It was shown earlier for Xwith countable base by Helmberg and Paalman-de Miranda [1].
For compact groups, several results were already shown earlier by Hlawka [1]. The explicit
construction of /i-well distributed sequences that we mentioned was given by Baayen and
Hedrlin [1]. An interesting measure-theoretic characterization of well-distributed sequences
is in Cigler (12, 15].

A very thorough analysis of the relation between various concepts like uniformly distri-
buted, well-distributed, almost well-distributed, weakly well-distributed, and completely
uniformly distributed sequences with respect to a measure It was carried out by Baayen
and Helmberg [1]. One question left open in this paper was settled by Zame [3]. For a
discussion of complete u.d. in compact spaces, see also Cigler [9] and Kemperman [2].
We remark that a sequence = (xv) is completely /e-u.d. in X if and only if is a generic
point (in the sense of Furstenberg [1, 2]) with respect to the triple (X', T, 11.), where T
is the one-sided shift in X.

In the mod 1 case, the definition of complete u.d. is due to Korobov [1]. A sequence
(xn) of real numbers is completely u.d. mod 1 if and only if for all s > 1 and all lattice
points (h1, ... , hs) 96 (0, . . . , 0), the sequence (h1x,, + hexn+1 + ... + hsxn+s-1), 't =
1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1. For results on complete u.d. mod 1, see Cigler [2, 9], Franklin
[2], Haber [2], Hlawka [4, 8], Knuth [1], Korobov [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 14, 18], Postnikov
[4], Postnikova [1], and Staritenko [1, 2]. Completely u.d. mod 1 sequences are important
random number generators (see Knuth [2, Chapter 3]).

Theorem 3.11 is essentially due to Hlawka [1] and has its origin in a theorem of Fatou
(Zygmund [1, p. 232]). Hlawka [2] showed that the theorem remains true if "/1-well
distributed" is replaced by "weakly /e-well distributed" (schwachg/eichmtissigg/eichvertei/t),
a concept defined in Exercise 3.13. This is even more interesting, since almost all sequences
(in the usual sense) are weakly u-well distributed (Hlawka (2], Baayen and Helmberg [1]).
Hlawka proved these results for compact groups with countable base, but they hold true
as well for arbitrary compact Hausdorff spaces (only for the metric result one needs the
second axiom of countability).

Exercises

3.1. Let (x,,) be u.d. mod 1. Prove that the family of sequences {(x + a):
0 < u < 1) is equi-u.d. mod 1. Hint: Use Example 3.2.

3.2. Generalize Exercise 3.1 to several dimensions.
3.3. Prove that the sequence from Exercise 2.15 is ,u-well distributed.

Hint: Show first that the approximation of It-measure by relative
frequencies is uniform in h for a singleton {x1}.

3.4. Let X be a discrete space with k elements, and let It be the measure
defined by µ(B) = (Ilk) card B for all B c X. Construct explicitly a
,u-well distributed sequence in X.
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3.5. Let be a sequence in a compact Hausdorff space X such that for
every p-continuity set M, there exists a positive constant C(M) such
that JA(M; N)/N -,u(M)l < C(M)/N holds for all N > 1. Prove
that (xn) is It-well distributed in X.

3.6. Here and in the three following exercises, suppose X has a countable
base. Prove that if (xn) is completely ,u-u.d. in X, then is Fa-u.d,

in X.
3.7. Let = be a sequence in X. Prove that if (T11$), n = 0) 1, 2, ...

is 3u -well distributed in X°°, then (x,,) is ,u-well distributed in X.
3.8. Deduce from Exercise 3.7 that if It is not a point measure, then no

sequence of the form is 1u,,-well distributed in X'.
3.9. Let be a sequence in X'°, Sn = (xn1, xn2) ... ) xnk, ...), n =

1, 2, .... Prove that ($n) is µc,-u.d. in X°° if and only if for each k > 1,
the sequence (xi1, ... ) xnk), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. in X'( = fJ =1 X;,
with Xi = X for all i) with respect to the projection ,uk of ,u., on X''';
that is, µk(B) = x X X X X ) for Borel sets B in X. Hint:
Show first that the continuous functions on X°° that depend only on
finitely many coordinates are dense in R(X°°).

1 xn/b't be the b-adic repre-3.10. Let b > 2 be an integer, and let x = 1
10

sentation of x E [0, 1) (see Chapter 1, (8.1)). Consider the discrete
space X = {0, 1, . . . , b - 11 with measure It defined as in Exercise
3.4. Prove that x is normal to the base b if and only if the sequence
(xn) is completely u-u.d. in X. Hint: Use Exercise 3.9.

3.11. Let X have a countable base, and let u* be the restriction of It to its
support K. Prove that a sequence in K is completely lc-u.d. in X if
and only if it is completely ,u*-u.d. in K (in the relative topology).

3.12. Similar to Exercise 3.11, but with "completely u.d." replaced by
"well-distributed."

3.13. A sequence in X is called weakly eu-well distributed in X if

1 H-1
lim lim
N-'w H-'.o Hh=o

1 hN+N

I f (xn) -
J

J du
N n=hN+1 1

= 0 (3.15)

holds for every f c- M(X). Prove that every weakly ,u-well distributed
sequence in X is ,u-u.d. in X.

3.14. Prove that every ,u-well distributed sequence in X is weakly ,u-well
distributed in X.

3.15. Let Yl' be a class of continuous functions on X with sp R(X).
Prove that is weakly It-well distributed in X if and only if (3.15)
holds for all f c- ".

3.16. Let X have a countable base. Prove that the support of the Borel
measure It,, in X'° is K°°, where K is the support of It.
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Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let u be a nonnegative regular
normed Borel measure on X. Furthermore, we take an infinite real matrix
A = (ank), n = 1, 2, . . . , k = 1, 2, . . . , satisfying the conditions

i.

ii.
M

lim I 1.
n-w k=1

In the sequel, if we speak of a matrix method, it will be tacitly assumed that
these two conditions are satisfied. For important facts on matrix methods
and some examples, see Section 7 of Chapter 1.

DEFINITION 4.1. The sequence (xn) in X is said to be (A, ,et)-u.d. in X if

lim I awk f (xk) = f f d,u for all f c- .4(X). (4.1)
n- .o k=1 J X

If we choose the matrix method of arithmetic means (i.e., a,, = 1/n for
1 < k < n and 0 fork > n), then we are back safely at Definition 1.1.
As in Section 1, it suffices to require (4.1) only for a rather small class of
continuous functions in order to guarantee (A, u)-u.d.

THEOREM 4.1. Let 'K be a class of continuous functions on X with
sp (Y I) = .W (X). Then (xn) is (A, ,u)-u.d. in X if and only if

lim l ankf (xk) = f du for all f c- Y' . (4.2)
n- w k=1 X

PROOF. Necessity is clear. By linearity, (4.2) holds for all g e sp (f).
With h E..(X) and e > 0 being given, we can find g c- sp (YI-) with Ilh - gII <
e. Then, for sufficiently large n,

ank(h - g)(xk) -f (h - g) duankh(xk) -J h d,u I <
k=1k=1 Y

def 00

IIAII = sup I I ankl < cc
n k=1

+ 1ankg(xk) - g dµ
k=1 fX

+IIAII Ilh - gll + Ilh - gII

+
k=1

ankg(xk) _ f g
dµ

+(IIAII +2)e.
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This proof is of course just an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 1.1
to the present situation. Under the additional condition that 0 for
all n, k = 1, 2, . . . , we can also adapt the proof of Theorem 1.2 to yield
an analogous result for (A, ,u)-u.d. (see Exercise 4.1).

The Borel Property

We enter one of the most interesting aspects of the theory of (A, ,u)-u.d.
when we ask whether the metric result enunciated in Theorem 2.2 also
holds for the matrix methods under consideration. Unfortunately, no
conditions on the matrix A are known that are both necessary and sufficient
for the analogue of Theorem 2.2 to be valid. However, we can prove a
useful sufficient condition that is satisfactory in many important special
cases. Example 4.4 will show that the condition is not necessary.

THEOREM 4.2. Let X have a countable base, and let A = be a
matrix method. Put a,, = 1 1 ank2 for n > 1. If

oo

e"'n<oo for all6>0,

then It.-almost all sequences are (A, u)-u.d. in X.

In case a,, = 0, the term e ai°^ is interpreted to be zero; because of con-
dition (ii), this can happen for only finitely many n. For the proof of this
theorem, we need a few auxiliary results. Throughout this discussion,
Exp (v) will stand for the exponential function ev with real v.

LEMMA 4.1. For s c I(X), put or. = fa s du. Then for all real numbers
u we have

J'Exp (us) dµ S Exp (au +
a

J1s11' u'). (4.5)

PROOF. As the composition of s with a continuous function on IR, Exp (us)
is Borel-measurable on X. For each it, we have

Exp (us) < Exp (lust) < Exp (Iit I IIs1I); (4.6)

therefore, Exp (us) is integrable. Let V be the function on R defined by
yo(u) = fs Exp (us) du. We shall compute the first and second derivative of
V. By (4.6), we may apply the dominated convergence theorem to

and obtain

V(u) =J1 (
ri=o

ijs')
du,

V(u) =
tip

s1 dµ.
=o J Zj !
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Differentiation yields
00 j1

V(u) _ Ju f us' du = f s'+1 du =J s Exp (us) du, (4.7)
j=1 j! . X i=o

jI

X X

and similarly,

V'(u) = I S2 Exp (us) dot. (4.8)

With tp(u) = log V(u), we get

and

9(0) = 0, (0) = a
,

(4.9)

V'04(11) - (w'(u))2 '(u) 11s112I Exp(us)d i
2

V(u)
<

01) - f Exp(us)du = IsI

J.i

Then, by (4.9), (4.10), and Taylor's theorem,
for all it e R. (4.10)

,p(u)<a.u+jIISII2112 for all it EIlt, (4.11)

and the desired result follows.

LEMMA 4.2. Let f c R(X) with f x f du = 0 and II f II = 1. For n 1,

let S be the bounded measurable function on X`° defined by S.,,(x1, x2, ...) _
EF 1 f (xk). Then for all 71 > 0,

({ E X`°: I SJE) I > ,1}) < 2 Exp (- 2)
. (4.12)

PROOF. We first estimate f Xoo Exp du. for it c R. Since

N

Iankf(xk) IIAII for all N > 1,
k=1

we can use the dominated convergence theorem:

N
f Exp(it

fx-(N-oo
lim Exp (l dfic,

co k=1x
r N

= lim J Exp (uakf(xk)) duo.
N-' Xa0 k=1

Al

= lim J II Exp dUc
N-co X0D k=1

N
= lim 1l J Exp (ua,,kf) dec. (4.13)

k=1 X
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In the last step, we used Fubini's theorem. Now, by Lemma 4.1,

and so,

j'ExP (ua>,k f) dtl < Exp (iu2a, 2), (4.14)

L N
Exp dhw < lim f Exp

zw Iv-w k=1
,v

= lim Exp
(zU2Ya,tk2) = Exp (4.15)

N- oo k=1

For it > 0, we have by (4.15),

(4.16)
w

We note that (4.12) is trivial for a = 0. So suppose a > 0. Choose it =
qjla,,, and it follows from (4.16) that

lcw({ E Xw : S j}) < Exp (-
i2

) . (4.17)
2a

For it < 0, we have by (4.15),

Exp f" Exp claw > Exp (-uq)µw({e c- X':

Choose it = - ?l/a,,, and it follows from (4.18) that
(4.18)

E Xw: S Exp (_----). (4.19)
2a

(4.17) and (4.19) together imply (4.12).

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2. Let f c- -q(X) and S be as in Lemma 4.2.
For fixed 71 > 0, put

L(i7) E X': there exists no(d) such that S rl
for all n > no(e)}. (4.20)

With B,, _ {1 E Xw : S 77}, we have L(i1) = U B,,. Since
Exp converges by assumption, there exists, for given e > 0,

a positive integer No with j,°_,\,o Exp (-,q2/2a,,) < e/2. Then, by Lemma 4.2,

w w

!uw(L(71)) yw n B = 1 - µw ( U B;) Z 1 - J ltw(B' )

Z1-2Exp(- )>1- (4.21)
n=\o 2a
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hence, ,u.(L(il)) = 1. Then, u.(n 1 L(1/r)) = 1, and therefore, for
u.-almost all sequences we have

lim S =lim
1

f (xk) = f f d y. (4.22)
?I -I co n- oo k=1 X

Now there is a countable system Yl- ...} in M(X) with sp () _
M(X) and f, = 1. By replacing each nonconstant fi by fi - f x f dy and multi-
plying by a suitable constant, we get a countable system 'Y* = {g1, g2, ...}
in M(X) with sp (*) _ M(X) and where each nonconstant gi satisfies
f x gi du = 0 and iIgi II = 1. By what we have already shown, (4.22) holds
for the nonconstant gi in place of f and is trivial for the constant gi. Then,
by Theorem 4.1 and the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.2,
we may conclude that µc-almost all sequences are (A, ,u)-u.d. in X.

In the first part of the above proof, we have of course just reproduced
the Borel-Cantelli lemma from probability theory.

A matrix A for which ,u,,-almost all sequences are (A, ,u)-u.d. is said to
have the Borel property with respect to the measure ,u (see also the notes
in Section 1). The following condition, although more restrictive than the
so-called Hill condition (4.4), often suffices to verify the Borel property.

COROLLARY 4.1. If a log n = 0 with the notation of Theorem
4.2, then A has the Borel property with respect to all nonnegative normed
Borel measures u on the compact Hausdorff space X with countable base.

PROOF. We show that a log n = 0 implies the Hill condition.
Choose S > 0, and then an e with 0 < e < 6. By hypothesis, there exists
an integer N such that a,, log n < e for all n > N. Then Exp (-S/an) S
Exp (- (6/e) log n) = ii °I` for all n Z N, with 6/e > 1. Therefore the series
1m l Exp (-6/a,,) converges.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Theorem 2.2 is now just a special case of Corollary 4.1.
For the summation method of arithmetic means (ank = 1/n for 1 < k S n
and ank = O fork > n) we get an =1/n for all n 1; therefore,

lim a log n = 0.
n-o

We could as well ask for necessary conditions on the matrix A that are
implied by the Borel property. We show one such condition that is closely
related to Corollary 4,1. For this theorem, X need not have a countable base.

THEOREM 4.3. If A has the Borel property with respect to a measure ,u
that is not a point measure, then limn,,, an = 0.

PROOF. Let us first note that the assumption on ,u implies that the support
of ,u contains at least two points. We now want to construct a function
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f E M(X) with f x f du = 0 and f, f2 du > 0. Take g E M(X) such that g
is not constant on the support of It (e.g., take a Urysohn function with
respect to two distinct points from the support of µ). Then f = g - f s g dµ
will do. We certainly have f s f du = 0. Furthermore, by the construction
of g, there exists a point b from the support of It such that g(b) 0 fs g du.
Thus, the continuous functionf2 is positive on some open neighborhood of
b, which has positive p-measure, since b is in the support of It. Therefore,
fxf2 dµ > 0.

With this f c- ?(X), put as in Lemma 4.2: Sn() = Sn(x1, x2, ...) _
k1 (xk). Since A has the Borel property, we have lim, .

f X f du = 0 for 1u -almost all E X. Consequently, 0 for
,uco-almost all E X', and so, f is (lim . Sn2) d z = 0. On the other hand,
the inequality Sn2 S 11A112 Jjfjj2 and the dominated convergence theorem
yield

J
(urn S,i2 I d1 =1im

f'y
S 2 clu

1° \n- n 91-00 .0

= lim f
x °°

\k=1ank.(xk))2 dfc.

= lim a nian;.f (xi).f(x;)) dp . (4.23)
n

x
i.1=1

The absolute convergence of 1 ankf (xk) implies that any arrangement of
the above double series into a simple series converges to (Y', ank f (xk))2.

Another application of the dominated convergence theorem yields

0 L. (Jim d1u

00

= lim avian; f (xi)f (x;) dp.0
n-oo i,;=1 1c

00

= lim Yank2 I f2 dill.
n-+oo k=1 J I (4.24)

Thus, (fxf 2 dµ) lim,, a = 0, and since f 1 f 2 du 34 0, the proof is com-
plete.

COROLLARY 4.2. If A has the Borel property with respect to a measure
µ that is not a point measure, then A is regular; that is, limn. ank = 0 for
every fixed k.

If the matrix method A includes the matrix method B (in the sense of
Definition 7.4 of Chapter 1) and if (x.,,) is (B, u)-u.d. in X, then (xn) is
obviously also (A, ,u)-u.d. in X. Hence, if B has the Borel property with
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respect to the measure z on X, and if A includes B, then A has the Borel
property with respect to µ.

EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider a Cesaro means (C, r) with r Z 1 as defined in
Example 7.1 of Chapter 1. Since (C, r) includes (C, 1) (Zeller and Beekmann
[1, p. 104], Peyerimhoff [1, p. 15]), it enjoys the Borel property with respect
to any nonnegative normed Borel measure It on a compact Hausdorff space
X with countable base. 0

EXAMPLE 4.3. A so-called discrete Abel method is defined as follows:
We are given a sequence (cu) of real numbers with 0 < c,, < 1 and
1; the matrix A = (a.,,,) is defined by a = (1 - c )c'-1 n, k = 1, 2 .....
The matrix A satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), since Jh , a , = Jk ,

ck-1 = 1( k- for all n Z 1. Moreover, A is regular. Now let (sk)1-, k
be a sequence of real numbers such that the radius of convergence of the
power series a(x) _ (1 - x) I' , Skxk 1 is at least 1. Note that lk =1 anksk =

SkCk-1 = a(C ); thus, (sk) will certainly be summable to the
value in by the discrete Abel method if lima +1_o a(x) = in. According to the
theorem of Frobenius stated in the proof of Theorem 2.4 of Chapter 1,
every discrete Abel method includes (C, 1) and has, therefore, the Borel
property (in the same universal sense as in Example 4.2).

EXAMPLE 4.4. We exhibit a matrix method that has the Borel property
but does not satisfy the Hill condition. The matrix method that we construct
will be a discrete Abel method (see preceding example). Let y be a function
with 0 < y(n) < 1 for positive integers n, that tends to 0 sufficiently slowly
as n - oo ; y will be specified later on. The sequence (c ), defined by
c = (1 - y(n))/(1 + y(n)) for n > 1, will then yield a discrete Abel method.
For the corresponding matrix A, we have then

an = Jank2 = (1 -
C,)2I00 2)k-, = (1 - C = y(11).

k=1 k=1 1- 1+ c
We can now choose y(n) in such a way that Exp diverges for
every S > 0. Namely, take y(n) = 1/(log log (n + p)) with p so large that
0 < y(n) < 1 is guaranteed (for instance, p = ee). Then I',., Exp (-S/a,,)
J,°° 1 (log (n + p))-a, which diverges for every d > 0.

EXAMPLE 4.5. Let (R, p,,) be a simple Riesz (or weighted arithmetical)
means (see Example 7.3 of Chapter 1). By Corollary 4.2, a necessary con-
dition for (R, to satisfy the Borel property with respect to a measure that
is not a point measure is P,, = (p, + + co. If
the sequence is nonincreasing and lim,, P = oo, then Lemma 7.1
of Chapter 1 implies that (R, includes (C, 1) and thus has the Borel
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property in the universal sense of Example 4.2. Moreover, if (p,,) is non-
decreasing but not too rapidly (more precisely, if there is an H > 0 such
that np S HP,, for all n), then by the same lemma (R, includes (C, 1)
and has again the Borel property.

A necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix method A to include
(C, 1) can be given (Zeller and Beekmann [1, p. 100]). This condition is the
following: Every convergent sequence is summable by A and

1
supY(k + 1) lank - a,,.k+1l < co. (4.25)

it k=1

In particular, if A is regular, then the validity of the condition (4.25) guaran-
tees that A includes (C, 1).

A Constructive Result

For the following, let X be a compact Hausdorff uniform space with uni-
formity QI (see the remarks in Example 3.2). We shall present a theorem that
will enable us to construct new (A, ,u)-u.d. sequences from a given (A, u)-u.d.
sequence. To this end, we suppose that we are given, for every n 1, an
arbitrary transformation T on X such that the T converge uniformly
to a continuous and measure-preserving transformation T on X; that is,
for every U E Qi there should exist a positive integer N(U), independent of
x c- X, such that T.z) E U for all it > N(U) and every x c- X. Having
these provisions in mind, we show the following.

THEOREM 4.4. Under the above assumptions, let A = (ank) be a regular
matrix method and let (x,,) be a given (A, p)-u.d. sequence in X. Then the
sequence is again (A, u)-u.d. in X.

PROOF. Take f c- M(X). Then f is uniformly continuous, so for a given
E > 0 there exists U E ill such that If (y) - f (z) I < E whenever (y, z) E U.
It follows that for k > N(U) = K o we have I f (Tkx) - f (Tx)I < E for all
x E X. Since A is regular, we can find a positive integer N. such that

K,,

I lank) <
k=1

for all it > No. We note also that T being measure-preserving implies
fx f (Tx) dp(x) = fx f du. Furthermore, the function g(x) = f (Tx) is in
.q(X) and is (A, ,u)-u.d. ; therefore, there exists a positive integer N1i
so that

fa kf (T xk) - I `f (T x) dy(x) < E for it > N1.ki
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Then, for sufficiently large n-that is, for n > max (No, N1)-we have

l ankf (Tkxk) - f d1G
k=1 fX

f (T x) d1z(x)a,,&. (T xk) -
fX

-1-

oo

Aankf (Tkxk) - f (T xk))

Ko

X a nk(f (Tkxk) - f (T xk))
k=1

co

+ I k-I+la nk(f (Tkxk) - f (T xk))

KO a0

<_e+2IIfIIylank1+E I la,,.l
k=1 k=Ko+1

< (1 + 2 Ilf II + IIAII)e

Hence, limn ,, G s1 ankf (Tkxk) = f x f dµ, and (Tnxn) is (A, ,u)-u.d.
10

Almost Convergence

We are now going to discuss a summation method that is pertinent to the
theory of well-distributed sequences but is not a matrix method. Essentially,
this will be the (C, 1) method with an additional uniformity condition.

DEFINITION 4.2. A sequence (sn) of real numbers is called almost convergent
to the value s if

N+n
lim 1 I s, = s uniformly in li = 0, 1, 2, .... (4.26)
N-oo N n=1+k

The resulting summation method of almost convergence will be denoted
by F (from the German Fastkonvergenz). The relation to ,u-well distributed
sequences (see Definition 3.2) should be clear.

COROLLARY 4.3. A sequence in X is u-well distributed in X if and
only if for every f c- M(X), the sequence (f (xn)) is almost convergent to
the value fif du.

We want to point out a remarkable connection between the method F
and the theory .of Banach limits in functional analysis. First of all, it is
easily seen that every almost-convergent sequence is bounded (see Exercise
4.7). The set E of all bounded sequences a = of real numbers is a
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Banach space if the linear operations with sequences are defined termwise---
that is, (s,, + t n) and (as,) for real a-and if the
norm Hall of a sequence a = is defined by IIorII = sup,, Js,. By a Banach
limit L in E we mean a linear functional L: E H R that is

1. normed: L((1, 1, 1, ...)) = 1
2. positive: If s,, > 0 for all n, then L(a) > 0
3. shift-invariant: L(a) = L(Ta); that is, L((s1i s2, ...)) = L((s2, s, ...)).

The existence of such functionals was shown by Banach and Mazur. We
state the following interesting characterization of the method F without
proof (for a proof, see Lorentz [1], G. M. Petersen [2, Chapter 3]).

THEOREM 4.5. The sequence a = (sn) is almost convergent to the value
s if and only if L(a) = s holds for every Banach limit L in E.

It is natural to ask whether there exists a matrix method A that is equivalent
to F. Let us first note that if converges to s in the ordinary sense, then
(sn) is almost convergent to the same value s (Lorentz [1], G. M. Petersen
[2, Chapter 3]). Therefore, a matrix method A with the desired property
should at least transform every sequence converging to s into another such
sequence and should thus be regular. Certainly, it is also necessary that A
includes F. A matrix method A that includes F is called strongly regular, and
the following criterion holds: A regular matrix method A = (a,,,,) is strongly
regular if and only if limn-,, Yk=1 Tank - an.k+ll = 0 (Lorentz [1], G. M.
Petersen [2, Chapter 3], Zeller and Beekmann [1, Section 6]). On the other
hand, if A is strongly regular, then one can construct bounded sequences
that are summable by A but are not almost-convergent (G. M. Petersen [2,
Chapter 3)). Therefore, no matrix method is equivalent to F. But, at least,
there are many important examples of matrix methods that include F, for
example, the CesAro means (C, r) with r > 0, some classes of Riesz means
(see Exercises 4.10 and 4.11), and all discrete Abel methods. We note a
trivial consequence of the definition of strong regularity, namely, that a ,u-well
distributed sequence is (A, u)-u.d. for strongly regular A.

We have already mentioned that the method F can be considered as a
Cesaro means (C, 1) with uniformity condition. This remark leads to an
immediate generalization of almost convergence if we replace (C, 1) by
some other matrix method and impose a uniformity condition of the same
type as in Definition 4.2.

DEFINITION 4.3. Let A = be a given matrix method. A sequence (s,,)
of real numbers is called A-almost convergent to the value s if

W

lim I anksk+h = s uniformly in h = 0, 1, 2, .... (4.27)
n-.co k=1
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We denote the resulting summation method by FA. Corollary 4.3 suggests
then the following generalization of the notion of u-well distributivity.

DEFINITION 4.4. A sequence (xn) in X is called (A, ,u)-well distributed in X
if for every f e R(X), the sequence (f (x )) is summable by FA to the value
fyfd,".
THEOREM 4.6. Every (A, u)-well distributed sequence in X is also eu-well
distributed in X.

PROOF. It will suffice to show that every bounded sequence o = of
real numbers summable by FA to the value s is also summable by F to the
same value. By the definition of A-almost convergence, there will exist, for
given e > 0, a positive integer N such that

a,:ksk+h - S
k

<e for all ii > N and all h = 0, 1,2..... (4.28)

With t,, _ D-1 for n Z 1 and h > 0, let r,, be the sequence -r _
(ti0) ti1, tn2, ...), which is again in E, since Itnkl <- IIAII IIill. If it denotes
the constant sequence 91 = (1, 1, 1, . . .), then, by (4.28),

IITn - s771I = sup It, r, - sl < e for all n > N. (4.29)
h=0,1,2....

So T,, -> s11 as n - oo in the Banach space E. Any Banach limit L on E is
continuous, and therefore,

lim L(s11) = sL(i1) = s. (4.30)

Let us now look, for fixed n > 1, at the series Y-k 1 of elements
in E. This series converges in norm to some element p,, e E, since

1 lankl IITk-1o'll <- I lankl (loll S IIAII 1loll.
k= 1 k=1

Let p = (r,, i r,,2) ...). Now norm convergence in E implies coordinatewise
convergence; thus, l °1 anksk+i-1 = t,,,i_1 for all i > 1. Hence,
Pn = T,, and

'0

00

L(Tn) = L(Pn) _ I I ankL(a), (4.31)
k=1 k=1

by the shift-invariance of L. Letting n -* oo in (4.31) and using (4.30),
we obtain L(a) :Ehco1 ank = s, or L(a) = s for any Banach limit L
in E. By Theorem 4.5, the proof is then complete.

Theorem 4.6 is remarkable in the light of the fact that the corresponding
statement for µ-u.d. sequences is not true. One can even construct regular
matrices A such that (A, ,u)-u.d. does not imply ,u-u.d. (see Exercises 4.13
and 4.14; see below for a strongly regular matrix with the same property).
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If A is strongly regular, then F and FA are even equivalent (Lorentz [1]).
Thus, for strongly regular matrix methods A, the following result holds:
The sequence in X is (A, ,u)-well distributed in X if and only if is It-
well distributed in X. Again, the corresponding result for µ-u.d. is false. We
know from Chapter 1, Theorem 7.16, and Chapter 1, Example 2.4, that the
sequence (log n) is (R, 1/n)-u.d. mod 1 but not u.d. mod 1; furthermore,
(R, l/n) is strongly regular by Exercise 4.9.

Notes

A detailed treatment of the theory of summability is given in Hardy [2], Cooke [1], Knopp
[1], G. M. Petersen [21, Zeller and Beekmann [1] (with extensive bibliography), and
Peyerimhoff [1].

The consideration of summation methods other than (C, 1) in conjunction with u.d.
goes back to Tsuji [2], who considered in the mod 1 case (compare with the notes
in Section 7 of Chapter 1). The concept of (A, p)-u.d. for compact groups (with a positive
matrix A) was introduced by Hlawka [1] and was extended by the same author ([3, 6])
to compact spaces with countable base. In fact, most of the theory of (A, It)-u.d. was
developed in these two papers.

The Hill condition (4.4) was first given by Hill [1] for the special case of the discrete
space X = {0, 1) and was further studied for special summation methods in Hill [2). The
counterexample in Example 4.4 is also due to Hill [1]. Our proof of Theorem 4.2 follows
ideas of Kemperman [2] and is less involved than the original proof of Hlawka [3]. Another
sufficient condition for the Borel property, the so-called Lorentz condition (Lorentz [2]),
was given by Miller [1]: If A is regular and lim,, _,Jk 1 la F, - 17,,,k+11 log k = 0, then A
has the Borel property with respect to all measures It on X (again, X is supposed to have
a countable base). An analysis of the relations between the Borel property and properties
akin to it was carried out by Fleischer [1]. In connection with the Borel property, the
following analogue of Theorem 2.3 given by Hlawka [3] is of interest: If X has a countable
base and contains more than one point and if A is regular, then the set of all (A, p)-u.d.
sequences in X is of the first category in XoO. A theorem of K. Schmidt [1] also touches
upon the Borel property. A brief discussion of (A, fi)-u.d. can also be found in Helmberg
[5] and Cigler [10].

An existence theorem for (A, It)-u.d. was shown by Descovich [1] for a restricted class
of positive regular summation matrices A. The concept of a "strongly (A, fc)-u.d. sequence"
in a compact Hausdorff space X with countable base was introduced and studied by
Philipp [2]. A generalization of the theorem of de Bruijn and Post (see the notes in Chapter
1, Section 1) and a rearrangement theorem for (A, 1)-u.d. (compare with Theorem 2.5
and the notes in Section 2) were shown by Binder (1].

The summation method F (almost convergence) was introduced and studied by Lorentz
[1]. The usefulness of this method for the theory of well-distributed sequences was pointed
out by G. M. Petersen [1]. A discussion of the method F from the point of view of sum-
mability theory can also be found in G. M. Petersen [2, Chapter 3] and Zeller and Beekmann
11, Section 6].

Exercises
4.1. Let A = (a h.) be a matrix method with 0 for all it, k = 1, 2, .. .

(a so-called positive matrix method). Prove that the sequence (x,,) is
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(A, 1u)-u.d. in X if and only if for every u-continuity set M in X, we
have .1k z u(M), where cn1 denotes the charac-
teristic function of M. Hint: Compare with the proof of Theorem 1.2.

4.2. Consider the simple Riesz means (R, p = n°, i Z -1.
Show that (R, has the Borel property. Hint: See Example 4.5.

4.3. Show that for r > -1, the simple Riesz means (R, with pn = n°
and (C, 1) are even equivalent. Hint: See Example 4.5.

4.4. If X has at least two points, then there is no matrix method A such
that every sequence in X is (A, ,u)-u.d. in X.

4.5. Prove that if A is strongly regular, then the sequence (noc), a ir-
rational, is A-u.d. mod 1.

4.6. Prove that Theorem 4.4 remains true if in both the hypothesis and
the conclusion, "(A, µ)-u.d." is replaced by "(A, u)-well distributed."

4.7. Show that every almost-convergent sequence of real numbers is
bounded.

4.8. Verify that the sequence ((-1)") is almost convergent to the value zero.
4.9. Show that (R, l /n) is strongly regular.

4.10. Show, more generally, that a regular (R, p is
strongly regular.

4.11. Similarly, show that (R, p is strongly regular
if and only if 0.

4.12. Consider the discrete space X = {0, 11 with measure µ defined by
4u({0}) = y({])) = 2. Prove that a sequence in X is (A, ,u)-u.d. in
Xif and only if is summable by A to the value

4.13. Show that the following matrix A = defines a regular matrix
method: 1/2n if 15 k < 3n and k 0 1 (mod 3), and ank = 0
otherwise. With X and µ as in Exercise 4.12, prove that the following
sequence is (A, ,u)-u.d. but no,u-u.d. in X: x,, = 1 if n - 0 (mod 3),
and x = 0 otherwise.

4.14. With X and ,u as in Exercise 4.12, the sequence with x = 1 for
n = 23, s Z 1, and x = 0 otherwise, is given. This sequence is not
,u-u.d. in X (proof!). Construct a regular matrix method A such that
(x,,) is (A, µ)-u.d. in X. Hint: Compare with Exercise 4.13.

4.15. Let X be a compact metric space with metric d and with a nonnegative
normed Borel measure µ, let A be a regular matrix method, and
suppose that (x,") is (A, u)-u.d. in X. Prove that every sequence
in X satisfying d(x,,, y") = 0 is also (A, 1u)-u.d. in X. Hint:
Use Theorem 4.4.

4.16. Use the previous exercise, with X, to, and A having the same meaning
as there, to prove the following result: If X admits (A, ,u)-u.d. sequences
and H is an arbitrary dense set in X, then there exist (A, u)-u.d.
sequences consisting entirely of elements from H.



4
UNIFORM DISTRIBU-
TION IN TOPOLOGICAL
GROUPS

Quite a number of results from the classical theory of u.d. mod 1 cannot
conceivably have an analogue in the general theory of u.d. in an arbitrary
compact Hausdorff space. In particular, all the results using, or being stated
in terms of, the algebraic structure of the reals belong to this category.

To generalize this part of the classical theory, we are going to develop a
theory of u.d. in compact topological groups. Evidently, all the results estab-
lished in the preceding chapter will carry over to this case. It will turn out
that in addition to those results, we can reveal a rather far-reaching analogy
to the theory of u.d. mod 1. In the last section of this chapter, we shall also
take a glance at locally compact topological groups and introduce a meaning-
ful notion of u.d. for this case as well.

The reader is supposed to be familiar with the general theory of topological
groups. We present only a brief sketch of the important concepts and facts
that will be used throughout the entire chapter.

1. GENERALITIES

Haar Measure

Let G be a compact (topological) group with identity element e c- G. The
topological groups that we consider will always satisfy the Hausdorff' separa-
tion axiom. The following notation is standard: For a E G and a subset M of

220
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G, we define aM = {ax: x E M} and Ma = {xa: x c- M}; furthermore,
M-1 = {x-1: x E M}.

Among the nonnegative regular normed Borel measures on G, there is one
singled out by a remarkable property. Namely, there exists a unique non-
negative regular normed Borel measure It on G that is left translation in-
variant; that is, µ(xB) = µ(B) for all x E G and all Borel sets B in G. This
measure It is called the (normed) Haar measure on G. Because of the com-
pactness of G, the Haar measure is also right translation invariant; that is,
µ(Bx) = µ(B) for all x c- G and all Borel sets B in G; also, µ(B-1) = ,u(B) for
all Borel sets B in G. Apart from a brief interlude in Section 3, we shall only
study u.d. with respect to the Haar measure. Therefore, we may adopt a more
convenient way of speaking.

DEFINITION I.I. A sequence in G is called ti.d. in G if is u.d. with
respect to the Haar measure on G. In a similar way, we define the terms well
distributed in G and A-u.d. in G for a matrix method A.

It follows easily from the translation invariance of the Haar measure It
that the support of It is G (see Exercise 1.1). In other words, every nonvoid
open set in G has positive It-measure. In particular, a u.d. sequence in G will
necessarily be everywhere dense (compare with Exercise 1.8 of Chapter 3).
We recall the following simple fact from Section 1 of Chapter 3.

LEMMA 1.1. The sequence (x,,) is u.d. in G if and only if

1 N
lim If f d,u
N-.o N n=1 fo

holds for all f c- '(G).

As we already remarked in Section 1 of Chapter 3, we can show in the
same way as in Theorem 1.1 of Chapter 3 that the validity of (1.1) for certain
restricted classes of functions f c- '(G) guarantees u.d. Let Y1' be a class of
functions from c(G). For the purposes of the present chapter, sp ('//') shall
denote the linear subspace of W(G) generated by '/'. Thus, sp (//) consists
now of all finite linear combinations of elements from "lam with complex
coefficients.

LEMMA 1.2. Let//' be a class of functions from '(G) with sp ('Yl') = W(G).
Then is u.d. in G if and only if (1.1) holds for all f EYl'.

Furthermore, by using the version of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem for
K(G), we arrive at the following consequence, which we also enunciated in
Corollary 1.2 of Chapter 3.
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COROLLARY 1.1. If sp (K) is a subalgebra of W(G) that separates points,
contains the constant functions, and is closed under complex conjugation,
then sp ('V) = 'P(G), and so, Y,' can serve as a class of functions for the
criterion given in Lemma 1.2.

Representations and Linear Groups

By using representation theory, a very important special case of Lemma 1.2
can be exhibited. A (linear) representation of a (not necessarily compact)
topological group is a continuous homomorphism (i.e., a group homo-
morphism that is continuous) from the given topological group into a multi-
plicative topological group of nonsingular complex k x k matrices with some
fixed k; the positive integer k is then called the degree of the representation.
By a topology on a set of complex matrices of fixed order, we agree to mean
the topology of entrywise convergence.

Important examples of topological groups of matrices are the general linear
group GL(k) of all nonsingular complex matrices of order k and the unitary
group U(k) of all unitary matrices of order k. We recall that a matrix U is
called unitary if UT = U-1, where UT is the transpose of the conjugate of U.
The topological group GL(k) is locally compact and has a countable base, and
U(k) is compact with countable base. The topology in both GL(k) and U(k)
(and in the set of all matrices of order k) could also be introduced by means of
the following matrix norm. For an arbitrary complex square matrix A = (aif)
of order k, define

k

IIAII = (
lat;la)1/a.

(1.2)
z ,_1

Note that this notion of norm is, of course, completely different from the
norm of a summation matrix defined in Chapter 3, Section 4. In this chapter,
only the norm in (1.2) will be used. We have the usual properties of a norm:

i. IIAII = 0 if and only if A is the zero matrix
ii. IlaAll = IaI IIAII for complex a

iii. IIA + BII S IIAII + IIBII

Furthermore, we have
iv. IIABII S IIAII IIBII

v. If U E U(k), then IIAII = and IIAUII = IIUAII = 11 All for all A.
The proofs are straightforward.

EXAMPLE 1.1. As a sample result, we prove that IIABII S IIAII IIBII for
complex square matrices of the same order k. Let A = (ai) and B = (bi;)
with 1 < i, j S k. Then AB = (cif) with c,, _ ;=1 ai,b,.i. Therefore, by the
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Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
2

IIAB112 = 1 icijl2 = I Gairbrj
(, j=1 i, j=r1 r=1

Iairl2)(r±I brjl2) =IIAII2IIB112.

Taking square roots completes the proof.
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EXAMPLE 1.2. An application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality also
yields an estimate for the norm of the sum of matrices that is often more
useful than the triangle inequality. Let A1i . . . , AN be complex square
matrices of the same order k, say Ar = (a2")) for 1 S r S N, 1 S i, j -g k.
Then, we show that

N

Ar
r=1

We have
N

G Ar
r=1

N

Ia(j
r=1

2

We apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to IAN 1 Consequently,

II

Ar1= NJ I l NJ IIAr112. (1.5)
r=1 , j= r=1 r=1 (, j=1 r=1

The matrix norm that we introduced above can also be defined by means of
an inner product. For a complex square matrix A, let the trace tr (A) be the
sum of the diagonal elements of A. If A and B are complex square matrices of
the same order, we define (A I B) = tr (BTA). It is easy to see that we have
the following rules :

i. (ocA I B) = a(A I B) and (A I oB) = a(A I B) for complex a
ii. (A1 -I- A2 I B) = (A1 I B) + (A2 I B) and (A I B1 +B2)= (A I B1) +

(A I B2)
iii. (B I A) = (A B)
iv. If U is unitary, then (UA I UB) = (AU I BU) = (A I B).

Furthermore, the relation to the matrix norm is exhibited by the identity

IIAII2 = (A I A). (1.6)

Many of the properties of the matrix norm can therefore be shown by using
a corresponding property of the inner product.

Two representations D1 and D2 of G of the same degree k are called equiv-
alent if there exists a nonsingular k x k matrix S such that

D2(x) = S-1D1(x)S for all x c- G. (1.7)

2 N

S NJ IlArll2
r=1
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For the compact group G, every representation is equivalent to a unitary
representation, that is, a representation D of G such that D(x) is a unitary
matrix for all x e G. A representation D of G of degree k is called reducible if
there exists a linear subspace V of the k-dimensional vector space Q" over the
complex numbers such that 0 < dim V < k and D(x)V V for all x E G,
where we think of the matrix D(x) as a linear operator on C''. A representation
that is not reducible is called irreducible.

If D is a representation of G. then the character x of D is defined by
x(x) = tr (D(x)) for all x E G. The character x is a complex-valued continuous
function on G. Two equivalent representations have the same character. The
character x is invariant on the classes of conjugate elements in G; that is,
x(y lxy) = x(x) for all x, y E G. If the representation D has degree 1, then D
is identical with its own character. In case G is abelian, any irreducible
representation is of degree 1; therefore, we shall usually speak of characters
instead of representations for abelian G. To emphasize this important case,
let us repeat that a character x of a compact abelian group is a continuous
mapping from G into the multiplicative topological group T of complex
numbers of unit modulus, the so-called (one-dimensional) circle group, such
that x(xy) = x(x)x(y) for all x, y e G.
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let cp be the following mapping from the additive group
IR of the reals in the usual topology into the circle group T: cp(x) = e2,iol for
x e R. The mapping cp is a continuous homomorphism onto T with kernel
7L, the additive group of integers. Therefore, T and the quotient group
IRI7L are isomorphic as topological groups (see Theorems 1.8 and 1.9). The
reals mod 1 (see introduction to Chapter 3) can be identified in a canonical
fashion with IRI71. The measure on the reals mod 1 induced by ordinary
Lebesgue measure becomes then the Haar measure of IR/7L. The characters
of the compact abelian group 1R/7L are exactly the mappings xdefined
by x,,,(x7L) = e27"" for x E 1R, where in attains every integral value.

EXAMPLE 1.4. For in > 1, let Cbe a finite cyclic group of order in
generated by a e C,,,. In the discrete topology, Cis a compact abelian group.
The characters of C,,, are exactly the mappings x,,, h = 0, 1, . . . , rn - 1,
defined by x,,(ah) = e2°Mn")k, k = 0, 1, . . . , in - 1.

We shall use the following theorem, which is a special case of the famous
Gel'fond-Raikov theorem for locally compact groups. Let us remark at this
point that we do not provide formal proofs for the basic results from the
general theory of topological groups. The reader is referred to the literature
mentioned in the notes.

THEOREM 1.1: Gel'fond-Raikov Theorem. For any element x 7-4 e of the
compact group G, there exists an irreducible unitary representation D of G
such that D(x) is not the identity matrix.
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Thus, we have what is sometimes described as an "adequate system" of
representations. Let us now look at the family of all irreducible unitary
representations of G. By virtue of the notion of equivalence between
representations that we introduced in (1.7), this family is divided into equiv-
alence classes. From each equivalence class, we choose one representation.
We thereby arrive at a system {D(1): A E A} of nonequivalent irreducible
unitary representations, where A denotes a suitable index set. Let D()(x) be
the matrix D(') (x) = (dz j (x)) with x E G. For varying x, the entry d;;) can be
viewed as a complex-valued continuous function on G. By collecting those
entry functions for all D(A), A E A, we obtain a class -9 of functions from
''(G). We want to verify that sp (-9) satisfies all the conditions of Corollary
1.1.

Let us first show that 9 already separates points. Take two distinct points
x and y from G. By Theorem 1.1, there exists an irreducible unitary repre-
sentation D of G such that D(xy-1) is not the identity matrix. The representa-
tion D is equivalent to some DO), R E A. Then D(A)(xy-1) is not the identity
matrix; hence, D('')(x) 0 D(")(y). Consequently, for one of the entries d; ) of
D('i), we have d;'(x) 54 d' )(y).

Suppose we have arranged matters so that the integer 0 is an element of the
index set A. There is one trivial representation among the D(A) that we shall
call D(O>. The representation DSO) has degree 1 and is defined by D(O)(x) = I
for all x c- G. In particular, we have the function d(0) = I in the class -9, and
so, sp (-9) contains the constant functions.

Furthermore, we must verify that with every function in sp (1 ), we find its
conjugate in sp (s). It will suffice to prove that for every function d;; ) we have

AP E sp (a). We use that with every the mapping E(1)(x)
x E G, is also an irreducible unitary representation of G. Therefore, E(') is
equivalent to a representation DV for some v c- A. By equating corresponding

entries in the matrix equation E(z)(x) = S-'D''')(x)S, we infer that is a
complex linear combination of functions from Jr.

There is one more point that we have to settle, namely, that sp (-9) is closed
under multiplication of functions. Evidently, it will be sufficient to show that
a product of the form d,(J d,;,," is again in sp (3). To this end, we form the
Kronecker product F = DO) ® D(") of the two representations DO and
D(''); that is, we set F(.x) = D()(.-c) ® D('')(x) for all x E G, where the Kro-
necker product A ® B of two matrices A = (a,,,,) of order c and B = (brs) of
order d is defined as follows. The matrix A ® B is a matrix of order cd that is
built up from d2 blocks of c x c submatrices. The c x c submatrix appearing
in the rth row of blocks and sth column of blocks is br,A. In other words, we
get the matrix A ® B by taking the matrix B and replacing each entry brs by
the c x c matrix b,.3A. It is easily seen that F = DOS) ® D(' is again a unitary
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representation of G but that F need not be irreducible. We apply the important
fact that any representation of a compact group is equivalent to a so-called
completely reducible representation, that is, to a representation E of the form

/ El (2) 0 ... 0 \
/ 0 E2(x) 0 \t

E(x) =

0 0 Et(ti)/
where the blocks E1(x), . . . , Et(x) are irreducible unitary representations and
the zeros denote zero matrices of appropriate order. By choosing, if necessary,
a representation equivalent to E, we may assume that El, . . . , Et belong to
the system {D«>: A E A}. Thus, we have F(x) = S-'E(x)S with the nonzero
entry functions in E(x) belonging to the class -9. In particular, the entry
function d1 ) in F will be a complex linear combination of functions from
-9).

Combining all the above considerations, we have thus sketched the proof
of an important result, namely, the so-called Peter-Weyl theorem.

THEOREM 1.2: Peter-Weyl Theorem. The subalgebra sp (-9) is dense in
`e(G).

Weyl Criterion

The Peter-Weyl theorem leads us back to Lemma 1.2. A sequence (x,,) in G
will be u.d. in G if and only if lim,v_. (1/N) _n i d u' (x,,) = fG d,1 d y holds
for all functions df;' E -9. If A = 0 (i.e., if we consider the trivial representa-
tion D(°)), then this limit relation is clearly satisfied for any sequence in G.
Thus, we may confine our attention to A E A with A 54 0. By the well-known
orthogonality relations for compact groups, f a df;) dy = 0 holds for all
df; with A 54 0. Since we defined convergence of matrices entrywise, we may
collect the limit relations for all the entry functions of a single representation
D«) into a limit relation of the type (1.8) below. We arrive at the following
fundamental criterion.

THEOREM 1.3: Weyl Criterion. Let {D(l): A E A) be a system of repre-
sentations of G that is obtained by choosing exactly one representation from
each equivalence class of irreducible unitary representations of G. Let DSO) be
the trivial representation. Then the sequence in G is u.d. in G if and only
if

N
lim 1 Y Do-)(x,) = 0 (1.8)

N X71
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holds for all 2 E A with A /- 0, where 0 denotes a zero matrix of appropriate
order. By the properties of the matrix norm, the condition (1.8) is equivalent
to

N
lim II 1 I II = 0 for all A E A with A 54 0. (1.9)

N--' o N n=1

Because of Example 1.3, the classical Weyl criterion for u.d. mod 1
(see Chapter 1, Theorem 2.1) is a special case of Theorem 1.3. Because of its
importance, we shall state Theorem 1.3 once again for the special case of an
abelian group G. Then the representations become the characters, the
assumptions of irreducibility and unitarity are redundant, and the equivalence
classes from Theorem 1.3 are singletons. Obviously, the trivial character
shall then be defined by xo(x) = 1 for all x c- G.

COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a compact abelian group. Then the sequence
in G is u.d. in G if and only if

1 Nlim - 0 (1.10)
N-.o N n=i

holds for all nontrivial characters x of G.

Using Corollary 3.1 of Chapter 3 and the Peter-Weyl theorem, we are also
led to the following convenient criterion for well-distributivity in a compact
group G.

COROLLARY 1.3. Let {D") : A E A} be as in Theorem 1.3. Then the
sequence (x,,) in G is well distributed in G if and only if for all A E A with
A34 0, we have

1 N+n
lim - I D('i)(xn) = 0

,v-. N n=1+7,

li l

uniformly in h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (1.11)

or, equ y,va ent
N+n

lim II 1 D( 1)(xn)
N N n=1+n

= 0 uniformly in h = 0, 1, 2, .... (1.12)

It is certainly of interest to know "how many" conditions we have to check
when applying Theorem 1.3. This question is answered by a well-known
result from representation theory that says that the cardinality of the index
set A is equal to the weight of G. By the weight of a topological space, we
mean the minimal cardinality of a base for the open sets in the space. In
particular, if G satisfies the second axiom of countability, then there is a
countable system of irreducible unitary representations of G that determines
the u.d. of a given sequence in G. In the light of Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 3,
this should not come as a surprise.
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Some Consequences of Earlier Results

The compact group G can be viewed as a uniform space in a natural sense.
For each neighborhood V of e, define VL = {(x, y) E G x G: x-ly c V}.
The family of all sets VL forms a base for the so-called left uniformity of G.
In the same vein, we define VR = {(x, y) c G X G: xy-1 E V}, and we let the
right uniformity of G be the uniformity that has the family of all sets VR as a
base. The topology of both the left and the right uniformity is identical with
the original topology of G. We shall now apply to the present situation two
results from Chapter 3 that we found for compact Hausdorff uniform spaces.
For the first application, we look at a very special case of Theorem 4.4 of
Chapter 3. For the matrix method A occurring there, we choose the Cesaro
means (C, 1), and for the measure It we take, of course, the Haar measure on
G.

THEOREM 1.4. Let be a u.d. sequence in G, and suppose that is a
sequence in G such that lim,, c exists. Then the sequences and

are u.d. in G.

PROOF. We confine our attention to the sequence The proof for
the second sequence is analogous. We set c = limn c,,. For n > 1, let T
be the transformation on G defined by c,,x for all x E G. In addition,
we consider the transformation T on G given by Tx = cx for all x c G.
The transformation T is both continuous and measure-preserving. By Theo-
rem 4.4 of Chapter 3, it remains to show that the transformations T converge
uniformly to T. For this purpose, it will suffice to look at the sets VR in the
right uniformity of G, where V is again some neighborhood of e. But

Tx) E VR precisely if 1 E V. Therefore,
Tx) E VR holds for sufficiently large n and every x c G because the

sequence 1) converges to e. N

By using Exercise 4.6 of Chapter 3, one can prove a corresponding state-
ment for well-distributivity. That is, if is well distributed in G and
converges, then the sequences and are both well distributed in G.
Alternative proofs for the above results can be based on the Weyl criterion
as -given in Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.3 (see Exercises 1.2 and 1.5).

Employing in a consistent way the convention that originates in Definition
1.1, we call a family of sequences in G a family ofequi-u.d. sequences in G if it is
a family of equi-µ-u.d. sequences with respect to the Haar measure It. We
consider now a special case of Example 3.2 of Chapter 3. Let us first note the
following immediate consequence of Theorem 1.4: If is u.d. in G, then the
sequences and (x,,c) are u.d. in G for fixed c c- G. It turns out that the
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sequences of this type are tied together very closely with respect to their
distribution behavior.

THEOREM 1.5. Let be a given u.d. sequence in G. Then c E G}
and {(x"c) : c c- G} are families of equi-u.d. sequences in G.

PROOF. We already mentioned that we shall apply the result from
Example 3.2 of Chapter 3. Evidently, we consider the transformations P, ,

c E G, defined by P,x = cx for x E G. Certainly, all the transformations P, are
measure-preserving. Thus, we only have to show that the family {P,: C E G}
is equicontinuous at every point x E G. Choose a neighborhood V of e and
consider VL = {(x, y) E G x G::c ly c- V} from the left uniformity of G.
Then (Pox, P,y) E VL if and only if (P,x)-1(P,y), or x 1y, is an element of V.
Hence, (Pcx, P,y) E VL for all yin the neighborhood xV of x and for all c E G.
So {(cx"): c E G} is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G. A similar argument
holds for the family c E G}. 0

Again, the above theorem could also be proved by means of a Weyl
criterion for equi-u.d. (see Exercise 1.4). There is a simple, but interesting,
consequence of Theorem 1.5.

COROLLARY 1.4. If, for some a E G, the sequence (a") is u.d. in G, then
the sequence (a") is even well distributed in G.

PROOF. By Theorem 1.5, the family {(a"a"): h = 0, 1, 2,. ..} is a
family of equi-u.d. sequences in G. In other words, {(a"+"): h = 0, 1, 2, ...}
is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G, and so, by definition, (a") is well
distributed in G. 0

In Section 4, we will study sequences of the form (a") in detail. For the
present time, let us just point out that there are important classes of compact
groups G for which the hypothesis of the above corollary can be satisfied.

Applying Homomorphisms

A very natural thing happens when a surjective continuous homomorphism
is applied to a u.d. sequence; namely, the property of u.d. is preserved.

THEOREM 1.6. Let T be a continuous homomorphism from the compact
group G onto the compact group G1. If (x.,,) is u.d. in G, then the sequence
(T(x")) is u.d. in G1.

PROOF. We proceed by Theorem 1.3. Let D1 be a nontrivial irreducible
unitary representation of G1. Then the composite mapping D, defined by
D(x) = D1(q9(x)) for x E G, is a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation
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of G. Therefore,

lira Y D1(99(xn)) = lim - I D(x,,) = 0, (1.13)1
N-. N n=1 N-.o N n=r

and the proof is complete.

The above argument is characteristic of the simple way in which the group
structure and, in particular, the Weyl criterion may be exploited to arrive at
short proofs. A purely measure-theoretic proof of Theorem 1.6 can also be
given (see Exercise 1.6). We arrive at an important special case if we take for
the second group Gl a quotient group of G. Let H be a closed normal sub-
group of the topological group G, that is, a normal subgroup of the group G
that is closed in the topology of G. The quotient group G/H becomes a
topological group under the following topology : As the open sets in G/H take
all sets of the form {bH: b c- B}, where B is open in G. The canonical map-
ping 9)H: x c- G H xH E G/H is then a continuous homomorphism from G
onto G/H, and G/H is compact whenever G is compact. The following result
is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.6.

COROLLARY 1.5. Let H be a closed normal subgroup of the compact
group G, and let (xn) be u.d. in G. Then the sequence (x,,H) is u.d. in the
quotient group G/H.

EXAMPLE 1.5. We determine all closed subgroups of the circle group T.
For z e T, let arg z be the value of the argument of z with 0 < arg z < 27r.
Let H - {1} be a closed subgroup of T, and put a = inf {arg z: z c- H, z 5+E 1}.
We distinguish two cases. If a. = 0, then we consider an arbitrary open inter-
val (9, y) si; [0, 27r). There exists z E H with 0 < arg z < y - P; thus, there
is a power z' of z with arg z" E (i4, y). Since z" E H, we have shown that H is
dense in T. But H is closed, and so, H = T. In the remaining case, we have
a > 0. Since H is closed, we have zo = ei°` E H. The subgroup H is not dense
in this case, therefore a/2-7r is rational. Let now z be any element in H. Then
arg z = na + 6 for some nonnegative integer n and 0 < 6 < a. We get
arg (zzo ") = 6 with zza " E H. By the construction of a., we must have 6 = 0;
thus, z = zo". Therefore, H is cyclic and discrete because a/27r is rational.
Consequently, our final result is as follows: The closed subgroups of T are
precisely the discrete cyclic groups, generated by some root of unity, and T
itself.

The preceding example has an important consequence for the characters
of a compact abelian group G: namely, the image x(G) of G under the charac-
ter x is a closed subgroup of T and therefore falls into one of the categories
listed above. This leads to the following distinction: If x(G) is a discrete cyclic
group, then x is said to be a discrete character. If X(G) = T, then x is called
nondiscrete.
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There is another interesting characterization of u.d. that may be partially
inferred from Theorem 1.6. Theoretically, the subsequent theorem enables us
to reduce the study of u.d. in the compact group G to the study of sequences
of matrices.

THEOREM 1.7. If is u.d. in G, then, for every representation D of G,
the sequence is u.d. in the image of D. Conversely, if {D("): A E A) is
a system of representations of G as in Theorem 1.3 and if for every A E A with
A 0, the sequence is u.d. in the image of D"), then is u.d. in
G.

PROOF. The first part is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.6. On
the other hand, suppose the condition in the second part is satisfied. For a
fixed A E A with A 0 0, let ,%') be the image of DOS). Then the identity
mapping on .4') gives a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation of
J1(A) Since (DO)(;)) is u.d. in _ll0), the Weyl criterion implies "MN-.
(1/N) 0. This holds for all A under consideration, and so, (x,,)
is u.d. in G.

Let Gl and Gz be topological groups; a mapping from G1 onto G2 that is
both a group isomorphism and a homeomorphism is called a topological
isomorphism. If such a mapping exists, the groups G1 and G2 are called
topologically isomorphic. To point out the difference, a (not necessarily
continuous) homomorphism resp. isomorphism will sometimes be referred
to as an algebraic homomorphism resp. algebraic isomorphism. In most of the
cases that we consider, a continuous homomorphism will automatically be an
open mapping. Recall that a topological space is called or-compact if it can be
written as the union of at most countably many compact subsets.
THEOREM 1.8. A continuous homomorphism from a locally compact
o'-compact group onto a locally compact group is an open mapping.

COROLLARY 1.6. Every character of a compact abelian group is an
open mapping.

It is often important to know that a continuous homomorphism is also
open. For instance, for such homomorphisms the well-known first isomorph-
ism theorem for discrete groups carries over to topological groups as well.

THEOREM 1.9: Isomorphism Theorem. Let 99: G H G1 be an open con-
tinuous homomorphism from the topological group G onto the topological
group G1 with kernel H. Then G1 is topologically isomorphic to the quotient
group G/H.

Duality Theory

Let now G be a locally compact abelian group. By a character of G, we mean
again a continuous homomorphism from G into the circle group T. The set of
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all characters of G can be made into a group by taking as the product X1X2 of
two characters xl and x2 of G the character defined by (x1x2)(x) = x1(x)x2(x)
for all x c G. The identity of this group is the trivial character of G. With the
so-called compact-open topology, the group of characters becomes a topologi-
cal group, the character group or dual group G of G. As a basis for the neigh-
borhoods of the identity in G, we choose all subsets U(K; e) of a of the form
U(K; e) = {x E G: Ix(x) - 11 < e for all x e K}, where K is an arbitrary
compact subset of G and a is an arbitrary positive number. Then d is again a
locally compact abelian group. If G is topologically isomorphic to the locally
compact abelian group G1, then G is topologically isomorphic to O1.

THEOREM 1.10. If G is compact, then G is discrete. If G is discrete, then
6 is compact.

Since G is a locally compact abelian group, we may ask for the character
group of G. Let us first note that the original group G can be (algebraically)
embedded into the dual group of G. For if we take a fixed x c G, then the
mapping &: G H T, defined by 2(x) = x(x) for x E 6, is easily seen to be a
character of G. The set of all those characters forms a subgroup of the dual
group of 6 that is isomorphic to G. The following fundamental theorem tells
us that far more is true.

THEOREM 1.11: Duality Theorem of Pontryagin-van Kampen. If G is a
locally compact abelian group, then the character group G of G is topologi-
cally isomorphic to G, and the topological isomorphism is given by the
mapping x

In particular, every character of G is a mapping of the form & for some
x e G. Furthermore, another case of the Gel'fond-Raikov theorem follows:
For every x -X e in G, there exists x E G with x(x) 0 1. In the sequel, we will

often identify G and G. To discuss the character groups of closed subgroups
and quotient groups of G, we introduce the notion of an annihilator. For
an arbitrary nonvoid subset H of G, let the annihilator A(G, H) of H in 0 be
defined as the set

A(O, H) = {x E 6: x(x) = 1 for all x c H}. (1.14)

The annihilator A(G, H) is a closed subgroup of G. The importance of this
concept is revealed in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.12. Let H be a closed subgroup of the locally compact
abelian group G. Then the character group of GJH is topologically isomorphic
to A(G, H). Furthermore, the character group of H is topologically iso-
morphic to G f A (G, H). We also have H = A (G, A (G, H)).
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When discussing representation theory, we pointed out the intimate relation
between the weight of the compact group G and the cardinality of the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations. This situation has a
close analogue in the present setting.

THEOREM 1.13. For a locally compact abelian group G, the weight
w(G) of G is identical with the weight w(G) of G.

Since the weight of a discrete space is identical with the cardinality of the
space, we obtain the following immediate consequence of Theorems 1.10
and 1.13, which may also be inferred from representation theory.

COROLLARY 1.7. For a compact abelian group G, we have w(G) _
card G.

The duality theorem also gives rise to important structure theorems for
locally compact abelian groups. One of them that will turn out to be useful
in Section 4 is given below. For n Z 1, IR" denotes the n-dimensional euclidean
space, considered as an additive group in the usual topology. We define
R° = {e}.

THEOREM 1.14. Every locally compact abelian group G is topologically
isomorphic to a direct product of the form R" x H, where H is a locally
compact abelian group containing a compact open subgroup. The non-
negative integer n is uniquely determined by G.

Another result on the duality theory of locally compact abelian groups is of
a more specific nature. We first recall the notion of the weak direct product
of a family of groups. Let J be an arbitrary nonvoid index set, and for each
j c J, we are given a discrete group G, with identity e;. Then the weak direct
product 11]EJ G; is the group consisting of all tuples (x;);EJ with x, c G; and
x; 34 e, for at most finitely many j and with multiplication defined coordinate-
wise.

THEOREM 1.15. For each j from the nonvoid index set J, let G, be a
discrete abelian group. If the weak direct product H7EJG; is given the
discrete topology, then its dual is topologically isomorphic to the direct
product n;-Jai.

Let G be a compact abelian group, and let C be the (connected) component
of e. Then C is a closed subgroup of G, and the quotient group G/C is totally
disconnected. There is a strong interrelation between the connectivity
character of G and the torsion character of G. Recall that in a (discrete)
abelian group A the elements of finite order form a subgroup of A, the so-
called torsion subgroup F. If F = {e}, then A is called torsion-free; if F = A,
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then A is called a torsion group. It is evident that a character x E G is of
finite order in G if and only if x is discrete. Thus, the torsion subgroup of
G is simply the collection of all discrete characters of G. It is easy to verify
that a connected G cannot possess a nontrivial discrete character. For if
x E G is nontrivial and discrete, then the inverse image of 1 E T under x
(which is then also the inverse image of some small open neighborhood of
I under x) would be a nontrivial subset of G that is both open and closed.
For a generalization, see Theorem 1.16.

An element x in the locally compact abelian group G is called compact if the
closed subgroup generated by x is compact. The set of all compact elements of
G is a closed subgroup of G but not necessarily compact. We collect some
relevant information in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.16. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and let C be
its component of the identity. If G is compact, then the annihilator A(C, C) is
exactly the torsion subgroup of G. In the general case, let B be the closed
subgroup of d consisting of all compact elements of G. Then, B = A(C, C),
and dually, C = A(G, B).

COROLLARY 1.8. The compact abelian group G is connected if and only
if it admits no nontrivial discrete character. Moreover, G is totally discon-
nected if and only if every character of G is discrete.

Notes

Various parts or all of the structure theory and representation theory for topological
groups presented here can be found in the standard treatises on the subject, for example,
Weil [1], Pontryagin [1], Hewitt and Ross [1], and Rudin [1]. A detailed survey on
duality theory is given in Heyer [1]. Theorem 1.15, which is maybe not so widely known,
is shown in Hewitt and Ross [1, Theorem 23.22].

U.d. in compact groups was first studied by Eckmann [1). Unfortunately, this paper
contains a serious error in that the condition A(M; N)/N = fu(M) is required
to hold for all closed sets M instead of permitting only (closed) ft-continuity sets. The
theory was brought to its present state by Hlawka and other authors, notably Cigler,
Hartman, Helmberg, and Kemperman. The basic criteria, namely, Theorem 1.3 and
Corollary 1.2, were already established by Eckmann [1]. Zaretti [2] gives a slight improve-
ment of the necessary condition. Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, and Corollary 1.4, are from
Hlawka [1).

We shall now mention various aspects of the theory that could not be included in our
treatment. A completely satisfactory quantitative theory in compact groups has not yet
been developed. The first step in this direction was undertaken by Hlawka and Niederreiter
[1] and Niederreiter [1]. Another notion of discrepancy is in K. Schmidt [2, 3], who
defined it for sequences of measures in locally compact abelian groups with countable base.
If sequences of points in a compact group are considered, then Schmidt's definition reduces
to a special case of the notion of maximal deviation introduced in Definition 2.2 of Chapter
3.
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A remarkable result was shown by Veech [3]. He calls a sequence r1, r2, ... of positive
integers a "u.d.-sequence generator" if, for every compact group G and every sequence
(y,,) in G that is not contained in any proper closed subgroup of G, the sequence (x") in
G defined by x = yr is u.d. in G. The author not only shows that such u.d.-
sequence generators exist but gives also explicit constructions, one of them based on
normal numbers.

Normal numbers, or rather a generalization thereof, also occur in a paper of Cigler
[3]. Let G be a compact abelian group with countable base, and let T be a continuous
endomorphism of G that is ergodic with respect to the Haar measure It. Then the element
x c G is called normal with respect to T if the sequence (T"x) is u.d. in G. By Exercise
2.17 of Chapter 3, this definition generalizes the classical notion of normality. By the
individual ergodic theorem and the fact that G is countable, one obtains that u-almost
all x c G are normal with respect to T (for a more general result, see Philipp [2]). Other
properties of normal numbers extend also to this case. For instance, if x is normal with
respect to T, then x is normal with respect to Tk for all k = 1, 2, . . . ; conversely, if x is
normal with respect to Tk for some k Z 2, then x is normal with respect to T. It was
shown by Rohlin [11 that the ergodicity of the continuous endomorphism T may also be
characterized algebraically: Tis ergodic with respect to It if and only if, for each nontrivial
character x of G, the functions x o T", n = 1, 2, ... , on G are all distinct. For another
application of ergodic theory, see Couot [4].

Cigler [11] introduces the notion of a "strongly u.d. sequence" (stark gleichoerteilte
Folge) in a compact group. Every well-distributed sequence and every completely u.d.
sequence (see Chapter 3, Section 3) is strongly u.d. but not every u.d. sequence is necessarily
strongly u.d. (in fact, as soon as lim),-oo 1 = e and G contains more than one
element, then cannot be strongly u.d. in G).

An interesting application of u.d. in compact groups occurs in connection with Artin's
conjecture on primitive roots. See Serre [1, Chapter 11 and Goldstein [1].

Maak [2, 3] studies analogues of Kronecker's theorem for abstract groups, using a
notion of independence for unitary representations of the group. See also Helmberg [3].
For the special case of abelian groups, similar investigations were carried out by Bund-
gaard [1, 2], who also introduced a notion of u.d. for functions on the group with values
in a finite-dimensional circle group.

R. C. Baker [1, 2, 3] investigates sequences (x") of characters of a locally compact
abelian group G such that is u.d. in the circle group for almost all x c G in the
sense of Haar measure. A basic role is played by sequences of characters that satisfy
conditions generalizing the growth condition of Weyl (see Chapter 1, Exercise 4.6).

Starting from certain sequences of finite abelian groups, Dennis [1] studies sequences in
these groups that are independently distributed in a certain technical sense. A Weyl criterion
is shown in the case where all groups are elementary abelian.

For compact groups, the existence problem for u.d. sequences can be settled in a very
satisfactory manner: namely, the compact group G admits u.d. sequences if and only if
G is separable (see Corollary 5.4 and the notes in Section 5). This follows also from the
results of Veech [3] quoted above.

Sequences of measures on compact groups were studied by Cigler [6]. This viewpoint
was pursued further by K. Schmidt [2, 3] and Sigmund [1].

Exercises

1.1. Prove that the compact group G is the support of its Haar measure a.
1.2. Prove Theorem 1.4 by means of the Weyl criterion.
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1 . 3 . Prove that ( ( x . ,,) : a E J} is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G if and
only if, for each DW with d 54 0 from the system in Theorem 1.3 and
for each e > 0, there exists a positive integer N0(A, e) such that II (1/N)

I n1DuI (x,, , )II < e holds for all N Z N0(A, e) and for all a E J.
1.4. Use the criterion in the previous exercise to give an alternative proof

for Theorem 1.5.
1.5. Use the criterion in Corollary 1.3 to prove that if (x,,) is well distributed

in G and if (c,,) converges, then the sequences and are both
well distributed in G.

1.6. Prove Theorem 1.6 by going back to Chapter 3, Exercise 1.10.
1.7. For a complex square matrix A, show that IIAII2 = tr (AT'A).
1.8. Deduce from the previous exercise that IIUII = ./k and IIUAII =

IIAUII = IIAII , where U is unitary of order k and A is an arbitrary com-
plex square matrix of the same order.

1.9. Show that IIA + BII < IIAII + IIBII and IIA + BII IIAII - IIBII I for
complex square matrices A and B of the same order.

1.10. Consult a book on topological groups and work out a detailed proof
of the fact that any representation of a compact group is equivalent to a
unitary one.

1.11. Prove that tr (AB) = tr (BA) for complex square matrices A and B of
the same order.

1.12. Prove that two equivalent representations have the same character.
1.13. Give a detailed proof of the fact that the Kronecker product of two

unitary matrices is again unitary.
1.14. Prove the following generalization of Theorem 1.2 of Chapter 1: If

(x,,) is u.d. in G and if exists, then is u.d. in G.
1.15. We have seen in this section how the Gel'fond-Raikov theorem for

compact groups implies the Peter-Weyl theorem. Show, conversely,
that the latter theorem also implies the former.

2. THE GENERALIZED DIFFERENCE THEOREM

Proof via Fundamental Inequality
We have seen in Chapter 1 that one of the fundamental results in the theory of
u.d. is the so-called difference theorem of van der Corput (see Chapter 1,
Theorem 3.1). Since this theorem relies on the presence of an algebraic
structure in the underlying space, its generalization to a more abstract setting
had to be deferred in Chapter 3. The time has now come to return to this
topic.

By virtue of representation theory, a complete analogue of the difference
theorem can in fact be shown to hold in every compact topological group.
For the proof, we try to proceed along the same lines as in the classical case.
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This means, first of all, that we have to generalize van der Corput's funda-
mental inequality (see Lemma 3.1 of Chapter 1). This is done in the following
lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. Let D1, . . . , D,,, be complex square matrices of the same
order k, and let H be an integer with 1 < H< N. Then we have

H2 Di <H(N+H-1)IIDiII2
1=1 i=1

H-1 It

+2(N+H-1)1(H-Ii)I (D5IDj+h) . (2.1)
h=1 j=1

PROOF. We extend the definition of the D, by putting Di = 0, the zero
matrix of order k, for all i < 0 and all i > N. Consider the matrix H jj 1Di.
We may write this matrix as follows : H 1D, _ Jn o Di. Now we
putp=i-1-Ii; then 1 <p<N+H- 1, and so,

N N++H-1 H-1

HIDi=I I Dv n
i=1 p=1 h-0

because of the extended definition of the Di. It follows that

H2
2 N+H-1 H-1

I I Dp-n
V=1 n=0

Using Example 1.2 and (1.6), we conclude that

H2
N

Di

N

Di
1=1

2 N+H-1<(N+H-1)
p=1

2

H-1
Dp-n

n=0

2

N+H-1 H-1 H-1
= (N + H - 1) 1 ( Dp-n Y Dp-h

V=1 n=0 n=0

N+H-1 H-1
= (N + H - 1) 1 Y (D,,-r D.J. (2.3)

P=1 r,s=O

For fixed i with 1 < i < N, the number of terms (Di D,) occurring in the
sum N+H-1 H-1 (D I D,) ) is equal to H. We arrive atGp=1 T.S=O p-r

H2
N

Di
i=1

2 N
<H(N+H-1)IDZII2

i=1
N+H-1 H-1

-I- (N + H - 1) (Dp-r I Dp-9)
p=1 r,s=0

r#s
N

H(N+H-1)IIDiII2
i=1
N+H-1 H-1

+ (N + H - 1) 1 ((Dp-r I Dp-3) + (Dp-S D2-r))
p=1 r.s=0

s<r (2.4)
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Now (Dp-r I Dp-s) + (DD-s I Dp-r) = (Dp-r I DD-s) + (DD-r DD_3) = 2 Re
(Dp_r I DD-s), where Re z denotes the real part of the complex number z. We
get

H2
N

D.i

i-1

N+FI-1 H-1
+ 2(N + H - 1) Re I Y (DD-r I DD-s). (2.5)

D=1 r,s=o
s<r

For fixed h with 1 < h < H - 1 and i with 1 < j < N - h, the number of
terms (Dj I Dj+h) occurring in the sum +H-iyr,Hs-=10(DD-7 I DD 3) is equal to
H - h. Consequently, we can write s<r

N+H-1 H-1 H-i N-h
Re I I (DD-r I DD-) = Re (H - h) I (Dj I Dj+h)

D=1 r,s=O h=1 j_1
s<r

But Re z < Izi for any complex
arrive at (2.1).

H-1 N-h
=Y(H-h)Rej (D,I Dj+h)

h=1 j=1
(2.6)

number z, and so, together with (2.5), we

We are now ready to prove the desired generalization of the difference
theorem. Let G be a compact group, and let (x,) be a sequence of elements in
G. We assume that for each h = 1, 2, . . . , the sequence 1) is u.d. in
G. We even want to show a bit more than in the mod 1 case. Namely, not
only is the sequence itself u.d. but every subsequence of where the
subscripts run through an arithmetic progression is also u.d. in G.

THEOREM 2.1. Let be a sequence in the compact group G such that
for each h = 1, 2, . . . , the sequence is u.d. in G. Then, for every
positive integer q and nonnegative integer r, the sequence is u.d. in G.
In particular, the sequence itself is u.d. in G.

PROOF. We suppose that q and r are fixed throughout the proof. We show
the u.d. of by using the Weyl criterion as given in Theorem 1.3, In fact,
we shall verify the desired limit relation (1.9) for any nontrivial irreducible
unitary representation D of G. Such a representation being chosen, we first
note that

r a qN

D(xq,,+r) =
1

I I exp (-) D(xs+r), (2.7)
=1 q j=1 s=1 q

2 N
<H(N+H- 1)1IIDiI12

where exp (a) = e21" for o, E IR. The above identity stems, of course, from the
simple fact that (1/q) j° i exp (js/q) = 1 for s - 0 (mod q) and = 0 for
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s 0 0 (mod q). It follows that

1
D(xR)

11 q
< exp (.L)q D(Xs+r)

w=1 j=1 s=1

< max
j=1.. ...a

qN

I exp (Ls) D(xs+r)
S=1
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We now choose an integer H with 1 < H < qN. An application of Lemma
2.1 yields for each fixed j,

H2
aN

s
exp ( ) D(xs+r)

s=1 q
2< H(qN + H - 1)

a N

IID(xs+r)II2
s=1

H-1
+ 2(qN + H - 1) I (H - h) 11h 1, (2.9)

h=1

with ` aN-h

.Lrh = (exp () D(XD+r)
q

exp (J(P + ")) D(xD+r+h)) (2.10)
q

Suppose that the degree of the representation D is m. Since D is unitary, we
have IID(x)II = Vm for every x c G by property (v) of the matrix norm. We
can simplify by using, first of all, property (i) of the inner product:

(1h= exp (D(xD+r) I D(XD+r+h)). (2.11)
q p=1

Then, using properties (iv) and (ii) of the inner product and the fact that D
is a homomorphism:

( - h) aN-h
1h = exp (E I D(xD+r+hxD+r))

q P=i

,h aN-h

= exp E
I

D(xD+r+hxD+r) (2.12)
q r=1

where E denotes the identity matrix of order m. Now, for any complex
square matrix A = (aij of order m, we have (E I A) = tr (AT) _ 12-1 aii. By
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get I(E I A)12 =

I IIAII

I hI S ,/m D(xD+r+hxD+r) for all It = 1, 2, ... , H - 1. (2.13)
D=1
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Combining all these facts, the inequality (2.9) leads to

H2
aN js

11

2

1 exp (q) D(xs+r)

S HNgm(gN + H - 1)

Hj1+ 2,,/m (qN + H - 1) (H - h)
iti=1

Dividing by HZN2, we arrive at

aN s

N
exp (q) D(xs+r)

2

QN-h
D('Vj)+r+7itiv+r)

v=1

<g111gN+H-1+2.m(gN+H-1)
HN H2N

Fr-1 qN - h
. (H - h)
h=1 N

1 aN-h

qN - h I1 D(xp+r+7a't'v+r)

. (2.14)

. (2.15)

For each fixed h, the sequence P = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. by hypoth-
esis. Hence, II(1f(gN- h))jp=i'`D(xp+r+nxv+r) tends to zero as N-* oo,
and this for each h = 1, 2, . . . , H - 1. Altogether, the second term on the
right-hand side of (2.15) tends to zero as N - oo. The first term tends to
g2m/H as N -- -, Letting H attain arbitrarily large values, we see that

1 aN s

lim II exp (q)D(xs+r) = 0 for every j = 1, 2, . . . , q. (2.16)
N-'m Ns=1

The inequality (2.8) implies then that

1
N

l -
I N

,YiD(2an+r)

which is exactly what we wanted to show.

= 0,

Difference Theorems for Well-Distributed Sequences

(2.17)

THEOREM 2.2. Let (x,,) be a sequence in the compact group G such that
for each h = 1, 2, . . . , the sequence (x,,+,rxn 1) is well distributed in G.
Then, for every positive integer q and nonnegative integer r, the sequence
('t'art+r) is well distributed in G. In particular, the sequence itself is well
distributed in G.
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PROOF. In order to show that is well distributed in G, it suffices to
verify that

lim
,v-

AT

I D(tig(,:+b)+r)
N 77=1

= 0 (2.18)

holds uniformly in b = 0, 1, 2, . . . , for every nontrivial irreducible unitary
representation D of G (see Corollary 1.3). We will show slightly more, namely,
that

lim
N-.o

N

D(Xgn+r)
N )1=1

= 0 (2.19)

holds uniformly in r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , for every such representation D of G.
For a given s > 0, we choose an integer H = H(s) > I with H > 4gzm/sz.
For each h with 1 < 1: < H - 1, the sequence is well distributed
by assumption. This means, in particular, that there exists a positive integer
Mh(s) such that

1
lli E2_ r 1

M
G

4
/nl qz (2.20)

11 l
holds for all M > M,,(s) and for all r = 0, 1, 2. .... Put Mo = M0(s) _
maxi<,a<H-i M,,(s); then, for M > M0, the inequality (2.20) holds simultan-
eouslyforallh= 1,2,...,H- 1.

We choose now an integer N(s) with qN(s) > Mo + H. For all N > N(s),
we have then I < H < qN, and so, the inequality (2.15) is applicable. The
first term on the right-hand side of (2.15) is dominated by gm(2gN/HN), and
so, by sz/2. As to the second term, we clearly have 21./ni(gN + H - 1)IH2N <
4q,/,n/H2 and (qN - h)/N < q for all h = 1, 2, . . . , H - 1. To estimate the
matrix norm occurring in the second term, we observe that qN - h >
qN(s)-hZMo+H-h>Mo holds for all h= 1,2,...,H- 1, and
so, the inequality (2.20) is available. Altogether, we obtain the following
estimate from (2.15):

qAT 2 2 -1 2

1
1 exp (q) -D(xsr) I

s
-I-

4qm H(H
- h)q

Ns=i 2 H2 h=l

2 H-1
+ Hzh: (H - h) < sz (2.21)

for each j = 1, 2, ... , q, for all N > N(s) and for all r = 0, 1,2..... By
(2.8), we get then

1
AT

- I D(xgn+r) 11 < s (2.22)
N n=i

for all N > N(s) and for all r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and so, (2.19) holds.
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Another remarkable property of well-distributed sequences that depends
on an algebraic structure in the underlying space can be shown. We first need
an auxiliary result on unitary matrices.

LEMMA 2.2. Let U1, U ,. .. , Ur be unitary matrices of the same order,
and let E be the identity matrix of this order. Then

IIU1U2 ... Ur - Ell IIUi - Ell. (2.23)
i=1

PROOF. We proceed by induction on r. The inequality is certainly correct
for r = 1. Suppose we have already shown the inequality for some r > 1.
Then II U1U2 ... Ell = II (U1U2 ... Ur - E)Ur+1 + U,+1 -EII<
II (U1U2 ' ' ' Ur - E)Ur+1II + IIUr+1 - Ell. Using property (v) of the matrix
norm, we conclude that II U1U2 . U,.U,+1 - Ell S II U1U2 ... Ur - Ell +
IIUr+1 - Ell IIUi - Ell.

THEOREM 2.3. Let be a well-distributed sequence in the compact
group G. If is a sequence in G with lim,, y = e, then (x,,)
is again well distributed in G.

PROOF. Let D be a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation of G that
will be fixed throughout the subsequent consideration. For a given e > 0,
there exists an No = N0(e) such that II (]IN) :EN +h e14 holds for all
N > No and for all h = 0, 1, 2. .... We have to show that a similar statement
holds true for the sequence (x ). To establish a link between the two sequences,
we put u,, = J>i+lx,,+lx,,-1y for all n > 1 and observe that x, = Y;uJ-I1'7-2
uiy4 1xi whenever j > i. Using this and property (v) of the matrix norm, we
get for all N > Na and 11 > 1:

N+1,
D(x,,)

N+h

D(ynun-ltln-2
Uk))D(yh-1

'+'h)
=1+h

N+h

Lr 11h)

N+h

u,,) - D(yn))=1+h
II N+h II

+

N+hh
< G IID(un-1un-2. . uh) -Ell +N4.

'n=1+h

(2.24)

We now choose an integer K with K > No and K > 4/e. Since u = e,
we have lim,,.. E; therefore, there exists a positive integer H such
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that

II D(u .) - Ell < K2 for all j > H. (2.25)

For n > li > H, we have then, by Lemma 2.2,

uh) - Ell = IID(u,,-1) ... D(ul) - Ell < n K211
. (2.26)

Combining (2.24) and (2.26), the following inequality holds for all h > H:

K+h H+h
11 /1 E E

D(x,,) < I
2

+ K - <I+ K (2.27)
n=1+i, n=1+h K 4 4

Let in denote the degree of the representation D. We put N1 = Ni(s) =
max (4K\/rn/s, 8H\/n1/s). We consider an integer N > N1. Using the division
algorithm, we write N = qK + r with 0 < r < K. Then, by (2.27) we obtain
the following estimate for all h > H:

1
N+h
I D(x,,)

N n=1+h

1
q-1 K+iK+hI I D(x,,)

N f=o n=1+5H+h

1

N ,i=1+q +h

N(1+K4) + IL VT),-. (2.28)

Hence, for all N > N1 and all h > H, we have

N++h

L. D(xn)
N ,t=1+h

s) s s s 3s
< -1(1+K4 +

N
<-+-+4=

4
. (2.29)

It remains to consider those h with 0 < I1 < H. Using (2.29) we get, for all
N > N1 and for all h in the indicated range,

N+h

II N n=1+hD(Zn) II

1 H 1 N++H 1

L`N n=1+hD(Cn) + rN n=1+HD(2n)

N n

N+H

r =N+h+1D(xn)

(H - h)\/n1 3s (H - h) Jm < s. (2.30)
N 4 N

Altogether, we have shown that the inequality II (1/N)
j,V

+h D(xn)II < s
holds for all N > N1(s) and for all h = 0, 1, 2, .... Consequently, the
sequence (xn) is well distributed.
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It should be noted that Theorem 2.3 enunciates a special feature of well-
distributed sequences. If is only supposed to be u.d. in G and

- 1
Jim Jn+1't 11+1,Tn y,, = e

holds, then need not be u.d. in G. Simple counterexamples can already
be constructed in the classical case G = IR/7L. For we take the sequence
(,In), viewed as a sequence in R/71. We know from Example 2.7 of Chapter 1
that (y,) is u.d. in IR/7L. Now every constant sequence satisfies

lim yet+1Xva+1't'?a
1Jn = e

n-00

in IR/7L but is evidently not u.d. Other examples of this type can be found
easily.

The Method of Correlation Functions

We offer now a completely different approach to the difference theorem by
using so-called correlation functions. This approach is, first of all, of great
theoretical interest; second, it avoids the fundamental inequality; and last, it
leads to more general versions of the difference theorem. We will develop as
much of the theory of correlation functions as we need. Since it does not
require a greater effort, we carry out the investigation in the more general
context of A-u.d.

Let A = be a positive strongly regular matrix method. By what we
know from Section 4 of Chapter 3, this means that the following conditions
are satisfied: 0 for all n, k = 1, 2.... ; limn. IL 1 1;
limn-00 a,,k =0 for all k= 1, 2, ... ; limn. Y"1 lank - ank+11 = 0
Furthermore, we are given a fixed sequence w of complex square matrices
M(1), M(2), ... , M(k),... that are of the same order and are uniformly
bounded in norm; that is, IIM(k)II < c for some positive constant c and all
k > 1.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let n1 < n2 < < ns < . . . by an increasing sequence
of positive integers such that the limit

y(h) = lim I an,k(M(k + h) I M(k)) (2.31)
s-+oo k=1

exists for h = 0, 1, 2, .... If we extend the definition of y by putting
y(-h) = y(h) for h = 1, 2, . . . , then the resulting function y on 7L is called
an A-correlation function of the sequence co.
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LEMMA 2.3. The sequence co has at least one A-correlation function.

PROOF. Let C be the set of complex numbers in the usual topology, and
let G ' denote the Cartesian product of denumerablymany copies of C equipped
with the product topology. For n Z 1, let E C be given by ,, =

with = I-, h) I M(k)) for h > 0. Since the
inner products (M(i) I M(j)), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , are uniformly bounded, the
sequence in C is contained in a.compact subset of C. Therefore,
has a convergent subsequence in C'. Since convergence in C' implies
coordinatewise convergence, we are done. 0

On the other hand, it may well be that the sequence w has more than one
A-correlation function. We want to establish an important property satisfied
by any A-correlation function of oi. We recall the following well-known
definition.

DEFINITION 2.2. A complex-valued function p on an (abstract) group G is
called positive-definite if the inequality

N

Cnemp('L71x,,, ) : 0 (2.32)

holds for every choice of finitely many elements x1, ... , x v in G and for every
choice of complex numbers c1, . . . ) CN.

It is a fundamental fact for our approach that the A-correlation functions
of w are positive-definite on the additive group of integers. Before we can show
this, we need an auxiliary result that follows easily from the strong regularity
of the summation matrix A.

LEMMA 2.4. Let n1 < 112 < < n, < ... be an increasing sequence of
positive integers, and let . . . , b_21 b_1, b0, b1, b2, ... be a doubly infinite
sequence of complex numbers such that the b, with positive k are uniformly
bounded. Then, for every integer q, we have

lim I a,,, A. = lim I a,, kbk+v, (2.33)
s-+ok=1 s-wk=1

whenever one of the two limits exists.

PROOF. It suffices to prove the assertion for q = 1. For then we can show
the result for every nonnegative integer q by induction. If q is negative, say
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q = -m, then we put b,.. = bk_m, and the result follows from the corre-
sponding result for in. For fixed s > 1, we get

00 00

Ian,kbk+l -I an,kbk
k=1 k=1

co oo

I an.kbk+1 -Ian,.k+lbk+l - an'lbl
k=1 k=1

k=1

00

5 YIan,k - an,.k+1I Ibk+1I + an,1 Ib1I

S Sup Ibkl Y_Ian,k - an,.k+1I + an,l Ib1I.
k? 2 k=1

(2.34)

If we now let s tend to infinity, then both terms in the last sum tend to zero
because of the strong regularity of A. Our result follows immediately. 0

LEMMA 2.5. Every A-correlation function of the sequence w is a positive-
definite function on the additive group 71 of integers.

PROOF. Let y be an A-correlation function of w, say

00

y(h) = lim > an,k(M(k + h) I M(k)) (2.35)
s k=l

for h > 0 and y(-h) = y(h) for h > 1 (actually, h = 0 might be included
here as well, since y(O) is real). We first want to show that the formula (2.35)
for y(h) with h > 0 also holds for negative h if we just agree to define the
matrices M(k) with k S 0 in an arbitrary way but of the same order as the
M(k)withk > 1.Forh > 1, we get

co

y(-h) = y(h) = lim I angk(M(k) I M(k + h)).
s-.oo k=1

Using Lemma 2.4 with bk = (M(k) I M(k + h)) for all k e 71 and q = -h,
it follows that y(-h) = lim9.r Ik 1 an,k(M(k - h) I M(k)), and our
assertion is justified.

To show that y is positive-definite on IC, we choose a natural number N,
integers xl, . . . , xv, and complex numbers c1, . . . , cN. Then,

N

cnemy(xn - xm)
n, m=1

N ao

Y cnc,n lim an,k(M(k + xn - xm) I M(k)) (2.36)
n. m=1 5-00 k=1
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by the extended formula (2.35) for y. For each fixed n and m, we apply
Lemma 2.4 with bk = (M(k + x - x.»,) I M(k)) and q = x»,. Therefore,

I Cne,ny(xn - xm) = c,,e lim I an'k(M(k + x,,,) M(k + x,,,,))
n' m-1 n.ne=1

N /

= lim L, Rn,k I Cnjm(M(k + x,,) M(k + xm))
s-'co k=1 n.m=1

= lim I an,k(I c.»M(k + xn)
spook=1 n=1

00

= lim I an,k
s*ook=1

N
c,M(k + xn)

7i=1

N
Cm1VI(k + xm)

m=1

2

Z o. 0

The crucial step in our argument is the application of the classical theorem
of Bochner-Herglotz: For every continuous positive-definite function p on a
locally compact abelian group G there exists a uniquely determined non-
negative bounded regular Borel measure a in the dual group 6 of G such that

p(x) =f (x) da(x) for all x E G. (2.37)

As in Section 1, the symbol :E denotes the character of G defined by :fi(x) _
X(x) for all x E O.

We consider now a positive-definite function y on Z. Since 71 is discrete, y is
continuous. The dual group of 71 is T. For h c- 71, the character / of T has the
form h(Z) = zh for all z e T. The following representation of y is thus ob-
tained by the Bochner-Herglotz theorem:

y(h) = I zh do(z) for all h c- 71, (2.38)
T

where a is a uniquely determined nonnegative bounded regular Borel measure
in T. The surprising usefulness of the present approach stems from the fact
that rather weak conditions on those measures a suffice to allow conclusions
about the distribution of the original sequence (M(k)). In particular, it is
enough to know the a-measure of the singleton {1} to draw such con-
clusions. A good deal of the mystery will be resolved by the following
identity.

LEMMA 2.6. Let y be an A-correlation function of w. If a is the measure in
T corresponding to the positive-definite function y on 71, and if B = (bnk) is a
positive strongly regular matrix method (not necessarily the same as A), then

00

lim I bnky(k) = a({1}). (2.39)
n - oo k=1
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PROOF. Using the representation of y given in (2.38), we arrive at

b»ky(k) b a.f zk da(z)
k=1 k=1 T

= J
(,1zk)

k=
dcr(z) for every n > 1. (2.40)

T 1

Let us look at the function g(z) = Ik 1 on T (the limit will turn
out to exist for every z c T). We clearly have g(1) = 1. For z 54 1, it is an
easy matter to prove that the sequence (zk) is almost convergent to the value
0 (using the complex analogue of Definition 4.2 of Chapter 3). Now B, being
strongly regular, includes the summation method F of almost convergence,
and so, g(z) = 0 for z 5;6 1 (strictly speaking, we have to apply the results of
Section 4 of Chapter 3 to the real and imaginary part of (zk)). Thus, g(z) is
nothing else but the characteristic function of the singleton {1}.

Returning to (2.40), we use the dominated convergence theorem to get

lim =J (rim dv(z) = ITg(z) di(z) = a({1}).
n-co 7;=1 T n-oo k=1 .

We are now going to exhibit how some information about a({I}) leads to
results for the original sequence w = (M(k)).

LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that for every A-correlation function of w the
corresponding measure r in T satisfies a({1}) = 0. Then,

lim I 0,
n--.co k=1

the zero matrix of appropriate order.

PROOF. Let C,, be the matrix C,, = i for n > 1. We shall
show that the only limit point of the norm-bounded sequence is the zero
matrix 0, thereby proving the lemma. Let the matrix C be a limit point of
(C,,); thus, C = limn. C,, for some sequence n1 < n2 < < n, < . of
positive integers. With G(k) = M(k) - C for k > I we arrive then at

oo

lim l a,, kG(k) = 0. (2.41)
s-' co k=1

Let us introduce the summation method R = (rsk) defined by rsk = an,k.
It follows readily that R is positive and strongly regular. By Lemma 2.3, the
norm-bounded sequence (G(k)) has an R-correlation function 6. Thus, there
exists a sequence s1 < s2 < < Si < . of positive integers such that

oo oo

6(h) = lim rk(G(k + h) I G(k)) = 1im any k(G(k + h) G(k)) (2.42)
i goo k=1 i-+co k=1
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for h > 0. Evidently, the function 6 is also an A-correlation function of
(G(k)). To simplify the notation, we write ,n = n,, for i > 1. Then,
6(h) = :E 1 a,,,,k(G(k + h) G(k)), and also lim,_. 1 a,,,;kG(k) _
0 by (2.41). We note that (M(lc + h) M(k)) = (G(k + h) + C I G(k) + C) _
(G(k + h) I G(k)) + (C I G(I()) + (G(k + h) I C) + IICIIz for all k > 1 and
all h > 0. Using Lemma 2.4, it follows that

M

lim I a,,,.k(M(k + h) I M(k))
i--0 s=1

= lim 1a,,,,k(G(k + h) I G(k)) + IICIIz = 6(11) + IICIIz (2.43)
taco x=1

for all h > 0. In other words, the function y(h) = 6(h) + 110112 is an A-
correlation function of co = (M(k)).

By the given hypothesis and Lemma 2.6 with B = A, we have

lim I a,,,;y(k) = 0.
-. k=1

This implies lim,, la,, 6 (IC) _ - I1 C 112. On the other hand, 6 is an A-
correlation function of the sequence (G(k)), and so Lemma 2.6 yields

lx 1 an k 6(k) > 0, since the measure T in T corresponding to 6 is
nonnegative; hence, IICIIz < 0. But this is only possible if C = 0. 0

The generalization of van der Corput's theorem which we are heading for
is now a simple consequence of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7.

THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a compact group, let (xk) be a sequence in G, and
let A = (a x) and B = (b h) be two positive strongly regular matrix methods.
Suppose that for every nontrivial irreducible unitary representation D of G,
all A-correlation functions y of the sequence (D(xk)) satisfy

W

lim I b,,,;y(l() = 0.
li-w k=1

Then the sequence (.c,) is A-u.d. in G.

PROOF. For the sequence co = (M(k)) in the previous considerations, we
take now the sequence (D(xk)) for some nontrivial irreducible unitary repre-
sentation D of G. Together with Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, our assumption implies
that Ik 1 0 holds for every nontrivial irreducible unitary
representation D of G. Then from Theorem 4.1 of Chapter 3 (or, more ex-
actly, from its obvious analogue for complex-valued functions) and from
the Peter-Weyl theorem, we infer that (xz) is A-u.d. in G. 0

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let us verify that Theorem 2.4 really includes the difference
theorem for A-u.d. sequences as a special case. So suppose that for each h =
1, 2, . . . , the sequence (xk.+lxk 1) is A-u.d. in G. For a given nontrivial
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irreducible unitary representation D of G of degree in, we get then

M

lim G ank(D(xk+h) I D(xk)) = lim l a,lk(D(xk+hxk 1) I E)
n-ao k=1 n-ao k=1

= (lim I ankD(xk+hxk 1) I E) = 0 for all h Z 1.
n ao k=1

Consequently, the sequence (D(xk)) has only one A-correlation function,
namely, that one given by y(O) = in and y(h) = 0 for h 0 0. Therefore, the
condition of Theorem 2.4 is trivially satisfied, and (xk) is A-u.d. in G.

Several other new results are contained as special cases in Theorem 2.4.
Let us mention one of them that is highly interesting because it allows us to
restrict the values of h for which we have to require the sequence (xk+hxk 1) to
be A-u.d. in G.

THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a compact group, let (xk) be a sequence in G,
and let A = and B = (bnk) be two positive strongly regular matrix
methods. Suppose that P is a set of positive integers such that

lim Y bnk = 1.
n- o kEP

If the sequence (xk+hxk') is A-u.d. in G for every h cP, then the sequence
(xk) itself is A-u.d. in G.

PROOF. Let D be a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation of G of
degree in. Suppose

y(h) = lim 5 a..,k(D(xk+h) I D(xk)) _ (lim anekD(xk+,xk 1)
s-+oo k=1 s-.oo k=1

t)

for h > 0 is an A-correlation function of the sequence (D(xk)). The hy-
pothesis implies that y(h) = 0 for h E P. For all h > 0, we obtain

co

IY(h)I S in lim Y anak = in,
s--.w k=1

since Itr (U)I 5 in for every unitary matrix U of order in. Let a+ denote the
set of positive integers. Then, for n > 1, we get

But

W

I bnkY(k)
k=1

00

Y_ bnkY(k)
kE7L+\P

X
in bnk

kcz+\P

lim I bnk = lim j bnk - bnk) = 0,
?z-.o kEZ+\P ,l--co k= 1 kEP

and so, limn"a jh1 bnkY(k) = 0. The rest follows from Theorem 2.4.
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The above theorem attains a particularly simple form if we take for B the
summation method of arithmetic means. We introduce the following notion,
which is fundamental in additive number theory. Let P be a set of positive
integers. For n 1, let C(P; n) denote the number of elements from P that
are less than, or equal to, n. If limn C(P; n)ln exists, then its value is called
the natural density of the set P.

COROLLARY 2.1. Let (xk) be a sequence in a compact group G. Suppose
that the sequence (xk+hxk1) is A-u.d. in G for every value of h from a set of
natural density 1. Then, (xk) is A-u.d. in G.

PROOF. We consider the positive strongly regular matrix method B =
defined by 1/n for 1 < k < n, and bnk = 0 for k > n. Let P be a

set of natural density 1. Then we simply note that

lim I bnk = lim C(P; n)/n = 1,
n-. D kEP n- w

and Theorem 2.5 implies what we want.

Weakening the Hypothesis

It suffices to impose conditions on the sequence (xk+hxk: 1) for rather sparsely
scattered values of h only. In this direction, we present the following result.

THEOREM 2.6. Let (xk) be a sequence in the compact group G, let A =
be a positive strongly regular matrix method, and let r be a fixed positive

integer. Suppose that the sequence (xk+nxk 1) is A-u.d. in G for every value of
h that is a positive multiple of r. Then the sequence (xk) itself is A-u.d. in G.

PROOF. Take a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation D of G of
degree m, and let y be any A-correlation function of the sequence (D(xk)).
By Lemma 2.5, the function y onZ is positive-definite. It is then clear that the
function S on 7L, defined by S(h) = y(rh) for h E7Z, is also positive-definite.
By the Bochner-Herglotz theorem, there exist uniquely determined non-
negative bounded regular Borel measures r and A on T such that y(h) =
f T zh da(z) and b(h) = f T zh dA(z) for all h c Z. The measures or and A can be
identified in an obvious fashion with measures in [0, 1); thus, we can write
y(h) e2athx do(x) and b(h) e2nihx dA x On the other hand,
S(h) = y(rh) = f[o,1)e2ni'hx for all h EZt.

Let us find out in what way the measures a and A are related. Let V be the
transformation V: x c [0, 1) E-- rx c [0, r). Then, 6(h) e2nihtdT t
where r is the measure in [0, r) defined by T(B) = a(V-1B) for every Borel set
B in [0, r). It follows that 5(h) = Jj"=o f[u,i+1) e2"i'`t dr,(t), where Ti is the
measure in [ j, j + 1) induced by T. For fixed j with 0 < j :!!g r - 1, let Wi be
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the transformation Wi: t c- [j, j + 1) " t - j c [0, 1). Then
r-1

S(h) _ I J e2dv(t)
io 0,1)

where vi(B) = Ti(W1-1B) for a Borel set B in [0, 1), In other words, we arrive
at

2 i1it d
\
l for all h E. (2.44)b(/1) =J e

n[oa) ,=n

Hence, the uniqueness of the measure A implies that A = ;-o v;. Note that
vi is defined in terms of a, so this is the desired relation between A and a.

After those general considerations, we shall now use our hypothesis.
According to this, we have 6(h) = 0 for all h 0 0 and 6(0) = in at any rate.
The uniqueness of the measure A implies that A has to be the Lebesgue meas-
ure in (0, 1) multiplied by the constant m. Then, 0 = A({0}) = Y;=o vi({O})
yields vo({O}) = 0, since all the v; are nonnegative measures. It follows that
T({O}) = 'ro({O}) = 0, and so, Q({0}) = 0. Thus, the corresponding measure
a in T satisfies a({l}) = 0, and an application of Lemma 2.7 completes the
proof. 0

One might wonder whether Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.6 also hold with
the stronger conclusion that we obtained in Theorem 2.1, namely, that all
sequences of the form (xqk+r), k = 1, 2, . . . , have to be A-u.d. In fact, this
can be shown at least in the case where A is the summation method of
arithmetic means. To do this, we first need a generalized version of our
pivotal Lemma 2.7. The following result will still hold for arbitrary positive
strongly regular A. We return to our basic sequence co = (M(k)).

LEMMA 2.8. Let q be a given positive integer. Suppose that for every A-
correlation function of co the corresponding measure a in T satisfies
0 for all qth roots of unity in T. Then, lim,, l.11 a,,,qk+rM(gk + r) = 0
holds for every r = 0, 1, . . . , q - 1.

PROOF. For 0 < r < q - 1, we introduce an auxiliary matrix B(r) _
(b.k) with bnk,,, = ga,,,gk+r. The B(') are again positive strongly regular matrix
methods. The only property that does not follow readily is lim . k i Mr)x) _
1. Define a sequence (c1) by ck = q if k q and k - r (mod q), and ck = 0
otherwise. Then (ek) is almost convergent to the value 1, and so, the strong
regularity of A implies 1 = lim,, . _yz 1 lim,, oo jk 1 ga,,,gk+r =jk1 bnk -

Let us now look at the sequences co(') = (M(qk + r)) with 0 < r < q - I.
For fixed r, suppose that

cr)(lt) = lims-,, 1- 1 bn;%(M(glc + q!7 + ') M(qk + r))
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is a B(r)-correlation function of (P). By passing to a suitable subsequence
of (it,), which we will also denote by (ns) for simplicity, we can assume that

y(Ah) = line I b,;%(M(qk + qh + j) I M(qk +j)) (2.45)
S-I oo k=1

is an B(j)-correlation function of co") for 0 <j < q - I and that
co

y(h) = lim I a,,,k(M(k + h) I M(k)) (2.46)
s- co k=1

is an A-correlation function of co (use the argument in the proof of Lemma
2.3). We deduce the following important identity:

a-1 Co a-1

y(j)(h) = lim E E b(,e)k(M(gk + qh + j) I M(qk + j))
j=0 s-. Co k=1 j=0

Co a-1
= lien I j + qh) I M(qk + j))

s- w k=1 j=0

Co

= lim ga,,,k(M(k + qh) I M(k))
S-+ m k=a

CJ

= lim ga,,,k(M(k + qh) I M(k)),
S-+m k=1

since lim,_. a,,,, = 0 for 1 < k < q - 1. Therefore,

a-1
jy(j)(h) = gy(gh) for all It E. (2.47)
j=o

We put 6(h) = y(qh) for It E. The function 6 is positive-definite on 71
and therefore corresponds to a certain measure in T. As we already did in the
proof of Theorem 2.6, measures in Twill be identified with measures in [0, 1).
Let a be the measure in [0, 1) corresponding to y. Our hypothesis implies
that a({0}) = o-({l/q}) = ... = a({(q - 1)/q}) = 0. Let A be the measure in
[0, 1) corresponding to 6. In the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.6,
we studied the relation between A and a. It turned out that A =°=o vj with
the notation introduced there. But then

a-1 a-1 a-1

X=00r(1jq))
A.({0}) _ Iv-({0}) _ ITj({j}) _ 1-r({j}) _ = 0. (2.48)

j=o j=0 9=0

For 0 < j < q - 1, let A`j) be the measure in [0, 1) corresponding to y(j).
By (2.47), we have

6(h) = (1/q) j°=o' ycj'(h) = fro,1) d((1/q) :E°=0' A(l))(x)
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for all h E. The uniqueness of the measure A implies A = (1/q) °-1
Since all the measures V) are nonnegative, we deduce from (2.48) that
A(r)({0}) = 0. In other words, the measure P) in T corresponding to the
B(r)-correlation function y(r) of the sequence dr) satisfies 2(')({l}) = 0. Note
that y(r) was an arbitrary 13(r)-correlation function of w('). Therefore, an
application of Lemma 2.7 yields

00 M

lim b zM(91c r) =1im ga,,.gk+rM(gk + r) = 0,
,t - co k=1 oo k=1

and the desired result follows.

EXAMPLE 2.2. The condition of Lemma 2.8 is certainly satisfied if the
measures ti even vanish for all singletons in T, that is, a({z}) = 0 for all
z c T. A measure of this type is called a continuous measure in T. We present
a useful criterion for the continuity of a measure that is in fact just a reformu-
lation of the criterion given in Theorem 7.5 of Chapter 1. Suppose that a
corresponds to the positive-definite function y on 71, that is, y(h) _
f T zh do(z) for all h EZ. Then v is continuous if and only if

H
lim 1 110012 = 0.

H h=1

To show this, let r denote the product measure in the Cartesian product
T x T induced by o and let x and y be variables ranging over T. Then, using
Fubini's theorem and the fact that limH . (1/H) 1 zh = 0 for z c T,
z : 1, and limH,. zh = 1 for z = 1, we have

lim 1 Y ly(h)I2 = lim 1 l y(h)y(h)
H-. oo H 1=1 H-- m H h=1

= lim 1 Y'
J

xh dc(x)J y-r dc(y)
H-oo H h=1 T T

1 H= lim x'°y-'° dT(x, y)
H-co Hh=1 TxT
r H

=J
(H-.0
lim 1 I (x1)h) dT(x, y)

T x T H h=1

r
= T({(x, Y) E T x T: x = y}) = fTc({x}) dc(x) = 0

if and only if the measure v is continuous.

Combining the above lemma with what we have already seen in the proof
of Theorem 2.6, we obtain the following stronger version of this theorem
in the case of A being the summation method of arithmetic means.
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COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that (xk) is a sequence in the compact group
G such that for some positive integer r, every sequence of the form (xk+hxx 1)
with h a positive multiple of r is u.d. in G. Then the sequence (xgk+s) is u.d. in G
for every positive integer q and for every nonnegative integer s.

PROOF. Let us first work with an arbitrary summation method A (of
course, positive and strongly regular) to see exactly where we need the specific
form of A. For a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation D of G, let y
be an A-correlation function of (D(xk)). It turned out in the proof of Theorem
2.6 that the measure A in [0, 1) corresponding to the positive-definite function
8(h) = y(rh) on 7Z is just the Lebesgue measure multiplied by some positive
constant. If a denotes the measure in [0, 1) corresponding to y, then we find
the relation 2 = 1=0 v;. Now suppose that a({p/q}) > 0 for some rational
p/q with 0 < p < q - 1. Then, for i = [rp/q], the measure vi is positive at the
point (ip/q) - [rp/q]. Hence, A is positive at that point, an obvious impossi-
bility. Thus, the condition of Lemma 2.8 is satisfied for all q, and so, we get

lim 1 an,gk+sD(xgk+s) = 0 for all q and s. (2.49)
k=1

Thus, for general A, this method does not allow us to conclude that the
sequences (xqk+s) are A-u.d.; for that purpose, we would need

W

lim I a,,kD(xQk+s) = 0.
n-.o k=1

But if A is the method of arithmetic means, then (2.49) yields

1 [(n-01q]
0 = q lim - D(xgk+s) =1im ,I D(xgk+s)

n-.oo n k n-+.o n k=1
qk+s<n

1im q[(n - s)/q] 1 [(n-suq]
=

D
x( Qk+s)

11 [(n - s)/q] k7i

N
= lim 1 D(xgk+s),

N- .o N k=1

and we are done. 0

Using a slightly different method, the conclusion in Corollary 2.1 can be
strengthened if we agree to take for A again the summation method of arith-
metic means.

COROLLARY 2.3. Let (a:k) be a sequence in a compact group G. Suppose
that the sequence (xk+i4xk 1) is u.d. in G for every value of h from a set of
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natural density 1. Then the sequence (xak+s) is u.d. in G for every positive
integer q and for every nonnegative integer s.

PROOF. As usual, we choose a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation
D of G of degree in, say, and consider an A-correlation function y of (D(xk)),
where A is now the matrix of arithmetic means. If P is the set of positive
integers of natural density 1 from which the values of h are taken, then we
have y(h) = 0 for all h E P. We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.5 that
Iy(h)I < m holds for all h > 1. For H > 1, we get

H 2 ( (
)

H I l y(h)12 < " (H - C(P; H)) = m2I 1 - C
H H I.H

(2.50)

For the definition of C(P; H), see the discussion preceding Corollary 2.1.
The condition on P implies that limH-. (1/H) by(h)12 = 0. By the
criterion given in Example 2.2, the measure o in T corresponding to y is
continuous. Thus, Lemma 2.8 is applicable for every q, and we obtain

a,

lim I a,,k+sD(xax+s) = 0
n-.oo k=1

for all q and s. The proof is completed as in Corollary 2.2.

Notes

Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are all from Hlawka [1]. For the mod 1 case, the strengthened
version of van der Corput's theorem, as given in Theorem 2.1, was established earlier by
Korobov and Postnikov [1]. Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 remain true if "well distributed" is
replaced by "weakly well distributed" (Hlawka [2, 8]). For the definition of "weakly well-
distributed sequences", see Chapter 3, Exercise 3.13. A detailed study of "hereditary
properties" (erbliche Eigenschaften), that is, properties that hold for all sequences (xan+r)
whenever they hold for all sequences (tin+nxn-1), h = 1, 2, . . . , was carried out by Hlawka
[8]. Other variants of van der Corput's theorem for compact groups can be found in
Hlawka [5], Kemperman (1], and Cigler [11].

The possibility of proving van der Corput's theorem in the mod 1 case by using corre-
lation functions was first realized by Bass and Bertrandias [1]. A detailed account of their
method is given in Bass [1]. J.-P. Bertrandias [3] shows most of the results of this section
but again only for the mod 1 case. Corollary 2.2 is attributed to Delange. For further
applications of the method to u.d. mod 1, see Bass [3], J.-P. Bertrandias [2], B6sineau
[1, 2], Lesca and Mendes France [1], and Mendes France [1, 4]. We refer also to Donoghue
(1, p. 199] for an interesting approach.

In its full generality, the method was developed by Cigler [7, 8]. In a different direction,
Cigler (6) shows that van der Corput's theorem extends to sequences of measures on a
compact group. For the latter aspect, see also K. Schmidt [3] and Sigmund [1].

Proofs of the fundamental Bochner-Herglotz theorem can be found in Loomis [1],
Rudin [1], and Weil [1]. For very general versions of the difference theorem, see Kemper-
man [2, 3].
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Exercises

2.1. Let x be an element in a compact group G such that the sequence
((xe)7D) is u.d. in G for every nonzero integer k. Show that the sequence
(.xJ') is u.d. in G for every polynomial f of positive degree with
integral coefficients.

2.2. Prove that every character of a locally compact abelian group G is a
positive-definite function. What is the measure in G corresponding to a
character according to the Bochner-Herglotz theorem?

2.3. Prove the uniqueness of the measure o in the Bochner-Herglotz
theorem.

2.4. Prove the following converse of the Bochner-Herglotz theorem: The
function p(x) = f6 i(x) dor(x) on G is positive-definite.

2.5. Generalize Theorem 2.6 by showing that the hypothesis can be weakened
to the following one: The sequence (xk.+,,xk 1) is A-u.d. in G for every h
of the form h = pr, where p is taken from a set of natural density 1.

2.6. Generalize Corollary 2.2 by showing that the hypothesis can be
weakened to the following one: The sequence (xk+,rxti 1) is u.d. in G
for every h of the form h = pr, where p is taken from a set of natural
density 1.

2.7. Explain why Theorem 2.6 is not contained as a special case in Theorem
2.5 for r> 1.

2.8. Prove that if is well distributed in the compact group G and
satisfies lim . e, then is well distributed in G.

2.9. Let G be a compact group that has at least two elements. Prove that a
sequence for which e cannot be well dis-
tributed in G. Hint: Use Lemma 3.3 of Chapter 3.

2.10. Show that Theorem 2.3 generalizes Theorem 3.3 of Chapter 1.
2.11. Prove Lemma 2.3 using the method in Exercise 7.7 of Chapter 1.

3. CONVOLUTION OF SEQUENCES

Convolution of Measures

In this section, we want to reveal a remarkable analogy between the well-
known operation of convolution for measures in a compact group G and a
certain binary operation in the set of all sequences in G that, because of this
analogy, will also be referred to as convolution. Let us first collect some of the
pertinent data about convolution of measures. In our treatment, we are only
interested in nonnegative normed regular Borel measures in G. But one should
be aware of the fact that convolution may be defined in exactly the same way
for bounded complex regular Borel measures in locally compact groups (as is
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done in abstract harmonic analysis). The following simple lemma and the
Riesz representation theorem provide the basis for our definition.

LEMMA 3.1. Let A and v be two nonnegative normed regular Borel meas-
ures in the compact group G. The functional L on R(G) defined by L(f)
SG f a. f(xy) dA(x) dv(y) is a nonnegative normed linear functional.

PROOF. All the properties are easily checked. $

LEMMA 3.2: Riesz Representation Theorem. Let X be a compact Haus-
dorff space, and let L be a nonnegative linear functional on M(X). Then there
exists a unique bounded nonnegative regular Borel measure a in X such that
L(f) = f x f dor for all f c- M(X). If L is normed, then a is also normed.

DEFINITION 3.1. The unique nonnegative normed regular Borel measure in
G corresponding to the functional L in Lemma 3.1 by virtue of the Riesz
representation theorem is called the convolution of A and v, and denoted by
A*v.

More explicitly, we thus have

ffd(A* v) -JaJcf(x'y) dA(x) dv(y) for all f c- M(G), (3.1)

and in the usual manner this identity can be seen to hold as well for f E`01(G).
To simplify our notation, we write 11+(G) for the set of all nonnegative
normed regular Borel measures in G. For a E G, let E. denote the normed
point measure at a (compare with Exercise 1.1 of Chapter 3).

LEMMA 3.3. The set is a semigroup under convolution.

PROOF. Convolution is clearly a binary operation in .%1+(G). To show
associativity, choose three measures A, v, o E .a1+(G). For every f c- R(G), we
obtain f of d((A*v)*o) = f G f of (xz) d(A*v)(x) do(z), and with g,(x) =f (xz)
for fixed z E G we arrive at f of (xz) d(A*v)(x) = f G gz(x) d(A*v)(x) _

,oaf a dA(x) dv(y) = fG f G f(xyz) dA(x) dv(y). Consequently, we have

f a.f d ((A*v)*a) = f ,7f of of (xyz) dA(x) dv(y) do(z).

On the other hand, putting g(y) = f of (xy) dA(x), we get

fGf d(A*(v*a)) =J 'Jaf (xy) dA(x) d(v*o)(y) = fag (y) d(v*a)(y)

=5a f ag(yz) dv(y) dC(z) = flfGfl f (xyz) dA(x) dv(y) dor(z).

Therefore, (A*v)*v = A*(v*o). 0
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LEMMA 3.4. Ea*Eb = Eab for all a, b c- G.

PROOF. By an easy computation, we get

{

fo
f d(Ea*Eb) = fGfo

/ (2J) dea(l) deb(t) = JaJ (ay) deb (Y) =f (ab) =5 f deab

for all f E .Jl (G).

LEMMA 3.5. The semigroup .,W+(G) is commutative if and only if G is
commutative.

PROOF. If G is commutative, and A, v c- .A*(G), then

fe! d(A*)) =
fa j'f(x) dA(x) dv(y) =J5,Jrf(yx) dv(y) dA(x) = fGf d(v*A)

for all f c- £ (G), and so, A*v = v*A. But if G is not commutative (i.e., ab 54 ba
for some a, b c- G), then Lemma 3.4 implies Ea*eb s,*E,, and so, -W+(G) is
not commutative. 0
LEMMA 3.6. A measure A E . 11+(G) is the Haar measure in G if and only if
A*v = v*A = A holds for all v c- .11+(G).

PROOF. It is clear that there can only be one such measure A, for if
Al E .A+(G) has the same property, then A*A1 = A and A*A1 = A1. Now let us
show that the Haar measure ,u in G enjoys this property. For v E ..11+(G) and
for any f c- M(G), (we ((g'et

r rr
ffd(/A*v) =JaJaf(xy) du(x) dv(y) = f af(x) da(x)5 dv =Jfd,A

because of the translation invariance of u. Thus, u*v = u, and in the same
way, one shows v*,u = ,u. 0

The operation of convolution has also a remarkably nice behavior with
respect to representations of the group G. Let D = (di3) be a representation of
G of degree r, with entry functions dif c ''(G). We introduce the following
convenient abbreviation. For a measure v E 4'+(G), let v(D) be the r x r
matrix v(D) = (ai;) with ai; = f,7 di; dv.

LEMMA 3.7. For A, v E .,11+(G) and any representation D of G, the matrix
identity (A*v)(D) = A(D)v(D) holds.

PROOF. Let D = (di;) be a representation of degree r, and put A(D) _
(ai;), v(D) = (ii;), and A(D)v(D) = (yie). Then

\
dik(x) dki(y)) dA(x) dv(y). (3.2)Yii = =Jf/r

1k=1 7 k=
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But I-1 di,(x) d,;(y) is just the entry in the ith row and jth column of the
matrix product D(x)D(y) = D(xy) and is therefore equal to di;(xy). Conse-
quently, yi; = f G f G di;(xy) dA(x) dv(y) = fG dir d(A*v), and the proof is
complete.

Convolution and Uniform Distribution

We shall be interested in u.d. of sequences with respect to measures in .ill+(G).
By exactly the same argument as in Section 1 (namely, application of the
Peter-Weyl theorem), the Weyl criterion as given in Theorem 1.3 can be
modified to yield the following criterion: For v c .off+(G), a sequence (x,,) is
v-u.d. in G if and only if

1 N
lim v(D)

N 771

holds for all irreducible unitary representations D of G.
In the Cartesian product G`° of denumerably many copies of G, which we

identify with the set of all sequences in G, we define now a binary operation
that we shall also call convolution. Given two sequences and in G,
we construct a sequence in such a way that its first Ic2 elements are just
all possible products xiy; with 1 S i S k and 1 S J S k. Specifically, we
define z by taking the unique integer k Z 1 with (/c - 1)2 < n S k2, and
setting z = x,yi if n = (k - 1)2 + 2i - 1, and z = xiy, if n = (lc - 1)2 +
2i. Thus, the first terms of the sequence are xlyi, x2yz, xiy2, x2y2, x3y1,
xxy3, ",3Y2, x2/3, '+3y3, . . .

DEFINITION 3.2. The sequence defined above is called the convolution of
the sequences and (y ), and is denoted by (x )* (y, ).

The intimate connection between the two convolution operations is re-
vealed by the following theorem, which also provides a good justification for
using the same terminology for both operations.

THEOREM 3.1. Let A, v E off+(G). If (x,,) is A-u.d. and is v-u.d. in G,
then is A*v-u.d. in G.

PROOF. Let be the sequence and choose an irreducible
unitary representation D of G of degree r. By (3.3) we have to show that
limn,. (1/N) In1 (A*v)(D) = A(D)v(D). For an integer N > 1,
there exists a unique integer k = k(N) > 1 such that Ic2 < N S (k + 1)2.
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Using the properties of the matrix norm as listed in Section 1, we obtain

1
N

II N
I A(D)v(D)

1

261

2 AlkI 2(D)v(D) + 1 I D(z,,)
2

2 k2iN
2 2(D)v(D) I +

21cN 1 r.
k

By the construction of the sequence (z ), its first k2 elements are exactly all
possible products x;y, with 1 < i, j < k in some order. Therefore,

z2 k k

D(z>,) = I (:E D(ym))

It follows that

1 I A(D)v(D)
N =1

lc2(1 I (1 I D(3) - A(D)v(D)
NG =1 k >,=i k2

2k+1+

If we now let N tend to infinity (or, equivalently, k oo), then

k(N)2 z
lim = 1, lim 1 D(x,,) = A(D),
N-.w N k-'- k m=i

and lime.- , (Ilk) In=1 v(D) imply that the right-hand side of (3.4)
tends to zero. 0

An important special case occurs when G = G1 x G2, that is, when G is the
direct product of two other compact groups G1 and G2. The groups Gl and
G21 together with their Haar measures uz and /u2, may be identified with the
subgroups H1 = G1 x {e2} and H2 = {e1} x G2 of G and their corresponding
Haar measures. We define measures v1 and v2 on G by v1(B) = ,u1(B rl Hl)
and v2(B) = 1u2(B rl H2) for all Borel sets B in G. Let us compute v1*v2.
For a function f c- (M' M(G), we get

fo f d(v1* vz)= J$J$.f (xy) dvr(x) dv2(y) = fH,fH, f (xy) dul(x) djtz(y)

Since x ranges over H1, we have x = (x1, e2) with x1 E G1, and similarly,
y = (e1, x2) with x2 E G2. Thus,

f a.f d(v1*v2) = f axf Ol f ((xl, x2)) d/ul(xl) d/uz(xz) = f Gf d1t
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Therefore, we conclude that v1*v2 = ,u, the Haar measure in G. Now consider
a u.d. sequence in G1, and a u.d. sequence in G2. Then, the
sequence ((x,,, e2)) is vl-u.d. and the sequence ((e1, is v2-u.d. in
G. By Theorem 3.1, the sequence ((x,,, e2))*((e1, is u.d. in G. But this
sequence can be written as (x1, yr), (x2, y1), (x1, Y2), (x2, y2), , and so on in
obvious analogy to the convolution of sequences. To be exact, the 11th term
iv of the resulting sequence is it,,, = (xk, y1) if n = (k - 1)2 + 2i - 1, and
iv,, = (xi, yk) if n = (k - 1)2 + 2i, where n and k are connected as in the
definition of convolution. We have thus established a simple method of
constructing u.d. sequences in direct products of groups from u.d. sequences in
the factors.

COROLLARY 3.1. Let be u.d. in G1, and let be u.d. in G2. Then
the sequence (m,,) as defined above is u.d. in G1 x G2.

A Family of Criteria for Uniform Distribution

THEOREM 3.2. The following properties of a sequence in a compact
group G are equivalent:

1. The sequence is u.d. in G.
2. For every sequence in G, the sequence is v-u.d. in G for

some v e ff+(G).
3. For every sequence in G, the sequence is u.d. in G.
4. The sequence (x,,)*(x,,-1) is u.d. in G.
5. The subsequence of 1) consisting of all products x;x;-1 with

i > j is u.d. in G.

PROOF. It is our aim to verify the following two chains of implications:
(1) (3) . (2) (1), and (1) = (5) = (4) = (1). Thereby we will have
shown the equivalence of all five properties.

(1) . (3): This step bears a resemblance to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We
may therefore abbreviate our arguments a bit. We take a nontrivial irreduc-
ible unitary representation D of G of degree r, and put We
note that lim,,I., 11 (1/N) I, N 0. Choosing N and k as in the
proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain

N

N D(zj
a kk 1'D(x,)N k n=1

k2

11

1
k

N r ' 11D(x,,)

k

I D(y,)
k n=1

2k+1+
k2

2k + 1+
N

and it follows immediately that "MN-. 1I(1/N) InN D(zn)Ij = 0.
(3) (2) : Trivial.
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(2) => (1): For (y,) we first select the constant sequence e, e..... Then
(zn) = (xn)*(e) is v-u.d. in G for some v ,ff+(G). The integers N and k are
again chosen as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We note that among the first k2
elements of (zn) we find each x, with 1 < j < k exactly k times. Therefore,

N 1
k Ik=1 D(xn) + yn k'+1 D(z ), where D is an irreducible

unitary representation of G. It follows that

1 k

D(x,t = Dz D(z
k n=1 ) k N

N
(n) - k2 n=k +1

n)e

and thus, limk-,,, (Ilk) =1 v(D). Consequently, the sequence
(xn) is v-u.d in G.

It remains to show that v = It, the Haar measure in G. If v 54 u, then v
could not be translation invariant; hence, v 0 v° for some c c G, where v° is
defined by v0(B) = v(Bc) for all Borel sets B in G. Now consider the constant
sequence c, c, c, .... This sequence is clearly e0-u.d. in G. By Theorem 3.1, the
sequence (un) = is then v,-u.d. in G, since it can be shown easily that
v*e0 = v0. From v 0 v° and from the Peter-Weyl theorem, it follows that
there exists a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation D of G with
v(D) 0 v°(D). We are going to construct a sequence in G such that
limN.. (1/N) n 1 does not exist for the sequence (tn) = (xn)*(ti('n),
thereby contradicting property (2).

The sequence (itwn) is defined as follows : The first 22° terms are all equal to c,
the next 22' terms are all equal to e, the next 22' terms are all equal to c, the
next 22' terms are all equal to e, and so on. For M Z 0, we set a(M)

Mo 22". Let us first show that

a'(2M)
lim 1 2Y_ D(t) = v°(D). (3.5)
Y- oo a (2M) n=1

The first a2(2M) elements of (tn) just consist of all possible products xitivi with
1 < i, j < a(2M). If we put b(M) _ IMO 22°", then exactly b2(M) of those
a2(2M) elements will be of the form x,nc with 1 < m< b(M). Those b2(M)
elements will also be the first b2(M) elements of the v,-u.d. sequence (un)
in some order. Altogether, we get

1 a°(21t)
D(t,,)

- v0(D)a(2M) n=1 II

< b2(M)
a2(2M)

1 b2(M)
I D(un) - v0(D)

b2(M) n=1

+ a2(2M) - b2(M)
a 2 (2M)

(Jr ,+ Il v°(D) II ),
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where r denotes the degree of D. It can be shown by straightforward estimates
that limilh,, b(M)la(2M) = 1. Our desired limit relation (3.5) follows
then immediately. In exactly the same way, it can be verified that

a2(2M+1)
1

,rim

a2(2M + 1) i D(t,,) = v(D), (3.6)

by using the fact that (x.,,)*(e) is v-u.d. in G. The relations (3.5) and (3.6)
together imply the non-existence of

1
N

N-. N
=

(1) =>- (5): If in G, then (x, 1) is u.d. in G because of

"MN-. (1/N) L.n=1D(xri 1) = "MN-. (1/N) L.a'1 D(;Ln)T = 0

for all nontrivial irreducible unitary representations D of G. Such a represen-
tation D of degree r being chosen, we thus have 11(1/N) :En l D(x,,-1)11 < e
for all N > No = N0(e). Let now be the subsequence of (x,,)*(x,,-1)
described in (5). For given N > 1, there exists a unique integer in = m(N)
such that m(m - 1)/2 < N < (m + 1),n/2. Since

1 D(z(n)
N n=1

it will suffice to show

lim
M-co

2 m(m-1)/2
z

n=1

2 ,n(m-1)/2
D(z

1n(m - 1) n=l
n) = 0.

We choose in > No. By the construction of the sequence (z,,), its first
m(m - 1)/2 terms just consist of all the products x,xj-1 with 1 < j < i < in.
Therefore,

2
D(zn)

n1(m - 1) 71=1

2 1-l

II

D(xxj-1)
111("1 - 1)i=2 j=1

2 No a-1
Dxx-1

(, j
)

+
2

I (i - 1)D(x.,)
1 D(2' 1))m(m - 1) i=No+1

NO(N, - 1) _ 2s vi
V1. + (i - 1) < 2.,/r s

m(111-1) 111("1-1)i=No+l

for sufficiently large m.
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(5) (4): Let the sequence from above be u.d. in G. Then (z,,-') is also
u.d. in G and so is the sequence resulting from those two by superposition
in the following way: For in > 1, we set y2,,,-1 = z,,, and y2irt = The

sequence contains all the products xtx;-1 with i 0 j in exactly the same
order in which they occur in Thus, we obtain the sequence

1) from by inserting the terms xjxi 1 = e at appropriate places.
Namely, there will be a term e preceding y1i and between any two terms of the
form and Y,t2-,t+1 with n > 2 we have to insert a term e. These new terms
will not affect the u.d. of the sequence, since their asymptotic relative fre-
quency is zero.

(4) > (1): Let be u.d. in G, and choose a nontrivial
irreducible unitary representation D of G. Using properties of the matrix norm
and of the inner product for matrices as listed in Section 1, we obtain

1

N

2

(1 N 1 N
D(x,,))

1 N N
= lim Y 1:(D(x;) I

N-.o Nzi=1,=1
1 N N

= lim
2j=1
I I(D(x.x. 1) E)

N- oo N ;=1

1 N
iD(xixj-')= (N-.o 2

E)
N-.oo N t=1

N2

_ (N- lim
z 1 E) = 0.

N ,t=1

The equivalence of properties (1) and (5) allows the following illustration,
which also reveals a relation to van der Corput's difference theorem for
compact groups (see Section 2). The difference theorem, in its simplest form,
may be stated as follows: Let be a sequence in the compact group G, and
consider the infinite array of elements

'3x31 X1x31
X4X2 1 X5X31

x5x3 1 6x31

If every row in this array is a u.d. sequence, then so is the first (and therefore,
every) column and the sequence itself. The equivalence of (1) and (5)
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may be interpreted as follows: The u.d. of the first (and so, of every) column
is equivalent to the u.d. of the sequence that is obtained by enumerating the
elements in the array according to the well-known diagonal counting pro-
cedure: x2x1 1, x3xi 1, x3x21, x4xl 1, x,x2 1, x4x3 1, ....

Notes

The definition of convolution for sequences and all the main results in this section are
from Helmberg [4, 6]. A detailed treatment of convolution of measures can be found
in books on harmonic analysis (Rudin [1], Hewitt and Ross [1], Weil [1]). Some interesting
results concerning the structure of the semigroup .A+(G) are contained in a paper of
Wendel [1]. See also Stromberg (1, 2]. For the Riesz representation theorem, we refer to
Hewitt and Stromberg [1] and books on functional analysis.

For related investigations on sequences of products, see Helmberg [1, 2]. The idea of
arranging sum sets in specific abelian groups in a way that resembles convolution was
applied to density theory by Volkmann [3, 5]. A special case of Corollary 3.1 using a
slightly different arrangement was proved by Kuipers and Scheelbeek [2]. For a related
result, see Kuipers and Scheelbeek (1]. Helmberg [8] shows results analogous to Theorems
3.1 and 3.2 for the convolution defined by the diagonal arrangement e, x1, y1,
x2, x1y1 y2, x3, x2y1, x1y2, y31 ....

In a somewhat different context, certain types of convoluted sequences were studied
by Arnol'd and Krylov [1] and Kalidan [1].

3.1. Show that .%1+(G) is a semigroup with identity.
3.2. For v E .,11+(G) and c E G, define the translated measures v, and v by

v,(B) = v(Bc) and v(B) = v(cB) for all Borel sets B in G. Prove v*e, _
v. and e,*v=j.

3.3. Let T : G X G H G be the mapping 'r((x, y)) = xy. For A, v c- .%' (G),
show that (A*v)(B) = (A x v)(7--1(B)) holds for every Borel set B in G,
where A X v denotes the product measure of A and v in G X G.

3.4. State and prove an analogue of Lemma 3.4 for convolution of sequences.
3.5. Let G have at least two elements. Show that convolution of sequences in

G is not an associative operation.
3.6. Let G have at least two elements. Show that there is no identity with

respect to convolution of sequences, that is, that there exists no sequence
in G such that (y.,,) holds for all sequences
in G.

3.7. Give a detailed argument for the fact stated in the proof of Theorem 3.2,
part (2) =t- (1): b(M)/a(2M) = 1.

3.8. Referring to the proof of Theorem 3.2, part (2) (1), show in detail
that (3.6) holds.
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3.9. Let be u.d. in G, and let be an arbitrary sequence in G. Prove
that the sequence of products xt y; in the diagonal arrangement xly1,
x1y2, x2y1, xly3, x2y2, xay1, x1y4, x2Y3, xsy2, xay1, ... is u.d. in G.

4. MONOTHETIC GROUPS

Definition

In the theory of u.d. mod 1, the sequences (not) with irrational a constitute a
very important class of u.d. sequences. As a natural generalization to the
compact group G, we consider now sequences of the form (a") where a is a
fixed element in G. In particular, we will be interested in conditions on the
group G that guarantee the existence of u.d. sequences of this type.

We have noted in Section 1 that a u.d. sequence in G is necessarily every-
where dense. Thus, if a sequence (a") is u.d. in G for some a E G, then G has
to contain a dense cyclic subgroup, namely, the subgroup generated by a.
This observation leads to the following definition.

DEFINITION 4.1. A topological group H is called monothetic if it contains a
dense cyclic subgroup. A generator of a dense cyclic subgroup of His called a
generator of H.

Evidently, we are mainly interested in compact monothetic groups, al-
though we will take a brief look at the locally compact case as well (see
Theorem 4.8). Let us first show an important necessary condition for a group
to be monothetic.

THEOREM 4.1. Every monothetic group is abelian.

PROOF. Let C be the dense cyclic subgroup contained in the monothetic
group H. We want to show that the set L of all ordered pairs (x, y) in the direct
product H x H, for which xyx ly-1 = e, is equal to H x H. To this end,
let us note that the mapping (x, y) H xyx-ly 1 from H x H into H is con-
tinuous. Therefore, the set L is closed. We certainly have C x C c L. But
since C is dense in H, the set C x C will be dense in H x H. Therefore,
L=HxH. N

It is a crucial consequence of this theorem that the duality theory for locally
compact abelian groups can be applied to the monothetic groups that are of
interest to us. Before we proceed, we provide some simple examples of com-
pact monothetic groups. A detailed classification of such groups will be given
later on (see Theorem 4.7, Corollary 4.5, and the notes).
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Clearly, every finite cyclic group in the discrete topology
is a compact monothetic group. To have a less trivial example, let us prove
that the k-dimensional circle group Tk (i.e., the direct product of k copies of
the one-dimensional circle group T) is monothetic. To see this, choose real
numbers al, . . . , a.,. such that 1, al, . . . , al. are linearly independent over
the rationals. Then (e2"'"1, . . . , e2"'°`'. ) is a generator of Tl', because the u.d.
mod 1 of ((nal, . . . , nx.)), n = 1, 2, . . . , in Rk implies the density of the
sequence ((e2"1', . . . , e2"inxk)), n = 1, 2, . . . , in Th.

Sequences of the form (a")

THEOREM 4.2. If the sequence (a") is dense in the compact group G, then
(a") is u.d. in G.

PROOF. By Theorem 4.1, G is abelian. Thus, we will proceed by Corollary
1.2. If we can show x(a) 54 1 for each nontrivial character x of G, then we
may use essentially the same argument as in the proof for the u.d. mod 1 of
(na) (see Example 2.1 of Chapter 1). In fact, we get then for each nontrivial
character x of G and for N > 1,

1 I x(a") =
1

I (x(a)),Z =
x(a)'

(4.1)
N n=1 N n=1 N(x(a) - 1)

and since the numerator of the above fraction is bounded, we eventually
obtain limN-- (1/N) Y n1 x(a") = 0. To complete the proof, let us assume
that x(a) = 1 for some nontrivial character x of G. Then, x(x) = 1 on a
dense subset of G, namely, for all elements of the sequence (all), and so,
x(x) = 1 for all x c G. In other words, x is the trivial character, a contradic-
tion. 0

A remark concerning the assumption in Theorem 4.2 is in order. Namely,
we want to point out that (a") is dense in G if and only if a is a generator of
G. One implication is clear: If the sequence (a") is dense in G, then, afortiori,
the cyclic subgroup generated by a is dense in G. For the converse, we must
realize that in the cyclic subgroup generated by a we find all powers of a,
whereas in the sequence (a") we only consider the positive powers of a. The
case where G is discrete is easily dealt with, because G is then finite (by com-
pactness), and the positive powers of a generator a already exhaust all ele-
ments of G. For nondiscrete G, let U be an open set that contains a power
ah of a with k < 0. Then a-kU, as a neighborhood of e, contains a symmetric
open neighborhood V of e, that is, an open neighborhood with V-1 = V.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that V contains none of the
elements a, a2, . . . , a. It follows from the properties of V that V contains a
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positive power a"' of a with ni > -k. Then a"`+k is a positive power of a
lying in U.

Combining Corollary 1.4 with Theorem 4.2, we arrive at the following
generalization of Exercise 5.6 of Chapter 1.

COROLLARY 4.1. If the sequence (a") is dense in the compact group G,
then (a'°) is well distributed in G.

Characterizations of Generators

In the course of the proof of Theorem 4.2 we have seen that if a is a generator
of the compact monothetic group G, then x(a) 0 1 for each nontrivial charac-
ter x of G. The converse of this statement is also true. In addition, a charac-
terization of generators in terms of the ergodicity of a certain transformation
on G can be given.

THEOREM 4.3. For a compact abelian group G and an element a c G, the
following properties are equivalent:

(1) The transformation Ta on G defined by T,,x = ax for x c G is ergodic
(with respect to Haar measure).

(2) x(a) 0 1 for each nontrivial character x of G.
(3) a is a generator of G.

PROOF. (1) : (2): Let x be a nontrivial character of G. From the in-
dividual ergodic theorem (see Chapter 3, Lemma 2.2) we get

iV-1 1 N-1
lim

1 x(a"x) = lim Y x(Tnx) = f x du = 0
N-+x N N- c,. N "=o Jo

for ,u-almost all x c- G. In particular, there exists xo E G with

1 N-1

lim
(x(a))"x(xo) = 0. (4.2)

N-oo N nZo

Now suppose that x(a) = 1. Then, (4.2) implies x(.xo) = 0, which is absurd.
(2) (3) : Let H be the closure in G of the cyclic subgroup generated by a.

Then H is a closed subgroup of G. Assume H : G. Then the quotient group
G/H contains elements other than the identity. By the Gel'fond-Raikov
theorem (see Theorem 1.1), there exists a nontrivial character XH of G/H.
We obtain a nontrivial character x of G by defining x(x) = XH(xH) for
x c- G. Now a E H and H is the identity in G/H; therefore, x(a) = XH(aH) _
xH(H) = 1. This is a contradiction. We note for later use that the same argu-
ment applies to a locally compact abelian group G.

(3) => (1): By Theorem 4.2 and the subsequent remarks, the sequence
(a") is u.d. in G. We infer from Theorem 1.4 that the sequences (a".x) are u.d.
in G for each x c G. Thus, for every real-valued continuous function f on G
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and every x E G, we have

We conclude that

1 AT

lim 1 f (anx) = f f d1u.
N-+oo N n=1 Ja

lim
N -* ao Ja N

I f (a'x) -Jaf d,u dp(x) = 0. (4.3)

We now want to show that (4.3) remains true if f is replaced by an arbitrary
Haar-integrable function g. Take f E R(G) and g E L1(,u); then,

f 1
1An

J a N >I rg(a x) -fGg
dfu dIA(x)

N
5 - f I g(anx) - f(a'x)I du(x)N n=i a

C
+f

Ig -.fI dµ +
j N

N f(anx) -Jaf du I du(x)

2f Ig -fld'U+ f t
N

ATf(anx) -f fduI dfc(x).
a N n=1 a

In the last step, we used the translation invariance of ,u. The expression we
obtained as an upper bound can be made arbitrarily small because of (4.3)
and the fact that R(G) is dense in L1(u).

To show that T,, is ergodic, we consider a Borel set E in X that is left in-
variant by T,, (i.e., E = aE). For the integrable function g in the above con-
sideration, we take now the characteristic function cE of E. Thus,

lim
-- oo aN f

N

N 11cE, (anx) - fu(E) dp(x) = 0.
n7 I

But cE(a"x) = c_,, (x) for all x c- G and all n Z 1; therefore,

f- fu(E)I dp(x) = 0.

This implies cE(x) = SC(E) µ-a.e., and since CE only attains the values 0 or 1,
we conclude µ(E) = 0 or 1.

Sequences of Powers of Generators

If G is also connected, then we can prove results concerning the u.d. of more
general sequences of powers of a generator a of G. The hypothesis of con-
nectedness stems from the fact that in a compact connected abelian group
there is no nontrivial discrete character (see Corollary 1.8).
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THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a compact connected monothetic group with
generator a. If (rn) is a sequence of integers such that (rno) is u.d. mod 1 for
every irrational a., then the sequence (a") is u.d. in G.

PROOF. From the assumption on G, we infer that x(G) = T for every non-
trivial character x of G. For nontrivial x, we get then x(a) = e2i'" with ir-
rational a, for otherwise, x would be discrete. The Weyl criterion for u.d.
mod 1 (Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 1) implies

lim 1 x(a''n) = lim 1 e2" " = O
N-+mo N n=1 N-+.o Nat=1

By the Weyl criterion for compact abelian groups (see Corollary 1.2), the
sequence (a''') is u.d. in G.

COROLLARY 4.2. Let G and a E G be as in Theorem 4.4, and let f (x) be a
nonconstant polynomial that attains integral values on the set of positive
integers. Then the sequence (af(0) is u.d. in G.

PROOF. By the Lagrange interpolation formula, all the coefficients of
f (x) are rational. For a given irrational a, the polynomial of (x) has then an
irrational leading coefficient, and so, the sequence (of (n)) is u.d. mod 1 by
Theorem 3.2 of Chapter 1. An application of Theorem 4.4 completes the
proof. 0
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G and a E G be as in Theorem 4.4, and let k be a
nonzero integer. Then the sequence ((ak)n) is u.d. in G. In particular, ak is
again a generator of G.

If G is not connected, then Theorem 4.4 need not hold. It suffices to dis-
prove Corollary 4.3 in this case. The duality theory tells us that for a compact
abelian G that is not connected, there exists a nontrivial discrete character x
(in particular, see Corollary 1.8). Then Zm = 1 for some positive integer m.
Now x(a"`) = x'"(a) = 1; thus, am cannot be a generator by Theorem 4.3.

The Measure of the Set of Generators

In connection with the notion of a generator, it is natural to ask how large the
set of generators can be. In the special case G = T, we know that the set of
generators is the complement of a countable subset of G. A measure-theoretic
analogue of this result can be proved for an important class of compact
abelian groups.

THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a compact connected abelian group satisfying the
second axiom of countability. Then the set of generators of G has Haar
measure 1.
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PROOF. Since G has a countable base, there are only countably many
characters of G (by Corollary 1.7). Let x1, X2.... be the nontrivial charac-
ters of G. They are all nondiscrete, since G is connected. For i > 1, let Hi be
the kernel of xi. Then G/Hi has infinitely many elements. Since G is the dis-
joint union of the distinct cosets of Hi and all the cosets of Hi have equal
eu-measure (by the translation invariance of ,u), we must have ,u(Hi) = 0.
By Theorem 4.3, the set S of nongenerators of G can be written as S =
U=1 Hi. Therefore, u(S) = 0, and the desired result follows. 0

COROLLARY 4.4. Every compact connected abelian group satisfying the
second axiom of countability is monothetic.

Another proof of the above corollary based entirely on duality theory may
be given (see Exercise 4.23). We shall now prove in a simple way that if G
is not connected, then the set of generators can never have measure 1. To
formulate this result in a precise manner, we introduce the outer Haar mea-
sure µ, which is defined for any subset A of G by

µ(A) = inf {4u(B): B is a Borel set in G with B 2 A). (4.4)

The set function u is nonnegative, monotone, and countably subadditive.
Naturally, for a Borel set B in G the identity µ(B) = µ(B) holds.

THEOREM 4.6. Let G be a compact abelian group that is not connected.
Then the set of generators of G has outer Haar measure less than 1.

PROOF. By duality theory, G has a nontrivial discrete character X. The
kernel H of x is an open subgroup of G; therefore, u(H) > 0. By Theorem
4.3, the set E of generators of G satisfies E c H', and thus, µ(E) S /1(H') _
uc (H') < 1.

Structure Theory for Locally Compact Monothetic Groups

THEOREM 4.7. The compact abelian group G is monothetic if and only if
its character group G is algebraically isomorphic to a subgroup of T.

PROOF. Let G be monothetic, and let a be a generator of G. We consider
the mapping V: G ---> T defined by y)(x) = x(a) for x E G. The mapping is
certainly an algebraic homomorphism from G into T (it is even a character of
G). But ip is also injective by Theorem 4.3. Therefore, G is algebraically iso-
morphic to a subgroup of T.

Conversely, suppose that there exists an algebraic isomorphism V from
G onto a subgroup of T. Since G is discrete, the mapping V is continuous and
thus a character of G. By the duality theorem, there exists an element a E G
such that y,(x) = x(a) for all x E G. Now ip is injective; therefore, y,(x) 54 1
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for nontrivial x E G, and so, x(a) 0 1 for all nontrivial x E G. Hence, a is a
generator of G by Theorem 4.3. 0

It is important to note that the mapping V considered in the above proof
will, in general, not yield a topological isomorphism from G onto a subgroup
of T, since the inverse mapping of y, need not be continuous. But we obtain a
topological isomorphism if we change the topology in T from the ordinary
one into the discrete topology, thereby obtaining a locally compact abelian
group that we shall denote by T, Theorem 4.7 may then be restated as
follows: The compact abelian group G is monothetic if and only if its charac-
ter group G is topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of T,

The duality theory allows for still another interpretation of Theorem 4.7.
Let Go be the character group of Ta. As the dual of a discrete group, Go is a
compact abelian group. Furthermore, the character group of Go is T, and
hence, Theorem 4.7 implies that G,, is monothetic. The group Go is the largest
compact monothetic group in the following sense.

COROLLARY 4.5. A topological group G is compact monothetic if and
only if G is a continuous homomorphic image of Go.

PROOF. It is clear that every continuous homomorphic image of the
compact monothetic group Go is again compact monothetic (note that the
image of a generator under a continuous surjective homomorphism is again
a generator; see also Exercises 4.3 and 4.4). Now suppose that G is a compact
monothetic group. By Theorem 4.7, its character group G is topologically
isomorphic to a subgroup H of T, Hence, G, as the dual of G, is topo-
logically isomorphic to the dual of H. By Theorem 1.12, the character group
of the closed subgroup H of T, is topologically isomorphic to the quotient
group G0IA(GO, H), where A(GO, H) is the annihilator of H in Go. In other
words, G is topologically isomorphic to a quotient group of Go, and the
proof is complete.

EXAMPLE 4.2. Let us give a more explicit description of the group Go.
This can be done by describing all characters of Ta. For this purpose, it is
convenient to view Td as the quotient group fit,,/71, where IRS, is the additive
group of reals in the discrete topology. Then, Go consists of all characters x
of IRS, for which x(m) = I for every in c- Z. To find all such characters, we
proceed in the following way. Let Q denote the additive group of rationals,
and let B be a fixed Hamel basis of R over Q with 1 E B. Thus, every real
number a has a unique representation as a finite sum of the form a. _
y=1 ribi with ri c- Q\{0} and bi E B (for a = 0, we take k = 0).

We start to define a character x of IRS,/71 by setting x(1) = I (as it should
be) and choosing an arbitrary element x(b) of T for each b c- B with b 0 1.
It suffices to extend the definition of x to numbers of the form rb with r e Q
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and b e B, since for arbitrary a = ribi we have then necessarily
x(a) _ f =1 x(ribi). We note that every r E Q can be written in the form
r = nr/n! with in E7L and n a positive integer. Again, it will suffice to define
x((1/n!)b), for then necessarily x((inln!)b) _ (x((l/n!)b))"'. For fixed b E B,
we define x((1/n!)b) recursively. For n = 1, the expression is already defined.
Suppose we have already defined x((1ls!)b) for some s Z 1. Then, necessarily,
we must have

(s+1

x (s
+ l)! b - x(s! b).

Consequently, we will take for x((1/(s + 1)!)b) one of the s + 1 roots of the
equation zs+1 = x((1ls!)b). Let us check whether x(rb) is then well defined.
If r = rn/n! = p/q! with q > n, say, then x((m/n!)b) _ (x((1/n!)b))"' and
x((plq!)b)) _ (x((1/q!)b))P. But p = ni(n + 1)(n + 2) ... q. Thus,

((-
q!

b))=
q!

b))Q "("+1) ...("-1)

(x
(q-1)(b x rl(b

From the construction of the mapping x, it is evident that x is a character of
IRd that maps 71 into {1}.

We used necessary conditions for characters in each of the steps of the
construction, so clearly every character of IRd/71 has to be of the above form.
In summary, a character x of R ,/Z is uniquely determined by the following
prescribed data: (i) a collection {71(b): b c- B} of arbitrary elements from T
that serve as the x(b), the only restriction being q(1' = 1; (ii) for each b c B,
a sequence of elements alb', 2b', z' . . . from T (which serve as the
x((lln!)b)) with alb' = 1j(b) and ( ;,b'. We get an important special
case if we write 77 (b) = eznid`°) with 8(b> E FR, and define x(rb) = e2niraj6' for
r C- Q.

THEOREM 4.8. A locally compact monothetic group is either compact
or topologically isomorphic to the discrete additive group 71 of integers.

PROOF. Let G be a locally compact monothetic group, and let a be a
generator of G. By duality theory, the mapping V: G H T, defined by
V(x) = x(a) for all x E G, is a character of G. Furthermore, ip is injective.
For suppose x(a) = 1 for a nontrivial character x of G; then, x(a") = 1 for
any integer n, and so, x(x) = 1 for any x c G, a contradiction. We note that
G is locally compact. Thus, by the structure theorem for locally compact
abelian groups (see Theorem 1.14), d may be identified with the group
Qt" x H where H is a locally compact abelian group containing a compact
open subgroup K. Evidently, the mapping y, restricted to 6t" x {e} is an
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injective character. But then, R" is topologically isomorphic to a closed sub-
group of T (apply Theorem 1.8), which is only possible for n = 0. Therefore,
we can identify G with H. We consider V) on the compact group K. The image
ip(K) is a closed subgroup of T. By Example 1.5, we have to distinguish two
cases. In the first case, p(K) is a finite cyclic group. Since V is injective, K
itself is a finite cyclic group. But K is open in G; therefore, G has to be dis-
crete. Then, G is compact as the dual of a discrete group. In the remaining
case, we have V(K) = T. Since ' is injective, K is already all of G. In partic-
ular, d is topologically isomorphic to T. Then G, as the dual of G, is topo-
logically isomorphic to the dual of T, which is IL (see Example 1.3).

The following lemma will be of technical importance later on, but it
deserves some interest of its own. In a very convincing way, it constitutes
another indication that there is an abundance of generators in a reasonable
monothetic group (more precisely, in a compact monothetic group that is not
totally disconnected).

LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a compact monothetic group, and let x be a non-
discrete character of G. Then, for every irrational a, there exists a generator a
of G with x(a) = e2°°".

PROOF. It suffices to prove the assertion for the group Go from Corollary
4.5. For suppose the result is true for Go. Now, if G is any compact mono-
thetic group, then G can be identified with a quotient group Go/H. Further-
more, if x is a nondiscrete character of Go/H, then 99(x) = x(xH) for x c Go
defines a nondiscrete character of Go. Thus, an irrational a. being given, we can
find a generator x0 of Ga with gq(xo) = e2 ". But then x0H is a generator of
Go/H with x(x0H) = e2'i".

To prove the lemma for Go, let us recall that Go was defined as the dual of
Td. By Theorem 4.3 and the duality theorem, a character ip c Go will be a
generator of Go if and only if V(y) 34 1 for all y c Td with y 54 1. It will again
be convenient to view Td as the quotient group R,/71. The given nondiscrete
character of Go corresponds to an element of infinite order in the dual group
Td of Go, hence, to a coset j9 + 71 with irrational fl. The assertion that we have
to prove reads then as follows : For a given irrational a., there exists a character
V) of fftd that is equal to 1 on 71 (in other words, an element of Go) such that
p(fl) = e2n" and V(y) 0 1 for all reals y with y Z. We extend the system
{1, (3} to a Hamel basis B = {#j: j c J} of Qt over @ with j9o = 1 and j1 = fl;
we extend {1, a.} to a Hamel basis A = {a;: j c- J) of fR over Q with ao = 1
and al = a. (J denotes a suitable index set). For y c R, we have a unique
representation y = r1f3j, + + r,;fl;x with ri c Q\{0} and distinct sub-
scripts jl, . . . , jk. (for y = 0, we take k = 0). We define

1V(y) = exp (r1ai1 + ....+ raj).
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Then V is a character of IRd that is equal to 1 on 71, and also V(j9) = e2nta.
Moreover, if V(y) = 1 and y = ro(9o + r,flj1 + + r,f;, with the rationals
rs possibly being zero and the jt distinct and different from zero, then raao +
rlafl + + rajk. = in for some integer in, and so, ro = in and rl
r, = 0. This implies y E.

Equi-uniform Distribution

The general theory of families of equi-u.d. sequences was developed in
Section 3 of Chapter 3. In accordance with the mainstream of investigation
in the present section, we shall consider families of sequences (all), where a
ranges over some subset of G. Since every individual sequence in a family of
equi-u.d. sequences is u.d., we may confine our attention to families of the
form {(a"): a c A}, where A is a set of generators of G. As a matter of
convenience, we shall denote by E the set of all generators of the compact
monothetic group G.

THEOREM 4.9. Let A be a subset of E such that {(a"): a c A} is a family
of equi-u.d. sequences in the compact monothetic group G. Then {(a"):
a c A) is also a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G.

PROOF. Again we consider families of sequences in G as subsets of the
product space G°°. By Theorem 3.4 of Chapter 3, the closure {(a/l): a c Al in
G°° represents a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G. The mappingg: G r-f G°°,
defined by g(x) _ (x, x2, x3, . . .) for x c G, is continuous, since each of the
coordinate functions is continuous. Therefore, g(A) S g(A), or {(a"):
a c A) {(a"): a E A), and the result follows. 0

COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose G has at least two elements, and let a be a
generator of G. Then {((a"`)"): m = 1, 2, ...} is not a family of equi-u.d.
sequences in G.

PROOF. Assume the contrary. Since the sequence a, a2, a3, ... is every-
where dense in G, the preceding theorem implies that {(b"): b E G} is a
family of equi-u.d. sequences in G. In particular, the identity e would be a
generator of G, an obvious absurdity.

COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose G has at least two elements, and let A be a
subset of E such that {(a"): a c A) is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G.
Then u(A) < 1.

PROOF. By Theorem 4.9, A is again a subset of E. If,u(A) = 1, we would
infer .4 = G, since the support of y is G. But then E = G, a contradiction. 0

If G is not connected, then Corollary 4.7 may of course also be deduced by
combining Theorem 4.6 with Theorem 4.9.
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In Section 3 of Chapter 3 we saw that families of equi-u.d. sequences cannot
be too large. Nevertheless, it can happen that the family consisting of all the
sequences (a") that can possibly be u.d., namely, the family {(a"): a E E}, is
a family of equi-u.d. sequences. In our next theorem, we classify those com-
pact monothetic groups for which this phenomenon occurs. First, we need an
auxiliary result.

LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a compact monothetic group. Then the set E of
generators of G is closed in G if and only if G is totally disconnected.

PROOF. If G is totally disconnected, then every character of G is discrete
(see Corollary 1.8). By Theorem 4.3, E is the intersection of all sets of the
form {x c- G: x(x) 0 1} with nontrivial characters X. But, for discrete x,
every set of this form is closed, and so, E itself is closed.

On the other hand, if G is not totally disconnected, then there exists a non-
discrete character x of G. Assume that E is closed. Then, x(E) is closed in T.
By Lemma 4.1, all the elements e2i" in T with irrational o, lie in x(E). Con-
sequently, we must have x(E) = T. Hence, there exists a c- E with x(a) = 1,
which contradicts Theorem 4.3.

THEOREM 4.10. Let G be a compact monothetic group. The family
{(a"): a E E} is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G if and only if G is totally
disconnected.

PROOF. We can easily deal with the case where G is not totally discon-
nected. If {(a"): a c- E} were a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G, then, by
Theorem 4.9, {(a"): a c- E} would also be a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G.
But the only sequences (b") in G that are u.d. are those with b E E. Therefore,
we infer E = E, which is incompatible with Lemma 4.2.

Now, suppose that G is totally disconnected. By the complex analogue of
Theorem 3.1 in Chapter 3 and the Peter-Weyl theorem (see Theorem 1.2),
it suffices to show that for each nontrivial character x of G and for each given
e > 0, there exists an N0(E) independent of a c- E such that

w

I (I IN) I X(a")I < E

n=1

for all N Z N0(e) and for all a E E. Since x is discrete and x(a) 0 1 for
a E E, there exists a positive constant c(x) independent of a c- E such that
x(a) - I I Z c(x) for all a E E. Thus, we obtain

N

N "I
x(a")

N

x(av+1) - x(a)
X(a) - 1

< 2 <E forallNZ?
Nc(x) - EC(X)

and allaEE.
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For totally disconnected G, we have settled the problem of equi-u.d. of
sequences (a") in the optimal sense. Therefore, we shall now look at the case
of not totally disconnected groups. We prove a theorem that bears some
resemblance to results from Section 3 of Chapter 3.
THEOREM 4.11. Let G be a compact monothetic group that is not totally
disconnected, and let A be a subset of E such that {(a"): a c- A) is a family of
equi-u.d. sequences in G. Then A is nowhere dense in G.
PROOF. By Theorem 4.9, A is again a subset of E. Suppose A contains a
nonempty open set in G. We take a nondiscrete character x of G, and note
that x is an open mapping from G onto T by Corollary 1.6. Consequently,
x(A) contains a nonempty open subset of T. But the continuous homo-
morphism x maps generators of G into generators of T; therefore, x(A) is a
subset of the set {r; E T: t = e2' with irrational a.}, which does not contain
a nonempty open subset of T. 0

It should be noted that the above theorem need not hold for totally dis-
connected groups. A trivial counterexample is provided by a finite cyclic
group with the discrete topology. Such a group has an open set of generators.
Less trivial examples may also be constructed (see the notes).

Notes

Monothetic groups were introduced in a footnote of a paper by van Dantzig [1] and
were also mentioned by the same author in [3]. The first systematic treatment of monothetic
groups was given by Halmos and Samelson [1]. Another important contribution to the
subject matter is contained in Anzai and Kakutani [1]. Apparently unaware of the work
of Halmos and Samelson, Eckmann (1] proved some results on monothetic groups that
were already known at that time. For a fairly up-to-date account of the general theory of
monothetic groups, see Hewitt and Ross [1, Sections 9, 24, and 25].

In Theorem 4.3, the equivalence of (1) and (3) was established by Halmos and von
Neumann [1]. A discussion of this point may also be found in Halmos [2, pp. 27-28].
Our proof follows the argument of Hartman and Ryll-Nardzewski [1, Satz 2]. The equiv-
alence of (2) and (3) was first observed by Halmos and Samelson [1, Section 2(c)]. It should
be noted that apart from the trivial case G = {e}, the transformation T" is not mixing
(see Exercise 4.12). Several other conditions characterizing generators were given by Hart-
man and Ryll-Nardzewski [1, Satz 2].

The basic result concerning the structure theory of compact monothetic groups, namely,
Theorem 4.7, is from Halmos and Samelson [1]. The special role of the group Go was
pointed out by Anzai and Kakutani [1]. Because of Corollary 4.5, the group Go is often
referred to as the universal compact monothetic group. An explicit description of Go similar
to Example 4.2 may also be found in Hewitt and Ross [1, Section 25] and Maak [1, Section
23]. Based on a detailed group-theoretic study of Td, the following important results can
be proved (see Halmos and Samelson [1] and Hewitt and Ross [1, Section 25]). The
compact abe",n group G with (connected) component of the identity C is monothetic if
and only ii its weight w(G) satisfies w(G) S c and the totally disconnected quotient group
G/C is topologically isomorphic to the direct product TJv A,,, where p is running through
the prime numbers and each Ap is either the trivial group {e} or cyclic of order p" for some
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positive integer it or the additive group of p-adic integers. In particular, a compact con-
nected abelian group G is monothetic if and only if w(G) S c. The direct product T"' of
in copies of T, where m is some cardinal number, is monothetic if and only if m S C.
Anzai and Kakutani [1] have an interesting result involving the cardinality of G: A compact
connected abelian group G is monothetic if and only if its cardinality is at most 2c (com-
pare with Exercise 4.20).

The characterization of locally compact monothetic groups given in Theorem 4.8 was
already known to Well [1, p. 97]. An interesting example of a topological group that is
monothetic but not locally compact is constructed in Anzai and Kakutani [1]. A general
structure theory for not locally compact monothetic groups was developed by Nienhuys
[1]. For further remarks on this subject, see Rolewicz [1].

A very general viewpoint is taken in a paper by Hartman and Hulanicki [1], who propose
to determine dense sets of minimal cardinality in a topological group. Among their results,
the following one is pertinent: Under the assumption of the generalized continuum
hypothesis, an infinite compact abelian group of cardinality at most 22" t contains a dense
subset of cardinality at most in. This leads to an alternative proof of the fact that a compact
connected abelian group is monothetic if and only if its cardinality is at most 21.

Theorem 4.5 is from Halmos and Samelson [1]. Earlier results in this direction were
given by Schreier [1] and Schreier and Ulam [1], and by Auerbach [1] for linear groups.
Halmos and Samelson [1] showed also that for the compact connected monothetic group
Tc the set of generators is not Haar measurable. In fact, the set of generators of this group
has outer Haar measure equal to 1 and inner Haar measure equal to 0 (see also Hewitt
and Ross [1, Section 25]). For a detailed account of outer and inner measures, we refer to
Halmos [1, Chapters 2 and 3]. As to totally disconnected compact monothetic groups,
we note that in a cyclic group of orderpn, p prime, n Z 1, the set of generators has measure
1 - (lip). It can then be easily seen that for a group of the form ITm AD, with A,, = {e}
or cyclic of orderp" andp running through the primes, the set of generators has a measure
equal to JTv (1 - (1 lp)), where now p runs through all the primes with AJ, 54 {e}. But this
product may attain any value from the interval [0, 1]. For details, see Halmos and Samelson
[1] and Hewitt and Ross [1, Section 25].

The fact that for a generator a of a compact monothetic group the sequence (an) is u.d.
was first discovered by Eckmann [1]. For a completely different proof, see Hewitt and Ross
[1, p. 437]. An interesting generalization was given by Helmberg [1], who considered
compact groups with a finitely generated dense subgroup. Even more general formulations
are given in Helmberg [2]. For other generalizations of Eckmann's results, see Helmberg
[8] and Kuipers and Scheelbeek [1].

In conjunction with Corollary 4.1, let us note here that the characterization of a strongly
regular matrix method A as a matrix method including almost convergence (see Section
4 of Chapter 3) implies the A-u.d. of (a") for every generator a c G. This was observed
by Cigler [10] but not proved in this direct manner. Theorem 4.4 is essentially from
Hartman and Ryll-Nardzewski [1]. A partial converse of Theorem 4.4 reads as follows:
Let G be a compact monothetic group that is not totally disconnected; if (rn) is a sequence
of integers such that (arn) is u.d. in G for every generator a of G, then the sequence (r,'a) is
u.d. mod 1 for every irrational a. The proof is an immediate application of Lemma 4.1
(see also Exercise 4.14). Hartman and Ryll-Nardzewski [1] prove the following generaliz-
ation of Theorem 4.1 of Chapter 1: If G is a compact connected abelian group with count-
able base and is an increasing sequence of integers, then the sequence (amn) is u.d. in
G for p-almost all a E G. A refinement was achieved by Stapleton [1], using the growth
condition in Exercise 4.5 of Chapter 1. For a slight improvement, see Philipp [2]. Another
metric result for sequences of the form (arn) was given by Zame [2].
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The results on equi-u.d., along with Lemma 4.1, are from Baayen and Helmberg [1].
The same authors also construct an example of a compact totally disconnected monothetic
group with infinitely many elements and an open set of generators. A simpler example is
the group 7L ofp-adic integers. This proves again that Theorem 4.11 cannot hold for all
totally disconnected groups (simple counterexamples were already given earlier). Armacost
[1], apparently unaware of the work of Baayen and Helmberg, proves some of their
results on the set of generators but also has original results.

Exercises

4.1. Prove in detail that if a is a generator of the compact monothetic group
G and if x is a nondiscrete character of G, then x(a) = e271, with ir-
rational a.

4.2. Let a and G be as in the preceding exercise, but let x now be a discrete
character of G. Show that x(a) is a generator of the finite cyclic group
x(G)

4.3. Prove more generally that if f: G H G' is a continuous homomorphism
of a compact monothetic group G onto the topological group G', then
the image of a generator of G under f is a generator of G'. In particular,
the continuous homomorphic image of a compact monothetic group is
again compact monothetic.

4.4. Prove the last part of Exercise 4.3 by using Theorem 4.7.
4.5. Use Theorem 1.7 and Exercises 4.1 and 4.2 to give an alternative proof

of Theorem 4.2.
4.6. Let G be a compact group (not necessarily abelian), and let a E G.

Prove that the sequence (a") is u.d. in G if and only if for all nontrivial
irreducible representations D of G, the matrix D(a) - E is nonsingular
(where E is an identity matrix of appropriate order).

4.7. Give an alternative proof of Corollary 4.3 by going back to Theorem
4.3.

4.8. Let G be a compact abelian group with a discrete character x of order
n in G. Find µ(H), where H is the kernel of X.

4.9. Let x be a nondiscrete character of the compact abelian group G. Let
arg z denote the unique value of the argument of the complex number z
lying in the interval [0, 27r). Show that the set A = {x E G: 0 S
(arg x(x))12ir < a.}, with 0 < at < 1, has Haar measure µ(A) = at.
Hint: Show the result first for at = 1/lc with a positive integer k; then,
use an approximation argument.

4.10. Generalize Exercise 4.9 to the following theorem: If B is a Borel set in
T and A = {x c G: X(x) E B}, then µ(A) = A(B), where A is the Haar
measure in T. Hint: Show that the set function A, on the Borel sets of
T defined by A,(B) = µ(A) satisfies all the properties of Haar measure
in T.
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4.11. Let (Y,.5' , v) be a measure space with v being a nonnegative normed
measure. A measure-preserving transformation T of Y is called mixing
(with respect to v) if 1im,, . v(A r) T-"B) = v(A)v(B) holds for any
two sets A, B E.5'. Prove that every mixing transformation is also
ergodic with respect to the same measure.

4.12. Let G be a compact abelian group having at least two elements, and let
a be an arbitrary element of G. Show that the transformation T":
x H ax is not mixing with respect to Haar measure. Hint: If G has a
nontrivial discrete character x, take the set H from Exercise 4.8 and
look at lim"-. u(H r) T,, "H); for a nondiscrete character x, take the
set A from Exercise 4.9 with a. = $ and look at lim,,,,. ic(A r) Ta "A).
Thus, if G is monothetic and a is a generator of G, then Try is an ergodic
transformation that is not mixing.

4.13. What is the Haar measure of the set of generators in a finite cyclic
group?

4.14. Prove that if G is a compact monothetic group that is not totally
disconnected and if (r") is a sequence of integers such that (a'n) is u.d.
in G for every generator a of G, then the sequence is u.d. mod
1 for every irrational a..

4.15. Let G be a compact monothetic group, and let A be a set of generators
of G. Show that {(a"): a c- A} is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G
if and only if {(x(a")): a c- A} is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in T
for every fixed nondiscrete character x of G.

4.16. Let G be a compact monothetic group. For each nondiscrete character
x of G, choose a subset B(x) of T such that {(b"): b E B(x)} is a family
of equi-u.d. sequences in T. Put A= nX {x c- G: X(x) E B(x)}, E =
set of all generators of G, and show that {(a"): a c- A r) E) is a family
of equi-u.d. sequences in G. Hint: Use Exercise 4.15.

4.17. Let G be a compact monothetic group satisfying the second axiom of
countability. Then, the set E of all generators of G is a Borel set
in G.

4.18. Combine Exercises 4.10, 4.16, and 4.17 to verify the following result:
Let G be a compact monothetic group satisfying the second axiom of
countability, and let e > 0 be given. Then, there exists a subset A of
the set E of all generators of G such that ,u(A) > ,u(E) - e and
{(a"): a c- A) is a family of equi-u.d. sequences in G. We can even find a
closed set A with these properties. Hint: Prove the result first for
G = R/71.

4.19. Why is w (G) S c a necessary condition for a locally compact group G
to be monothetic?

4.20. Prove that for a compact abelian group G the condition w (G) S c is
equivalent to card G 5 2c. Hint: Use Corollary 1.7.
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4.21. Let a be a generator of the compact monothetic group G, and let be
a sequence in G with a. Prove that the sequence

is well distributed in G.
4.22. Prove that the direct product of two compact monothetic groups need

not be monothetic.
4.23. Give a purely group-theoretic proof, based on Theorem 4.7, of the fact

that a compact connected abelian group with countable base is mono-
thetic, by constructing an injective homomorphism from a discrete
countable torsion-free abelian group H into T. Hint: Let ho = e, h1,
h2i . . . be the elements of H, and let H; be the subgroup of H generated
by ho, hl, . . . , h;; construct the homomorphism by extension along the
chain of subgroups Hoc H1 c .

5. LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS

Definition and Some Examples

The natural measures on a locally compact noncompact group, the Haar
measures, are not finite measures anymore. Therefore, it is not feasible to
define u.d. in such groups in the spirit of Theorem 1.2 of Chapter 3. New
concepts have to be found that lend themselves to a meaningful treatment in
the more general situation. An important restriction on such a concept will
be its compatibility with the earlier notion of u.d. in compact groups; that is,
the new definition should include, as a special case, the familiar notion for
compact groups.

There are essentially three ideas that we shall pursue. The first one amounts
to considering, instead of the given locally compact group, its various com-
pact quotient groups in which a notion of u.d. is already available (see
Definition 5.2). Secondly, we may take the Weyl criterion for compact
groups as a definition of u.d. (see Definition 5.6). Thirdly, one could transfer
the problem of u.d. to a natural compactification of the given group in a
canonical fashion. However, in the light of certain special cases that we are
going to investigate in the subsequent chapter, the first alternative seems to
deserve a preferential treatment. For this very reason, the notion correspond-
ing to the first possibility will be called u.d. per se, whereas the other notions
will have certain prefixes attached.

Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group. We introduce an important
class of subgroups of G that are the topological analogues of subgroups of
finite index.

DEFINITION 5.1. A closed normal subgroup H of G is called a subgroup of
compact index if the quotient group G/H is compact.
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COROLLARY 5.1. If G is discrete, then the subgroups of compact index of
G are exactly the normal subgroups of finite index.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let 71 be the additive group of integers in the discrete
topology. Since 71 is cyclic, its subgroups are exactly the trivial subgroup {0}
and the cyclic subgroups n7L, where n = 1, 2. .... Apart from {0}, all sub-
groups are of compact index. 0

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let IR be the additive group of real numbers in the usual
topology. We determine, first of all, the closed subgroups of R. The argu-
ment is almost identical with the one employed in Example 1.5. To avoid
repetition, we give only a brief indication. Let H be a closed subgroup of IR,
and let 1+ denote the set of positive real numbers. If inf (H rl IR+) = 0, then
H is a dense subgroup and thus identical with IR itself. If inf (H r) IR+) =
a. > 0, then H is the discrete cyclic group o generated by a. If H r) IR+ is
void, then H = {0}. Among those closed subgroups, the subgroups of
compact index are exactly the groups c471 with a. > 0 and IR itself. Note that
all the compact quotient groups IR / c are topologically isomorphic to
IR / 71 and hence to T. 0

EXAMPLE 5.3. Recall that a group D is called divisible if for every x E D
and every positive integer n, there exists y c- D, so that y" = x. We claim that
a divisible group D in the discrete topology does not possess a subgroup of
compact index apart from D itself. For let H be a subgroup of compact (i.e.,
finite) index, and let in be the order of D / H. Let x e D be arbitrary; then,
we can find y E D with y= x. We have (yH)"` = H; thus, x E H, and so,
H = D. As important special cases, we mention the additive group Rd of
real numbers in the discrete topology and the additive group Q of rational
numbers in the discrete topology. 0

DEFINITION 5.2. A sequence in the locally compact group G is called
u.d. in G if for every subgroup H of G of compact index, the sequence (x"H)
is u.d. in G / H.

Our first task will be to show that in the case of a compact group G, the
above definition coincides with the standard one. Indeed, if (x.") is u.d. in G in
the sense of Definition 5.2, then we observe that H = {e} is a subgroup of
compact index, and so, (x,,) is u.d. in the usual sense. Conversely, if (x") is
u.d. in G in the usual sense, then Corollary 1.5 implies that (x,,H) is u.d. in
G/H for every closed normal subgroup H of G, and so, (x") is u.d. in G in
the sense of Definition 5.2.

EXAMPLE 5.4. Let IR be the additive group of real numbers in the usual
topology. We refer to Example 5.2 for a complete description of all subgroups
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of at of compact index. We may leave out the trivial subgroup [R from the
subsequent discussion, since every sequence in Qt/fR is u.d. Let now be a
given sequence of real numbers. We pointed out in Example 5.2 that the
quotient group R/c with v. > 0 is topologically isomorphic to 1R/71. More
explicitly, a topological isomorphism is given by the mapping ip: 1R1.71 E-,
1R/71, defined by p(f + o2) = (f3/v.) + 71 for 9 E R. Thus, the sequence
(x,2 + a71) will be u.d. in IRlv.71 if and only if the sequence 71) is
u.d. in 1R/71 (or, in other words, if and only if (x,ja) is u.d. mod 1).

We arrive at the following useful criterion: The sequence is u.d. in 1R
if and only if the sequence is u.d. mod 1 for every real number t 0 0.
Our standard example in the mod 1 theory, namely, the sequence (ne)
for irrational E, is not u.d. in 1R, because is not u.d. mod 1.
Nevertheless, we can construct some simple examples of u.d. sequences in R.
We know from Example 2.7 of Chapter 1 that whatever the nonzero coefficient
/3 E R, the sequence (/3n') with T > 0 and T 0 71 is u.d. mod 1. It follows
immediately that the sequence ((9n') is even u.d. in R.

To obtain another class of u.d. sequences in 1R, let us determine the poly-
nomials f (x) = v.hxk + v.;,_lxk-r + + ao with real coefficients and positive
degree for which the sequence (f(n)) is u.d. in R. We claim that (f(n)) is u.d.
in 1R if and only if the system {(Ik, v,;_1, .... v.1} has rank at least two over the
rationale. For suppose this condition is satisfied; then there exist coefficients
v.; and v.; off (.x) with 1 < i < j < k that are linearly independent over the
rationals. For a 34 0, at least one of vv.; and av.; has to be irrational. Thus,
the polynomial of (x) satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.2 of Chapter 1, and
so, (af (n)) is u.d. mod 1. Since a was arbitrary, the sequence (f (n)) is u.d. in
R. On the other hand, if the rank of {vk, .A._1, ... , al} over the rationals is
1, then v.; = r;a, 1 < i < k, for some real number v. 0 0 and rationals r;.
Consequently, the sequence ((1/v.)f (n)) is not u.d. mod 1.

EXAMPLE 5.5. If D is a divisible group in the discrete topology, then it
follows from Example 5.3 that the only compact quotient group of D is the
one-element group. Therefore, every sequence in D is u.d. In particular,
every sequence in 1R,; and every sequence in Q is u.d. More generally, we
may introduce the following notion: A locally compact group G is called
topologically divisible if its only subgroup of compact index is G itself. An
example of a topologically divisible nondiscrete group is the additive group
of p-adic numbers. Evidently, every sequence in a topologically divisible
group is u.d. 0

General Properties

We ask first whether an analogue of the useful Theorem 1.6 holds for locally
compact groups as well. If we pose the question in this generality, the
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answer has to be negative. Consider the continuous homomorphism cp: R, F->
Qs, defined by qp(x) = x for every x E R, Take as a constant sequence (or
as one of the many sequences that is not u.d. in IR, for that matter); then (x.,,)
is u.d. in R, (by Example 5.5), but is not u.d. in R. To remedy this
situation, we have to add the hypothesis that the continuous homomorphism
be open. In fact, this condition is implicit in Theorem 1.6 as well, since a
continuous homomorphism between compact groups is automatically open
(see Theorem 1.8).

THEOREM 5.1. Let 9) be a continuous open homomorphism from the
locally compact group G onto the locally compact group G,. If is u.d. in
G, then (q,(x,)) is u.d. in G,.

PROOF. Consider an arbitrary subgroup H1 of G, of compact index. Let
H be the inverse image of H1 under T; then H is a closed normal subgroup
of G. The mapping V: G/H i--> G,/H,, given by V(xH) = gg(x)H,, is easily seen
to be well defined and is certainly a surjective homomorphism. It is also
immediate that ip is injective. Let us verify that ip is an open mapping. We
recall that an open set in G/H is of the form {xH: x E U} for some open set
U in G. But V({xH: x c- U}) = {yH,: y c- p)(U)}, which is open in G,/H,,
since qq(U) is open in G,. Now ' being open implies that the inverse mapping

V-1: G,IH, " G/H is continuous. In particular, G/H is compact. But i 1, as
a continuous homomorphism between compact groups, is open, and so, V
is continuous. We have (x,,H) u.d. in G/H; thus, is, (qq(x )H,)
-is u.d. in G,/H, (by Theorem 1.6), and we are done. The attentive reader
will have observed that we essentially worked with the second isomorphism
theorem for topological groups.

Since u.d. in locally compact groups was defined in terms of u.d. in certain
compact groups, many of the general properties listed in Sections 1 and 2 will
carry over to the present case. We indicate two of them. The proofs are
immediate.

THEOREM 5.2. Let be a u.d. sequence in the locally compact group
G, and suppose that is a sequence in G such that lim,,..0 c,, exists. Then
the sequences and are u.d. in G.

PROOF. For a closed normal subgroup H of G, the canonical mapping
from G onto G/H is continuous. Therefore, c,,H exists in G/H. The
assertion follows then from Definition 5.2 and Theorem 1.4.

THEOREM 5.3. Let be a sequence in the locally compact group G.
If l) is u.d. in G for every h = 1, 2, . . . , then itself is u.d. in G.

PROOF. This follows from Definition 5.2 and Theorem 2.1. 0
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Periodic Functions and Periodic Representations

We recall that u.d. in a compact group may be characterized as follows:
If M is a compact group and v is the Haar measure in M, then a sequence
in M is u.d. in M if and only if limv,. (11N) J"" 1 f fatf dv holds for all
f E '(M). If we apply this criterion to the locally compact group G, we have
to consider continuous complex-valued functions on compact quotient
groups G/H. Thus, let H be a subgroup of G of compact index, and letff be
a continuous complex-valued function on G/H. The function fH can be
viewed as a continuous complex-valued function on G in a canonical manner.
Namely, we define a function f on G by f (x) = fH(xH) for x c G. Then f has
the above mentioned properties. The characteristic feature of such a function
f is the fact that f is constant on the left cosets of H. This observation suggests
the following definition.

DEFINITION 5.3. A complex-valued function f on the locally compact group
G is called periodic if f is constant on the left cosets of some subgroup of G of
compact index. More generally, a mapping ip from G into a set S is called
periodic if there exists a subgroup H of G of compact index such that V(x) =
tp(y) whenever :z; 'y E H (or, equivalently, V) is constant on the left cosets of
H).

EXAMPLE 5.6. This notion of periodicity is a natural generalization of the
standard notion of periodicity for functions defined on R. For if f is a function
on Iit with period a > 0, then f is constant on the cosets of the subgroup o
of compact index. Conversely, if f is periodic in the sense of Definition 5.3,
then, by Example 5.2,f is either a constant function or constant on the cosets
of ct for some a. > 0. In other words, f is periodic in the standard sense.

In the case where G is topologically divisible, the periodic functions on G
are precisely the constant functions.

We remark that if f is a continuous periodic function on G-say, f is
constant on the left cosets of the subgroup H of G of compact index-then f
may be viewed as a continuous function on G/H by considering the function
fH defined by fH(xH) = f (x). We now define an integral f f dy off by setting
f f dy = f GlHfH duH, where yH is the Haar measure on G/H. Of course, we
must show that f f dy is well defined in this manner.

LEMMA 5.1. The integral f f dy is well defined.

PROOF. Suppose that Kis another subgroup of G of compact index so that
f is constant on the left cosets of K. We wish to show, first of all, that f is then
constant on the left cosets of the normal subgroup HK of G. We note that for
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all x c- G, we have f (xh) = f (x) for each h c- H and f (xk) = f (x) for each
k e K. If the elements y and z of G lie in the same left coset of HK, then
y = zhk for some elements h E H and k E K. But then f (y) = f (zhk) _
f (zh) = f (z), and out first assertion is proved.

The continuity off implies that f is also constant on the left cosets of the
closed normal subgroup L = HK. Now L is again a subgroup of compact
index. To see this, we consider the mapping 7p: G/H H GIL defined by
jp(xH) = xL for x E G. This mapping is well defined, since H is contained in
L. An open set in GIL is of the form {xL: x c- U} for some open set U in G.
But y-1({xL: x c- U}) = {xH: x E UL}, which is an open set in G/H. There-
fore, GIL is compact as the continuous image of a compact space. Our goal
will be achieved once we verify that

falH fH dYH = falL fL d9L and
GlK

fig dfUrc = falLfL dUL

It suffices to show the first identity, the proof of the second one is anal-
ogous. It is important to observe that the set function VL, defined for the Borel
sets B of GIL by vL(B) = uH(V 1(B)), has exactly the same properties as the
Haar measure UL of GIL, and therefore, the uniqueness of the Haar measure
implies uL(B) = ,uH(y-1(B)) for all Borel sets B of GIL. By using the fact that
the function fH is identical with the composite function fL o y,, we obtain

f01H H duH =LH fL o 1V) dull =JGILfL d11L,

which is the desired result. 0
THEOREM 5.4. The sequence in the locally compact group G is u.d.
in G if and only if

N
r`lymwN If(x,,)=.Ifdu

holds for all continuous periodic functions f on G.

PROOF. Let (x,,) be u.d. in G, and let f be a continuous complex-valued
function that is constant on the left cosets of the subgroup H of G of compact
index. As remarked earlier, the function fH on GIH, defined by fH(xH) =
f (x) for x E G, is continuous. Since the sequence is u.d. in G/H, we
conclude that

1
N

l N
lim 1 f (x,Z) = lim 1 fH(x.H) = f fri d . = ff d jt.
N-oo N n=1 N-co N a=1 J

The converse is shown by similar arguments.
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DEFINITION 5.4. A representation of a locally compact group G that is a
periodic mapping is called a periodic representation. Similarly, a character of
a locally compact abelian group that is a periodic function is called a periodic
character.

LEMMA 5.2. A representation D of a locally compact group G is periodic
if and only if the kernel of D is a subgroup of G of compact index.

PROOF. Since D is constant on the cosets of its kernel, the condition is
certainly sufficient. On the other hand, if D is constant on the left cosets of the
subgroup H of G of compact index, then, in particular, we have D(h) = D(e)
for every h c- H. Thus, His contained in the kernel of D, and by the reasoning
in the proof of Lemma 5.1 we see that the kernel of D is a subgroup of com-
pact index.

THEOREM 5.5. The sequence in the locally compact group G is u.d.
in G if and only if

N
lim 1 I D(x,,) = 0 (5.2)

N-co N =1

holds for every nontrivial periodic irreducible unitary representation D of G.

PROOF. If is u.d. in G and D is a representation of the above form with
kernel H, then, D1j(xH) = D(x) for x c- G defines a nontrivial irreducible
unitary representation DH of the compact group G/H. Since is u.d. in
G/H, an application of Theorem 1.3 yields

lim 1 I D(x,,) = lim - I DH(x,,H) = 0.
N-oo N n=1 N-w N 17=1

The converse is shown by similar arguments.

COROLLARY 5.2. The sequence in the locally compact abelian group
G is u.d, in G if and only if limN,o, (1/N) In1 0 holds for all non-
trivial periodic characters x of G.

Compactifications

It will be a standing hypothesis for the remainder of this section that G is a
locally compact abelian group.

We shall establish a connection between u.d. in G and u.d. in certain com-
pact abelian groups. We consider the character group G of G, and denote by
d" the set of periodic characters of G. It is important to note that, in general,
O is not a subgroup of G. An example is given below.
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EXAMPLE 5.7. Let G be the direct product G = IR X Z. Since G =
U;°=1 ([-m, rn] x {-n?, -m + 1, ... , m}), the space G is a-compact. For
a given irrational a., consider the characters xi and x2 of G given by

z)) = e2Rit«z-r) and X2((r, z)) = e2nir for (r, z) E IR x71. Both xl and
x2 are clearly onto T, and so, the isomorphism theorem (see Theorems 1.8
and 1.9) implies that G/(kernel xl) and G/(kernel x2) are both topologically
isomorphic to T. Then, xl and x2 are periodic by Lemma 5.2. Now

(XI x2)((r, z)) = e2niaz,

and the kernel of x1x2 is IR x (0). But G/(IR x {0}) is topologically
isomorphic to the noncompact group Z. Therefore, xix2 is not a periodic
character of G.

Having learned to be careful, we will rather look at the (algebraic) sub-
group of G generated by O. If we furnish this subgroup of G with the discrete
topology (which, in general, will not be the same as the relative topology),
then its dual is a compact abelian group, the so-called periodic compactca-
tion G" of G. More generally, if r is an arbitrary subgroup of G with the dis-
crete topology, then its compact dual is called a compactfcation of the original
group G. If we take for P the group G itself, then we arrive at the well-
known Bohr compactification G of G. By Theorem 1.12, any compactification
is a quotient group of the Bohr compactification. The following lemma
provides a justification for the use of the term compactification.

LEMMA 5.3. Let K = P be an arbitrary compactification of the locally
compact abelian group G. Then there exists a natural continuous homo-
morphism qi from G into K such that 99(G) is dense in K. Furthermore, 99 is
injective if and only if the subgroup P of G separates points; that is, if for
any two distinct points x and y in G, there exists x E F with x(x) 0 x(y).

PROOF. The mapping 99: G H K is constructed in the following way. For
a given x c- G, the function & on G defined by ci(x) = x(x) for x E G, is a
character of G. The restriction of :3 to P, which we shall denote by z, is then
clearly a character of P and hence an element of K; we define now qi(x) = c.
Evidently, the mapping q) is a homomorphism. Therefore, it suffices to show
the continuity of 99 at the identity element e c- G. We note that the topology
in K is the compact-open topology, and that the compact subsets of P are
precisely the finite subsets. Thus, an open neighborhood from the base of open
neighborhoods of the identity element in K has the form A = {k E K:
I k (xi) - 1 < e for 1 < i < n} with E > 0 and xl, ... , x,, E P. These xi are
characters of G; therefore, the set U = {x E G: I xi(x) - fl < E for 1 <
i < n} is an open neighborhood of e c- G, Once we have shown 99(U) 9 A,
the continuity of p is established. But for any x E U we get I &(xi) - 1 < 8
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for 1 < i < n, and so, 1 < for any
X E U we have E A.

Suppose that (p(G) is not dense in K. Then q)(G) is a proper closed sub-
group of K. Using the fact that KIT(G) admits a nontrivial character and that
every character of a quotient group of K can be viewed as a character of K,
we arrive at the following situation: There exists a nontrivial character T of
K with T(gg(G)) = {1}. Since K = P, an application of the duality theorem
tells us that there exists a nontrivial character x E F such that r(k) = k(x) for
all k E K. But then, for all x c- G, we have 1 = T(i) = i(x) = X-(x) = x(x),
an obvious contradiction to x being nontrivial.

To prove the last assertion, let H be the kernel of 99 and let 71 denote the
identity in K. The homomorphism cp is injective if and only if H = {e}. We
have the following chain of equivalences: x c Ha cp(x) = q a:E(x) = I
for all x E F a x(x) = 1 for all x E F. If H contains an element x 54 e, then
P would not separate x from e. On the other hand, if r does not separate the
distinct elements x and y, then x(x ly) = 1 for all x E P, and x ly would be an
element of H distinct from e.

It should be remarked that a converse of the above lemma also holds true.
Namely, whenever K is a compact abelian group and 99 is a continuous homo-
morphism from G into K with dense image, then K is topologically isomorphic
to a compactification of G. Let IK be the discrete character group of K.
Consider the mapping a: ap c -k H ap* E G, where ip* is the character of G
given by ap*(x) = ap(q)(x)) for x c G. The mapping a is not only a continuous
homomorphism, but a is also injective. For if apl* = ap2* for apl, apt E 1?, then
the characters apl and aV2 are identical on the dense subgroup qp(G), and so,
apl = ape. If we furnish the image P of a with the discrete topology, then ti
is even topologically isomorphic to P. But then K is topologically isomorphic
to r, which is a compactification of G.

LEMMA 5.4. Let r be a subgroup of G with the discrete topology, and let
K = P be the corresponding compactification of G. Let T: G H K be the
mapping constructed in Lemma 5.3, and suppose that (x,,) is a sequence in G.
Then is u.d. in K if and only if limv.. (1/N) x(xn) = 0 holds
for all nontrivial characters x E P.

PROOF. By Corollary 1.2, the sequence (97(x,,)) is u.d. in K if and only if
limy-. GIN) 1n 1 0 holds for every nontrivial character V of
K. By duality theory, the nontrivial characters of K are precisely the functions
x for some nontrivial character x E P, where as usual x(T) = T(x) for all
T E K. With the notation employed in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we write
9'(xn) Then x (9'(xn)) = x (2n) = V.(x) _ &,,(x) = x(xn), and the proof
is complete. 0
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THEOREM 5.6. Let GP be the periodic compactification of the locally
compact abelian group G, and let p: G H GP be the natural mapping con-
structed in Lemma 5.3. Suppose that (x,2) is a sequence in G such that
(99(x,)) is u.d. in G. Then (x,2) is u.d. in G.

PROOF. We apply Lemma 5.4 with F being the subgroup of G generated
by GP, the set of periodic characters. The assumption that (99(x,2)) is u.d. in
GP = f implies, in particular, that lim,vI. (1/N) _IN 1 x(a;,,) = 0 holds for
all nontrivial periodic characters x of G. By Corollary 5.2, the sequence (x,2)
is then u.d. in G.

Under what circumstances is the converse of this theorem true? Obviously,
if G admits no u.d. sequence at all, then the converse holds trivially. In the
interesting case where G admits u.d. sequences, it turns out that the validity
of the converse of Theorem 5.6 is equivalent to GP being a subgroup of G.
In particular, if GP is a subgroup of G, then we arrive at the following
criterion: (x,2) is u.d. in G if and only if (99(x,,,)) is u.d. in 611.

THEOREM 5.7. Let G be a locally compact abelian group that admits a
u.d. sequence. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

i. The set GP of all periodic characters of G forms a subgroup of G.
ii. The sequence (T(x7)) is u.d. in the periodic compactification GP of G,

whenever (x,2) is u.d. in G.

PROOF. The implication (i) = (ii) follows immediately from Corollary
5.2 and Lemma 5.4. The implication (ii) (i) requires more work. We
assume that GP is not a subgroup of G. Let F be the subgroup of G generated
by GP; then GP is a proper subset of F. We have to construct a u.d. sequence
(x7,) in G such that (99(x2)) is not u.d. in GP. In terms of characters, we search
for a sequence (x,,) in G such that limN.. (1/N) 1 x(x,2) = 0 for all non-
trivial x E GP but such that limy.., (1/N) In 1 0 does not hold for
some x1 E P\GP.

By assumption, there exists a sequence in G such that

1 N

. N ,x(ym)=0

N

holds for all nontrivial x E GP. It might well be that (y,,) is already the sequence
we are looking for. If this is not so, then limy-. (1/N) IN, 1 x(yn) = 0 has
to hold for all nontrivial x E r. We shall now prove a bit more than we origi-
nally intended to. Namely, given a character x1 E F\GP, we can rearrange
and repeat the elements y,2 so as to produce a sequence (x,2) in G satisfying
limN.. (1/N) IN1 x(x,2) = 0 for all nontrivial characters x E GP, and

N
I'm I x1(x,2) 0 0.

N-.. N
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This is done in the following way: Let f be the real-valued function on G
defined by f (x) = 1 + (x1(x) + xl(x)) for x c G. Then f (x) > 0 for all
x c G. For j > 1 and k > 1, we define the integer pJk = [1cf (y,)]. Then
l f(yJ)lk - pJklk2j < 1/k2, and so, Ik, f(y,)lk - pj,lk2I < 1/k. Put Ak =

p,, . We describe the sequence blockwise, the first Al terms constitut-
ing the first block, the next A2 terms constituting the second block, and so on.
The kth block will be the finite sequence consisting of the Ak terms
1/i, . . . , yz, y2, , y2, ... , yk, ... , yk, where yJ occurs pJk times for
j = 1, 2, ... , k. To simplify the notation, let us label the terms of the kth
block by zlZ2(1,), ... , z2k. Now choose an arbitrary character x E F. We
have

2
I f (yJ)x(yJ)

k V=1 lc J=i

Therefore,

k 1 k

lc2
1 PJkx(YJ) -

lc
I f(YJ)x(yJ)

k f(YJ))I 1
J_Lx(JJ)

k Ic < k

1
k

ck1
1 k

lim
a

Jim - If
(y1)x(y5)

k-i oo k V=1 k- .o k J=1

1 k 1 1 k= lim - x(yj) + lim - =(w)(yJ)k-. k =1 2k-. k J=1
k

+ 1 lim 1 (xlx)(Y )
2 k-. lc J=1

Let us abbreviate the latter sum by a(x). Taking for x the trivial character,
we deduce that limk-. Aklk2 = 1 (in particular, Ak > 0 for sufficiently
large k). This limit relation, together with (5.3), implies that

1
Ak

cklim - Ix(z,,) = a(x) for all x c F.
k._ x Ak v=1

Furthermore, since Ak is of the order of magnitude k2, we have

lim Ak+1/(AI. + ... + Ak) = 0.
k-cco

By Lemma 4.1 of Chapter 2, we obtain

N
lim i I x E F.

N-+ oo N n=1

It remains to compute a(x). For a nontrivial character x E 6P, we note that
both XIx and zix are nontrivial, for otherwise, xl would be periodic. Thus,
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cl,(x) = 0 for such x, as it should be. On the other hand, we get a.(xl) =
limb- , (1/k) X11(y) + , which is either 1 or z i depending on whether

x12 is trivial or nontrivial (in fact, it is not hard to see that x12 has to be non-
trivial). At any rate, we have shown the desired result.

EXAMPLE 5.8. Let Qt, as usual, be the additive group of real numbers in
the ordinary topology. The group FR is self-dual; that is, the dual group of
F is topologically isomorphic to QZ itself. The characters of FR are exactly the
functions xa with v. E Qt, where xa(x) = e"x for x c- R. We observe that xa
is the trivial character and that for u 0 0, the kernel of X. is the subgroup
(1/.)Z of FR of compact index. Thus, every character of QZ is periodic. In
particular, the periodic characters form a group, and the periodic compacti-
fication of Qt is identical with the Bohr compactification A of R. From the
previous theorems, we conclude that is u.d. in FR if and only if is

u.d. in Dt. How can we describe the Bohr compactification in this case? By
definition, A is the compact dual of Fd. Thus, lR consists of all homo-
morphisms (continuous or not) of at into T. As to the explicit form of &,
we may refer to an earlier example. Namely, the elements of ai are con-
structed in exactly the same way as in Example 4.2 if we just abolish the
condition x(1) = 1, which was required there. It follows from Theorem 1.12
that A contains the universal compact monothetic group G,, as a closed sub-
group. The mapping ry: FR H A has the explicit form tp(a.) = xa for a. E R. 0

EXAMPLE 5.9. For G = 7L, the characters are the functions xt with t E FR,
where xt(m) = e2"rt'" for in c- 71 (the number t is, of course, only relevant
mod 1). If t is irrational, then the kernel of xt is just {0}. For rational t, the
kernel of xt, is a subgroup of compact index. Thus, the periodic characters of
7L are exactly those corresponding to rational values of t. Consequently, the
periodic characters form a group in this case. More conveniently, the dual of
7L can be viewed as FR/71, which is topologically isomorphic to T. Therefore,
the group of periodic characters of 7L can be regarded as the subgroup U of
T consisting of all roots of unity. The Bohr compactification 7L of IL is a group
that we already know, for 1 is the dual of T, which is nothing else but the
universal compact monothetic group Go. The periodic compactification
71' of 71, being a quotient group of the Bohr compactification, will thus be
monothetic by Corollary 4.5. The group 712, is commonly referred to as the
universal monothetic Cantor group G1. To give some idea of what G1 looks
like, we first offer an alternative description of the group U. To be sure, let
us emphasize once again that if we furnish U with the discrete topology, then
its dual will be G1.

For a fixed prime p, we define the so-called quasi-cyclic group 7L (p °) as the
subgroup of T consisting of all the numbers of the form e2"ix2, with n a
nonnegative and k an arbitrary integer. We claim that U is isomorphic to the
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weak direct product Ip Z(p`°), where p runs through all the primes. For
typographic convenience, we write exp (a) instead of e2°`" with a E R. Let

be an arbitrary element of U, say, = exp (rlm) with nz > 0 but rim not
necessarily in reduced form. Furthermore, let pz, P2, ... be the primes in
ascending order. Then we have in = 11jpzet with ei > 0, and at most
finitely many e2 are positive. For each i > 1, let a, be a solution of the linear
congruence x f;° i pjej = r (modp1ej). We define a mapping r: U H

jjkt
IJpz(pco) by T() _ (exp (al/piel), . . . , exp (a:/pie'), ...). It is a straight-
forward exercise in elementary number theory to show that T(e) is well
defined and that T is an isomorphism of U onto HD lL(p"D).

If both groups are considered in the discrete topology, then T is even a
topological isomorphism. The compact group 71, of p-adic integers has the
discrete group 71(p`°) as its dual (see Exercise 2.3 of Chapter 5). By the duality
theorem, the dual of 71(p') is then just Z, An application of Theorem 1.15
yields that Gl is topologically isomorphic to the direct product H,, 2z, 0

Monogenic Groups

We found out that for every generator a of a compact monothetic group, the
sequence (a") is u.d. (see Theorem 4.2). This clearly holds as well for 71, the
only locally compact noncompact monothetic group. These results suggest the
following definition.

DEFINITION 5.5. A locally compact abelian group G is called monogenic if
there exists an element a E G such that the sequence (a") is u.d. in G. The
element a is called a monogenic generator of G.

EXAMPLE 5.10. By the brief discussion preceding Definition 5.5, every
locally compact monothetic group is monogenic. For compact abelian
groups, "monothetic" and "monogenic" are equivalent concepts. There are
many monogenic groups that are not monothetic. For instance, every topo-
logically divisible abelian group G (see Example 5.5) is evidently monogenic,
whereas if G has more than one element, then G cannot be monothetic (for
otherwise, G would have to be either compact or topologically isomorphic to
IL, and both alternatives are incompatible with G being topologically divis-
ible). A word of warning is in order. A continuous homomorphic image of a
monogenic group need not be monogenic again (compare with Exercise 4.3).
Just take the group Qtd, which is monogenic by Example 5.5. The mapping
T : FR,1 f-a FR with T(x) = x for x E Rd is certainly a continuous homomorphism.
But Ft is not monogenic, since no sequence of the form (not), a c- FR, is u.d.
in Ot (see Example 5.4). However, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that if
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,p: G H Gl is a continuous open homomorphism from the monogenic group
G onto the locally compact group G, then G,, is also monogenic. Also, the
direct product of two monogenic groups need not be monogenic. This is
certainly clear by Exercise 4.22. But we can also give an example with non-
compact groups. We know that 71 is monogenic, but Z2 is not monogenic,
since it is easily seen that no sequence of the form ((na, nb)) with a, b E 71 can
be u.d. in 712. 0

The structure of monogenic groups is completely known (see the notes). As
can be expected from Example 5.10, their classification is much harder than
for locally compact monothetic groups. For properties that may be proved
readily, we refer to the Exercises 5.13-5.18. The next theorem exhibits an-
other relation between monogenic and monothetic groups.

THEOREM 5.8. If G is monogenic, then every compact quotient group of
G is monothetic and every discrete subgroup of G is algebraically isomorphic
to a subgroup of T.

PROOF. Let a be a monogenic generator of G. Then (a'4) is u.d. in G and
so for every compact quotient group G/H, the sequence (anH) is u.d. in
G/H. Consequently, the coset aH is a generator of G/H. For the second asser-
tion, we note that every discrete subgroup of G is the dual of some compact
quotient group G/H. The rest follows from Theorem 4.7.

Unfortunately, the converse of the above result does not hold true. For
G = R, the nontrivial compact quotient groups are all topologically iso-
morphic to T (see Example 5.2), and so, monothetic. But R itself is not
monogenic by Example 5.10.

Hartman-Uniform Distribution

DEFINITION 5.6. A sequence in a locally compact abelian group G is
called Hartman-u.d. in G if limN.. (1/N) In I x(xn) = 0 holds for every
nontrivial character x of G.

COROLLARY 5.3. Every Hartman-u.d. sequence in G is u.d. in G.

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Definition 5.6 and Corollary
5.2. 0

One might ask under what conditions on G the notions of Hartman-u.d.
and u.d. per se are completely equivalent. This is not difficult to answer.

THEOREM 5.9. The notions of Hartman-u.d. and u.d. in the locally
compact abelian group G coincide if and only if either G admits no u.d.
sequence or every character of G is periodic.
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PROOF. The sufficiency of the condition is clear, If G admits no u.d.
sequence, then both notions are vacuous by Corollary 5.3, and thus identical.
So, suppose that G admits a u.d. sequence (y ), and assume that G has a
nonperiodic character xl. Then "MN-,, (1/N) I'll=,

x E O. By just repeating the argument in the proof of Theorem
5.7, we can then construct a sequence in G such that

N
lim (1/N) I 0
N-. n=1

for every nontrivial x E GP, but limy-. (1/N) :E;-1 0 does not hold.
In other words, the sequence (xn) is u.d. but not Hartman-u.d. in G.

EXAMPLE 5.11. By Example 5.8, every character of R is periodic. Thus,
in the group 1R, Hartman-u.d. and u.d. are equivalent. The picture changes
if we consider G = 71. In Example 5.9 we saw that not every character of 71
is periodic. Then, Theorem 5.9 implies that there have to exist u.d. sequences
in 71 that are not Hartman-u.d. We shall exhibit such sequences explicitly.
We first give another characterization of Hartman-u.d. sequences in 71. A
sequence (xn) in 71 is Hartman-u.d. in 71 if and only if (.x ,) is u.d. in 71 and
(axn) is u.d. mod 1 for every irrational a c- R. To prove our assertion, we
note that a sequence (x,,) in 71 is Hartman-u.d. precisely if

N
lim (1/N) I e2"itx = 0

N-.oo n=1

holds for all t c- Thus, a Hartman-u.d. sequence (x,,) and an irrational a
g given, (1/N) IN e2"i»'"x" = 0 for all nonzero integersbein we have

m. The classical Weyl criterion (see Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 1) implies then
that is u.d. mod 1. Conversely, from the u.d. in71 of (x,,) we infer that
limy-. (1/N) In N e2"itx^ = 0 holds for all tE Q\71. The corresponding limit
relation for irrational t follows from the fact that (txn) is u.d. mod 1.

We will show in Theorem 1.5 of Chapter 5 that for irrational v., the sequence
([na]) is u.d. in Z. By Theorem 1.8 of Chapter 5, this sequenceis not Hartman-
u.d. in Z. However, examples of Hartman-u.d. sequences in 71 can easily be
given (see Exercise 5.28).

When discussing u.d. in G, we realized that in many cases the theory could
be reduced to the distribution theory in one single compact group (namely,
the periodic compactification). This is even more so for Hartman-u.d.
sequences, as the following simple result shows.

THEOREM 5.10. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, let G be its
Bohr compactification, and let q): G H G be the natural homomorphism
(see Lemma 5.3). Then (x,,) is Hartman-u.d. in G if and only if is u.d.
in G.
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PROOF. This is, in fact, a special case of Lemma 5.4 with r = G.

Almost-Periodic Functions

Although Theorem 5.10 is trivial once we have Lemma 5.4, it gives rise to an
interesting relation between Hartman-u.d. and almost-periodic functions on
G. There are many equivalent characterizations of almost-periodic functions,
we shall choose one that is suitable for our purposes.

We adopt the same notation as in Theorem 5.10, and we note that cp: G H
G is injective by the second part of Lemma 5.3. Now let f be a given complex-
valued function on G. Then the composite function f o 9 9-1 is a complex-
valued function on q(G). If f o q9-1 can be extended to a continuous
function on G, then f itself is called an almost periodic function on G.
Since qq(G) is dense in the compact group G, the function f o q)-1 can
have at most one continuous extension to G. Alternatively, the function f
is almost-periodic if f o 99-1 is the restriction to cp(G) of a continuous function
on G. Clearly, every almost-periodic function on G is bounded. Trivial
examples of almost-periodic functions on G are the constant functions. For
further examples, see Exercises 5.19 and 5.22. With addition, multiplication,
and scalar multiplication defined pointwise, and equipped with the norm

,G l f(x)I , the set d(G) of all almost-periodic functions on G11f 11 = sup.,
forms a Banach algebra. This Banach algebra is closed under still another
operation. For fixed a c- G, define the translate af of a function f on G by
f(x) = f (ax) for all x E G. Then we have a f E sa'(G) whenever f c- SI(G).
We introduce the mean value M(f) of the almost-periodic function f on G

in the following way: Let g be the unique continuous extension off - 99-1 to
G, and let v be the Haar measure on G. Then we define M(f) = f a g dv. It
is not hard to see that Mis a complex linear functional on d(G) that is normed
in the sense that if f = 1, then M(f) = 1. Furthermore, M satisfies M(J) =
M(f) for all f c- .W(G) and all a E G, and M is strictly positive-that is,
M(f) > 0 for all f E d (G) with f > 0 and f 0- 0. Actually, all the properties
of M listed here follow easily from the corresponding properties of the Haar
integral on G.

As is true for the concept of almost periodicity itself, the mean value M(f)
allows an internal description; that is, we need not go "outside" of G. This
characterization becomes particularly simple if G is a-compact. In this case
the following result holds (see Hewitt and Ross [1, Theorem 18.14]). There
exists an increasing sequence H1 c Hz c . c H 9 . of relatively com-
pact open sets that exhausts G such that

M(f) = lim fH f dA for every continuous f c- d(G),
:-ate
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where A is a Haar measure on G. Two special cases are worth mentioning,
For G = R, we have the identity

T
limM(f) -Tl

o0 2T J-Tf (2) d2 T w 7 Jo f (2)
d.2'

for every continuous f c W(R). For G = 71, the identity

M(f) = lim 1

AT I AT

f (n) = lim - Y f
N-m 2N + 1>,=-N N-+co N=1

holds for every f c- .d(71).
The pertinence of the above concepts in the theory of Hartman-u.d. is re-

vealed by the following theorem, which is a counterpart to Theorem 5.4.

THEOREM 5.11. The sequence (x,,) in the locally compact abelian group
G is Hartman-u.d. in G if and only if

1 N
n Nli I f(x,:) = M(f) (5.4)

holds for every almost-periodic function f on G.

PROOF. If is Hartman-u.d. in G, then is u.d. in a by Theorem
5.10. Thus, (1/N) 'IN 1 g g

f E d(G); then, on qp(G), the function f o q 1 is identical with its
continuous extension g to G. Thus, we get (f o
f for all n > 1. Consequently, "MAT, (11N) In1

f (X") = fog dv =
M(f). For the converse, we use exactly the same ideas. We start out from an
arbitrary g E W(C). Then f = g o q defines an almost-periodic function on
G. By hypothesis, we get

1 1 A ('
lim lim - I M(f) = J g A.

N-oo N n=1 N-.w N >i=1

Hence, is u.d. in C, and an application of Theorem 5.10 completes
the proof. 0

Existence of Hartman-Uniformly Distributed Sequences

THEOREM 5.12. The locally compact abelian group G admits a Hartman-
u.d. sequence if and only if card G S c.

PROOF. It is rather easy to see that the condition is necessary. For if is
Hartman-u.d. in G, then Theorem 5.10 implies that is u.d. in the
compact group 6. In particular, 6 is separable. Since a character x of C is
determined by its values on a countable dense set in 6 and since x takes values
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in the set T of cardinality c, we have at most t° = c characters of G. By the
construction of the Bohr compactification G, its dual is algebraically iso-
morphic to G. Thus, we arrive at card G < c.

The converse of our result is much harder to prove. It will be advantageous
to have the following special cases of two theorems of Kakutani [1, Theorems
1 and 3] available :

i. If card H < c for a compact abelian group H, then card H < a (see also
Hewitt and Ross [1, (24.47)]).

ii. A compact abelian group H is separable if and only if card R < c
(incidentally, we showed the "only if" in the first part of the proof).

We first want to show that the hypothesis card G < c implies that G is
separable. By Theorem 1.14, it suffices to consider a group G of the form
R11 x H where the locally compact abelian group H contains a compact open
subgroup K. The quotient group Q = G/(IR't x K) is discrete. Its compact
dual Q is topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of G; thus, card Q < c.
It follows from (i) that Q itself is countable. Moreover, the dual of the com-
pact group K is topologically isomorphic to a quotient group of H, and so,
card J < c. But then (ii) implies that K is separable. Evidently, R" is
separable, and so, the direct product R" x K is separable. Combining all
those results, we see that G can be written as the countable union of the pair-
wise disjoint cosets of Qt" X K, all of which are separable. Hence, G itself is
separable.

Let now (y.,,) be a dense sequence in G. We shall use the elements of this
sequence to construct a Hartman-u.d. sequence in G. Consider the following
sequence (x"), whose law of construction will be described in detail:

Y1,Y1Y2,2/12y2, y1y22, Y12Y22, yiy23, y12y23, Y1Y24, y12 Y241 YiY2Y3, y12Y2Y3, y13Y2Y3,

. . . , Yi3y29y321, . . . , YiY2 ... Yn,, .. . , Yl"'Y2-2 ... Y."'-, .. . .

The sequence is built up from certain blocks that begin with Y1Y2 y,,, and
end with y1"'y2"'2 - - y,,,"'m. Let us describe the way in which such a block is
constructed for given in > 1. The terms of the mth block B. are elements of
the form yta1y2a2 ... ymam with the exponents a, satisfying 1 < a, < mf for
1 < j < in. The exponent of yl runs in ascending order through the integers
from 1 to in and then cycles. The exponent of Y2 runs through the integers
from 1 to m2 in blocks of in and then cycles. In general, for 1 < j < in, the
exponent of y5 runs through the integers from 1 to m' in blocks of m5(J-1)/2 and

then cycles. The mth block B,,, has terms.
Let x be a given nontrivial character of G. We have to show that

I Nlim - x(xn) = 0.
N-.co N n=1
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Since is dense in G, the continuous function x cannot be identical to 1 for
all the y,,. Let r > 1 be the smallest subscript such that x(yr) 0 1. We consider
one of the above blocks Bwith in > r. Each element of B,,, is of the form
y1a1 yrr-1 yrbyr+i y,,, "') where b runs from 1 to nil in blocks of n01'-1)/2
and then cycles. One such cycle for b has then a length of 1nr(r+1)/2. We divide

B,,, into subblocks according to the cycles of b. The first cycle of b defines a
subblock C,ii1 of B,,, (which is nothing else but the first 1nr(r+1)/2 elements of
B,,), the second cycle of b defines a subblock C,,,2 of B,,, (comprising the next
mr(r+1)/2 elements of B,,,), and so on to the last subblock with s,,, _
inm(n4+1)/2-r(r+1)/2. Now let us look at the behavior of the exponents ai with
r < j < in in such a subblock. We notice that such an ai attains its values in
blocks of length mi(1-1)/2. In other words, each value of a, is first repeated
rni(i-1)/2 times before ai proceeds on to the next value. But note that j(j - 1)/2
Z r(r + 1)/2 for j > r, and so the length mr(r+1)/2 of one of our subblocks
is a divisor of 1111(1-11/2; this is an important motivation for the particular
choice of the sequence (x,,). Consequently, the exponents ai with j > r are
simply constant on a fixed subblock C,,,, with 1 < t < s,,,. This makes it easy
to evaluate x at one of the terms x = ylal ... yr'-i yrbyr+il ... of a given
subblock C,,,t. We use that x(y,) = 1 for 1 <j < r - 1 , and that y'++1 ' ' '
y,,,am is a fixed element z depending only on the subblock C.,,,1. Thus, x(x) =
x(yrb)x(z) for all terms x of Cmt. We shall mean by L,WEC,,,, a sum over all the
terms of C,,,1 (thus an element x occurs in the sum with the same multiplicity
with which it occurs in the block C,,,1), and by I C,,,11, the number of terms in
the block Cmt. Similar conventions will be employed for other blocks. Using
the behavior of the exponents b in a fixed block C,,,1, we arrive at

1 1 x(x)
Cnitl cECmt

1 nlr

Cnatl

x(z)b=1mr(r-1)/2X(yrb)

1nr (r-1)12

11,)r(r+71)12 (x(yr))b
b=0

21n'
(5.5)

I x(yr) - 11 .

Now we enumerate all the blocks C,,,t in the same order as they occur in the
sequence (x,,) from the block Br+j onward: D1, D2, D3..... Since in eventu-
ally becomes arbitrarily large, (5.5) implies

lim 1 1 x(x) = 0.
2)-+700 1 D,I xeDp

To establish lim ..m(1/N)'In
1 0, we use Lemma 4.1 of Chapter 2.

It suffices then to show that

lim I DD+11 = 0. (5.6)
n--,cID11+...+IDDI
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We consider sufficiently large p. Let D,,+1 = C,,,t for some m > r + 2 and
1 S t S s,,,. Then,

IDP+11 ICnitl = ntr(r+l)/2 (5.7
m(m-1)/2 )

I D11 + + I DPI IB,, (In - 1)-11

Letting p - oo (or, equivalently, nm co) in (5.7), we arrive at (5.6).

COROLLARY 5.4. The compact abelian group G admits a u.d. sequence
if and only if G is separable.

PROOF. In the compact abelian group G, the notions of Hartman-u.d.
and u.d. are equivalent. Thus, Theorem 5.12, together with the auxiliary
result (ii) in the proof of this theorem, implies our assertion.

Many More Notions of Uniform Distribution

Let K be a compactification of the locally compact abelian group G with
natural homomorphism 99: G H K. We may call a sequence (x,,) K-u.d. in G
if is u.d. in K. If F is the subgroup of G, equipped with the discrete
topology, for which K = P, then Lemma 5.4 implies that is K-u.d. in G
if and only if limvI, (1/N) I'=1 0 holds for all nontrivial characters
x E P. Clearly, Hartman-u.d. is equivalent to G-u.d. Moreover, if GP is a
subgroup of G, then u.d. in G is equivalent to GP-u.d. If F separates the
points of G, then q' is injective by Lemma 5.3; in this case, one can define a
complex-valued function f on G to be K-almost periodic if the function
f o 99-1 on qq(G) has a continuous extension to K. It is easy to see that every
K -almost periodic function is almost-periodic (see Exercise 5.20) and that

is K-u.d. if and only if "MN-m (1/N) JN 1 f (x,,) = M(f) holds for all
K-almost periodic functions f on G (see Exercise 5.21).

Notes

The general definition for u.d. in locally compact groups is from Rubel [1]. For two
special noncompact groups-namely, for G =71 and G = IR-the notion was already
studied earlier by Niven [2] and Cigler [6], respectively. In Cigler's paper, our Theorem
5.11 was taken as the definition (note that by Example 5.11 u.d. and Hartman-u.d. are
equivalent for G = [R).

For locally compact abelian groups, a satisfactory theory of u.d. was developed in a
joint paper by Berg, Rajagopalan, and Rubel [1]. Many results on periodic characters
that are closely related to the material in this section can be found in Berg and Rubel [2].
Let us report on some of the theorems that could not be accommodated here.

Most important, the following existence theorem holds for u.d. sequences in a locally
compact abelian group G: If card GP S c, then G admits a u.d. sequence; if GP is a sub-
group of G and G admits a u.d. sequence, then card GP S c; for any cardinal number in,
there exists a locally compact abelian group G with card GP Z in that admits a u.d. sequence.
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A necessary and sufficient condition can also be given, but it is not so satisfactory. The
group G is called K-separable if there exists a sequence (x,) in G such that, for every sub-
group H of G of compact index, the sequence is dense in G/H. Then G admits a u.d.
sequence if and only if G is K-separable.

The following notion is useful. A D-compacti(fication of G is a compactification K of G,
with natural homomorphism 99: G H K, such that is u.d. in G if and only if
is u.d. in K. Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 together show that whenever GP is a subgroup of G,
then GT' is a D-compactification of G. In this case, GP is the only D-compactification of
G. If GP is not a subgroup of G, then there exists no D-compactification. Moreover,
GP is a subgroup of G if and only if either G is totally disconnected or every discrete
quotient group of G is a group of bounded order (some interesting relations between
topological groups and the algebraic property of bounded order in a group are presented
in Rudin [1, Section 2.5]). All those results are from Berg, Rajagopalan, and Rubel [1].

Some of the above results were generalized to arbitrary locally compact groups by
Benzinger [1]. A construction similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5.12 can be carried
out in the nonabelian case as well. In particular, Corollary 5.4 holds for arbitrary compact
groups. Using the theory of commutative Banach algebras, the author also introduces and
proves results about D-compactifications.

The notion of monogenic group was introduced by Rubel [1]. The discrete monogenic
groups were completely characterized by Rajagopalan and Rotman [1]. They showed
that a discrete monogenic group is the direct product of a divisible group with certain
pure subgroups of products of the form IJIEp C, where P is a set of distinct primes and
C71 is either a cyclic p-group or the group of p-adic integers. Moreover, a discrete abelian
group is monogenic if and only if it is monothetic in the Prufer (or n-adic) topology. A
complete characterization of all monogenic groups, and also of all topologically divisible
abelian groups, was given by Rajagopalan [1]. The results are too complicated to be
restated here.

The notion of Hartman-u.d. was first discussed by Hartnman [4]. The intimate relation
to almost-periodic functions was already pointed out in this paper. The existence criterion
given in Theorem 5.12, together with the ingenious construction of a Hartman-u.d. sequence
reproduced in our proof, is again from Berg, Rajagopalan, and Rubel [1]. Zame [6] uses
a somewhat similar method in a related construction problem.

The universal monothetic Cantor group G1, which emerged in Example 5.9 as the
periodic compactification of 7Z, was studied in detail by van Dantzig [2]. For this matter,
see also Hewitt and Ross [1, (25.7)]. We note that results that are in the same spirit as
(i) and (ii) in the proof of Theorem 5.12 can be found in Hartman and Hulanicki [1].

There is also a very fruitful measure-theoretic aspect in the theory of u.d. on locally
compact abelian groups. This viewpoint was explored by Berg and Rubel [1, 2] and Rubel
[2] and led to many interesting problems.

For a general survey of the theory of almost-periodic functions, see Maak [1]. A pre-
sentation whose spirit is closer to ours can be found in Loomis [1, Section 41] and Weil
[1, Sections 33-35].

Exercises

The symbol G always denotes a locally compact abelian group.
5.1. Give an example of a group G and subgroups Hl and H2 of G of com-

pact index such that H1 rl H2 is not of compact index.
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5.2. Show that a bounded sequence cannot be u.d. in R.
5.3. Prove the following criterion: G is topologically divisible if and only if

G admits no nontrivial periodic character.
5.4. Prove that G is topologically divisible if and only if d is torsion-free

and contains only compact elements.
5.5. If G is topologically divisible, then every quotient group G/H is topo-

logically divisible, where H is a closed subgroup of G.
5.6. Prove that if the closed subgroup H of G contains the connected

component C of the identity in G, then G/H is totally disconnected.
5.7. Use Exercise 5.6 to prove the following: If the kernel H of a character

x of G contains C, then G/H is discrete, and so, x is periodic if and only
if G/H is finite. Prove also that if H does not contain C, then G/H is
topologically isomorphic to T, and so, x is periodic.

5.8. Prove that every topologically divisible abelian group is totally dis-
connected.

5.9. Show the following characterization for periodic characters: The
character x of G is periodic if and only if the closed subgroup of G
generated by x is discrete.

5.10. If G is not totally disconnected, then GP generates G algebraically.
Thus, in this case, the periodic compactification GP is identical with the
Bohr compactification G.

5.11. Whenever G is a discrete group of bounded order (i.e., a torsion group
with a uniform bound on the order of its elements), then G is totally
disconnected.

5.12. Prove more generally that G is totally disconnected if and only if G is
totally disconnected and every discrete quotient group of G is of bounded
order.

5.13. The element x E G is a monogenic generator of G if and only if x(x) 0 1
for every nontrivial periodic character x of G.

5.14. If x is a monogenic generator of G, then xH is a monogenic generator
of G/H, where H is a closed subgroup of G.

5.15. Let H be a topologically divisible closed subgroup of G such that G/H
is monogenic. Prove that G itself is monogenic.

5.16. Suppose G is monogenic and GP is a subgroup of G. Then GP is iso-
morphic to a subgroup of T.

5.17. Let x E G be a monogenic generator of G. Then all powers xk', k =
1 , 2, ... , are monogenic generators as well if and only if every com-
pact quotient group G/H is connected.

5.18. In the same situation as in Exercise 5.17, all powers xk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,

are monogenic generators of G if and only if every discrete subgroup of
G is torsion-free.

5.19. Prove that every character of G is an almost-periodic function on G.
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5.20. Let K = P be a compactification of G with r separating the points of
G. Prove that every K-almost periodic function on G is almost-periodic.

5.21. Let K be as in Exercise 5.20. Show that is K-u.d. in G if and only if
limN..J1/N) M(f) holds for every K-almost periodic
function f on G.

5.22. Show that every continuous periodic function on G is almost-periodic.
5.23. Verify the following identity for continuous periodic functions f on

G: M(f) = f fdu.
5.24. If the compactification K of G is a quotient group of the compactifica-

tion L of G, then every L-u.d. sequence in G is K-u.d. in G.
5.25. Let K = 1' be a compactification of G with a closed subgroup P of O.

Prove the following existence theorem for K-u.d.: If card F S c, then
G admits K-u.d. sequences.

5.26. Let K = P be a compactification of G. We say that G is K-monogenic
if there exists a sequence of the form (x") in G that is K-u.d. in G. Prove
that if G is K-monogenic, then r is isomorphic to a subgroup of T.

5.27. Consider the same situation as in Exercise 5.26. Give additional con-
ditions on F that guarantee that G is K-monogenic if and only if r (in
the relative topology of G) is topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of
T.

5.28. Prove that 71 is 71-monogenic by showing that the sequence of positive
integers is Hartman-u.d. in Z.

5.29. Call a sequence in G well distributed in G if is well distributed
in G/H for every subgroup H of G of compact index. Show that this is a
natural generalization of the concept of well-distributivity in compact
groups.

5.30. Exhibit a well-distributed sequence in Z.
5.31. Exhibit some well-distributed sequences in IR.
5.32. Let x be a monogenic generator of G. Prove that the sequence (x") is

well distributed in G.



SEQUENCES OF
INTEGERS AND
POLYNOMIALS

In this chapter, we are concerned with the distribution of sequences in special
domains, such as the ring of rational integers, rings of p-adic integers, and
polynomial rings over finite fields. The general theory developed in Chapter 4
applies to many of these cases, but for the most part our exposition will be
independent of that chapter.

1. UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF INTEGERS

Basic Properties

Let (a ), n = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of rational integers. For integers
N Z 1, in Z 2, and j, define A(j, in,N) as the number of terms among al,
as, ... , a1v that satisfy the congruence ai - j(mod in).

DEFINITION 1.1. The sequence is said to be uniformly distributed modulo
in (u.d. mod m) in case

lim
A(j, in, N) = 1 for ' = 1 2, in, (1.1)

N- oo N m

and (a,,) is said to be uniformly distributed in a (u.d. in 71) if (1.1) is satisfied
for every integer in Z 2.

305
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This definition is, of course, a special case of Definition 5.2 of Chapter 4
(compare with Example 5.1 of Chapter 4). It is easily seen that a sequence
that is u.d. mod in is also u.d. mod k whenever k > 2 is a divisor of m (see
Exercise 1.1). On the other hand, the periodic sequence 0, 1, . . . , m - 1,
0, 1, . . . , m - 1, . . . is an example of a sequence that is u.d. mod in but
not u.d. mod k if k does not divide in. We also have the following result.

THEOREM 1.1. There is a sequence of integers that is not u.d. in 71
but is u.d. mod p" for every prime p and every integer a > 1.

PROOF. We prove even more. For n > 1, define a,, = n if n = 0, 1, 2, or 5
(mod 6), a = n - 2 if n - 3 (mod 6), and a,, = n + 2 if n = 4 (mod 6).
Then is u.d. mod in for all In > 2 that are not divisible by 6. But (a,,) is
not u.d. mod 6.

A Weyl criterion for u.d. mod in follows from Corollary 1.2 and Example
1.4 of Chapter 4. The criterion may also be verified directly by using ele-
mentary arguments (see Exercise 1.6).

THEOREM 1.2. Let (a,,) be a sequence of integers. A necessary and suffi-
cient condition that (a,,) be u.d. mod in is that

lim 1
N

e2niha, = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . , in - 1. (1.2)
N

COROLLARY I.I. A necessary and sufficient condition that be u.d.
in 71 is that

lim 1 l e2iStan = 0 for all rational numbers t 0 Z. (1.3)
N-.o

Restriction to increasing sequences (a.,,) of positive integers leads to an
alternative definition of u.d. mod in. Let A*(j, in, N) be the number of terms
of that satisfy the conditions a, < N and a, = j(mod in). Let A(N) be
the number of terms a, satisfying a, S N. Then the equivalent of (1.1) is

A*(j, in, N) 1
lim for j = 1, 2, . . . , in. (1.4)
N- w A(N) m

We remark that limN..® A(N)/N is called the loii'er (asymptotic) density of the
sequence (a ).

THEOREM 1.3. Let be an increasing sequence of positive integers
whose complement with respect to the positive integers, arranged in
increasing order, has positive lower density. Then if (an) is u.d. mod in, so is

(an).
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PROOF. First we have

A*(j, in, N) + A*(j, in, N) = N + v., IaI < 1, (1.5)
in

where bars refer to the complementary sequence Since A(N) + A(N) _
N, we get from (1.5),

1 A*(j, in, N) A(N) 1 aA*(j, m, N)(
1

A(N)

+A(N) N A(N) N m + N'
or

A(N) A*(j, m, N) A*(j, in, N) _ 1 A*(j, in, N) a
_N( A(N) A(N) ) in A(N) + N

(1.6)

Now let N- oo. Then the right-hand side of (1.6) goes to zero, and since
limN. A(N)/N is positive, we see that

lim
A*(j, in, N) = 1

N- co A(N) n1
I

Uniform Distribution in 71 and Uniform Distribution Mod 1

THEOREM 1.4. Let n = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of real numbers
such that the sequence (x /m) is u.d. mod 1 for all integers m Z 2. Then the
sequence of integral parts is u.d. in Z.

PROOF. For fixed m 2 and for j with 0 < j < m - 1, the relation
j (mod m) is equivalent to j/m < (j + 1)1m. Hence,

A(j, in, N) = A([ j/m, (j + 1)/m); N), where the second counting function
refers to the sequence (xn/m). Since is u.d. mod 1, we get

1im
AU, in, N) = lim A([j/m, (j + 1)/m); N) - 1

N-oo N N-+m N m

for all j = 0, 1, ... , m - 1. Thus, is u.d. mod m for all m Z 2. 0

Theorem 1.4 is a powerful result. By means of this theorem we can find a
great variety of u.d. sequences of integers. We mention the following applica-
tions.

EXAMPLE 1.1. The sequence ([f(n)]) is u.d. in71 in each of the following
cases:

i, f (t) = c tk + ah_1t -1 + - - + alt + ao is a polynomial over at with
at least one of the coefficients ai, i Z 1, being irrational (see Chapter 1,
Theorem 3.2).
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ii. f (t), t > 1, is a real-valued differentiable function with f(t) 10 and
tf'(t) oo as t oo (see Chapter 1, Corollary 2.1).

iii. f (t), t > 0, has a continuous derivative withf'(t) log t , C, a positive
constant, as t -> oo (see Chapter 1, Theorem 9.8). 0

THEOREM 1.5. For 8 E FR, the sequence ([nO]) is u.d. in 71 if and only if
0 is irrational or 0 = 1/d for some nonzero integer d.

PROOF. For irrational 0, Example 1.1, part (i), yields the desired conclu-
sion. Now let 0 0 0 be rational, say 0 = alb with (a, b) = 1 and b > 1. We
note that the sequence ([na/b]) is periodic mod jal with period b. Thus, if
([na/b]) is u.d. in 71, then dal must divide b. Together with (a, b) = 1 we get
a = ±1. On the other hand, it is easily seen that the sequence ([nld]) is u.d.
in 71 for every nonzero integer d. 0

COROLLARY 1.2. If 0 is irrational, 181 < 1, then the following sequence
is u.d. in 71: Take all positive integers a such that there is an integer

between Ban and 0(a + 1), and arrange them in increasing order.

PROOF. It suffices to prove this for 0 > 0. Let b7, be an integer with
Ban < b < O(a + 1). Then an < b,,0-1 < an + 1, or a = More-
over, 0 < 1 implies that b,, = n, since there is always a multiple of 0 between
two consecutive nonnegative integers. The rest follows from Theorem 1.5. 0

Another theorem that reveals the close relation between u.d. mod 1 and
u.d. of integers is the following.

THEOREM 1.6. The sequence in 1R is u.d. mod 1 if and only if the
sequence ([mx ]) is u.d. mod in for all integers in > 2.

PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 1.4, the u.d. mod I of (xn) implies the
u.d. mod in of ([mxn]). Conversely, if ([mx ]) is u.d. mod m, we get by the
same arguments that

lim
A([.1/,n, (j + 1)/m); N;

lim
A(j, in, N) - 1

,v-co N N-ao N in

for all j = 0, 1, ... , m - 1. Letting m run through all the integers > 2, it
follows that

lim A([a, fl); N; (x>,)) = - a
N-,co N

holds for all subintervals [a, 9) of the unit interval with rational end points.
By Exercise 1.3 of Chapter 1 the proof is complete. 0

The set E of u.d. sequences of positive integers contains as members all
sequences ([nO]) with 0 irrational and > 1, so E has at least cardinality c of
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the continuum. Since E is a subset of the set of all sequences of positive
integers, E has cardinality C. The sequences that are not u.d. in 7L have also
cardinality c, for if is u.d. in Z, then in > 2, is not u.d. mod in,
and distinct sequences yield distinct sequences

EXAMPLE 1.2. Every increasing sequence (a.n), n = 1, 2, . . . , of positive
integers can be mapped onto an infinite decimal in the binary system, with a
digit 0 in the position a,, and 1 elsewhere. In this way we obtain a one-to-one
correspondence between increasing sequences of positive integers and the real
numbers x with 0 S x < 1, expressed in the binary system. But if x is normal
to base 2, then the corresponding (an) is u.d. in Z, and moreover, almost all
numbers are normal to base 2. Hence, in the sense of the above mapping,
almost all increasing sequences of positive integers are u.d. in Z. 0

THEOREM 1.7. Let the sequence (an) of integers be u.d. in Z. Then the
sequence is almost u.d. mod 1 for almost all real numbers a.

PROOF. It suffices to consider 0 S a. < 1. Let B(k) be the number of terms
a,,, 1 < n < N, that are equal to k. Then

A(j, in, N) _ 37, B(k).
k=j(mod n,)

For integers h 00, we have

/.i

Jo

1
N

e2rikana I2da = 1
J

i I B(k)ezntrzxa 2do, = 1 I B2(k). (1.7)
N nL=,1 N2 o z N2

Given any real number e, 0 < e < 1, we choose an integer in such that
5s-1 < in < 25(4E)-1. For sufficiently large N we have

A(j, in, N) 1

N m
Then

E
<5 for j = 1, 2, . . . , in.

1 1 I,, III 1

2
B2(lc) =

2
B2(k) S z (A(j, in, N))2N k N f=1 k°i(mod n,) g=i N

nz 1 E 2 4E2<-+- <m-<e.
=1 In 5 25

Thus, according to (1.7) and (1.8), we have

lira 12-I11I

f1 _ Al
e2nikana

z

dot= 0.
N-,co h*o

fl
N ,i

Because of Fatou's lemma, we obtain

f
1 1 N 2

im (y 2-I'`I I Y dot = 0,l
N-. h*o N n=i
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and therefore, for almost all a, there exists a sequence of positive integers
Nl < N2 < - - - , which may depend on a, such that

1 `v`lim - 1 e2 ihana = 0 for all h 0 0.
n=1i- on Ni

This proves the theorem.

For special sequences of integers, one may characterize the real
numbers a for which (a.,,a) is u.d. mod 1, as is done in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.8. For rational 0, the sequence ([nO]a), n = 1, 2, ... , is
u.d. mod 1 either for all irrationals a or for no real number a, depending on
whether 0 0 0 or 0 = 0. If 0 is irrational, then ([n0]a), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d.
mod 1 if and only if 1, 0, 0a are linearly independent over the rationals.

PROOF. The case 0 = 0 being trivial, we suppose 0 = rls where s Z 1
and r 0 0 are integers. Let a. be any irrational number. Given N Z s, put
M = [N/s]. With exp (x) = e2aia for x c- R, we get for each integer h 0 0,

N Ms
Iexp (h[n0]a) _ exp (h[nr/s]a.) + O(1)
n=1 n=1

M-1 s

_ exp (h[(ks + m)r/s]a) + O(1)
h=0 na=1

s M-1
_ exp (h[nir/s]a) exp (hkra) + O(1).

Now hra is irrational, so
n 1 1=0

exp (khra) =
exp (Mhra.) - 1 = 0(1).

x=0 exp (hra.) - 1

Therefore, In 1 exp (h[n0]a.) = 0(1) for all integers h 0 0, and so, by the
Weyl criterion for u.d. mod 1, we are done.

Now let 0 be irrational, and suppose first that 1, 0, 0% are linearly depen-
dent over the rationale. There exist integers u, v, w, not all zero, such that
u + v0 = titv0a. Note that w 0 0, since 0 is irrational. In order to prove that
([n0]a) is not u.d. mod 1, it suffices to show that

N
lien 1 I exp (w[n0]a) 0 0. (1.9)
N- oo Nn=1

Using the linear dependence relation, we get

exp (w[n0]a) = exp (n(w0a) - w{n0}a) = exp (n(u + v0) - )v{n0}0C)
= exp (v(nO) - w{n0}a) = exp ((v - wa){n0}) = g(n0),
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where g(x) = exp ((v - wa.){x}) for x c [t. Clearly, g is periodic mod 1.
Since (n0), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod 1, we have

1 N 1 AT r
lim - I exp (w[n0]a.) = lim - 1 g(n0) = I g(x) dx
N-+oo N v=1 N-oo N 7=1 , o

by Corollary 1.1 of Chapter 1. But

1 1 exp(v-wa.)-1
g(x) dx =fo exp((v - wa)x) dx =

27ri(u - wa)
54

0'

which proves (1.9).
Finally, suppose that 1, 0, Oct are linearly independent over the rationals.

For each nonzero integer h, we shall show that

N
lim 1 I exp (h[nO]a) = 0. (1.10)
N-'.o N n=1

We have
exp (h[n0]a) = exp (h(n0a.) - h{n0}a.) = f(nO, n0a),

where f (x, y) = exp (hy - h{x}a.) for (x, y) E 1R2. Note that f is periodic mod
1 in each variable. Since ((n0, n0a.)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1 in IR2,
we have

1 N 1 N fl r1
lim - Iexp (h[nO]a) = lim - Y f(n0, n0a) =J f(x, y) dx dy
N- N N- co N =1 0

by Exercise 6.3 of Chapter 1. Since the above double integral is zero, (1.10)
is established. 0

Sequences of Polynomial Values

Let f (x) be a polynomial with integral coefficients. A useful observation is
that the question whether or not the sequence (f(n)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d.
mod m is equivalent to the question whether or not the integers f (1),f (2), ... ,
f (m) constitute a complete residue system mod m. Let us first consider mono-
mials axk with a 0 0 and k Z 1. Obviously, if k = 1, the sequence (an),
n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod m if and only if (a, m) = 1.

THEOREM 1.9. Let p be a prime and let k Z 1. Determine the integer K
by the conditions k = p8K and (p, K) = 1. Then (ank), n = 1, 2, ... , is
u.d. mod p if and only if (a, p) = (K, p - 1) = 1.

PROOF. Let (ank) be u.d. mod p. Then first (a, p) = 1. Moreover, for any
integer x, we have xk = xP" and x2'K - xK (mod p) by Fermat's theorem.
Let (b, p) = 1. Then xK - b (mod p) has (K, p - 1) incongruent solutions
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or no solution depending on whether

bc"1>1(K,2)-1) = 1 (mod p) (1.11)

or not. Now (1.11) is satisfied by b = 1. Thus, the congruence xK - 1 (mod p)
has (K, p - 1) incongruent solutions and therefore the congruence ask
a(modp) has (K, p - 1) incongruent solutions. But according to our
assumption, ask - a(modp) has only one solution; hence, (K, p - 1) = 1,

Now we shall show the sufficiency of the condition. Suppose (a, p) -
(K, p - 1) = 1 . Then, (1.11) is true for each b = 1, 2, ... , p - 1. To each
such b there corresponds a unique x, 0 < x < p, with xk - b(modp). It
follows that the sequence (ank) is u.d. mod p.

COROLLARY 1.3. For k > 2, there are infinitely many primes p such
that (ank), n = 1, 2, . . . , is not u.d. mod p.

PROOF. Let q be any prime such that q I k. The arithmetic progression
1 + q, 1 + 2q, . . . contains an infinite number of primes. Let p be any such
prime with p > k. Then q is a divisor of p - 1. Thus, (k, p - 1) > 1 and
according to Theorem 1.9 the sequence (ank) is not u.d. mod p. Obviously
there are infinitely many primes of the required type.

COROLLARY 1.4. If k > I and odd, then there exist infinitely many
primes p such that (ank), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. mod p.

PROOF. We have (2, k) = 1. Then the arithmetic progression 2 + k,
2 + 2k, . . . contains an infinite number of primes. Let p = 2 + mk be any
such prime with p > dal. If d is a divisor of p - 1 = 1 + ink and if d is also
a divisor of k, then d must be a divisor of 1. Hence, (k, p - 1) = 1 and by
Theorem 1.9 we see that (ank) is u.d. mod p. Clearly there are infinitely many
primes of that type.

THEOREM 1.10. For k > 2, the sequence (ank), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d.
mod in if and only if in is square-free and (ank) is u.d. mod p for each prime
divisor p of in.

PROOF. Set f (n) = ank. Let in be square-free, say, in = p, p, with
distinct primes p1, ... , p and suppose (f(n)) is u.d. mod pi for I S i S r.
If f (x) - f (y) (mod in) with 1 < x, y < in, then f (z) = f (y) (mod pi) for
1 < i < r, and so, x == y(modpi) for 1 < i < r. It follows that x = y;
therefore, (f(n)) is u.d. mod in.

Conversely, suppose (f(n)) is u.d. mod in. Assume that there exists a prime
p with p2 I in. Since (f(n)) is u.d. mod p, we must have (a, p) = 1. But then
the congruence ask = p(mod p2) is not solvable for x, a contradiction to the
fact that (f(n)) should be u.d. mod p2. Thus, in must be square-free, and of
course (f(n)) is u.d. modulo every prime divisor of in. 0
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We mention the following result concerning arbitrary polynomials over Z.

THEOREM 1.11. Let f (x) be any polynomial with integer coefficients.
Then:

i. The sequence (f(n)), n = 1, 2, ... , is u.d. in 71 if and only if f (x) is of
the form ±x + c.

ii. If f (x) is not linear, then there are infinitely many primes p for which
(f(n)) is not u.d. mod p.

PROOF. We first show (ii). The case of constant polynomials being trivial,
assume that f (x) has degree at least 2. Since (f(n)) and (f(n) - f (0)) behave
the same way, it suffices to consider F(x) = f (x) - f (0). If F(x) is a mono-
mial, then we are done by Corollary 1.3. If F(x) is not a monomial, write
F(x) = xig(x) with j > 1 and

xk, kZ 1,a,00,ak 54 0.

Now for any such nonconstant polynomial g(x) there are infinitely many
primes p such that g(x) - 0 (mod p) is solvable (see Exercise 1.14). Choose
such a prime p > laoI, and let r be an integer such that g(r) 0 (mod p).
Then r 0 0 (mod p), since g(O) = ao 0 (mod p). Hence, F(x) = 0 (mod p)
has solutions x = r (mod p) and x - 0 (mod p), and therefore, (F(n)) is not
u.d. mod p.

By (ii), only sequences (f(n)) with linear f (x) can be u.d. in Z. Now the
sequence (an + c), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod in if and only if (a, in) = 1.
Hence, if f (x) is of the form as + c, then (f(n)) is u.d. in 71 if and only if
a=±1.

Measure-Theoretic Approach

Making use of the so-called measure µ of Banach-Buck on the set 71+ of
positive integers, the above theory can be extended in the following sense.
Let M be the algebra generated by all finite subsets of a+ and all subsets of
a+ that are arithmetic progressions. If E c Z+ and E is finite, then define
,u(E) = 0; if E c 71+ is an arithmetic progression with common difference d,
then ,u (E) = 11d, and if A E M, B E M, and A rl B is finite, then ,u (A U B) =
µ(A) + lt(B). Let .? be the class of all subsets of 71+; then we define an outer
measure µ* on 9' by

,u * (E) = inf {It (H) : E c H E
.°/P},

where E & H means E\C H\C for some finite C c a+. Let E' denote the
complement of E with respect to 7L+. Let .-l' be the class of all sets E E Y
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u*(X) = p*(X n E) + ,u*(X n E') for all X c- Y.

Then ,u * is a finitely additive measure on At, M c .mil/, and u * (E) =,u(E)
for E E M. Call .ill the set of all measurable sets of 71+ and write p. (E) instead
of µ*(E) for E E .A/.

THEOREM 1.12. (i) Let A = be a sequence of positive integers u.d.in
Z. Then 1a* (A) = 1. (ii) Conversely, let A = be an increasing sequence
of positive integers. If A is measurable and u(A) = 1, then the sequence is
u.d. in Z.

PROOF. (i) If the sequence is u.d. in 71, then

N
lim - I u(E)
N-. N =1

for all E E M, and conversely. (Here CE denotes the characteristic function of
the set E.) Because of the structure of M the equivalence of both definitions
of u.d. is quite obvious. If A ( H and H E R, then A si H U C for some
finite set C, C E 9, ,u(C) = 0, and

N N N
1 = lim 1 I cA(a,,) S lim 1 I cu(a-,,) + lim 1 I

N-.o N,,=i iv- oo N )71 N- oo N ,71

= p(H) +,u(C) = u(H).

Since µ(H) < 1 it follows that ,u(H) = 1, and hence, A has outer measure 1.
This establishes part (i).

(ii) Let in, j be integers such that in 2, 0 < j < in, and let F ={n E 71+:
n - j (mod in)}. Then

1Ǹ̀ / 1 N 1
N

1

L, CFnA(11) + - I CF,A'(11) CF(11) _ - + 0(1) (1.12)N 71=1 N 771 N

as N--* co.
If aw < N < a,.+,., then A(N), the number of terms a with a < N, is

equal to k, and hence,
1 ", A(N) A(j, in, /c)

(1.13)
N ,I CFnA(11) = Nk

Moreover,
1 N 1 N A(N)

0 < - CFfA'(n) < - I cA,(n) = 1 -
N

. (1.14)

Now it is known that for any set E with a density D(E) = lim.7,. E(n)/n,
we have D(E) < u*(E) < 1 and that in case E is measurable, we have the
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existence of D(E) and the relation D(E) = u(E) (see Buck [1, p. 572]).
Hence, since A is measurable and IC(A) = 1, we have limN.. A(N)/N = 1,
and so, from (1.12), (1.13), and (1.14), we obtain the relation

A(j, m, k) = 1
lim
k-0 k m

EXAMPLE 1.3. The condition in Theorem 1.12, part (ii), that the sequence
(a,,) be increasing cannot be omitted as is shown by the following example:
Set a2n = n and a21,_1 = 1, n = 1, 2, . . . ; then A = a+ and,u(7L+) = 1, but
obviously the sequence is not u.d. in Z. Furthermore, theconditionin (ii) that
A be measurable with ,u(A) = 1 cannot be weakened to u*(A) = 1, as is
shown by the following example: Let a be irrational and > 1. Set b = [na],
then B = is u.d. in 71 by Theorem 1.5, and as can be shown, B has outer
measure 1 (see Buck [1, p. 570]). Let A = B U {2n: n E 7L+}, and let
be the increasing sequence consisting of all elements of A. Then evidently
,u*(A) = 1, but the sequence is not u.d. mod 2, for if [N«] = ak(N), then
A(1, 2, k(N)) = 2N + o(N) and A(0, 2, k(N)) = j-Na + o(N) as N- co.
Furthermore A(1, 2, k(N)) + A(0, 2, k(N)) = k(N), so that

lim A(1, 2, k(N))/k(N) = (1 + a.)-1.
N-+oo

Independence

Let m be an integer Z 2. Let (f(n)) be a sequence of integers all reduced mod
m, or 0 < f (n) < m - 1 for n Z 1. Let A(j, m, N) have the usual meaning.
If h(j) = limN,co A(j, m, N)/N exists for every j = 0, 1, ... , m - 1, then
the sequence (f(n)) is said to be relatively measurable. It is easy to see that if
the sequence (f(n)) is relatively measurable, then the mean value

I N
M(f) = lim - I f (n)

N-+oo N ,z=1

of the sequence (f(n)) exists.
Now let (f (n)), (f2(n)), . . . , (f,(n)) be k relatively measurable sequences

all reduced mod m. Let jl, j2, . . . , jk be k integers with 0 < j,. < m for I <
r < k. The sequences (fl(n)), (f2(n)), . . . , (fk(n)) are called independent if
the limit

h(j, ,Jk)

= lim 1 card {n: fi(n) = j1, f2(n) = j2, ... , fk(n) 1 < n < N)
N-w N
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exists and if, moreover,

h(jl,... ,J>..) = hl(Jl)h2(J2) ...
for all (jr, ... J.). Here h,.(jr) refers to the sequence (,(n)), 1 < r < k.
There is a criterion for the independence of k sequences of integers reduced
mod in. First, the notion of mean value M(f) can be extended to more general
sequences. We have then the property that the relatively measurable sequences
(f, (n)), (f2(n)), ... , (f,.(n)) are independent if and only if

J M/e2nih,f,/m)
p1=11

for all integers hl, h2, ... , h, with 0 < hr < in for 1 < r < k. In the follow-
ing, we present some examples of how the notion of independence can be used
in the theory of u.d. mod in.

EXAMPLE 1.4. Let the sequences (fl(n)), (f2(n)), . . . , (fk(n)), all reduced
mod in, be independent. Suppose that the sequence (fi(n)) is u.d. mod in.
Then the sequence (hlfl(n) + h2f2(n) + - + h,fh(n)) is u.d. mod in when-
ever hr E a for 1 < r < k and (hl, m) = 1. See Exercise 1.18.

EXAMPLE 1.5. Let and be two sequences of integers, both re-
duced mod m. Then the sequence (a,, + is u.d. mod m2 if and only if
simultaneously: (i) are u.d. mod in; (ii) and (b,,) are inde-
pendent. See Exercise 1.19.

Measurable Functions

Let f (t) be a real-valued function with [0, oo) as its domain and Lebesgue
measurable on each interval [0, T], T > 0. Let in Z 2 be an integer, let
[f(t)] ,,, denote the greatest multiple of in less than, or equal to, f(t) and
set {f(t)) ,,, = f(t) - [f(t)],,,. Let A(E) denote the Lebesgue measure of a
Lebesgue-measurable set E. By E(T) we denote the intersection E rl [0, T].
In the following, we consider the in sets

E;= {te[0,oo): j<{f(t)},,,<J+1}, j= 0,1,...,m-1.

=DEFINITION 1.2. The function f (t) is said to be c.u.d. mod in if for every j
0,1,...,m-1,

lim 1 2(E,(T)) =
1

T-+.o T in

If these relations hold for every in = 2, 3, ... , then f (t) is said to be c.u.d. in
Z.
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THEOREM 1.13. Let the function f (t) be c.u.d. in Z. Let w(u) be a
Riemann-integrable function on [0, 1]. Then

lim lim*
I

dt du, (1.15)
nt-' co T- oo T o

where lim* means lim or lim.

PROOF. Let W(t) denote the integrand of the integral on the left-hand side
of (1.15). We have

J
TW(t) dt f W(t) dt.

o i=o.1EJ(T)

Let W*(j, T) denote the supremum of W(t) in the domain E1 (T), and W* (j, T)
its infimum in ES(T). Then we have

vn-1
2(E1(T)) 1 rT to-1 R(E,(T))

*W*(j, T) < -J W(t) dt < W (j, T).
j=0 T T o i=o T

Now let T - cc. Let W*(j) denote the supremum of W(t) in E5 and let w*(j)
denote the supremum of w(u) in the interval [fln1, (j + 1)/111). Let W* (j) and
w* (j) have similar meanings. Taking into account thatf(t) is c.u.d. in 71, we
see that the above inequalities lead to

in-1 ,ii-1 1 r T
'I w*(j)I111 <,I W*(j)/nl < lim T JO W(t) dt

T- o0

1 T vn-1 ,n-1
<T-w T Jo W(t) dt < Y_ W*(j)lm < i0(i)/117.

j=0 j=0

According to the definition of the Riemann integral, the extreme members
of the above inequalities tend to f

o

w(u) du as n1-> co.

Notes

The notions of u.d. mod to and u.d. in 71 are from Niven [2] (see also Niven [4]). Zame
[6] has a generalization of Theorem 1.1. For Theorem 1.2 see Niven [2], who has a partial
result, and S. Uchiyama [1] and Kuipers [12]. We refer also to Exercise 1.6. Various results
relating u.d. in 71 with density were established by Niven [2] (see Theorem 1.3), Vanden
Eynden [1], Dijksma and Meijer [1] (see Exercise 1.17), Kelly [1], and Carlson [1]. The
latter author proved the following interesting theorem: Suppose 0 S a S P S 1; then
there is an increasing sequence of positive integers that is u.d. in 71 and that has lower
asymptotic density a and upper asymptotic density P. For Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 see Vanden
Eynden [1]. Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.2 were shown by Niven [2]. See also Niven
[3, pp. 27-28]. Theorem 1.7 is from Kuipers and Uchiyama [1], who corrected a statement
of S. Uchiyama [1]. It should be noted that Meijer and Sattler [1] constructed a sequence
(bn) of integers such that is u.d. in 71 and (bna) is not u.d. mod 1 for all a in a set
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V c [0, 1] with Lebesgue measure A(V) = 1. This improves an earlier result of Meijer [4].
Theorem 1.8 is from Carlson [1], who also studies sequences ([P(n)]rz) with a polynomial
P(cr) over R. Sequences of polynomial values were investigated by Niven [2], Zane [1],
and Cavior [1]. Theorem 1.12 is from Dijksma and Meijer [1], who corrected an earlier
version by M. and S. Uchiyama [1]. The measure It on 7L+ was introduced by Buck [1],
The sections on independence and on measurable functions are based on the work of
Kuipers and Shiue [5] and Kuipers [8], respectively.

The Fibonacci sequence and its generalizations were investigated with respect to u.d.
by Kuipers and Shiue [1, 2, 3, 4] and Niederreiter [7]. For sequences arising from q-adic
expansions, see Kuipers and Shiue [5] and Carlson [1]. The distribution mod in of integer-
valued additive functions was studied by Delange [1, 2, 5, 8, 111. Veech [1, 2, 4] and Hlawka
[27] discuss u.d. mod in of counting functions. For sequences of integral parts of exponential
sequences, see Forman and Shapiro [1] and Shapiro and Sparer [1]. A notion of weak

u.d. mod in was introduced by Narkiewicz [1]. See also Sliwa [1] and S. Uchiyama [3]. For
"irregularities of distribution", see Hodges [4] (his results can be improved using Schmidt's
lower bounds in Section 2 of Chapter 2). U.d. mod in with respect to summation methods is
discussed in Schnabl [1]. Metric results for u.d. in 71 were shown by Chauvineau [4, 6]. A
notion of Hartman-u.d. in 7L (see Chapter 4, Example 5.11) with uniformity condition was
studied by Veech [4]. The theory of u.d. in 7L11, the additive group of k-dimensional lattice
points, was developed by Niederreiter [8, 12]. In particular, a multidimensional version of
Theorem 1.5 is established in these papers.

Exercises

1.1. If a sequence of integers is u.d. mod in and if k I in and k Z 2, then the
sequence is also u.d. mod k.

1.2. If a sequence of integers is u.d. mod in and u.d. mod k with (in, k) _
1, then the sequence is not necessarily u.d. mod ink.

1.3. If a sequence of integers is not u.d. ink, then there are infinitely many
moduli in for which the sequence is not u.d. mod in.

1.4. Let both sequences and (b,,) be u.d. mod in. Then the sequence
is not u.d. mod m2.

1.5. For a sequence (a,,) ink, prove that

m-1

I1
1 N

21riha.hn
e

N n=1

2 (A(J,in,N) 112
nt

J=O N nJt
for every N Z 1.

1.6. Deduce Theorem 1.2 from Exercise 1.5.
1.7. Prove the equivalence of (1.1) and (1.4) for increasing sequences of

positive integers.
1.8. Prove statements (i)-(iii) in Example I.I.
1.9. The sequence of the integral parts of the logarithms of the Fibonacci

numbers is u.d. in 7L (compare with Exercise 3.3 of Chapter 1).
1.10. For or > 0, a 0 7 L , prove that the sequence (an), n = 1 , 2, ... , defined

by a,, = [n°x], is u.d. in 71 for every real number x -X 0.
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1.11. Show that in the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.6, we need only assume
that is u.d. mod in for infinitely many in ',> 2.

1.12. See Example 1.2. Prove in detail that if x is normal to base 2, then the
corresponding is u.d. in Z.

1.13. Does the converse of the statement in Exercise 1.12 hold?
1.14. Prove that every nonconstant polynomial f (x) with integral coefficients

has infinitely many prime divisors, that is, that there exist infinitely
many primes p such that f (x) _- 0(mod p) is solvable. Hint: Proceed as
in Euclid's proof of the infinitude of primes.

1.15. Let f (x) be a polynomial with integral coefficients. If (f (n)) is u.d. mod
in and u.d. mod k with (m, k) = 1, then (f (n)) is u.d. mod ink. Com-
pare with Exercise 1.2.

1.16. Show that the measure It on 71+ is not a-additive.
1.17. Let A = be an increasing sequence of positive integers. Prove that

if A has density D(A) = 1, then is u.d. in Z.
1.18. Prove the result enunciated in Example 1.4. Hint: Use the criterion for

independence.
1.19. Prove the result enunciated in Example 1.5. Hint: Use elementary

counting arguments.
1.20. If the sequence n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. mod 1, then the sequence

is u.d. mod in.
1.21. For any in Z 2, the function log (t + 1), t Z 0, is not c.u.d. mod in.
1.22. Let the function, f (t), t Z 0, be c.u.d. mod in and let w(u) be defined at

the points u = j/m, j = 0, 1, . . . , in - 1. Then,

limes
T
Tw([{f(t)}n /1n) dt = in JI WON).

1.23. The functionf(t), t Z 0, is c.u.d. mod in if and only if

lim 1 f T dt = 0 for h = 1, 2, ... , in, - 1.
T- w T Jo

1.24. Prove that Theorem 1.7 remains true if is u.d. mod in for infinitely
many in Z 2.

2. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION IN Z
V

Definitions and Important Properties

Let p be a prime number. Let 71, be the ring of p-adic integers. Let (x ),
n = 1 , 2, ... , be a sequence of elements of 7L,,, and let E be a subset of 7L,.
Let A(E; N) denote the number of elements among x11... , xN that are
contained in E. Let .sad be the algebra of finite unions of open spheres in Z,
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DEFINITION 2.1. If for every E E d the limiting value

x(E) = lira
A(E; N)

N-. N
exists, then the sequence is said to have the distribution function X.

The function x is a a-additive set function on d with x(71,,) = 1 (compare
with Exercise 2.10). Let now E be the sphere a + pill,,, where a E a,, and k is
a positive integer. Write E = Sk(a), A(E; N) = A(oc, k, N), x(E) = xk(a).
Evidently the sequence in a,, has the distribution function x if and only if
for every a c- a,, and every positive integer k,

A(o,, k, N)
xh(a) = rim

N-w N

DEFINITION 2.2. For given k > 1, the sequence in 71,, is said to be
uniformly distributed of order k (abbreviated k-u.d.) in a,, if for every a. E
xk(a.) exists and

xk(a) = rim A(a' k, N) = p
k.

N-- co N
(2.1)

The sequence (x,,) is said to be u.d. in a,, if is k-u.d. for every k = 1, 2, ... .

THEOREM 2.1. Let a, b E 71,,, The sequence (na + b), n = 1, 2, ... , is

u.d. in 71,, if and only if a is a unit.

PROOF. Let E = Sk(a.) be the sphere a + pk71,,. Let a be a unit of 71,.
Distinguish two cases. First, suppose that a and b are nonnegative rational
integers. We have (a, p) = 1. The sequence (na + b), n = 1, 2, . . . , has the
property that pk consecutive terms form a complete residue system mod pk.
Now it is easily shown that (2.1) holds. For the condition na + b c- a. + pk7l,,
is equivalent to the first k coefficients in the canonical representations of
na + b and a being the same. Hence, A(a, k, N)/N -+ p-k as N -- oo.

Second, let a and b be arbitraryp-adic integers with a being a unit. Consider
two nonnegative rational integers a* and b* whose p-adic expansions coincide
with those of a and b, respectively, for indices <k and whose coefficients for
indices >k vanish. We have then a E S,,(a*) and b E Sk.(b*), and therefore,
na + b c- Sk(na* + b*) for n = 1, 2, ... , or the p-adic integers na + b and
na* + b* have the same first k coefficients. According to the first part of the
proof, the sequence (na* + b*) is u.d. in 71,,, and hence, (na + b) is k-u.d.
This holds for all k = 1, 2, ... .

If a is not a unit, then no element of (na + b) lies in the sphere b + 1 +
pa,,, and so, the sequence is not u.d. in 71,,.
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Theorem 2.1 implies that the sequence of natural numbers is u.d. in 71,,.
Furnished with the norm given by the p-adic valuation, the quotient field

Q of 71 is a complete, separable and locally compact space. With respect to
addition, Q, is a locally compact abelian group containing 7L, as a compact
subgroup. The notions of u.d. in 71 given by Definition 1.1 of Chapter 4 and
Definition 2.2 of this chapter coincide (compare with Theorem 2.3). We note
that Q" can be provided with a Haar measure p such that ,u(7Lp) = 1.

Consider a set V c 7L. coinciding with some residue class mod p"7L,
v > 1, or a union of some classes mod p"71,,. Let u(V) denote the Haar
measure of V.

DEFINITION 2.3. A sequence (x,,) of elements of V is said to be u.d. in V
if for all a. E V and all integers k > v,

lim
A(a., k, N)

=
p -k

N-co N Ay)
THEOREM 2.2. Let p be an odd prime and let b E 7L be a unit. Then there
exists a rational integer a (in fact, there exist infinitely many) such that the
sequence (alib), n = 1, 2, . . . , is u.d. in the set U formed by the units of 71,.

PROOF. Note first that U is the union of p - 1 residue classes mod p71,,.
Choose the rational integer a to be a primitive root modp2. For given k > 1,
let b be the rational integer whose expansion coincides with that of b for terms
of index <k and whose terms of index >k vanish. Note that a is a primitive
root modpk. Hence, if n runs throughp'-1(p - 1) consecutive positive integers,
the product a"b runs through a reduced residue system mod pk. Since a"b
and a"b are identical mod p7L,,, we have for all a. E U,

A(a, k, N) = N + 0, 101 < 1. (2.2)
P

1(p
- 1)

However, ,u(U) = (p - 1)/p; hence, from (2.2), it follows that

limA(a,k,N)/N=pk/,u(U).
N-.co

Weyl Criteria

THEOREM 2.3. The sequence (x,,) of p-adic integers is u.d. in Z', if and
only if for every real-valued Riemann-integrable function f on 71,,, we have

1 N
Nlimm N lf (?") = f f d,u. (2.3)
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PROOF. The condition is sufficient. For let csA(«) be the characteristic
function of a sphere Sk(a); then (2.3) becomes

1
AT

-k
csA(«)

dl_, = Plim 1 cs(«)(xn) =
N--oDNn=1 fzp

or the sequence is u.d. in 71v.
Now, we show the necessity of (2.3). Without loss of generality, we suppose

that f is a nonnegative function on 71 with K = supxEZD f (x) > 0. For k Z 1,
consider the subdivision of 7L,,, into pairwise disjoint spheres Sk(a.), say,
S(1), . . . , SM with q = pk. Let r(i), R(i) be the infimum resp. supremum of
f on S(i). Set

)11k = (i)' Mk =
l

R(i)
j 1

Suppose that f is Riemann-integrable. Then, given 8 > 0, there exists a k0
such that for all k Z k0,

f fdu
2<nmkSM7, fdy +2.

D

On the other hand, we have

1 L f(xn) = L 1 I
N

f(xn) < R(')(1 ' C(i)(xn))
(2.4)

N n=1 i=1 N n=1 i=1 N,=r1
xnEst r)

where c(i) is the characteristic function of S(i). Since (xn) is u.d. in 71D, we get
for sufficiently large N,

N ,I
C(i)(xn) - Pk I <

2K
for i = 1, 2, ... , q. (2.5)

Because of (2.4) and (2.5), we have

('
1 G f (xn) < 1,

R(i) (P k + E p
k)

< Mk + J f du + e
N n=1 i=1 2K 2 aD

for sufficiently large N. Similarly, for N large enough,
N

N I1f (xn) Z f f dy -nZz
D

This proves the theorem completely. 0

In the following, RP(h) stands for the set of rationals in [0, 1) that in lowest
terms have ph as denominator, and we set

Rv = U RDh) for k Z 1 and RD = U RD h).
h?0
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THEOREM 2.4. The sequence of p-adic integers has a distribution
function x in 71, if and only if

1 N
Cr = lim e2nirxn

N-oo N n=i

exists for each r c- R. Moreover, (2.6) implies

Dk-1
77

Cr _ e2nirixk(J)

i=o

for every k > 1 and every r c- RD, and

xk(a) = 1 1 c,,e2aira
Pk rcRD

for every k Z 1 and every a c-

PROOF. Let r c- RD and 0 S j < pk. Then for every x,, c- Sk(j) one has

e2nirxn = e2virJ

Hence, by partitioning,

1
N

e2nirxn _pc-1e2nin A(j, k, N)
L L

N n=1 i=o N
and if has a distribution function x, then Cr exists and (2.7) holds.

Conversely, suppose that Cr exists for every r c- RD. For a. E 71,, consider
the expression

rN N
A = , e 2nira e2nirxn =

'y

I e2nir(xn a). (2.9)N
rER9 ,1=1 n=1 reRk

If x E Sk(a), then the inner sum on the extreme right of (2.9) is equal to
pk, the number of r in Rn, and if x,, 0 Sk(a.), this sum is equal to

_ 1Dk-1 2ni(xn-a)
tc e

= 0.o e e2ni(xn a)IDk_ 1

Hence,

and so,

N

AN = I Pk = PkA(a, k, N),
n=1

xnESk(a)

A(a, k, N) 1

N P' rERT

as N -* co.

Therefore, has a distribution function x satisfying (2.8). 0
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We recall that x is a normed or-additive set function on sl. Let 9 be the
o-algebra generated by s/, that is, the collection of all Borel sets of 7Z,,. The
unique extension x of x to _q is a probability measure on °JJ.

For fixed a. E 7Z,,, the sequence (xk(a.)), k = 1, 2, . . . , is nonincreasing.
Moreover, xk(a) > 0 for k > 1; hence, (xk(a)) is convergent. So, one can
define

j(a) = lira xk(a)
k- o

for every a c- Z, We call j(a) the jump function of X. The set function x is said
to be continuous at a if j(a) = 0. Furthermore, x is continuous on 7Z,, if j(a) _
0forallo c- Z1.

THEOREM 2.5. If the sequence (x.,,) has a distribution function x in 7Z,,,
then

lim 1 I ICrI2 = I j2(a),k_,C pl. rERk aED
(2.10)

where j (a.) denotes the jump function of x on Z, and D is the (countable)
set of values a E 7Z where x is discontinuous.

PROOF. According to (2.7) one has for every r E RP, k > 1, the following
identities :

hence,

y'-1 vx-1
ICr2 = C,.Cr = G e2nirhxk/h) I C 2nir2llkk/111);

h=O
I==O l

,k_1 /
ICrI2

= L. xk(h)xk(ill)
e2vir(h-m)rER,

h,971=1)

On the right-hand side, the last sum is equal to pk if h = m, and this sum
vanishes if h 34 m. Hence, for every k > 1, one has

Dk_1

k

Icrl2 = ok2(111). (2.11)
P

Now xk(m) is the constant value of xk(a) on the sphere Sk(nl) of y-measure
Xk(m). Hence, the right-hand side of (2.11) can be expressed by means of an
integral with respect to the measure x on R, and so, we ha,,e

pile I
ICr12 =

J
xk(a) dx(a)

P rERy Tly

But xk(a) 1 j(a) as k -> co, and thus, according to the monotone convergence
theorem,

lim 7I zlcrl2 =J j(a) dx(a) _ j2(a)k-. n rER9 719 ,ED
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THEOREM 2.6. The sequence has a continuous distribution function
x on av if and only if Cr exists for every r c- Rv and

lim
1h

kcr12 = 0. (2.12)
k-co p ,CeRy

PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.4, equation (2.10),
and the fact that x is continuous on IZ if and only if JaED j2(v.) = 0. 0

Notes

An introduction to p-adic number theory can be found in the books of Bachman [1],
Borevich and Shafarevich [1], and Mahler [5]. U.d. in 7Z was first studied by Cugiani [1],
who gave Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 and proved Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Definition 2.1
is from Chauvineau [6], where Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 can also be found, Concerning
these definitions and the Weyl criterion, see also Zaretti [1, 2] and Kuipers and Scheelbeek
[2]. Chauvineau [3] considered some special sequences. Quantitative results were shown
by Beer [1, 2, 3]. For metric theorems, see Chauvineau [4, 6] and F. Bertrandias [1].
P.V. numbers in w were studied by Chabauty [1] and Schreiber [1, 2]. A notion of "very
well distributed sequence" (suite tres bier repartie) was introduced by Amice [11. Chauvineau
[5, 6] studied u,d. of functions in Q,.

The theory was extended to g-adic numbers (see Mahler [3]) by Meijer [2, 3]. See also
Shiue [1]. Another extension is to rings of adeles. We refer to F. Bertrandias [1], Cantor
[2], Decomps-Guilloux [1, 2], Grandet-Hugot [1], and Lesca [1].

Exercises

2.1. Let p be an odd prime, and let a and b be units of 7Z such that all 0
1 + pa,, for 1 < x < p - 2 and all-' 0 1 + p27Z,. Prove that the
sequence (a"b) is u.d. in U.

2.2. Prove the Weyl criterion for u.d. in 7Zv: The sequence (x") is u.d. in 7Z if
and only if

1 AT

lim 1 e2 0 for each r c- R,,, r 0 0.
N- co N n=1

Hint: Use Theorem 2.4.
2.3. Prove that the characters of the compact additive group 7L, are exactly

given by the functions V, r c- R, defined by fi,r(a.) = e2' for v. e IZv
Note: In the light of Exercise 2.2, this shows again that the notions of
u.d. in Z,, given by Definition 1.1 of Chapter 4 and Definition 2.2 of this
chapter coincide.

2.4. For a prime p, let 99v: Z, i-- [0, 1] be the Monna map (see Monna
[1]) defined as follows : For a = 11 to ai pi in 2Z, we set q 5(a) =
Jtu aip i-1. Prove that is u.d. in 71D if and only if is u.d.
mod 1.
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2.5. The numbers Cr in Theorem 2.4 are all real if and only if xk(oc) = X,(-oc)
for every k > 1 and every a c- 7Lq.

2.6. The set of points a c- Z. where x is not continuous is countable.
2.7. Prove that (2.12) is equivalent to the condition

lim i ICrl = 0.
k-+co Ph rcRy

Hint: Use Icrl S 1 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
2.8. Show the identity

1 y hk-1(a)
Pk TEI x')

C" = xk(a) -
PP

for every k > 1 and every a c- 71, where we set xo(oc) = 1 for all oc c- 7LD.
2.9. Prove that the condition in Exercise 2.7 is equivalent to

liml ICrI=0.
k-' oo pk ,.ER"'')

Hint: Use Exercise 2.8.
2.10. Prove that every finitely additive set function on d is also ar-additive.

Hint: Note that an open sphere is also closed in7L2,.

3. UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF SEQUENCES IN GF[q, x]
AND GF(q, x)

Uniform Distribution in GF[q, x]

Let I = GF[q, x] denote the ring of polynomials in x over an arbitrary
finite field GF(q) of q elements, where q = pr, p is a prime, and r is a positive
integer. Let M be any element of 4 of degree in > 0. Then a complete residue
system mod M contains q'n elements.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let 0 = (An), n = 1, 2, . . . , be an infinite sequence of
elements of (P. For any B E 4 and any integer N > 1, define A(B, M, N) =
A(B, M, N, 0) as the number of terms among A1, A2, ... , AN such that
A,, = B(mod M). Then the sequence 0 is said to be u.d. mod M if

lim
A(B, M, N) = q-,,,

for all B E cb. (3.1)
N-w N

Furthermore, we say that the sequence 0 is u.d. if (3.1) holds for every M e cb
of positive degree.
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It is evident that in (3.1) it suffices to let B run through a complete residue
system mod M. Moreover, we can restrict the investigation to the case where
M is monic.

THEOREM 3.1. (i) If a sequence 0 is u.d. mod M and if F divides M, then
0 is u.d. mod F. (ii) If a sequence 0 is not u.d., then there exist infinitely many
moduli M for which 0 is not u.d. mod M.

PROOF. (ii) follows from (i), for there is an Ffor which 0 is not u.d. mod F
and then this property is shared by all of the infinitely many distinct monic
multiples M of F. The statement (i) is shown in the following manner.
Assume that the sequence 0 is u.d. mod M and that F divides M. Let B be
any element of a complete residue system mod F and of degree <f, the
degree of F. Suppose C is any element of a complete residue system mod M
of degree < in, the degree of M, such that C - B(mod F), or C = KF + B,
where the degree of K is less than in - f. We then have

lim
A(KF + B, M, N) - q-"t

(3.2)
N- co N

Furthermore, since F divides M, we have

A(B, F, N) _ Y A(KF + B, M, N), (3.3)
K

where the summation is over all K of degree < in - f. The number of such K
is q"t-f. Therefore, from (3.2) and (3.3), we have for any B,

lim
A(B, F,

N) = q" -fq-"t = q-f.
NN- .o N

Hence, 0 is u.d. mod F. 0

EXAMPLE 3.1. If F does not divide M, then there exists a sequence 0 that
is u.d. mod M but is not u.d. mod F. Let in and f be the degrees of M and F,
respectively. Let (R), i = 1, 2, . . . , q'", be a complete residue system mod M
with R1 = M and 0 S degree Ri < in for i = 2, 3, . . . , q"t. Let 0 be the
periodic sequence R1, . . . , R1, . . . , RQ,n, .... Then 0 is clearly u.d.
mod M. However, 0 is not u.d. mod F. For if in < f, then there is no Ri - 0
(mod F), and so, our assertion is true. Second, let f S in. Then all the Ri of
degree < f are # 0(mod F). For each z, f < z < in, the (q - l)qz elements
Ri of degree z are divided evenly among the of residue classes mod F, each
residue class containing (q - l)qz-f such Ri. Since R1 = M # 0(mod F),
the total number of Ri, 1 S i q"L, such that Ri - 0(mod F) is equal to

v"-1
:S (q-1)qz-f=qm.-f-1.

z=f

However, if 0 were u.d. mod F, there would have to be q'"-f such Ri.
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EXAMPLE 3.2. If a sequence 0 is both u.d. mod M and u.d. mod F, where
M and F are relatively prime, then 0 need not be u.d. mod MF. Consider the
following example. Let al, ... , c be the elements of GF(q) listed in any fixed
order, and let 0 be the periodic sequence al.... , a.Q, al, ... , ., .... Now
take M = x and F = x + 1. Then M and F are relatively prime, 0 is u.d.
mod M and u.d. mod F, but obviously not u.d. mod MF since the residues of
degree 1 are not in this sequence. 0

A residue of a polynomial A mod M can be written as an expression of the
form o:,ii_1x''1-1 + anz-2x"'-g + ' . . + oc0 with at c- GF(q) for 0 S i 5 nY - 1.
Let w1, ... , cor be a fixed basis for the vector space GF(q) over GF(p). Then
«,>:- = a1w1 + + arwr with a; E GF(p) for 1 G j S r. Define

e A M = eania,/n

where we identify, of course, GF(p) with 71/pa.

THEOREM 3.2. The sequence in 1 is u.d. mod M if and only if

1N
lim - I M) = 0 for all C $ 0 (mod M).
N-.o N n=1

PROOF. The notion of u.d. mod M is identical with the notion of u.d. in
the residue class ring 4/M', considered as an additive abelian group in the
discrete topology. In the light of Corollary 1.2 of Chapter 4, it will suffice to
show that the characters of the above group are precisely the functions

c(A) = e(AC, M), where C runs through a complete residue system mod
M. It is easily seen that each VC is a character of /MI. Now, let C # 0(mod
M), so without loss of generality we may take C to be of the form

C=yrxr,+...+yo, 0S/'<n1, yr0 0.

With A = wlyr we get then e(AC, M) 0 1. If C # D(mod M), then
the preceding argument shows the existence of an A E cD with e(A(C - D),
M) 0 1, or e(AC, M) 0 e(AD, M). Thus, distinct polynomials C and D from
a complete residue system mod M yield distinct characters 'Wc and VD.
Since the cardinality of the set of characters of (D/M43, is equal to the car-
dinality of a complete residue system mod M, we are already done.

Uniform Distribution in GF(q, x)

Let 4' = GF{q, x} denote the field containing 4) = GF[q, x] that consists
of all the expressions

n
a = cixi, cz E GF(q).

a-ao
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By definition, in is the degree of a (provided that c,,, :X 0). The integer in may
be positive, negative, or 0. We write degree 0 = - co. The integral part of ot
is [a] cixi, and the fractional part is {a.} _ 21 cixi. Hence, [a.] is a
polynomial over GF(q). Obviously we have [a + [a.] + [fl] and {a. +
(1} = {a} + {f3).

DEFINITION 3.2. Let (a.,,), n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence in 4)', let fl be an
arbitrary element in 4)', and let N and k be positive integers. Finally, let
A(fi, k, N) be the number of a.,, with 1 < n < N such that degree ({a.,, - (3}) <
-k. Then the sequence (a.,,) is said to be u.d. mod 1 in 4)' if

lim
A(fl, k, N) = q_l.

for all k > 1 and all 3 E 4)'.
N-oo N

For given a. E 4', let c_1 be the coefficient of x-1 in the expression for a (set
c_1 = 0 if x-1 does not appear in the expression for a.). Let col, ... , co,. again
be a fixed basis for the vector space GF(q) over GF(p). Then c_1 = b1w1 +
+ b,.w,, with b, E GF(p) for I < j < r. We define

e(a) = ezntbily (3.4)

THEOREM 3.3. The sequence (a.,,) is u.d. mod 1 in 4)' if and only if

1N
lim - I e(Can) = 0 for every C E 4), C : 0. (3.5)

N-co N n-1

PROOF. The set cI = {a E V: degree a. < 0) is an additive abelian group.
Let k > 1 be fixed. Then 4) . = {c' E 4)': degree a. < -k) is a subgroup of
40', and the condition

lim
A(fl, k, N) =

q
x for all fl E 4)'

N-m N

characterizes the u.d. of ({a.,,} + 4"), n = 1, 2, ... , in the quotient group
4'/4, furnished with the discrete topology. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2,
one shows that the nontrivial characters of cDo/4k are precisely the functions
VC (o, + 4) = e(Cc) with C E 4), C 0 0, and degree C < k. Letting k run
through all positive integers, we arrive at the desired criterion. 0

DEFINITION 3.3. The sequence (a.,,) in 4)' is said to be weakly u.d. mod 1 in
CD' if

t

limA(fl'h'q) _ a k forallk> 1 and all 8EV.
t-. co q

t -
DEFINITION 3.4. An element E E 4)' is called irrational if is not contained
in GF(q, x), the collection of all quotients A/B of elements A, B E 4), B 0 0.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let E 4)' be irrational. Let (A,,) be a sequence formed by
using all the elements of 4' and such that degree A for n Z 1
and A2 0 A; for i 0 j. Then the sequence (A,,) is weakly u.d. mod 1 in V.

PROOF. In obvious analogy with the criterion in (3.5), we have to show

lim q-'> 0 for every C E 4', C 54 0. (3.6)t- ,,-1

By the construction of (A,,), (3.6) is equivalent to

lim q t 0 for every C c 4), C 0 0, (3.7)
t'.0

degreedn<t

and since is irrational, (3.7) follows from the relation

lim q -t e(Aa.) = 0 for a c-
t-oo AE4'

degreeA<t

which in turn is an easy consequence of the fundamental relation

I e(Ao.) = 0 for a. E 4' with degree {a.} > -m, (3.8)
AE d'

degree A < n,

where in is any positive integer.

Notes

Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 are from Hodges [1]. The Weyl criterion in Theorem 3.2
was given by Kuipers and Scheelbeek [2]. Earlier Hodges [1] had found a necessary con-
dition. Other Weyl criteria for u.d. mod M have been established by Meijer and Dijksma
[1] and Dijksma [2] (see Exercise 3.1). Definitions 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 and Theorem 3.3 and
3.4 are from Carlitz [2]. The definition of the function e(a) is from Carlitz [1]. Theorem
3.4 was greatly improved by Meijer and Dijksma [1], who showed that with a specific
ordering of the sequence (An) the sequence (And) will even be u.d. mod 1 in 41'. The
theory of u.d. in c was further developed by Hodges [1, 2, 3], Dijksma [1, 2, 3], and
Meijer and Dijksma [1]. For u.d. mod M with the special polynomial M = x, see Gotusso
[1] and also Exercises 3.5-3.8. Various interesting results on u.d. in c b' were shown by
Hodges [3], Dijksma [2, 3], Meijer and Dijksma [1], and Rhin [2, 3]. Since CD' is a compact
(additive) group in the topology induced by the degree valuation, the results of Chapter 4
apply to u.d. mod I in V. A good account of the theory of u.d. in both CD and' ' can be
found in Dijksma [5]. For metric theorems, see Dijksma [4] (with some improvements in
Dijksma [5]), de Mathan [1, 2], and Rhin [1]. An analogue of P.V. numbers in' ' was
defined by Bateman and Duquette [1] and further studied by Grandet-Hugot [2, 3]. For
results on u.d. in the setting of local fields, we refer to Beer [2] and de Mathan [3].
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Exercises

3.1. Let e(.) be the function defined in (3.4). Prove the following Weyl
criterion. The sequence (An) in 4 is u.d. mod M if and only if

N
lim 1 e(CM-1An) = 0

N-co N n=1

for all C E cP with C 0 0 and degree C < degree M.
3.2. The sequence (An) in cb is u.d. if and only if

N
lim 1 e(ocA ,) = 0
N-co N n=1

for all "rationals" a c- GF(q, x) with a 0 4b.
3.3. Let be a sequence in V, and let M E 4 have positive degree.

Prove that if (M-lan) is u.d. mod 1 in V, then ([an]) is u.d. mod M.
3.4. Let (An) be a sequence in cP such that is u.d. mod 1 in 9' for

every irrational $ E V (see the notes for the existence of such a
sequence). Prove that the sequence ([A,,fl) is u.d. for every irrational
$EV.

3.5. Let b1i b2, . . . , bq be the elements of GF(q). For a sequence (an) of
elements in GF(q) and N Z 1, let A(s, N) be the number of elements
among a1, . . . , aN that are equal to b3. Show first that (an) is u.d.
mod M = x if and only if "MN-. A(s, N)/N = 1/q for 1 S s S q.
Prove also that is u.d. mod x if and only if

limN-. A (h, N)/A(k, N) = 1

for 1 S h, k S q. If (an) is u.d. mod x, we say that (an) is u.d. in GF(q).
3.6. If is u.d. in GF(q) (see Exercise 3.5), then the same holds for the

sequence where an = a,,-' for an 54 0 and a = 0 for an = 0.
3.7. Let (an) be u.d. in GF(q) (see Exercise 3.5), and let f(x) = xk, k Z 1.

Then, (f(an)) is u.d. in GF(q) if and only if (k, q - 1) = 1.
3.8. Let be u.d. in GF(q) (see Exercise 3.5). For f E CD, prove that (f(an))

is u.d. in GF(q) if and only if f is a permutation polynomial, that is, if
and only if the mapping wf: a "f (a), a E GF(q), is a permutation of
GF(q).

3.9. See the proof of Theorem 3.3. Prove in detail that the characters of
are precisely the functions lpc with C E and degree C < k.

3.10. Give a detailed proof for (3.8).
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Number Theory:
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difference operators, 13, 28, 80
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116
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Cesaro means, 62
Holder means, 62
Euler method, 63
simple Riesz means, 63
(in Chapter 3, Section 4), summation method of almost

convergence, 215
summation method of A-almost convergence, 217
(in Chapter 3), norm of matrix method A, 207

integral part of real number x, 1
fractional part of real number x, 1
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[xl m
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(a, b)
[a, b]
4(n)

µ(n)

E
din

Uniform Distribution:

(xn), (xk)
u. d.
u. d. mod 1

A-u.d. mod 1
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A (R, k, N)

4

integral part of x e RS, 47
fractional part of x e RS, 47
316
316
distance from t to the nearest integer, 121
simple continued fraction, 122
a divides b
a congruent to b modulo m
greatest common divisor of a and b
least common multiple of a and b
Euler phi function
Moebius function
sum over the positive divisors d of n

369

sequences
uniform distribution, uniformly distributed
uniform distribution modulo 1, uniformly distributed

modulo 1, 1
A-uniform distribution modulo 1, A-uniformly distrib-

uted modulo 1, 61
continuous uniform distribution modulo 1, continuously

uniformly distributed modulo 1, 78
uniform distribution modulo A, uniformly distributed

modulo A, 4
uniform distribution modulo m, uniformly distributed

modulo m, 305
continuous uniform distribution modulo m, continuously

uniformly distributed modulo m, 316
uniformly distributed of order k, 320
well distributed modulo 1, 40
distribution function, 56
distribution function modulo 1, 53
asymptotic distribution function modulo 1, 53
A-asymptotic distribution function modulo 1, 60
counting function, 1, 47, 175, 319
40,48
counting function modulo m, 305
306
(in Chapter 5, Section 2), 320
(in Chapter 5, Section 3), 326
(in Chapter 5, Section 3), 329
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DN, DN(x 1, ... , XN)
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DJP)
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RN(x)
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Xk(a)

Algebra, Linear Algebra:
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sp (K)
E

HA II
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AT
(Al B)
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GL(k)
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GF(q)
1, GF[q, x]
GF(q, x)
(D', GF {q, x}
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(in Chapter 1, Section 2), counting function for double
sequences, 18

69
69
78, 83
251
discrepancy, 88
discrepancy, 90
multidimensional discrepancy, 93
multidimensional discrepancy, 93
discrepancy of infinite sequence (or of finite sequence

containing at least N terms), 89, 90, 93
isotropic discrepancy, 93
isotropic discrepancy of infinite sequence (or of finite

sequence containing at least N terms), 94
LP discrepancy, 97
discrepancy with respect to distribution function, 90
remainder function, 107
maximal deviation, 189
Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number, 36
convolution of sequences, 260
320

standard inner product in RS, 48
linear subspace spanned by )/, 172, 221
identity matrix
norm of complex square matrix, 222
trace of complex square matrix, 223
conjugate of complex square matrix, 222
transpose of complex square matrix, 222
inner product of complex square matrices, 223
Kronecker product of matrices, 225
general linear group of rank k over C, 222
unitary group of rank k over C, 222
finite field of q elements, 326
ring of polynomials over GF(q), 326
field of rational functions over GF(q), 329
completion of GF(q, x) with respect to degree valuation,

328
329
congruence in GF[q, x] , 326
integral part of a e GF {q, x}, 329
fractional part of a e GF {q, x}, 329
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R
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T
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Go
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identity element, 220
inverse of a
left (right) translate of M by a, 221
set of inverses of elements of M, 221
direct product of (topological) groups G and H, 233
direct product of family of (topological) groups

weak direct product of family of groups, 233
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221

259
Banach algebra of almost-periodic functions on G, 297
mean value of almost-periodic function f, 297
dual group (character group) of G, 232
set of periodic characters of G, 288
(in Chapter 4, Section 5), Bohr compactification of G,

289
periodic compactification of G, 289
232
annihilator of H in G, 232
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quasi-cyclic p-group, 293
additive group of p-adic integers in p-adic topology, 321
additive group of rational numbers in discrete topology,

283
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{e}, 233
additive group of real numbers in discrete topology, 273
one-dimensional circle group, 224
s-dimensional circle group, 268
one-dimensional circle group in discrete topology, 273
universal compact monothetic group, 273
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wise convergence, 222
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Rp
RP

Measure Theory:
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µ

µ

µx, Ex

µoo

T-1µ
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MW
Al+(G)

Topology, Functional Analysis:

int M

M
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CM
X_
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U. V
R mod 1
T
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unitary group of rank k over C in topology of entrywise
convergence, 222

320

322

322

322

Lebesgue measure (unless stated otherwise)
(in Chapter 3), nonnegative regular normed Borel measure,

171
(in Chapter 4), Haar measure (unless stated otherwise),

221
normed point measure at x, 179, 258
outer measure induced by p, 198
(complete) product measure induced by µ on product

of denumerably many copies of given measure space,
182

measure defined by
(T_1µ) (.) = µ(T-1.), 179

convolution of measures, 258
286
mean value of almost-periodic function f, 297
set of nonnegative regular normed Borel measures on G,

258
(in Chapter 5, Section 1), 313
(in Chapter 5, Section 2), 319
(in Chapter 5, Section 2), 324

interior of M, 94
closure of M, 94
topological boundary of M, 174
(in Chapters 3 and 4), complement of M in underlying

space, 174
characteristic function of M
Cartesian product of denumerably many copies of space

X in product topology, 182
weight of space X, 227
uniformity, 194
194

170
one-sided shift (unless stated otherwise), 183, 216
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AX)
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L2[0, 1]
L 1(µ)
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Hall
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Banach algebra of real-valued continuous functions on
X under supremum norm, 171

Banach algebra of complex-valued continuous functions
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Banach algebra of almost-periodic functions on G, 297
Banach space of square-integrable functions on [0, 11, 25
Banach space of µ-integrable functions, 270
supremum norm off eR(X), 171
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216
norm of complex square matrix, 222
inner product of complex square matrices, 223

end of proof, end of example
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SUBJECT INDEX

Abel method, 65
discrete, 213, 216

Absolutely normal number, 71, 74, 75
Additive number-theoretic function, distri-

bution of, 66, 318
Admissible double partition of I k, 151,

153, 154
Admissible sequence, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47
Algebraic homomorphism, 231
Algebraic irrational number, 124, 128, 129
Algebraic isomorphism, 231
Almost-arithmetic progression, 118, 119,

120, 127, 128
Almost convergence, 215, 216, 218, 219
Almost convergent sequence, 44, 215, 216,

218, 219
with respect to summation method, 216

Almost-periodic function, 297, 298, 302,
303, 304

K-, 301, 304
Almost uniformly distributed sequence

mod 1, 53, 66, 68, 309, 317, 319
Almost well-distributed sequence, 205
Annihilator, 232
Anormal number, 77
Applications to ergodic theory, 30
Applications to integral equations, 159
Applications to interpolation problems, 159
Applications to the Cauchy problem, 159
Artin's conjecture, 235
Asymptotic distribution function, 56, 57,

66, 68
Asymptotic distribution function mod 1,

53-57, 59-69, 76, 90, 99, 137-141
with respect to summation method, 60-68

Baire's category theorem, 198, 205
Banach algebra, 171, 172, 297, 302
Banach-Buck measure, 313, 314, 315, 318,

319
Banach limit, 215, 216
Banach space, 171, 216
Bernoulli polynomials, 24, 157, 168
Block frequencies, number with prescribed,

75
Bochner-Herglotz theorem, 247, 256, 257
Bohr compactification, 289, 293, 303
Borel-Cantelli lemma, 211
Borel-measurable function, 171, 172
Borel measure, 171
Borel property, 190, 208, 211, 212, 213,

214, 218, 219
Borel set, 171
Borel's metric theorem, 70, 74, 75, 76, 193
Brigg logarithms, 9

Carlson-P61ya theorem, 22
Carrier of measure, 191, 192
Cauchy problem, applications to the, 159
Ces'ro means, 62, 63, 65, 68, 82, 213, 214,

215, 216, 219
Champernowne's number, 8, 22, 75
Character, discrete, 230, 234

nondiscrete, 230
of compact abelian group, 224, 231
of locally compact abelian group, 231

381
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of representation, 224
periodic, 288, 289, 293, 301, 303
trivial, 227

Character group, 232
Circle group, finite-dimensional, 235, 268

one-dimensional, 224, 230
Collectives, von Mises's theory of, 77
Compact element, 234, 303
Compactification, 288, 289, 290

Bohr, 289, 293, 303
D-, 302
periodic, 289, 291, 293, 302, 303

Compact index, subgroup of, 282, 283, 302
Compact-open topology, 232
Completely reducible representation, 226
Complete uniform distribution, 45, 75, 204,

205, 206, 235
Connected component, 233, 234
Construction of normal numbers, 75
Continued fractions, 122, 128
Continuity set, 5, 174, 175, 176, 178, 179,

180, 191, 200, 201
Continuous distribution function on71P,

324, 325, 326
Continuous homomorphism, 222
Continuously uniformly distributed func-

tion, in 71, 316, 317, 318
mod 1, 78-87, 99
mod m, 316, 318, 319

Continuous measure, 254
Continuous uniform distribution on Qp, 85,

325
Continuous uniform distribution in 71, 316,

317, 318
Continuous uniform distribution mod 1,

78-87, 99
definition, 78
in Rs, 83-87
in sequences of intervals, 84
of stochastic processes, 84
quantitative theory, 84
with respect to summation method, 84

Continuous uniform distribution mod m,
316, 318, 319

Continuous uniform distribution on group,
235

Continuous uniform distribution on surface,
85

Convergence-determining class, 172-175,
179, 180, 181, 189, 190, 192

SUBJECT INDEX

Convergents to an irrational, 122
Convex hull, 94
Convex polytope, closed, 94

open, 94
Convex programming, 116
Convolution of measures, 257-262, 266
Convolution of sequences, 257, 260-266
Correlation function, 244-256

with respect to summation method, 244-
256

Counting function, 1, 4, 18, 40, 47, 48, 69,
88, 175, 305, 306, 319, 326, 329

ca-uniform distribution mod 1, 85
cIII-uniform distribution mod 1, 85, 86
Cylinder set, 184, 190

Darboux step function, lower, 160
upper, 160

D-compactification, 302
Degree of representation, 222
Degree valuation, 330
Density, lower asymptotic, 306, 317

natural, 251, 314, 315, 317, 319
upper asymptotic, 317

Diameter, 96
Difference operator, 28, 29, 31, 80, 86,

147, 148
Difference theorems, for continuous uni-

form distribution, 84, 86
quantitative, 163-169
for uniformly distributed sequences, 25-

31, 51, 169, 236-240, 244, 249-252,
255, 256, 257, 265, 285

for well-distributed sequences, 46, 240-
244,256,257

Digit, 69
Digit properties, set defined by, 75
Diophantine approximation, 121, 122, 128
Diophantine inequalities, 28, 30
Direct product, 233

uniformly distributed sequence in, 262,
266

weak, 233, 234, 294
Dirichlet's theorem, 121
Discrepancy, definition, 88, 89, 90, 97, 98,

99
definition, multidimensional case, 93, 98
discrete case, 98
extreme, 98
isotropic, 93-99, 116
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L2,9 7 ,9 8 , 103, 115, 158
LP, 97, 98, 115
lower bounds, 90, 92, 93, 97, 100-109,

115, 116
other notions of, 98, 158, 189, 190, 191,

192, 234
over intervals mod 1, 114, 117
upper bounds, 110-117
with respect to distribution function, 90,

99, 142
Discrete Abel method, 213, 216
Discrete character, 230, 234
Distribution function in the sense of proba-

bility theory, 54
Distribution function mod 1, 53, 54, 55,

58, 66, 67, 68, 141, 142
asymptotic, see asymptotic distribution

function mod 1
lower, 53, 58, 59, 66, 67, 68
of measurable function, 84
upper, 53, 58, 59, 66, 67, 68

Distribution function of sequence in 2Z p,
320, 323-326

Divisible group, 283, 284
Double sequence, 18
Dual group, 232
Duality theorem of Pontryagin-van Kampen,

232

Egoroff's theorem, 199, 205
Elementary criteria for uniform distribu-

tion mod 1, 6, 86, 89, 91, 93, 97, 127,
128

Empirical distribution function, 98
Ensemble normal, 76
Equicontinuous transformations, 194
dquirdpartition en moyenne (mod 1), 67
Equi-uniform distribution, see Family of

equi-uniformly distributed sequences
Equivalence of nondecreasing functions, 54,

55
Equivalent representations, 223
Equivalent summation methods, 61
Erbliche Eigenschaften, 256
Erdts-Turdn-Koksma theorem, 116, 154,

167
Erdos-Turdn theorem, 112, 113, 114, 116,

117, 122
Ergodic theory, 22, 30, 39, 46, 75, 76, 183,

190, 191, 193, 235, 269, 278, 281

383

applications to, 30
Ergodic transformation, 75, 76, 183, 190,

191, 193, 235, 269, 278, 281
Euler method, 63, 68
Euler summation formula, 8, 19, 24
Everywhere dense sequence, 6, 8, 52, 132-

135, 139-142, 179, 185-188, 190, 191,
192, 202, 221

Expansion, b-adic, 69, 77, 117, 206, 318
Exponential sums, 15, 17, 21, 110-114,

116, 117, 129, 143, 158, 160, 162,
163

Extendable set, 22, 24, 31
Extreme discrepancy, 98

Family of equi-uniformly distributed se-
quences, in compact group, 228, 229,
236, 276, 277, 278, 280, 281

in compact space, 193-199, 205
in monothetic group, 276, 277, 278, 280,

281
Farey points, 135, 136, 137, 141, 142
Fastkonvergenz, 215
Fejdr's theorem, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22, 23,

24, 29, 30
Fibonacci numbers, 31, 318
Finite field, uniformly distributed sequence

in, 330, 331
First category, set of, 75, 184, 185, 218
Fractional part, 1, 47

of element in GF{q,x}, 329
Frobenius theorem, 13
Function of bounded variation, 143, 147,

159, 160
in the sense of Hardy and Krause, 147,

151, 158
in the sense of Vitali, 147, 162

g-adic numbers, 325
Gaps for (no), 22
Gel'fond-Raikov theorem, 224, 232, 236
General linear group, 222
Generator of monothetic group, 267-272,

275-282, 294
Generic point, 205
Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, 98
Good lattice point, 154-157, 159, 162
Group of bounded order, 302, 303

Haar measure, 220, 221, 259, 282
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outer, 272
Hamel basis, 273, 275
Hammersley sequence, 129, 130, 158
Hartman-uniformly distributed sequence,

295-302, 304, 318
Hauptsystem, 190
Hausdorff dimension, 75
Helly-Bray lemma, 54, 55
Helly-Bray theorem, 57
Helly selection principle, 54
Hereditary properties, 256
Hill condition, 208, 211, 213, 218
Holder means, 62, 67, 82
Homogeneously equidistributed sequence

mod 1, 6
Homogeneous set, 190

Imaginary part of function, 171
Improper integral, 22, 159
Inclusion-exclusion formula, 180
Inclusion of summation methods, 61, 62,

63, 65, 68, 213, 214, 216
Independence of functions, 84
Independent sequences, 315, 316, 318,

319
Individual ergodic theorem, 39, 75, 76, 183,

190, 191, 193, 204, 235, 269
Infinite-dimensional unit cube, 39, 51, 98,

130, 158
Inner product, 48
Inner product of matrices, 223
Integral equations, applications to, 159
Integral part, 1, 47

of element in GF{q,x}, 329
Intensitatsdispersion, 97
Interpolation problems, applications to,

159
Irrational element of GF{q,x}, 329, 330,

331
Irrational number, algebraic, 124, 128, 129

of constant type, 121, 122, 124, 125,
128, 157

sequence of multiples of, see special
sequence, (no)

type of, 121, 122, 124
with bounded partial quotients, 122, 124,

125, 128, 157
Irrational numbers, classification of, 121
Irreducible representation, 224
Irregularities of distribution, 105-109, 115,

SUBJECT INDEX

116, 128, 129, 318
Isomorphism theorem, 231
Isotropic discrepancy, 93-99, 116

Jointly normal k-tuple, 76
Jordan-measurable set, 5, 93
Jump function, 324

K-almost periodic function, 301, 304
Khintchine's conjecture, 39
Kinetic gas theory, 51, 84, 159
K-monogenic group, 304
Koksma-Hlawka inequality, 147, 151, 158
Koksma's inequality, 142, 143, 145, 146,

147, 157, 158, 160
Koksma's metric theorem, 34, 35, 36, 39,

40, 51, 84
Kolmogorov-Smirnov limit theorem, 98, 99
Kolmogorov test, two-sided, 98
Kronecker product, of matrices, 225, 236

of representations, 225
Kronecker's theorem, 22

for groups, 235
K-separable group, 302
K-uniformly distributed sequence in locally

compact group, 301, 304

Lacunary sequence, 22, 39, 46, 66, 128,
129

Law of large numbers, 182, 190
Law of the iterated logarithm, 98, 99, 190
L2 discrepancy, 97, 98, 103, 115, 158
LP discrepancy, 97, 98, 115
Lebesgue-integrable function, 5, 6, 75
Lebesgue-measurable set, 5, 6, 39
Lebesgue measure, 5
Left translation invariant measure, 221
Left uniformity, 228
LeVeque's inequality, 110, 111, 112, 116,

117
Logarithmic sequence, see Special sequence,

(c log n)
Logarithms, Brigg, 9
Lorentz condition, 218
Lower asymptotic density, 306, 317
Lower Darboux step function, 160
Lower distribution function mod 1, 53, 58,

59, 66, 67, 68

Matrix method, 60, 207
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equivalent, see equivalent summation
methods

inclusion, see inclusion of summation
methods

positive, 218, 244
regular, see regular summation method
strongly regular, 216, 218, 219, 244

Matrix norm, 222, 223
Maximal deviation, 189, 190, 192, 234
Mean value of almost-periodic function,

297, 298, 304
Measurable set in 71+, 314, 315
Measure, Banach-Buck, 313, 314, 315, 318,

319
Borel, 171
carrier of, 191, 192
continuous, 254
Haar, 220, 221, 259, 282
Lebesgue, 5
left translation invariant, 221
normed, 171
outer, 198
outer Haar, 272
point, 178, 179, 199, 258, 259, 266
projection of, 206
regular, 171
restriction of, 177, 180, 206
right translation invariant, 221
support of, 176, 177, 206
Wiener, 84

Measure-preserving transformation, 183
Metric space, 175, 181, 190, 191, 193, 219
Metric theorems, on almost uniformly dis-

tributed sequences, 309, 317, 319
on complete uniform distribution, 204
on continuous uniform distribution, 84,

99
on normal numbers, 70, 71, 74, 75, 193,

235
quantitative, 39, 75, 84, 98, 99, 128-131,

190, 191
on uniform distribution in GF{q,x} and

GF[q,x], 330
on uniform distribution in Z, 309, 318
on uniform distribution in Z p, 325
on uniformly distributed sequences, 32-

40, 51, 52, 59, 66, 75, 76, 182-185,
190, 191, 208, 211, 213, 218, 235,
279

on well-distributed sequences, 44-47, 201,

385

204, 205
Mixing transformation, 278, 281
Modulus of continuity, 145, 146, 158, 161
Monna map, 325
Monogenic generator, 294, 303, 304
Monogenic group, 294, 295, 302, 303, 304

K-, 304
Monothetic group, 267-282, 293, 294, 295,

302
generator of, see generator of monothetic

group
Motion, rectilinear uniform, 83, 84, 87

Natural density, 251, 314, 315, 317, 319
Noncontinuable power series, 12, 22, 24
Nondiscrete character, 230
Normal element, 235
Normality with respect to different bases,

75, 76, 77
Normal k-tuple, 76

jointly, 76
Normal number, 69-78, 193, 206, 235, 309,

319
absolutely, 71, 74, 75
construction of, 75
(j,e)-, 76
of order k, 76, 77
simply, 69, 73, 74, 75, 77

Normal periodic system of digits, 75
Normal set, 39, 76, 77, 78
Normed measure, 171
Number with prescribed block frequencies,

75
Numerical integration, 130, 142-163

One-sided shift, 183, 193, 200, 216
Optimal coefficients, 159
Outer Haar measure, 272
Outer measure, 198

p-adic integers, 158, 279, 280, 294, 302,
319-326

p-adic numbers, 284, 321
p-adic valuation, 321
Parseval's identity, 111
Partial quotients, 122
Partition of I k, 147
Periodic character, 288, 289, 293, 301, 303
Periodic compactification, 289, 291, 293,

302, 303
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Periodic function, 3, 25, 84, 85, 86, 156,
159, 161, 162, 286

on locally compact group, 286, 287
Periodic mapping, 286
Periodic representation, 288
Permutation polynomial, 331
Peter-Weyl theorem, 226, 227, 236
Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number, 36, 39, 40,

76
in GF{q,x}, 330
in Qp, 325

Point measure, 178, 179, 199, 258, 259,
266

P61ya-Cantelli theorem, 98
Polynomial over R, sequence of values of,

see Special sequence, (f(n)), f poly-
nomial

Polynomial over 71, sequence of values of,
311, 312, 313, 318, 319

Positive-definite function, 245, 246, 247,
257

Positive matrix method, 218, 244
Positive Toeplitz matrix, 60
Power series, 10-13, 22, 24, 50, 51, 53

noncontinuable, 12, 22, 24
Product measure, 39, 46, 182
Prohorov distance, 191
Projection of measure, 206
Prefer topology, 302
Pseudorandom numbers generated by con-

gruential methods, 130

Quasi-cyclic group, 293, 294
Quotient group, 230

Rademacher functions, 77, 116, 117
Radical-inverse function, 129
Random number generator, 205
Random variables, uniform distribution of,

39
Rational function, 10, 11, 12, 22
Real part of function, 171
Rearrangement of sequences, 132-137, 139-

142, 185-190, 192, 202, 218
Rectilinear uniform motion, 83, 84, 87
Reducible representation, 224
Regular measure, 171
Regular summation method, 61, 62
Relatively equidistributed sequence, 178,

190

SUBJECT INDEX

Relatively measurable sequence, 315
Relativ gleichverteilt, 178
Representation, 222

completely reducible, 226
equivalent, 223
irreducible, 224
periodic, 288
reducible, 224
trivial, 225
unitary, 224, 235, 236

Residue modulo 1, 1
Restriction of measure, 177, 180, 206
Riemann-integrable function, 3, 6, 12, 18,

46, 50, 52, 67, 85, 142, 158, 159, 162,
317

on71p, 321
Riemann integral, 2, 142
Riemann-Stieltjes integral, 54, 61, 144, 160,

168
Riemann zeta-function, 30, 156
Riesz means, simple, 63-66, 68, 213, 214,

216, 218, 219
Riesz representation theorem, 56, 258, 266
Right translation invariant measure, 221
Right uniformity, 228
Roth's method, 100-107, 115
Roth's sequence, 129

Schmidt's method, 107, 108, 109, 115
Schwach gleichmdssig gleichverteilt, 205
a-compact topological space, 231
Secular perturbations, 21
Separating points, 173
Sequence, admissible, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47

almost convergent, 44, 215, 216, 218,
219

almost uniformly distributed mod 1, 53,
66, 68, 309, 317, 319

almost well-distributed, 205
completely uniformly distributed, see

Complete uniform distribution
double, 18
everywhere dense, see Everywhere dense

sequence
Hartman-uniformly distributed, 295-302,

304,318
homogeneously equidistributed mod 1, 6
K-uniformly distributed, 301, 304
relatively equidistributed, 178, 190
relatively measurable, 315
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special, see Special sequence
strongly uniformly distributed, see

Strongly uniformly distributed sequence
summable, 60
two-sided, 67
uniformly distributed, see Uniformly

distributed sequence ...
weakly uniformly distributed, see Weakly

uniformly distributed sequence
weakly well-distributed, 205, 206, 256
well-distributed, see Well-distributed

sequence
with empty spectrum, 77

Sequence of measures, uniformly distri-
buted, 178, 234, 235, 256

Set defined by digit properties, 75
Set of first category, 75, 184, 185, 218
Shift, one-sided, 183, 193, 200, 216
Silverman-Toeplitz theorem, 62, 66
Simple Riesz means, 63-66, 68, 213, 214,

216, 218, 219
Simply normal number, 69, 73, 74, 75, 77
Slowly growing sequence, see Special

sequence, slowly growing
Special sequence, almost-arithmetic pro-

gression, 118, 119, 120, 127, 128
Hammersley sequence, 129, 130, 158
lacunary, 22, 39, 46, 66, 128, 129
other sequences, 30, 31, 51, 52, 66, 86,

130
pseudorandom numbers, 130
Roth's sequence, 129
sequence of rationals, 6, 7, 39, 47, 67, 69,

90, 99, 106, 118, 130, 136, 137, 141,
142

slowly growing, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 47,
58, 59, 64, 65, 67, 128

trigonometric, 23, 36-39, 68
van der Corput-Halton sequence, 129,

130, 158
van der Corput sequence, 127, 129, 132,

137
(no), 8, 21, 22, 23, 39, 42, 46, 67, 122-

126, 128, 129, 131, 157, 158, 159,
161, 219, 267, 284

(no), subsequence of, 8, 22, 128, 129
((no,, ..., nes)), 48, 49, 51, 52, 129,

132, 268
(ano), an integers, 22, 32, 34, 39, 40, 76,

128, 129, 163, 271, 279, 281, 296,

387

309, 310, 317, 318, 319
(bne), b integer, 8, 39, 42, 46, 66, 70, 71,

74-78, 128, 129, 158, 163
(Anx), 51, 76
(Xnx), kn real, 35, 36, 39, 40, 45, 46, 76,

77, 284
(anx), a real, 35, 36, 39, 40, 44, 46, 47,

76
(f(n)), f polynomial, 27, 28, 30, 46, 129,

284
(f(pn)), f polynomial, 30, 129
((f, (n), ..., fs(n))), fi polynomials, 49,

51,52, 129
(f(n)), f entire function, 30
(f(n)), f growing somewhat faster than a

polynomial, 30, 129
(ana), 14, 15, 22, 24, 30, 31, 40, 130,

244, 284
(c log n), 8, 9, 22, 24, 57, 58, 59, 66, 68,

142, 218
(log Pn), 22
(n log n), 15, 18, 132
(n logk r:), 18, 24, 132
(ana logT n), 14, 15, 31, 130, 142
(q(n)/n), 66, 142

Special sequence in group, (an), 229, 267,
268, 269, 276-281, 294, 295, 304

(arn), 257, 270, 271, 279, 281
Special sequence of integers, (f(n)), f poly-

nomial, 311, 312, 313, 318, 319
([not]), 296, 307, 308, 310, 317, 318

Stark gleichverteilte Folge, 235
Steinhaus conjectures, 22
Step function, 2, 160, 179
Steps for (no), 22
Stochastic processes, applications to, 39, 84

continuous uniform distribution mod 1
of, 84

Stone-Weierstrass theorem, 173, 177
Strongly regular matrix method, 216, 218,

219, 244
Strongly uniformly distributed sequence, in

compact group, 235
in compact space with respect to summa-

tion method, 218
Subgroup of compact index, 282, 283, 302
Subsequence, uniform distribution of, 6, 8,

39, 40, 178, 180
Suites eutaxiques, 129, 191
Suite tres bien repartie, 325
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Summable sequence, 60
Summation method, 60, 178, 190, 207,

215, 217, 218
equivalent, 61
inclusion, 61, 62, 63, 65, 68, 213, 214,

216
regular, 61, 62

Superposition of sequences, 6, 47, 115,
116, 180

Supporting hyperplane, 94
Support of measure, 176, 177, 206
Supremum norm, 97, 171, 216
Symmetric set, 194

Tauberian theorem, 15, 62, 63, 65
Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem, 124, 128
Tietze's extension theorem, 177
Toeplitz matrix, positive, 60
Topological isomorphism, 231
Topologically divisible group, 284, 286,

294, 302, 303
Topologically isomorphic groups, 231
Torsion-free group, 233
Torsion group, 234
Torsion subgroup, 233
Trace of matrix, 223
Transform with respect to summation

method, 60
Trigonometric polynomial, 7
Trigonometric sequence, 23, 36-39, 68
Trivial character, 227
Trivial representation, 225
Two-sided Kolmogorov test, 98
Two-sided sequence, 67
Type of irrational number, 121, 122, 124

Uniform distribution in compact group,
definition, 221, 234

with respect to summation method, 221,
244, 249-252, 256, 257, 279

Uniform distribution in compact space,
definition, 171, 175, 176, 178, 179,
189

with respect to summation method, 207-
215, 217, 218, 219

Uniform distribution in finite field, 331
Uniform distribution in GF[q,x], 326, 327,

328, 330, 331
Uniform distribution in I°°, 51, 130, 191
Uniform distribution in local field, 330

SUBJECT INDEX

Uniform distribution in locally compact
group, definition, 283, 301

Uniform distribution in locally compact
space, 178, 190

Uniform distribution in R, 283, 284, 296,
301, 303

Uniform distribution in ring of adeles, 325
Uniform distribution in VC 71p, 321, 325
Uniform distribution ink, 296, 304-310,

313, 314, 315, 317, 318, 319
relation to uniform distribution mod 1,

307-311, 317, 318, 319
Uniform distribution in 2Z k, 318
Uniform distribution in 71p, 320, 321, 322,

325
quantitative theory, 325

Uniform distribution mod 1, definition, 1,
2,5,6

elementary criteria, 6, 86, 89, 91, 93, 97,
127, 128

in C, 48,51,52
in GF{q,x}, 329, 330, 331
in R8, 47-52, 76, 93, 97, 98, 99
in sequences of intervals, 49, 50, 51
of double sequence, 18, 19, 23, 25
of double sequence in the squares 1 5 j,

k 4 N as N °°, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25
with respect to summation method, 61-

68, 76
Uniform distribution mod m, 305-309, 311,

312, 313, 316-319
with respect to summation method, 318
weak, 318

Uniform distribution mod Min GF[q,x],
326, 327, 328, 330, 331

Uniform distribution modulo a subdivision,
4, 5, 39, 46

Uniform distribution of function in Qp, 85,
325

Uniform distribution of function on group,
235

Uniform distribution of function on surface,
85

Uniform distribution of order k in 2Z p, 320,
325

Uniform distribution of sequence of
measures, 178, 234, 235, 256

Uniform distribution of sequence on curve,
51

Uniform distribution of sequence on
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sphere, 51
Uniform distribution of sequence on sur-

face, 51
Uniformity, 194
Uniformity class, 98, 178
Uniformly distributed double sequence

mod 1, 18, 19, 23, 25
in the squares 1 5 j, k 5 N as N -+ oo, 19,

20, 21, 23, 25
Uniformly-distributed-sequence generator,

235
Uniformly distributed sequence in compact

group, definition, 221, 234
existence, 235, 301, 302
with respect to summation method, 221,

244, 249-252, 256, 257, 279
Uniformly distributed sequence in compact

space, definition, 171, 175, 176, 178,
179, 189

existence, 171, 178, 179, 180, 190, 191,
192

with respect to summation method, 207-
215, 217, 218, 219

Uniformly distributed sequence in direct
product of groups, 262, 266

Uniformly distributed sequence in finite
field, 331

Uniformly distributed sequence in GF[q,x],
326, 327, 328, 330, 331

Uniformly distributed sequence in 1°°, 51,
30, 191

Uniformly distributed sequence in locally
compact group, definition, 283, 301

existence, 301, 302
Hartman-, see Hartman-uniformly distri-

buted sequence
K-, 301, 304

Uniformly distributed sequence in locally
compact space, 178, 190

Uniformly distributed sequence in R, 283,
284, 296, 301, 303

Uniformly distributed sequence in V X71 p,
321, 325

Uniformly distributed sequence in 71, 296,
304-310, 313, 314, 315, 317, 318, 319

Uniformly distributed sequence in71p, 320,
321, 322, 325

Uniformly distributed sequence mod 1,
almost, 53, 66, 68, 309, 317, 319

definition, 1, 2, 5, 6
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in C, 48, 51, 52
in GF{q,x}, 329, 330, 331
in Rs, 47-52, 76, 93, 97, 98, 99
with respect to summation method, 61-

68, 76
Uniformly distributed sequence mod m,

305-309, 311, 312, 313, 316-319
weakly, 318
with respect to summation method, 318

Uniformly distributed sequence mod M in
GF[q,x], 326, 327, 328, 330, 331

Uniformly distributed sequence mod A, 4,
5, 39,46

Uniformly distributed sequence of
measures, 178, 234, 235, 256

Uniformly distributed sequence of order k
inap, 320, 325

Uniformly distributed sequence on curve,
51

Uniformly distributed sequence on sphere,
51

Uniformly distributed sequence on surface,
51

Uniform space, 194, 214, 228
Unitary group, 222
Unitary matrix, 222
Unitary representation, 224, 235, 236
Unit circle, 12, 170, 171, 172, 181
Unit cube, 47

closed, 48
infinite-dimensional, 39, 51, 98, 130, 158

Unit interval, 1
closed, 2

Universal compact monothetic group, 273,
274, 278, 293

Universal monothetic Cantor group, 293,
294, 302

Upper asymptotic density, 317
Upper Darboux step function, 160
Upper distribution function mod 1, 53, 58,

59, 66, 67, 68
Urysohn function, 174
Urysohn metrization theorem, 181

Van Aardenne-Ehrenfest theorem, 105, 115
Van der Corput-Halton sequence, 129, 130,

158
Van der Corput's difference theorem, 26,

27, 30, 46, 165, 167, 169, 236, 238,
249, 250, 256, 265, 285
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Van der Corput sequence, 127, 129, 132,
137

Van der Corput's fundamental inequality,
25, 30, 237

Variation, see Function of bounded
variation

Very well distributed sequence in7ZP,
325

Vinogradov's method, 129
Von Mises's theory of collectives, 77

Walsh functions, 117
Weak convergence of measures, 178
Weak direct product, 233, 234, 294
Weakly uniformly distributed sequence,

mod 1 in GF{q,x}, 329, 330
mod m, 318

Weakly well-distributed sequence, 205,
206, 256

Weak uniform distribution mod m, 318
Weierstrass approximation theorem, 7
Weighted arithmetic means, 63-66, 68, 213,

214, 216, 218, 219
Weight of topological space, 227, 233, 278,

279, 281
Well distributed function mod 1, 84
Well-distributed sequence, almost, 205

in compact group, 221, 227, 229, 235,
236, 240-244, 256, 257, 269, 282

in compact space, 200-206, 215, 217, 218
in compact space, existence, 201, 205
in compact space with respect to summa-

tion method, 217, 218, 219
in locally compact group, 304
mod 1, 40-47
modIinR5,48,51,52

SUBJECT INDEX

mod 0, 46
weakly, 205, 206, 256

Weyl criterion, for asymptotic distribution
mod 1, 54, 61, 66, 68

for continuous uniform distribution, 78,
83, 84, 85

for equi-uniform distribution, 197, 236
for uniform distribution in compact group,

226, 227, 234, 260
for uniform distribution in compact space,

177, 181
for uniform distribution in GF[q,x] and

GF{q,x}, 328-331
for uniform distribution in locally com-

pact group, 288, 301
for uniform distribution in 7Z, 306, 317,

318
for uniform distribution in7ZP, 321, 322,

323, 325
for uniform distribution mod 1, 7, 8, 18,

21, 48, 51, 117
for uniform distribution mod 1, generali-

zation, 21, 23
for well-distributed sequence in compact

group, 227
for well-distributed sequence in compact

space, 200
for well-distributed sequence mod 1, 41,

46, 52
Weyl's growth condition, 40, 235
Weyl's method, 30
Wiener measure, 84
Wiener-Schoenberg theorem, 55, 66, 68,

254, 325, 326

Zero-one law, 190
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